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Preface
This audit and accounting guide supersedes the AICPA Audit and
Accounting Guide Savings and Loan Associations, which was originally issued
in 1979, and applies to savings institutions and savings banks insured by the
Savings Association Insurance Fund (SAIF) of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC) (savings institutions or institutions). The principal objective of this guide is to help independent auditors audit and report on the
financial statements of savings institutions. This guide is intended to serve as
a principal reference for auditors when they audit a savings institution's
financial statements.

Auditing
One objective of this guide is to heighten the auditor's awareness of the
audit risks and the complex issues encountered in an audit of a savings
institution's financial statements. Interest-rate risk, liquidity, asset quality,
and internal control structure are important concerns in the thrift industry.
These areas should receive special consideration when the auditor assesses
audit risk at the financial statement level. To manage interest-rate risk and
maintain liquidity, asset quality, and an effective internal control structure,
an institution's management must exercise considerable skill and judgment.
Similarly, the auditor should exercise considerable skill and judgment when
considering these matters in planning and performing the audit.
Interest-rate risk, liquidity, asset quality, and internal control structure
are discussed in chapter 2 of this guide. Subsequent chapters address how
these matters may affect the auditor's consideration of audit risk at the
account-balance or class-of-transactions level. Those chapters also describe
specific relevant internal control structure policies and procedures and audit
procedures. This guide also stresses the need for the auditor to become familiar
with the thrift industry and to have training or experience in auditing certain
areas, including mortgage-related derivatives and off-balance-sheet financial
instruments.

Accounting
This guide's discussions of accounting and financial-reporting matters are
intended to describe current practices, rather than prescribe new practices,
although the guide does establish specialized industry accounting practices for
marketable equity securities, which are discussed in paragraph 14 of Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 12, Accounting for Certain Marketable Securities. (In summary, the specialized practices consist of
accounting for equity securities held in a trading account at market value and
the reporting of changes in the valuation allowance for equity securities held
for sale in the statement of operations.)
Significant accounting matters addressed in this guide include establishing an adequate allowance for credit losses and valuing real estate acquired by
means other than a troubled-debt restructuring.
Consulting this guide cannot take the place of a careful reading of the
underlying authoritative literature. The guide incorporates and supersedes the
following AICPA statements of position (SOPs) to the extent that the SOPs
amended the previous audit and accounting guide:
•
SOP 85-2, Accounting for Dollar Repurchase—Dollar Reverse
Repurchase Agreements by Sellers-Borrowers
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•

SOP 86-1, Reporting Repurchase-—Reverse Repurchase Agreements
and Mortgage-Backed Certificates by Savings and Loan Associations
•
SOP 90-3, Definition of the Term Substantially the Same for Holders of Debt Instruments, as Used in Certain Audit Guides and a
Statement of Position
•
SOP 90-5, Inquiries of Representatives of Financial Institution
Regulatory Agencies
•
SOP 90-11, Disclosure of Certain Information by Financial Institutions About Debt Securities Held as Assets
An AICPA audit and accounting guide is included in category B of the
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) hierarchy established by
AICPA Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 5, The Meaning of
"Present Fairly in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles" in the Independent Auditor's Report. 1 Category B includes literature
that auditors should consider if the accounting treatment of a transaction or
event is not specified by a pronouncement covered by Rule 203 of the AICPA
Code of Professional Conduct. This guide cites guidance that is contained in
other accounting literature included in category D of the GAAP hierarchy,
including minutes and consensuses of the FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force
(EITF), the AICPA Accounting Standards Executive Committee's (AcSEC's)
practice bulletins and issues papers. These citations are not intended to
elevate this literature from category D to category B of the GAAP hierarchy.
However, auditors of publicly held institutions should be aware that the
minutes of the September 25, 1984, meeting of the FASB's EITF state that the
Chief Accountant of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) "believes
a Task Force consensus will set the tone for future accounting and that he will
question SEC registrants' accounting practices that differ from a Task Force
consensus."
Finally, users of this guide should be aware that certain issues affecting
savings institutions are currently under study by the AcSEC and the FASB,
including the following:
•
FASB Exposure Draft, Accounting for Income Taxes, which would
supersede FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting for Income Taxes
•
FASB Exposure Draft, Disclosures about Market Values of Financial Instruments
•
FASB project on accounting for investments with prepayment risk
•
FASB project on accounting for financial instruments and off-balance-sheet financing issues
•
FASB project on accounting for marketable securities held as assets
•
FASB project on accounting by creditors for impairment of a loan
•
FASB project on offsetting of amounts related to swaps, forwards,
and similar contracts
•
AcSEC proposed Statement of Position, Accounting for Foreclosed
Assets
•
AcSEC task force project on reporting interest income from loans
•
AcSEC task force project on accounting for acquisition, development, and construction (ADC) arrangements that are classified as
investments in real estate or real estate joint ventures
1

A revision by the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) of SAS No. 5 is currently in process.
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In addition, users of this guide should be aware of other professional
literature and authoritative guidance that may be issued by the AcSEC, the
FASB, or the ASB which affect audits of financial statements of savings
institutions.
The auditor also should be aware of additional auditing and reporting
responsibilities established by the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS), the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), and other federal
departments and agencies that may apply to savings institutions.

Effective Date and Transition
As previously noted, the accounting and financial reporting provisions of
this guide describe current authoritative accounting literature, rather than
establish new principles and standards. Accordingly, effective dates should be
applied as provided for in the related specific authoritative literature. The
auditing provisions of this guide shall be applied prospectively to audits of
financial statements of savings institutions for fiscal years beginning after
December 31, 1990.
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Executive Summary
Independent Audits
The OTS requires that insured institutions be audited annually by independent auditors who are acceptable to the OTS. The OTS's regulations
establish various requirements that independent auditors must meet to be
considered acceptable. In addition, OTS regulations and policies provide
standards for the satisfactory performance of annual audits by independent
auditors. These regulations and policies are currently set forth in Public
Accountant (PA) Bulletins; the auditor should become familiar with these
requirements. The independent auditor should be generally familiar with the
statutes, rules and regulations, and federal and state regulatory policies under
which a savings institution operates, and with its charter and bylaw provisions.
The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act
(FIRREA) has significantly enhanced the OTS's enforcement authority by
liberalizing standards for the issuance of cease-and-desist and removal-andprohibition orders. Independent auditors should be aware of the FIRREA
provision and OTS regulations that broadly define institution-affiliated parties
in a manner that could include independent auditors. This provision exposes
the independent auditor of an institution to criminal as well as financial
liability. The OTS has the ability to assess penalties for violations of laws,
regulations, written agreements, reporting requirements, and thrift financial
reports. The penalties can be assessed against any insured depository institution and any institution-affiliated party.

Financial Statements
The financial statements of all insured savings institutions must be
prepared in accordance with GAAP and the requirements set forth in the OTS
regulations. OTS regulations contain extensive requirements applicable to
accounting and reporting for federally insured institutions. OTS regulations
specify the form and content of financial statements to be filed.

Planning the Audit
In planning the audit of a savings institution, the auditor must be aware
of the business and economic risk factors that affect the industry. Among the
key factors that influence the business and economic risks inherent in the
industry are the sensitivity of earnings to changes in interest rates, the effect
of deregulation on available products and services, the anticipated effect of
new legislation, increasing competition to attract and lend funds among
financial and nonfinancial entities, continuing changes in financial products
and instruments, evolving accounting practices, and current regulatory developments.
The independent auditor should be aware of the thrift regulatory environment and consider the results of regulatory examinations in planning and
conducting the audit of a savings institution's financial statements. The
independent auditor should review reports of examinations and other communications from examiners and, when appropriate, make inquiries of the examiners.
Early in the planning process, the auditor should obtain an understanding of all reports to be issued. In addition to the report on the financial
statements, reports on "reportable conditions" as defined by SAS No. 60,
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Communication of Internal Control Structure Related Matters Noted in an
Audit; mortgage servicing; and collateral on Federal Home Loan Bank
(FHLB) advances are generally required. Federal regulations mandate that
the auditor study and test the institution's procedures for compliance with the
Financial Recordkeeping and Currency and Foreign Transaction Reporting
Act (also known as the Bank Secrecy Act); a special-purpose report in accordance with SAS No. 30, Reporting on Internal Accounting Control, is issued in
these circumstances.

Matters Influencing Risk at the Financial Statement
Level
In planning the audit, the auditor should assess the risk of material
misstatement of the institution's financial statements. The matters considered
in this assessment should be combined in an overall judgment by the auditor.
The presence of some red flags—that is, indicators of possible higher risk—
does not necessarily lead the auditor to conclude that the risk of material
misstatement is high. SAS No. 53, The Auditor's Responsibility to Detect and
Report Errors and Irregularities, lists management, operating and industry,
and engagement characteristics that the auditor should consider. Red flags
that may be present are discussed in chapter 2 of this guide.

Compliance With Laws and Regulations
In planning the audit, paragraph 7 of SAS No. 22, Planning and Supervision, provides that the auditor should consider "matters affecting the industry
in which the entity operates, such as economic conditions, government regulations, and changes in technology, as they relate to his audit" (emphasis
added). The auditor considers government regulations in light of how they
might affect the financial statement assertions.
The auditor should recognize that certain laws and regulations have a
known relationship to the audit objectives derived from financial statement
assertions, and that the savings institution's compliance with such laws and
regulations of the OTS is ordinarily tested as an integral part of applying
normal audit procedures.
The auditor's responsibility to consider laws and regulations and their
effect on the audit is described in SAS No. 54, Illegal Acts by Clients. The
auditor's responsibility to detect and report misstatements caused by certain
illegal acts—that is, those having a direct and material effect on the financial
statements—is equated by paragraph 5 of SAS No. 54 with the responsibility
to detect and report errors and irregularities under SAS No. 53. Accordingly,
the auditor should design the audit to provide reasonable assurance that a
savings institution's financial statements are free of material misstatements
that result from violations of laws and regulations that have a direct and
material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. These
laws and regulations include, for example, restrictions on retaining or acquiring corporate debt securities that are below investment grade and limitations
on investment options and amounts. Because such restrictions and requirements can affect the classification and valuation of assets, the auditor should
plan the audit to obtain reasonable assurance that any violation of these laws
and regulations has not caused a material misstatement of an institution's
financial statements.
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Executive Summary

Going-Concern Considerations—Assessment of
Regulatory-Capital Requirements
SAS No. 59, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern, requires the auditor to evaluate whether there is
substantial doubt about an entity's ability to continue as a going concern for a
reasonable period of time by considering the results of usual audit procedures,
including analytical procedures. Accordingly, the auditor ordinarily assesses
an institution's compliance with the leverage-ratio, tangible-capital, and riskbased capital requirements as an integral aspect of the evaluation required by
SAS No. 59.
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Chapter 1

Organization and Regulation
General Information
1.01 Savings institutions are financial intermediaries, the traditional role
of which has been to accept customer deposits for use as home financing for
borrowers. The regulatory structure governing savings institutions was originally established by the Federal Home Loan Bank Act of 1932, which was
intended to rescue the then-failing thrift industry and to guard against future
instability.
1.02 Congressional and regulatory action throughout the 1980s significantly altered the business environment in which savings institutions operate.
In response to the deregulation of rates paid on deposits and a dramatic rise in
interest rates in the early 1980s, Congress passed the Garn-St. Germain
Depository Institutions Act of 1982 (Garn-St. Germain), which significantly
expanded the investment powers of savings and loan associations and savings
banks while blurring the distinction between the two. (A savings bank is
another form of depository institution. Savings banks previously had all the
powers of savings institutions, plus additional authority to invest in certain
types of real estate development, stocks, and high-quality bonds.) Garn-St.
Germain was designed to give the industry the flexibility it needed to respond
to rapidly changing market conditions. Among other things, Garn-St. Germain
permitted savings institutions to invest (within limits) in real estate development; commercial real estate loans; and commercial, business, agriculture, and
certain consumer loans. In response, many states substantially expanded the
investment authority of state-chartered savings institutions.
1.03 During the mid-1980s, the thrift industry became significantly
distressed primarily because of declining real estate markets in certain parts
of the country and pressure on interest-rate spreads caused by increased
competition. The federal insurance fund was found to be insolvent, and in
response, FIRREA was passed in 1989. FIRREA provisions increased regulatory-capital requirements, limited investment authority and other activities
for state- and federally chartered institutions, provided funds from public and
private sources to resolve failed depository institutions, strengthened the
enforcement powers of federal regulators, and dismantled the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) while establishing the OTS in its place. Specific
provisions of FIRREA have significantly altered both the regulatory and
business environments for savings institutions. Also, the legal liability of
auditors, consultants, and other institution-affiliated parties was modified by
the law. Since the passage of FIRREA, the banking regulatory agencies and
the OTS have issued numerous regulations to implement the legislation.
Auditors should become familiar with the provisions of FIRREA and the
implementing regulations, particularly as they affect thrift operations and
their capital requirements.
1.04 The diversity of potential investments, the deregulation of interest
rates paid on insured deposits, innovations in the financial and capital
markets, and increased competition have intensified the pressure on institutions to operate profitably. In addition, the strengthened enforcement powers
of federal regulators, increased civil sanctions, and heightened public awareness have created a regulatory concern for independent auditors. It is important for the auditor to have an understanding of the regulatory environment,
including the rules and policies of the OTS and the FDIC as well as the unique
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accounting and business risks of the industry, to effectively audit the financial
statements of savings institutions. The auditor's responsibility for the consideration of laws and regulations is discussed in paragraphs 2.36 through 2.41 of
this guide.

Regulatory Structure
1.05 With the passage of FIRREA, the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) was dissolved and, as noted previously, the
FHLBB was succeeded by the OTS, which is a bureau of the Department of
the Treasury.
1.06 FIRREA also created the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) and
the RTC Oversight Board. The RTC, under the general oversight of the RTC
Oversight Board and the FDIC, manages and resolves all cases involving
savings institutions that were insured by the FSLIC; manages assets of the
liquidated Federal Asset Disposition Association; and manages, sells, or disposes of assets obtained from the closing of insured institutions.
1.07 Further, FIRREA made important definitional changes to the Federal Deposit Insurance Act to make it apply to both banks and savings
institutions. A new insurance fund, the Savings Associations Insurance Fund
(SAIF), was created to replace the insolvent FSLIC fund. The FDIC operates
the SAIF and the Bank Insurance Fund (BIF), and has the examination
authority for savings institutions.
1.08 FIRREA also amended the statutory criteria and procedures for
applications for deposit insurance, changed the procedures for the termination
of deposit insurance, and expanded the FDIC's authority to borrow from the
U.S. Treasury.
1.09 The director of the OTS may appoint the FDIC as conservator or
receiver of any insured federal depository institution, contingent upon several
factors. These factors include, among others, insolvency, deficient tangible
capital, substantial dissipation of assets or earnings, or unsafe and unsound
conditions for transacting business. The OTS remains the primary regulator
for savings institutions, but the FDIC acts in a secondary regulatory role and
may terminate insurance coverage for just cause. The FDIC has the authority
to examine any savings institution; the examination may be performed jointly
with the OTS or independently.
1.10 The credit function of the district Federal Home Loan Banks
(district banks) is administered by the Federal Housing Finance Board
(FHFB), an independent agency in the executive branch of the federal government. The primary responsibilities of the district banks include setting standards of community investment for member institutions, providing member
institutions with access to long-term advances, and administering the Affordable Housing Reserve Fund (AHRF). The AHRF was established by FIRREA
to promote affordable housing by making low-cost funds available to member
institutions for loans to low- and moderate-income households.
1.11 The Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC) was
established by the Emergency Home Finance Act of 1970. The FHLMC,
which is a publicly owned corporation regulated by HUD, facilitates the
secondary-mortgage market by purchasing mortgages from lenders and selling
investment securities backed by those mortgages.
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Expanded Enforcement Powers
1.12 One of the major reasons for the enactment of FIRREA, as stated in
the "Purposes" section of the act, was to "strengthen the enforcement powers
of federal regulators of depository institutions and the civil sanctions and
criminal penalties for defrauding or otherwise damaging depository institutions and their depositors." FIRREA granted unprecedented powers to the
depository institution regulatory agencies and grants to them the following:
•
For the first time, regulatory agencies have been given the authority
to assess civil money penalties (of up to $1,000,000 per day under
certain egregious circumstances) against insured depository institutions and "institution-affiliated parties" (including independent
auditors) that violate a written agreement or any condition imposed
in writing by the agency, or that, under certain circumstances,
breach a fiduciary duty or engage in unsafe or unsound practices.
•
Regulatory agencies have been granted the authority to assess civil
money penalties for filing late, false, or misleading regulatory
reports. The agencies may assess such penalties in amounts ranging
from $2,000 per day (for "inadvertent" reporting errors) to
$1,000,000 per day (for reports filed with "reckless disregard" for
the accuracy of such filings).
•
The FDIC has been given backup enforcement authority with
respect to savings institutions. The FDIC is now empowered to
recommend and order that an enforcement action be initiated
against a savings institution, even when the OTS has decided not to
initiate such an action.
1.13 Reflecting congressional concern over the fraud and other criminal
activity that contributed to the insolvency of many savings institutions and
commercial banks, FIRREA substantially increased the civil and criminal
penalties for "financial-institution-related offenses." Furthermore, the legislation significantly increases the Department of Justice's budget for investigations and prosecutions of "financial-institution-related offenses."

Regulatory Compliance
1.14 The OTS is the primary regulator for savings institutions, and its
rules and regulations govern both state- and federally chartered insured
institutions and savings-and-loan holding companies. It is the responsibility of
the savings institution to comply with the rules and regulations issued by the
OTS. As explained in chapter 2 of this guide, the auditor should obtain an
understanding of the possible financial statement effects of OTS rules and
regulations. Noncompliance with certain OTS rules and regulations can have a
material effect on a savings institution's financial statements.
1.15 OTS rules, regulations, and statements of policy are codified in the
Code of Federal Regulations, other supervisory policies and guidance are
issued in the form of regulatory handbooks. Generally, all of this information
can be obtained by the public by contacting the OTS directly. Commercial
reference services that provide OTS rules and regulations, statements of
policy, bulletins, and other releases are also available.
1.16 FIRREA amended the qualified thrift lender (QTL) test to require
that a higher percentage of a savings institution's assets be held in qualified
investments. In general, a savings institution that fails to become or remain a
qualified thrift lender will be considered a commercial bank, except in
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extraordinary circumstances. Savings institutions that fail the QTL test are
subject to numerous restrictions, including limits on investment activities,
branching, and new FHLB advances.
1.17 FIRREA subjects savings institutions to some of the same legal and
regulatory restrictions placed on commercial banks, such as national bank
lending limits (also known as loans-to-one-borrower limits). Institutions that
exceed these limits may be required to divest the loans, be subjected to lending
restrictions, or both. Bank and savings-and-loan subsidiaries of holding companies must also cross-guarantee liabilities with respect to losses incurred by the
RTC, SAIF, or BIF resulting from the insolvency of sister institutions.
1.18 FIRREA requires savings institutions to maintain a certain amount
of assets in easily liquidated instruments to provide a means for creating
effective and flexible liquidity. Any deficiency in compliance with the liquidity requirements may subject the savings institution to a penalty assessed by
the director of the OTS.
1.19 FIRREA prohibits savings institutions from retaining or acquiring
corporate debt securities that are below investment grade. Those investments
(so-called junk bonds) must be disposed of as quickly as can be prudently done
but not later than July 1, 1994. (See chapter 3 of this guide for additional
discussion of divestiture of prohibited investments.) FIRREA also prohibits
any state-chartered savings institution from engaging in any type of activity
not permissible for a federal savings institution. A state institution may no
longer directly acquire or retain any equity investment, including direct real
estate investments and ADC loans accounted for as investments or as real
estate joint ventures, not permissible for federal savings institutions.

Regulatory Capital
1.20 Prior to the passage of FIRREA, the amount of required regulatory
capital was primarily based on a percentage of total liabilities. FIRREA
changed the regulatory-capital standard to a leverage ratio, a tangible-capital
requirement, and a risk-based capital requirement based on total assets. In
addition, previously granted forbearances were eliminated. A brief discussion
of the regulatory-capital requirements imposed by FIRREA follows. The
auditor should refer to the OTS regulations for a complete description of these
requirements, since they are complex and all current revisions must be
considered.
1.21 In general, FIRREA's capital rules require savings institutions to
maintain capital calculated on a basis no less stringent than that employed for
national banks. The Federal Reserve Board (FRB), Office of the Comptroller
of the Currency (OCC), FDIC, and OTS are evaluating the various capital
requirements. The following three paragraphs generally describe the capital
requirements, which are subject to change. The auditor should refer to the
most recent regulations for current capital requirements.

Tangible Capital
1.22 The tangible-capital requirement mandates a minimum percent of
tangible capital to adjusted total assets as defined in the regulations. For
purposes of this requirement, tangible capital includes common equity (including retained earnings), noncumulative perpetual preferred stock, minority
interest in consolidated subsidiaries, and nonwithdrawable accounts and
pledged deposits in mutual associations. From these capital components,
certain deductions are made, including (a) intangibles (except for qualifying
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purchased mortgage-servicing rights) and (b) investments in, and advances to,
certain subsidiaries.

Leverage Ratio
1.23 The leverage ratio requires a minimum core-capital ratio, as defined
in the regulation, as a percentage of adjusted total assets. Core-capital components are composed of certain items including common equity (including
retained earnings), noncumulative perpetual preferred stock, minority interest
in consolidated subsidiaries, and nonwithdrawable accounts and pledged
deposits in mutual associations. Any goodwill (except for qualifying supervisory goodwill); certain intangibles; and investments in, and advances to,
specified subsidiaries are deducted from the capital components. Stated differently, core capital equals tangible capital, plus qualifying supervisory goodwill, plus qualifying intangibles.

Risk-Based Capital
1.24 The risk-based capital requirement defines the minimum capital
required to support perceived credit risk associated with on- and off-balancesheet assets. FIRREA required that, in the aggregate, the risk-based capital
requirement results in capital standards no less stringent than those applicable to national banks, although they need not be identical. Accordingly, a riskbased standard may consider interest-rate risk and other risk factors not
incorporated in the national bank standard.

Regulatory Implications
1.25 An institution failing any one of the three mandated capital requirements described previously must file with the OTS an acceptable capital plan
outlining how it plans to comply. OTS policy restricts growth for thrifts that
fail to meet the new capital standards, and it also requires that any loan or
asset growth be supported with enough capital to meet the fully phased-in
capital requirements. Failure to file a capital plan within the permitted time
period after a deficiency occurs, and failure to comply with an approved plan,
may subject the institution to various sanctions.
1.26 SAS No. 59, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to
Continue as a Going Concern, requires the auditor to evaluate whether there is
substantial doubt about an entity's ability to continue as a going concern for a
reasonable period of time by considering the results of usual audit procedures,
including analytical procedures. Accordingly, the auditor ordinarily assesses
an institution's compliance with the leverage ratio, tangible-capital requirements, and risk-based capital requirements as an integral aspect of the
evaluation required by SAS No. 59.
1.27 Because of the passage of FIRREA, the thrift regulatory environment is becoming increasingly similar to that of the federal banking agencies
(that is, the OCC, the FDIC, the FRB, and the National Credit Union
Administration), but savings institutions do differ from other financial institutions in the application of certain accounting policies. GAAP is the uniform
accounting standard for savings institutions, unless the director of OTS
imposes standards that are more stringent than GAAP.
1.28 The current regulatory perspective incorporates a risk-oriented
approach that focuses on the risk profile of an institution. This form of
regulation identifies the risks confronting an institution and seeks to ascertain
whether management is reasonably capable of controlling those risks. The risk
assessment includes an identification of problem institutions and an evaluation of management's ability to rehabilitate those institutions.
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1.29 The risk profile of an institution is obtained using a top-down
approach in which the quality and expertise of the board of directors and
management, and the oversight function of the board, are evaluated. The
board's oversight function includes developing policies that set forth the broad
direction for operating an institution. In addition, the board and management
should develop, in reasonable detail, strategies that establish the manner in
which policies will be implemented.
1.30 Specifically, regulators evaluate the board's and management's
policies and procedures to ensure safe and sound operations. Policies and
procedures should be developed that, among other things, evaluate the credit
quality of the institution's assets (including an adequate loss-allowance methodology for loans, real estate owned, and other assets), ensure compliance with
regulatory requirements, establish an effective internal control structure, and
manage interest-rate risk.
1.31 In planning and conducting the audit, the independent auditor
should be aware of the thrift regulatory environment and consider the results
of regulatory examinations. The independent auditor should review reports of
examinations and other communications from examiners and, when appropriate, make inquiries of the examiners. The independent auditor should—
•
Request that management provide access to all reports of examination2 and related correspondence.
•
Review reports of significant examinations and related correspondence between examiners and the institution during the period
under audit through the date of the independent auditor's opinion.
•
With the prior approval of the institution, communicate with the
examiners when their examination of the institution is in process or
a report on an examination has not been received by the financial
institution.
•
Consider attending, as an observer, with the prior approval of the
institution, the exit conference between the examiner and the institution's board of directors, its executive officers, or both. Also,
auditors should be aware that examiners may request permission to
attend the meeting between the independent auditor and management, or the institution's board of directors (or an appropriate board
committee), or both to review the report on the audit of the financial
statements.
1.32 A refusal by management to allow the independent auditor to review
communications from, or to communicate with, the examiner would ordinarily
be a limitation on the scope of the audit sufficient to preclude an opinion. A
refusal by the examiner to communicate with the auditor may also be a
limitation on the scope of the audit, sufficient to preclude an unqualified
opinion, depending on the auditor's assessment of other relevant facts and
circumstances.
2
Regulatory examinations of a savings institution can be general in nature and comprehend
capital adequacy, quality of loans, assets such as investments, and the institution's ability to
manage liquidity and funding, or they can be targeted to a specific area of the institution's
operations, such as real estate lending or trust operations. In addition, examinations may be
limited to compliance with laws and regulations applicable to the institution (for example,
consumer protection, Bank Secrecy Act, regulatory reporting, insider transactions or Municipal
Securities Rule-making Board requirements.)
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De Novo Institutions
1.33 A de novo institution is defined as an institution that has filed an
application with the OTS for federal insurance of accounts (for state-chartered
institutions that have been issued a charter or articles of incorporation under
state law), a request for commitment to insure accounts (for organizations
that have not yet received a charter or articles of incorporation), or an
application for permission to organize a federal institution. Since the OTS and
FDIC may periodically revise the conditional approval requirements, the
auditor should review applicable laws and regulations for any changes affecting de novos.
1.34 Whether an institution is granted a de novo charter partly depends
on whether the institution's application meets certain regulatory and legal
requirements. The OTS generally considers the character of the organizers, the
necessity for the institution in the community to be served, the reasonable
probability of the institution's usefulness and success, and the potential for
undue injury to other local thrifts and home-financing institutions. Applicable
law provides for certain procedural timetables that must be met by both the
applicant and the regulators.

Holding Companies
1.35 Since 1982, the thrift industry has experienced an increase in the
formation of holding company structures. Holding companies directly or
indirectly control insured institutions. Holding companies are subject to regulatory examinations, annual independent audits, and other regulatory requirements. In addition, subsidiaries of holding companies are subject to
examination, as the OTS may prescribe.
1.36 A unitary holding company controls only one insured institution. A
multiple holding company controls two or more insured institutions. The
holding-company classification may result in the imposition of differing regulatory requirements, such as restrictions on certain activities.
1.37 Historically, holding companies controlled only stock-chartered
insured institutions. The Competitive Equality Banking Act (CEBA) authorized the creation of mutual holding companies by permitting mutualchartered thrifts to create subsidiary stock institutions. In such instances, the
original mutual institution amends its charter to become a mutual holding
company of the new subsidiary stock institution. A limited amount of the
subsidiary stock can be sold to third parties, thereby increasing new capital for
the insured institution.
1.38 The OTS has set forth pertinent regulations that address, among
other things, transactions with affiliates, permissible activities, limits on
dividends relating to the operations of holding companies, and the acquisition
of insured institutions by holding companies. Transactions between the institution and its parent holding company, which are subject to OTS rules and
regulations, may have a direct and material effect on financial statement
amounts.
1.39 Holding companies with securities registered under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange Act) are required to comply with the
reporting requirements of the Exchange Act and must file the required
documents, accompanied by a copy of the filing sent to the OTS, with the SEC.
1.40 For publicly held savings institutions not in a holding company
formation, section 12(i) of the Exchange Act grants the OTS certain powers,
functions, and duties otherwise vested in the SEC with respect to insured
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savings institutions. (Comparable grants of authority also are made to the
other federal banking agencies for the banks they supervise.) Accordingly,
under current law, publicly held savings institutions are required to file all
Exchange Act reports with the OTS, and the OTS is responsible for overseeing
the disclosure obligations of such institutions as mandated by the Exchange
Act. OTS regulations provide for the adoption of forms, disclosure rules, and
registration requirements that are modeled on those adopted by the SEC
pursuant to the Exchange Act.

Conversions
1.41 OTS regulations permit the conversion of a federally insured mutual
savings institution into a capital stock institution. By converting from the
mutual to the stock form, a savings institution can increase its capital level.
1.42 The different types of conversions permitted under the regulations
can be grouped into three general categories: standard, modified, and
voluntary-supervisory conversions. Standard conversions are the most common
and involve mutual institutions seeking to increase their capital by access to
capital markets.
1.43 A modified conversion is granted at the discretion of the OTS and is
generally available to an institution that fails to meet its regulatory-capital
requirement; proceeds from the sale of stock in a standard conversion are not
sufficient to enable the institution to meet its regulatory-capital requirements.
1.44 Voluntary supervisory conversions are granted at the discretion of
the OTS when the institution's liabilities exceed its assets, as calculated under
GAAP on a going-concern basis. The institution usually becomes a viable
entity after the conversion.
1.45 OTS regulations set forth the requirements pertaining to conversions
of savings institutions. The regulations also contain extensive requirements
applicable to accounting and reporting for federally insured institutions. OTS
regulations also specify the form and content of financial statements to be
filed and other information required in the various conversion applications.
See chapter 17 of this guide for additional guidance on conversions.

Change in Control
1.46 Whether acting directly or indirectly, or through or in concert with
one or more persons, any person who proposes to gain control of any insured
institution must give the OTS written notice and file a change-of-control
notice prior to obtaining control. OTS regulations set forth requirements for
changes in control of insured savings associations. New change-of-control
approval standards under FIRREA allow the OTS to disapprove notices if the
change in control would result in an adverse effect on the SAIF or the BIF.

Independent Audit Requirements and Reports
1.47 The OTS requires that audits of the financial statements of insured
institutions be performed annually by independent auditors who are acceptable to the OTS. The OTS regulations provide various requirements that
independent auditors must meet to be considered acceptable. In addition, OTS
regulations and policies provide standards for the satisfactory performance of
annual audits by independent auditors. Those regulations and policies are set
forth in PA Bulletins; the auditor should become familiar with these requirements. PA Bulletins also require the independent auditor to issue a report on
the internal control structure that includes all reportable conditions and
material weaknesses observed during the audit. The independent auditor
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should be generally familiar with the statutes, rules and regulations, and
federal and state regulatory policies under which the savings institution
operates, and with its charter and bylaw provisions.
1.48 An auditor's report with other than an unqualified opinion may be
rejected by the OTS unless the reason the report is qualified is beyond the
control of the institution or the reason has been approved by the OTS. It may
be advisable for the institution to discuss the circumstances of a modified
report with the OTS before the audit report is issued.
1.49 The institution is required to file with the OTS any special or
supplemental reports, letters or reports to management, or any documents
that are related to the audit or the report thereon.
1.50 In conducting the annual audit of an insured institution's financial
statements, the independent auditor should be familiar with the Bank Secrecy
Act. OTS regulations require the auditor to study and test the institution's
procedures for compliance with the Bank Secrecy Act and to issue a specialpurpose report thereon, as described in Appendix C of this guide.
1.51 The audit report must be filed within ninety days after the institution's fiscal year-end. In those instances when the completion and issuance of
the audit report requires a period in excess of ninety days, the auditor and
institution must request in writing an extension from the OTS district director. This request should include an explanation of the reason for the delay.
Any additional requests for extensions of time beyond thirty days from the
original due date must be accompanied by a resolution of the institution's
board of directors authorizing such a request.
1.52 The independent auditor may be requested to perform specific
auditing procedures and to report thereon when the OTS has issued written
instructions to the independent auditor or the institution. These agreed-upon
procedures may be in addition to those performed by the independent auditor
in connection with rendering an opinion on the institution's audited financial
statements.
1.53 As previously indicated in this chapter, the independent auditor
should review reports of examination and other communications from examiners and, when appropriate, make inquiries of the examiners. FDIC-insured
depository institutions are required to make specific information available to
external auditors under section 931 of FIRREA. In general, an insured
institution must provide the auditor with copies of its most recent Report of
Condition and its most recent Report of Examination. PA Bulletins require
that, upon discovery of apparent defalcations or receipt of information about
such matters, the independent auditor determine that the institution has
immediately notified the regulatory authorities in writing of apparent defalcations. If the institution has not made such a notification, the independent
auditor should immediately notify the regulatory authorities.
1.54 The independent auditor has certain additional responsibilities when
there is a change in auditors. Those responsibilities, and other regulatory
requirements of the independent auditor, are explained in the OTS regulations
and policies. If the institution is subject to SEC requirements, the auditor
should also refer to Form 8-K reporting requirements.
1.55 The servicing of mortgages is a significant and integral part of many
savings institutions' operations. The auditor should be familiar with the
reporting requirements of the FHLMC, Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA), the Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA), or
other federal agencies regarding the institutions' servicing activities.
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Financial Statements
1.56 The financial statements of all insured institutions must be prepared
in accordance with GAAP and the requirements set forth in the OTS regulations (see illustrative consolidated financial statements in chapter 19).
1.57 Separate audited financial statements must be presented for each
insured institution. The submission of consolidated financial statements at the
holding company level, whether a unitary or multiple holding company with
supporting consolidating schedules is involved, does not satisfy the audit
requirement for an insured institution.
1.58 A note to the financial statements that reconciles capital, as determined in accordance with GAAP, with the amount of capital available to meet
regulatory-capital requirements, as defined in the OTS regulations, should be
provided.
1.59 A consolidating statement of financial condition and a consolidating
operating statement must be presented for subsidiaries and joint ventures that
are majority-owned by an insured institution. These schedules should be
presented and reported on as supplementary information accompanying the
basic financial statements.

Enforcement Issues
1.60 FIRREA significantly enhanced the OTS's enforcement authority by
liberalizing standards for the issuance of cease-and-desist and removal-andprohibition orders. Independent auditors should be aware of the FIRREA
provision and the OTS regulations that broadly define institution-affiliated
parties in a manner that could include independent auditors. This provision
exposes the independent auditor of an institution to criminal as well as
financial liability. The OTS has the ability to assess penalties for violations of
laws, regulations, written agreements, reporting requirements, and thrift
financial reports. The penalties can be assessed against any insured depository
institution and any institution-affiliated party.
1.61 The OTS is required to publicly disclose formal and informal enforcement orders and any modifications or termination of such orders. Publication
may be delayed for a reasonable time if disclosure would seriously threaten the
safety or soundness of the institution.
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Chapter 2
Industry Risk Factors and Related
Considerations

Auditing

Introduction
2.01 In planning the audit of a savings institution, the auditor must be
aware of the business and economic risk factors that affect the industry. These
factors include the sensitivity of earnings to changes in interest rates, the
effect of deregulation on available products and services, the anticipated
effect of new legislation, increasing competition to attract and lend funds
among financial and nonfinancial entities, continuing changes in financial
products and instruments, evolving accounting practices, and current regulatory developments.

Deregulation
2.02 Historically, savings institutions operated in a highly regulated
environment, in which regulations affecting interest rates on savings accounts
and incentives to maintain investments in long-term, fixed-rate mortgages
significantly influenced operating activities. Lending was generally low risk,
since reasonable lending practices generally resulted in few or no losses,
considering the reasonable appreciation of real estate. Although savings deposits were not long-term and did not match the term of mortgages, the base of
deposits was relatively stable, since no insured, competitive alternative
existed.
2.03 However, legislation passed in the early 1980s removed most restrictions on deposit instruments, and institutions were able to compete more
freely for deposits. The introduction of various instruments, such as moneymarket-deposit accounts with more flexible terms, increased the cost of funds
throughout the industry.
2.04 The change in the cost of funds caused by deregulation, accompanied
by a rise in market interest rates to unprecedented levels in the same time
period, was not entirely offset by additional interest income. Although institutions could earn interest income at higher rates on newly acquired assets, most
of the institutions' existing assets consisted of long-term, fixed-rate loans and
investments made or acquired in prior years at lower rates of interest. To
address this situation, Congress further deregulated the industry, permitting
institutions to enter into new lending and investment markets, including those
for loans with floating or adjustable rates and shorter maturities. To enhance
profitability and shorten asset maturities, many institutions became much
more aggressive in the markets for real estate development and short-term
construction lending. These markets potentially offered higher earnings, but
the associated risks were much higher than those typical of traditional mortgage lending.
2.05 As a result of these developments, the industry experienced significant asset growth and entered into high-risk transactions and activities,
including aggressive lending, leveraged securities transactions, and acquisition
of complex financial instruments. Adverse effects from these transactions and
activities have continued in the forms of poor asset quality and liquidity
problems. In planning the audit, the auditor should consider the nature and
extent of any complex and higher risk transactions in which an institution has
engaged, as well as management's experience in dealing with them. Auditing
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considerations for these transactions are addressed in detail in subsequent
chapters of this guide. Because of the nature and complexity of the risks in the
thrift industry, audit personnel with experience in the industry should take an
active role in the planning and supervision of an audit.

Interest-Rate Risk
2.06 Historically, the earnings of savings institutions have depended
primarily on the spread between their income from lending and investment
activities and their cost of funds. Savings institutions normally are exposed to
interest-rate risk because their assets are subject to contractual interest-rate
ceilings, or they have either intermediate or long-term fixed rates and are
funded through interest-sensitive, short-term liabilities. If an institution is
unable to adapt to the movement of interest rates, and the rates rise substantially, the institution must refinance short-term borrowings at higher rates.
This may result in lower overall profit margins or an overall loss. Conversely,
rate-sensitive assets funded by longer term, fixed-rate liabilities create interest-rate risk.
2.07 Asset/Liability Management The continual comparison and evaluation by management of underlying payment streams, maturities, rates, and
risk inherent in an institution's assets and liabilities, given current and
anticipated changes in market interest rates, are essential parts of the asset/
liability management process. The asset/liability gap for any period of time,
whether one day, one month, one year, or longer, is defined as the difference
between the amounts of assets and liabilities that will be repriced during a
given period—that is, assets or liabilities the value of which changes in
response to interest-rate changes. Historically, a negative-gap position has
predominated in the thrift industry. A negative short-term gap exists if an
institution has more liabilities than assets that are to be repriced during a
given period. A positive gap exists when interest-sensitive assets exceed
interest-sensitive liabilities. Accordingly, if an institution is in a positive-gap
position, earnings normally increase when interest rates rise.
2.08 One limitation of the usual approach to basic gap analysis is the
assumption that repricing will occur only at maturity. This approach ignores
the opportunity to reprice cash flows, such as principal and interest payment
streams, prior to maturity. A technique that addresses this limitation is
duration analysis. The duration of a financial instrument is measured in terms
of its expected cash flows, considering the payments of interest and repayments of principal. Thus, the average life of a stream of payments, rather than
only the final repricing of the asset or liability at maturity, is considered and
can be built into gap-analysis models to measure more precisely the effect of
interest-rate changes on the earnings of an institution.
2.09 The following are examples of strategies that have been used to
manage the gap position:
•
Restructure the existing balance sheet by sale of certain loans and
investments.
•
Shorten the repricing period on new loans and investments.
•
Match new asset and new liability repricings.
•
Implement hedging techniques, such as the use of futures, options,
and interest-rate swaps.
2.10 The OTS regulations require the board of directors and management
of an institution to review interest-rate risk exposure and devise a policy for
the management of that risk. In addition, periodic gap-analysis reports must
be reviewed. Such reports must specify underlying maturity and rate assump-
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tions and the effects of different market interest-rate scenarios on earnings,
net asset values, and regulatory capital. The OTS also requires the compilation of a quarterly report including book values, weighted-average contract
yields, and maturities for assets and liabilities. In general, regulation of
investment policies continues to evolve to specifically address the increasingly
complex investment alternatives and the issues of overall safety and soundness.
2.11 Asset/Liability
Techniques. Investments in interest-rate swaps,
futures, and futures options are frequently used investment techniques to
manage and minimize interest-rate risk. These investments are extremely
sensitive to market movements, however, and require close and often specialized management involvement to be effective. Accounting and regulatory
guidance in these areas is also evolving. The FASB's EITF has spent a
substantial portion of its time addressing financial institutions and financial
instruments. From an auditing perspective, these investment techniques,
which are frequently off balance sheet, are difficult to detect from an analysis
of the traditional financial records of an institution. Because of the complex
and evolutionary nature of this area, the auditor should concentrate on
obtaining an understanding of each type of transaction and the internal
control structure that management has put in place to monitor these arrangements. Chapter 16 provides further audit and accounting guidance on commonly used investment techniques.

Liquidity
2.12 Since the majority of an institution's assets are generally invested in
long-term loans or investments, it is crucial that the institution have access to
the cash markets or be able to borrow to meet short-term financial demands.
An institution may sell long-term investments or loans to obtain liquidity;
however, losses will be incurred to the extent that effective rates on those
assets are below current market rates. The auditor should carefully consider
the institution's ability to hold, and, thus, the classification and valuation of,
any assets that may have to be sold to meet the institution's needs for
liquidity.
2.13 The auditor should also evaluate the composition of deposits to assess
liquidity risk. An institution's reliance on brokered or jumbo deposits may
increase overall liquidity risk because large amounts of money can be withdrawn in a short period of time. Certain disclosures with respect to maturities
of deposits over $100,000 are required for publicly held institutions and
generally are advisable for all institutions. If an institution experiences financial difficulties and adverse publicity, its ability to retain deposits may be
reduced, or its cost of funds may be significantly increased. If this occurs, the
institution may become highly dependent on other forms of borrowing.
2.14 In recent years, additional sources of funds have become available
through the development and enhancement of new investment vehicles and
the opening or expanding of new markets, such as the market for repurchase
agreements and the Euromarket. The secondary-mortgage market has also
become more established in the last several years. Accounting and auditing
considerations arising for those transactions are addressed in subsequent
chapters.

Asset Quality
2.15 Savings institutions have become more involved in large commercial
and real estate lending transactions, as well as more significant ADC activity.
This involvement requires a reassessment of the audit approach to evaluating
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the adequacy of the allowance for credit losses. Because of the risk characteristics of current lending activities, it is extremely important that the review of
the adequacy of the allowance for credit losses focus directly on the conclusions, assumptions, and methods used by management and appraisers. Chapter 7 provides guidance on auditing the allowance for credit losses.

Management Controls
2.16 Management's ability to identify and respond to general business
risks, and to the business and accounting implications of new strategies,
products, and services, is an integral component of the auditor's control risk
assessment. Expansion into new business areas or use of the complex investment strategies may require additional management expertise, the enhancement of present policies, or the implementation of different internal control
structure policies and procedures. The nature and extent of the involvement of
the board of directors also has an important influence on the effectiveness of
the internal control structure. Further, federal regulations require an institution's board of directors or management to adopt policies with respect to
several specific types of transactions and business activities. The auditor
should consider the degree of management's and the board of directors'
involvement, expertise, and overall control with respect to general and specific
business risks and transactions.

Regulatory Environment
2.17 The regulatory environment for financial institutions is focused on
asset quality, growth, and capital adequacy based on credit risk, interest-rate
risk, and safety and soundness considerations. Increasing regulatory-capital
requirements increase the risk that institutions may not meet the minimum
requirements. If those requirements are not met, the OTS has the authority to
take control of an institution. If an institution does not currently meet, or may
not meet during the next twelve months, the minimum regulatory-capital
requirements, the auditor should consider the effects on the auditor's report in
accordance with SAS No. 59, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's
Ability to Continue as a Going Concern. The auditor should be aware that the
thrift regulatory environment is continually changing and should be carefully
monitored to ensure that relevant changes are considered in the audit process.
Chapter 18 provides further guidance on auditors' reports on the financial
statements of savings institutions.

Planning the Audit
2.18 During the planning process, the auditor should consider the effect
of business and economic risks inherent in the thrift industry while obtaining
an understanding of the internal control structure and reviewing financial
data of the institution. A review of internal audit reports and reports of
examination by supervisory agencies, and related correspondence, is particularly important. Also, analytical procedures, which the auditor is required by
SAS No. 56, Analytical Procedures, to perform in planning and reviewing the
audit, can be used to improve the auditor's understanding of the institution's
financial condition. The use of financial ratios and industry comparisons is a
means of evaluating key factors such as liquidity, capital adequacy, and
interest-rate sensitivity, and can be effective in the planning process. Comparative industry statistics are available from numerous sources. SAS No. 56
provides guidance on the use of analytical procedures, and SAS No. 22,
Planning and Supervision, contains guidance on audit planning in general.
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Matters Influencing Risk at the Financial Statement Level
2.19 In planning the audit, the auditor should assess the risk of material
misstatement of the institution's financial statements. The matters considered
in this assessment should be combined in an overall judgment by the auditor.
The presence of some red flags—that is, indicators of possible higher risk—
would not necessarily lead the auditor to conclude that the risk of material
misstatement is high. SAS No. 53, The Auditor's Responsibility to Detect and
Report Errors and Irregularities, lists management, operating and industry,
and engagement characteristics that the auditor should consider. Red flags
that may be present include the following conditions, many of which are
discussed in detail in subsequent chapters:
•
Noncompliance with regulatory-capital requirements and other regulatory requirements
•
Speculative or unusual off-balance-sheet transactions
•
A high rate of growth
•
A significant dependence on brokered deposits
•
Poor loan documentation
•
Significant nontraditional lending or investing activities, such as
ADC arrangements, that involve a higher degree of risk
•
Significant purchases of loans from regions outside the institution's
market area
•
Adverse regulatory reports or required regulatory actions
•
Complex parent-subsidiary relationships
•
Significant lending or investment activity that is inconsistent with
management's stated strategy
•
Highly leveraged securities transactions
•
Significant concentrations of loans
•
Significant changes in equity resulting from changes in interest
rates
•
The presence of material transactions that occur at or near the end
of a reporting period
•
The presence of individual transactions, such as sales of assets, that
account for a material portion of reported income
•
Illegal acts
2.20 The potential for insider abuse is an important factor to consider in
assessing the risk of material misstatement in an institution's financial statements. In general, insider abuse refers to actions by an institution's officers,
directors, or major shareholders that are intended to benefit themselves or
related parties without regard to the effect of these actions on the soundness of
the savings institution.
2.21 Insider abuse may involve unsound loans to insiders or related
parties, or even embezzlement of the institution's funds. Indications of insider
abuse include unsound lending practices, such as providing loans based on
inadequate collateral and maintaining poor documentation, or violations of
legal limits on loans to one borrower. Other red flags that may indicate
possible insider abuse include—
•
Loans secured by collateral that recently has dramatically increased
in value.
•
Nominee loans.
•
Loans of unusual size, or with unusual interest rates or terms.
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•
•
•
•

Loans with unusual or questionable collateral, or with collateral that
is inconsistent with the institution's normal underwriting practices.
Out-of-territory loans.
Loans that are continuously extended or modified.
Multiple transactions with a single party or a group of affiliated
parties.

Internal Control Structure
2.22 SAS No. 55, Consideration of the Internal Control Structure in a
Financial Statement Audit, requires that the auditor obtain an understanding
of the internal control structure sufficient to plan the audit. The process of
obtaining an understanding of the internal control structure includes the
initial inquiry necessary to ascertain, among other things, the institution's
overall operating policies and procedures, management's operating style, economic and regulatory influences, and the complexity of computer processing.
2.23 Appendix A of SAS No. 55 discusses the control environment factors
that the auditor should consider. Among those factors are external influences,
including examinations by financial institution regulatory agencies. SAS No.
55 notes that external influences may heighten management's consciousness
of, and attitude toward, the conduct and reporting of an entity's operations,
and may also prompt management to establish specific internal control structure policies and procedures. Auditors should be aware, however, that regulatory examiners may issue adverse reports on an institution. These reports are
relevant to the auditor's assessment of control risk and other aspects of audit
planning. See chapter 1 for additional guidance on the use of regulatory
examination reports and other communications with regulators in planning
and conducting the audit and in evaluating the effect of such matters on the
financial statements and the audit report.
Regulatory Auditing a n d Reporting Considerations
2.24 Early in the planning process, the auditor should obtain an understanding of all reports to be issued. In addition to the report on the financial
statements, reports on reportable conditions as defined by SAS No. 60, Communication of Internal Control Structure Related Matters Noted in an Audit,
mortgage servicing, and collateral on FHLB advances are generally required.
Federal regulations mandate that the auditor study and test the institution's
procedures for compliance with the Bank Secrecy Act; a special-purpose report
in accordance with SAS No. 30, Reporting on Internal Accounting Control, is
issued in these circumstances.
2.25 An institution that sells loans to, or services loans for, investors
(owners of the serviced loans) is frequently required to submit to the investors
reports from its independent auditor on its servicing activities. The reports
vary in scope and complexity. Certain private and governmental agencies (for
example, the FHLMC and the GNMA) require specific audit and reporting
procedures. The Uniform Single Audit Program for Mortgage Bankers, published by the Mortgage Bankers' Association, provides further guidance in this
area. SAS No. 35, Special Reports—Applying Agreed-Upon Procedures to
Specified Elements, Accounts, or Items of a Financial Statement, provides
guidance with respect to these special reports. In addition, SAS No. 44,
Special-Purpose Reports on Internal Accounting Control at Service Organizations, provides guidance on the use of special-purpose reports on internal
accounting control at organizations that process transactions and related data
for others. Mortgage-banking activities, in general, are discussed further in
chapter 8 of this guide.
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2.26 If the auditor becomes aware of material weaknesses or reportable
conditions in the internal control structure, federal regulations require that
such matters be reported to the institution in writing regardless of whether
they directly affect the nature, timing, or extent of audit procedures. The OTS
requires that recommendations also be made for procedural changes to
strengthen the internal control structure. A letter or report to the institution
concerning such recommendations, if any, must be filed by the institution with
the OTS. Some states have similar requirements. Third parties, such as
bonding companies, also may request access to internal control reports. SAS
No. 60 and SAS No. 61, Communication With Audit Committees, provide
guidance relevant to these communications.

Computer-Processing Considerations
2.27 Computer operations may be performed solely by the institution,
shared with others, or provided by an independent organization supplying
specific data-processing services for a fee. If an institution has significant
computerized accounting applications, the auditor needs to obtain an understanding of both the manual and the computerized aspects of the internal
control structure. SAS No. 55 provides guidance that is relevant to both
manual and computerized aspects of the internal control structure. The
auditor may also refer to the AICPA Audit Guide Consideration of the
Internal Control Structure in a Financial Statement Audit.
2.28 The OTS's PA Bulletins also set forth auditing and reporting requirements for institutions that use internal or contracted computer processing.
These require the independent auditor to consider the organization of the
institution's data-processing department, as well as the physical security
controls over equipment and the controls over computer programming, operations, and systems. In certain cases, the complexity of the data-processing
environment may require the involvement of a computer-audit specialist.
2.29 Data-processing upgrades and conversions have occurred with
increasing frequency in the thrift industry to accommodate the numerous
changes in the nature and complexity of products and services offered, ongoing
changes in accounting rules, and the continually evolving regulatory environment. In addition to obtaining the understanding of ongoing or planned
changes in processing controls that is necessary to plan the audit, the auditor,
for other purposes, may wish to consider—
•
Controls over the accurate conversion of data to new or upgraded
systems.
•
The effectiveness of data provided to perform analyses, such as
those of the institution's performance versus its plan for asset/
liability management.
•
The integration of microcomputers into the institution's management information systems.
•
The adequacy of the institution's disaster recovery plan and system.

Timing of the Audit
2.30 The OTS requires that each federally insured institution be audited
at least once in each calendar year. Public institutions and their holding
companies are subject to reporting requirements of the OTS or the SEC. (See
chapter 1 for more information on these regulations.) The date of the independent audit of a mutual institution does not need to coincide with the fiscal
year of the institution; however, the audit period generally must cover twelve
calendar months. For stock institutions, the audit period must coincide with
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the fiscal year-end. The OTS also has various requirements regarding the
timing of the issuance of the audit report, as well as the time frame for
communication of audit results to the institution's board of directors and audit
committee.
2.31 State-chartered institutions are usually required to submit a report
to state authorities at least annually. In addition to insurance regulations, the
rules and regulations of various state supervisory authorities should be
reviewed to determine whether an independent auditor's report on financial
statements is required in annual reports filed by a state institution with state
supervisory authorities.
2.32 The independent auditor should ascertain the requirements of federal and state supervisory authorities and district banks regarding the timing
and distribution of reports. The independent auditor's reports should be
rendered to the institution, and the institution should submit the required
copies to the appropriate supervisory authorities.

Analytical Procedures
2.33 The auditor should perform analytical procedures in planning the
audit. Such procedures serve two purposes. Analytical procedures enhance the
auditor's understanding of the institution's operations as well as the transactions and events that have occurred since the last audit. They also help the
auditor to identify areas that may represent specific risks relevant to the
audit.
2.34 Ratios and operating statistics useful in assessing the financial
health of institutions are readily available. Many savings institutions disclose
ratios and operating statistics in their annual or quarterly reports. Certain key
ratios and statistics frequently used in the thrift industry can be effectively
used by the auditor to facilitate the evaluation of liquidity, capital adequacy,
and interest-rate sensitivity.
2.35 Among the ratios important in analyzing savings institutions are the
minimum regulatory-capital requirements, the net interest spread, the sensitivity of asset/liability maturity, the extent of jumbo and brokered deposits,
and total loans as a percentage of deposits. The calculation of regulatory
capital is submitted quarterly to the OTS by the institution. The net interest
spread is the excess of the yield on interest-earning assets over the cost of
interest-bearing liabilities; the spread is expressed as a percentage. Information about the sensitivity of asset/liability maturity is reported quarterly to
the OTS. This information can be used to analyze the profit or loss potential
that would result from changes in interest rates. Also, the ratio of operating
expenses to average total assets is used to measure the efficiency of an
institution's operations.

Compliance With Laws and Regulations
2.36 In planning the audit, paragraph 7 of SAS No. 22 states that the
auditor should consider matters affecting the industry in which the entity
operates, including, among other things, government regulations. The auditor
considers government regulations in light of how they might affect the financial statement assertions.
2.37 The auditor should recognize that certain laws and regulations have
a known relationship to the audit objectives derived from financial statement
assertions, and that a savings institution's compliance with such laws and
regulations of the OTS is ordinarily tested as an integral part of applying
normal audit procedures. The laws and regulations that are ordinarily tested
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as an integral part of applying normal audit procedures are explained in
subsequent chapters of this guide.
2.38 The auditor's responsibility to consider laws and regulations and
their effect on the audit is described in SAS No. 54, Illegal Acts by Clients.
The auditor considers such laws or regulations from the perspectives of their
known relation to audit objectives derived from financial statements assertions
rather than the perspective of legality per se. The auditor's responsibility to
detect and report misstatements caused by certain illegal acts—that is, those
having a direct and material effect on the financial statements—is equated by
paragraph 5 of SAS No. 54 with the responsibility to detect and report errors
and irregularities under SAS No. 53. Thus, the auditor should design the audit
to provide reasonable assurance that a savings institution's financial statements are free of material misstatements resulting from violations of laws and
regulations that have a direct and material effect on the determination of
financial statement amounts.
2.39 These laws and regulations include, for example, restrictions on
retaining or acquiring corporate debt securities that are below investment
grade and limitations on investment options and amounts. Because such
restrictions and requirements can affect the classification and valuation of
assets, the auditor should plan the audit to obtain reasonable assurance that
any violation of these laws and regulations has not caused a material misstatement of an institution's financial statements.
2.40 As described in paragraph 6 of SAS No. 54, entities may be affected
by many other laws or regulations, such as those related to securities trading
and occupational safety. Generally, these laws and regulations relate more to
an entity's operating aspects than to its financial and accounting aspects. In
this regard, their effect on financial statements is indirect, since the effect is
normally the result of the need to disclose a contingent liability based on an
allegation or determination of illegality.
2.41 Examples of such other laws and regulations are those that require a
savings institution to report certain financial transactions to governmental
agencies. A failure to comply could subject an institution to severe penalties. If
information that provides evidence of noncompliance with these regulations
comes to the auditor's attention, he or she should follow the guidance in SAS
No. 54. Examples of areas in which noncompliance penalties for a savings
institution may be stringent include—
•
Backup withholding of income taxes on interest paid on deposit
accounts.
•
The reporting of mortgage interest that does not impact the financial statements to the IRS.
•
The reporting of currency transactions to the Department of the
Treasury.
•
Limitations on loans to one borrower.

Client Representations
2.42 SAS No. 19, Client Representations, requires independent auditors
to obtain written representations from management as part of an audit, and to
provide guidance concerning the representations ordinarily obtained. The
specific written representations to be obtained depend on the circumstances of
the engagement and the nature and basis of the presentation of the financial
statements. Paragraph 4 of SAS No. 19 lists matters ordinarily included in
management's representation letter. Additional representations specific to the
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thrift industry are normally obtained; these representations include, but are
not limited to, the following:
•
Contingent assets and liabilities, including loans charged off and
outstanding letters of credit, have been adequately disclosed in the
financial statements.
•
Related-party transactions have been entered into in accordance
with existing regulations.
•
Adequate provision has been made for any losses, costs, or expenses
that may be incurred on securities, loans, or leases and real estate as
of the balance-sheet date.
•
Permanent declines in the value of investment securities have been
properly reported in the financial statements.
•
Commitments to purchase or sell securities under forward-placement financial-futures contracts and standby commitments have
been adequately disclosed in the financial statements.
•
Communications from regulatory agencies concerning noncompliance with, or deficiencies in, rules, regulations, and supervisory
actions have been adequately disclosed in the financial statements.
•
The institution has made available all regulatory or examination
reports, supervisory correspondence, and similar materials from
applicable regulatory agencies.
•
No action has been taken or is contemplated that would cause any
portion of the accumulated-bad-debt deduction to be subjected to
income tax.
•
The institution has complied with, or has filed all necessary reports
in connection with, the Bank Secrecy Act.
•
The classification of securities and other assets as held for investment, sale, or trading purposes accurately reflects management's
investment intentions.
•
Adequate disclosure has been made of the status of the institution's
capital plan filed with regulators, if applicable.
•
Sales with recourse have been adequately disclosed in the financial
statements.
•
Proper disclosure has been made regarding the nature, terms, and
credit risk of financial instruments with off-balance-sheet risk.
•
Proper disclosure has been made regarding financial instruments
with significant individual or group concentrations of credit risk.
2.43 In addition to obtaining written representations, the auditor should
consider making inquiries as near as possible to the close of field work, such as
in a closing conference with institution management, concerning key matters.
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Introduction
3.01 A savings institution typically may invest in any of the following
instruments:
•
U.S. Treasury obligations, such as Treasury bills, notes, and bonds
•
Obligations and instruments of agencies of the United States government
•
General obligations of a state or a political subdivision
•
Common-trust or mutual-investment funds approved by appropriate regulatory authorities
•
Other investments, such as FHLB stock, marketable-equity securities, corporate bonds and commercial paper, or high-yield corporate
securities (junk bonds)
3.02 Savings institutions may invest without limitation in obligations of
the United States Treasury and in obligations of government agencies that are
guaranteed by the U.S. government. For general obligations of a state or
political subdivision and for corporate issuers, savings institutions are permitted to invest in the top four investment grades for bonds and the top two
grades for commercial paper. Regulations restrict the amount that federally
chartered institutions may invest in corporate, state, and municipal debt
issues as well as commercial loans and corporate securities. For state-chartered
institutions, different guidelines may apply.
3.03 The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC)
has issued a Supervisory Policy on the "Selection of Securities Dealers and
Unsuitable Investment Practices" (April 1988).3 The Supervisory Policy
describes characteristics of trading and gains trading, and states that such
activities are not suitable when conducted in a depository institution's investment portfolio. The Supervisory Policy has been adopted by the FDIC and
other bank regulatory agencies; however, it has not been adopted by the OTS.
The OTS has issued guidance with respect to these issues in Thrift Bulletin 12,
Mortgage Derivative Products and Mortgage Swaps, and Thrift Bulletin 41,
Interim Guidelines for Securities Portfolio Policies and Strategies.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
3.04 The appropriate accounting treatment for investments depends on
the classification of the investments as those securities that management has
the intent and ability to hold to maturity ("held for investment"), as those
held for sale, or as those held for trading.4 This subject is discussed later in this
3
In January 1991, the FFIEC proposed to update and revise the Supervisory Policy. The
proposed revised policy addresses the selection of securities dealers, requires depository institutions to establish prudent policies and strategies for securities transactions, defines securities
trading or sales practices that are viewed by agencies that the FFIEC comprises as being
unsuitable when conducted in an investment portfolio, indicates characteristics of loans held for
sale or trading, and denotes certain types of securities with volatile price or other high-risk
characteristics that are generally not suitable investments for depository institutions. The auditor
should be alert for the issuance of any final revised Supervisory Policy or other related regulatory
guidance.
4
The FASB has decided to accelerate the portion of its financial instruments project on
recognition and measurement issues related to accounting for marketable securities. Readers
should be alert for the issuance of financial accounting standards in this area by the FASB.
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chapter in the sections entitled "Marketable Equity Securities and Mutual
Funds [paragraphs 3.18 through 3.20]" and "Debt Securities and Similar
Assets [paragraphs 3.26 through 3.351." SAS No. 1, section 332, Long-Term
Investments (and the related Auditing Interpretation, "Evidential Matter for
Carrying the Amount of Marketable Securities," in AICPA Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU section 9332); FASB Statement No. 12, Accounting for
Certain Marketable Securities; and SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 59,
Views on Accounting for Noncurrent Marketable Equity Securities, address
the types of circumstances that indicate when a loss in value that is other than
temporary should be recognized in the financial statements of an investor. The
substance of this authoritative literature focuses on a long-term view rather
than on temporary circumstances.

Federal Home Loan Bank Stock
3.05 Savings institutions that are members of the FHLB system are
required to maintain a specified level of investment in FHLB stock. The
capital stock is issued at $100 par, and the required amount of ownership is
generally calculated as a percentage of aggregate outstanding mortgages.
There is an additional requirement that institutions hold an amount of FHLB
stock that corresponds to a specified percentage (depending on the district
bank) of the total of FHLB advances, letters of credit, and the collateralized
portion of interest-rate swaps outstanding to the financial institution. The
institution annually reports compliance with its minimum stock-investment
requirements. The auditor should consider confirming stock ownership with
the FHLB as well as reconcile the dollar amount of the shares with the
institution's general ledger.
3.06 Although FHLB stock does represent a form of equity interest in an
FHLB, it does not meet the marketability test of FASB Statement No. 12
because its ownership is restricted and it lacks a market. FHLB stock can be
sold back only at par and only to the FHLBs or to another member institution.
In addition, the equity ownership rights represented by FHLB stock are more
limited than would be the case for a public company because of the oversight
role exercised by the FHFB in the process of budgeting and approving
dividends. Therefore, FHLB stock is more properly classified as a restricted
investment security.
3.07 In evaluating the effects of FIRREA and any subsequent legislation
on the FHLBs, the auditor may presume that at least a temporary decline in
value could have occurred if such legislation requires an FHLB to make
payments to the Resolution Funding Corporation (REFCORP) or other entities in addition to the required payments to the Financing Corporation
(FICO), and if these payments cause the FHLB's total equity to fall below its
aggregate capital stock amount. FHLB stock is generally viewed as a longterm investment. Accordingly, its value should be determined based on the
ultimate recoverability of the par value rather than by recognizing temporary
declines in value. The determination of whether the decline is other than
temporary in nature is influenced by criteria such as—
•
The significance of the decline in net assets of the FHLBs as
compared to the capital stock amount for the FHLBs and the length
of time this situation has persisted.
•
Commitments by the FHLBs to make future payments to
REFCORP and other entities and the level of such payments in
relation to the operating performance of the FHLBs.
•
The impact of legislative and regulatory changes on the savings and
loan industry and, accordingly, on the customer base of the FHLBs.
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•
The liquidity position of the FHLBs.
3.08 The evaluation of whether a decline is temporary or whether it
affects the ultimate recoverability of the FHLB stock is ultimately made by
the member institution and concurred with by its auditors based on the facts
and circumstances available at the time. This consideration is also influenced
by the materiality of the carrying amount to the member institution and
whether by an assessment of its operational needs for the foreseeable future
would require and allow management to dispose of the stock.
3.09 FHLB stock is considered a qualifying asset as collateral for FHLB
advances. The auditor should determine, through confirmation with the
FHLB, if the FHLB stock has been pledged as collateral. If the FHLB stock is
pledged as collateral for FHLB advances, this should be disclosed in the notes
to the financial statements. Chapter 12 discusses FHLB advances and
accounting and auditing considerations regarding these advances.
3.10 Both stock and cash dividends are received on FHLB stock and are
reported as income. The stock dividends of the FHLB are redeemable at par
value. The auditor should consider confirming the status of the district bank's
redemption of its stock at par value before concluding that income recognition
is appropriate for FHLB stock dividends.

Short Sales
3.11 Securities are sold short for a number of reasons: for protection
against losses, for short-term borrowing of funds, in connection with arbitrage
transactions, or in anticipation of a decline in market prices.
3.12 The substance of a short sale is that an institution sells securities
that it does not own at the time of sale with the intention of acquiring the
same securities at a future date to cover the sale. In the interim, the securities
sold short generally are delivered to the buyer by borrowing securities from a
third party, by the buyer accepting its secured promise to deliver purchased
securities at a future date, or by delivering a due bill.
3.13 The obligation incurred in a short sale is recorded as a liability. Since
selling short is a trading activity, the liability is adjusted to market value at
least as often as external reporting dates occur. Interest on the short position is
usually accrued and paid to the owner on the due dates. Interest cost is
reported as interest expense of trading securities, and if it is significant,
consideration should be given to its separate disclosure.
3.14 When an institution sells securities short and holds identical securities in its investment portfolio, the auditor must determine whether the
transaction is, in substance, a sale of the security held in the investment
portfolio or a short sale. The transaction may be considered a short sale if
investment and trading are separate functions of the institution, management
can support and document its intention to enter into a short sale, and
securities are not borrowed from the investment account to make delivery. If
these conditions are not present, the short sale is considered a completed
transaction at the time of the initial sale, and the resulting gain or loss should
be recognized immediately.

Wash Sales
3.15 When securities held for sale or investment are sold, they should be
recognized on the completed-transaction basis; that is, the gains and losses
should be recognized for financial reporting purposes when they are realized.
In practice, questions develop about the proper definition of completed transactions when securities are sold with the intent to reacquire the same or
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substantially the same securities (see paragraph 3.16), most often to obtain
income tax benefits, a lower cost of funding, or other benefits. In such
transactions, known as wash sales, the period of time between sale and
reacquisition varies. It is often very short, especially when securities with a
ready market are involved.
3.16 For debt instruments, including mortgage-backed securities, to be
substantially the same, all of the following criteria must be met:
a.
The debt instruments must have the same primary obligor, except
for debt instruments guaranteed by a sovereign government, central
bank, government-sponsored enterprise, or agency thereof, in which
case the guarantor and terms of the guarantee must be the same.5
b.
The debt instruments must be identical in form and type so as to
give the same risks and rights to the holder.6
c.
The debt instruments must bear the identical contractual interest
rate.
d.
The debt instruments must have the same maturity, except for
mortgage-backed pass-through and pay-through securities, for which
the mortgages collateralizing the securities must have similar
remaining-weighted-average maturities (WAMs) that result in
approximately the same market yield.7
e.
Mortgage-backed pass-through and pay-through securities must be
collateralized by a similar pool of mortgages, such as single-family
residential mortgages.
f.
The debt instruments must have the same aggregate unpaid principal amounts, except for mortgage-backed pass-through and paythrough securities, for which the aggregate principal amounts of the
mortgage-backed securities given up and the mortgage-backed
securities reacquired must be within the accepted "good delivery"
standard for the type of mortgage-backed security involved.
3.17 In a sale, the risks and opportunities of ownership are transferred for
a reasonable period of time. Such a transfer is necessary to constitute realization and to permit recognition of revenue. Therefore, when an institution sells
a security and concurrently reinvests the proceeds from the sale in the same or
substantially the same security, no sale should be recognized, because the
effect of the sale and repurchase transaction leaves the institution in essentially the same economic position as before, notwithstanding the fact that the
institution has possibly incurred brokerage fees and taxes. When the proceeds
are not reinvested immediately, but soon thereafter, the auditor should consider whether the institution was at risk for a reasonable period of time to
warrant recognition of a sale. The period of time cannot be specified exactly;
rather, the type of securities involved and the circumstances of the particular
5
The exchange of pools of single-family loans would not meet this criterion because the
mortgages constituting the pool do not have the same primary obligor and would therefore not be
considered "substantially the same."
6
For example, the following exchanges would not meet this criterion: GNMA I securities for
GNMA II securities; loans to foreign debtors that are otherwise the same except for different U.S.
foreign tax credit benefits (because such differences in the tax receipts associated with the loans
result in instruments that vary "in form and type"); and commercial paper for redeemable
preferred stock.
7
For example, the exchange of a "fast-pay" GNMA certificate (that is, a certificate with
underlying mortgage loans that have a high prepayment record) for a "slow-pay" GNMA
certificate would not meet this criterion because differences in the expected remaining lives of the
certificates result in different market yields.
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transaction need to be considered in evaluating what constitutes a reasonable
period of time. For example, a day may be appropriate for quoted securities
that have a history of significant market price fluctuations over short periods
of time. Similarly, an institution's liquidity requirements may necessitate that
a long-term bond be replaced by a short-term money-market instrument; but,
a week later, the institution's liquidity requirements may change, and reacquisition of the bond may be a reasonable business decision, wholly independent
of the previous decision to sell.
Marketable Equity Securities a n d M u t u a l Funds
3.18 Marketable equity securities should be accounted for in accordance
with FASB Statement No. 12. Marketable equity securities held for investment or for sale should be accounted for at the lower of aggregate cost or
market value. Marketable equity securities held for trading purposes should
be accounted for at market value.8 The amount by which the aggregate cost of
the marketable equity securities in an investment portfolio exceeds the estimated market value should be accounted for as a valuation allowance as a
component of equity. Changes in the valuation allowance related to securities
held for sale and changes in the market value of trading securities should be
reported in the statement of operations.

3.19 Sales of Marketable Securities With Put Arrangements. The
accounting for sales of marketable securities with put arrangements has
previously been discussed by the FASB's EITF in Issue No. 84-5, Sale of
Marketable Securities with a Put Option; Issue No. 85-25, Sale of Preferred
Stocks with a Put Option; Issue No. 85-30, Sale of Marketable Securities at a
Gain with a Put Option; and Issue No. 85-40, Comprehensive Review of Sales
of Marketable Securities with Put Arrangements. In those transactions, the
seller sells a marketable security to a third-party buyer but grants the buyer a
put option that allows the buyer to sell the securities back to the seller at a
fixed price in the future. In Consensus No. 85-40, the FASB's EITF reaffirmed
the following consensuses reached previously for transactions involving sales of
marketable securities with put arrangements:
•
The accounting should be based on an assessment of the probability
that the put option will be exercised. If it is probable that the put
option will be exercised, the transaction should be accounted for as a
borrowing (any difference between the "sale" proceeds and the put
price would be accrued as interest expense, and any impairment of
the underlying security would generally not be recognized); if it is
not probable that the put option will be exercised, the transaction
should be accounted for as a sale of the security. If the transaction is
accounted for as a borrowing, there should be continual reassessment of the probability that the put option will be exercised, with a
change in the accounting if appropriate. (Implicit in this consensus
is the conclusion that if the probability assessment would result in
sales accounting, the asset should be removed from the balance
sheet.)
•
If a transaction is initially recorded as a sale but exercise of the put
option later becomes probable, the institution should immediately
accrue any losses expected upon exercise of the put option, periodically adjust the estimated loss accrual, and ultimately record the
repurchased security at the lower of cost or market.
8

See footnote 4.
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•

The length of the option period should be considered in the
probability assessment, and a transfer of a security with a put
option that extends beyond 50 percent of the expected remaining
life of the security should be recognized as a sale. Also, on such a
transaction recognized as a borrowing, the difference between the
original sale price and the put price should be amortized over a
period shorter than the expected remaining life of the security.

In addition, for transactions that would involve gains if reported as sales, the
FASB's EITF reached a consensus that the assets should be removed from the
balance sheet but that the gain should be deferred because it represents a gain
contingency that under FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies,
should not be recognized until the contingency is resolved by expiration of the
put without exercise.
3.20 Savings institutions also are permitted to invest in certain open-end
mutual funds to meet their liquidity requirements. As provided by EITF Issue
No. 86-40, Investments in Open-End Mutual Funds That Invest in U.S.
Government Securities, savings institutions should report their investments in
a mutual fund at the lower of cost or market in accordance with FASB
Statement No. 12. Changes in the valuation account of mutual funds should be
presented in accordance with FASB Statement No. 12.

Repurchase Agreements
3.21 A repurchase agreement (repo) is an agreement between a buyer and
seller, usually of U.S. government securities or mortgage-backed securities,
whereby the buyer agrees to resell the securities to the seller at an agreed-upon
price and at a stated time. The transactions are equivalent to a collateralized
lending and borrowing of funds, the value of which is equal to the purchase
price of the related collateral. The attraction of repos to institutions that buy
securities (loan funds) under repurchase agreements (which also have the
alternatives of commercial paper, certificates of deposit, treasury obligations,
and other short-term investments) is the flexibility of maturities that makes
them an ideal place to invest funds on a very temporary basis.
3.22 Most of the risks faced by seller-borrowers that enter into reverserepurchase agreements (reverse repos) or dollar reverse-repurchase agreements
(dollar reverse repos) (as defined and discussed in chapter 11) are also faced
by buyer-lenders that enter into repos. If a buyer-lender under a repo agreement with a securities dealer does not perfect a security interest in securities
purchased, for example, by having a signed agreement and by taking possession, either directly or through a custodian acting as its agent, the potential
economic loss extends to the full value of the securities, and the risk
assumed—namely, credit risk—becomes that of an unsecured lender. Collateral risk for the buyer-lender is reduced if definitive collateral is held by the
dealer's custodian acting as the dealer's agent with specific identification of
the assignee or if book entry collateral is transferred either directly or by a
notation entry. When definitive collateral is locked up by the dealer in
safekeeping and segregated and identified by customer, collateral risk is
reduced if the dealer's internal control structure related to securities held in
safekeeping is effective. Collateral risk is reduced further if the buyer-lender
or its agent, which could be the dealer's bank acting as the buyer-lender's
agent, takes possession of the collateral.
3.23 Repos should be accounted for the same as reverse repos, as discussed in chapter 11. Repos (assets) and reverse repos (liabilities) should be
presented gross and not netted on the statement of condition. The following
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should be disclosed in the financial statements or in the notes to the financial
statements with respect to repos:
a.
Disclosures for the end of the period should include the following:
— A description of the securities underlying the agreements.
— The cost of the agreements, including accrued interest.
— The market value of the securities underlying any agreement if
less than the cost of that agreement.
— The maturity of the agreements.
— The dollar amount of agreements to resell the same securities.
— The dollar amount of agreements to resell substantially identical securities.
— Any material concentrations at the end of the period.9 If any
material concentrations exist at the end of the period, disclosure
should be made of the institution's control of the securities
underlying the agreements.10 If concentrations at the end of the
period vary from those during the period, consideration should
be given to disclosing this information.
b.
Disclosures for repos during the period should include the following:
— The maximum amount of outstanding agreements at any
month-end during the period.
— The average amount of outstanding agreements for the period.
— A statement of whether the securities underlying the agreements were under the institution's control.

High-Yield Bonds
3.24 FIRREA prohibits a savings institution or its subsidiaries from
acquiring or retaining any corporate debt that, at the time of its acquisition, is
not rated in one of the four highest rating categories by at least one nationally
recognized statistical rating organization. Any nonqualifying securities held as
of the enactment date of FIRREA must be divested as quickly as can be
prudently done and not later than July 1, 1994. The FASB's EITF Consensus
No. 89-18, Divestitures of Certain Investment Securities to an Unregulated
Commonly Controlled Entity under FIRREA, states that a savings institution
should account for such nonqualifying securities at the lower of cost or market
because it no longer has the ability to hold the securities to maturity.
Nonqualifying securities may be acquired by a qualified affiliate that must be
separately capitalized to safeguard the institution against losses, as mandated
9
Material concentration refers to the dollar amount of assets at risk under agreements
outstanding at the report date with any one dealer. Assets at risk is defined as the amount of
funds advanced plus accrued interest if the securities underlying the agreements are not in the
possession of the institution or its agent. If the securities underlying the agreements are in the
possession of the institution or its agent, assets at risk is defined as the amount of funds advanced
plus accrued interest less the market value of the securities underlying the agreements if less than
cost. Materiality should be considered in relation to the institution's net worth as well as to its
operations.
10
Control refers to the ability of the institution to exercise legal authority over the securities
that serve as the collateral for the agreement in the event of default by the counterparty. The
institution has a different loss exposure if it lacks control over the collateral in a repurchase
transaction than if it lacks control over the collateral in a reverse repurchase transaction.
Control of the assets underlying a repurchase transaction exists if (a) the institution holds the
securities that serve as collateral for the agreement and (b) the institution, upon default by the
counterparty, has the ability to obtain the collateral benefit from those securities. Control may
also exist if the institution, instead of holding the securities, has the collateral held in the name of
or for the benefit of the institution by an independent third party, and condition (b) is met. Lack
of control exposes the institution to risk of loss of the amount invested.
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by other provisions of the law. The FASB's EITF did not address the accounting for the subsequent sale of the securities to an affiliate or the accounting in
consolidated financial statements; however, the SEC staff observer at the
EITF meeting noted that gain recognition would not be appropriate when the
securities are sold to an affiliate. Further, paragraph 6 of Accounting Research
Bulletin (ARB) No. 51, Consolidated Financial Statements, states that consolidated financial statements should not include gain or loss on transactions
among the companies in the group.
3.25 Investments in high-yield bonds with a non-investment-grade credit
rating (junk bonds) should be reported as held for sale (see the previous
discussion of FIRREA). These securities are often issued by companies
without long track records of sales and earnings, by established companies the
profitability of which has declined, or by entities with questionable credit.
Additionally, junk bonds have been recently used to finance leveraged corporate acquisitions in which the assets of the company being acquired serve as
collateral for the securities. Institutions have been attracted to the potentially
higher yields on junk bonds relative to higher grade bonds. The market value
for these securities can be difficult to determine, depending on the availability
of third-party quotations that are limited at times because of a lack of market
activity in these securities.

Debt Securities and Similar Assets
3.26 An investment in debt securities may be acquired at a premium (a
price in excess of face value) or at a discount (a price less than face value). A
premium paid for an investment at the time of original issuance or at some
time thereafter represents a downward adjustment of the stated rate of
interest to reflect the market yield at the time of purchase. Conversely, an
investment discount represents an upward adjustment of the stated rate of
interest to the market yield at the time of purchase. The carrying amount of
the investment during the holding period is systematically adjusted to the
amount anticipated to be realized at the maturity date and included in
interest income. Amortization of premium or accretion of discount should be
recorded in a manner that produces a constant rate of return on the basis of
adjusted book value (interest method) in accordance with FASB Statement
No. 91, Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated with
Originating or Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct Costs of Leases. Market
values of individual securities should be obtained from published quotations or
other independent sources. Securities that are pledged for borrowing or other
purposes should be disclosed in the financial statements or the notes thereto.
3.27 Investments in debt securities and similar assets should be classified
separately on the balance sheet into one of three categories: (a) assets held for
investment, (b) assets held for sale, or (c) assets held for trading purposes.11
The auditor should be familiar with the regulatory guidance discussed in
paragraph 3.03, which may affect the classification of investments into these
categories.
3.28 The appropriate accounting treatment for investments that management has the intent and the ability to hold for investment purposes is to carry
such assets at cost, adjusted for amortization of premiums or accretion of
discounts, and to recognize in income only realized gains or losses. The market
value of such investments should be disclosed on the face of the balance sheet.
An assessment must be made to determine whether any decline in market
value is other than temporary, in which case the security would be written
11

See footnote 4.
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down to a new cost basis, and the writedown would be a realized loss, as
described in FASB Statement No. 12 and in the Auditing Interpretation of
SAS No. 1, section 332 (AICPA Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU section
9332.09).
3.29 Investments held for sale should be accounted for at the lower of
aggregate cost or market. Investments held for trading purposes should be
accounted for at market value. Changes in the valuation allowance related to
investments held for sale and changes in the market value of securities in the
trading account should be reported in the statement of operations.
3.30 Gains and losses from sales of investment securities should be
recorded as of the trade dates in the statement of operations for the period in
which securities are sold or are otherwise disposed of.
3.31 Transfers Among Classifications. Securities may be transferred
from assets held for investment to assets held for sale. These securities should
be transferred at amortized cost, and the lower-of-cost-or-market method
should be applied immediately. If a certain dollar amount of securities needs
to be transferred but specific securities cannot be designated for transfer, an
appropriate portion of the amortized cost of the institution's securities treated
as held for investment should be transferred to the assets-held-for-sale account.
In such cases, the market value assigned to that amortized cost should be
based on the relationship of amortized cost and market value of total securities
designated as held for investment prior to transfer. When specific securities
are subsequently designated as held for sale, they should be transferred to the
assets-held-for-sale account at amortized cost on the date of transfer, and a
related portion of the assigned market value should be replaced by the market
value of the specific securities.
3.32 Securities may be transferred from the held-for-sale account to the
held-for-investment account. These assets should be transferred at the lower of
amortized cost or market value at the date of transfer. If market value is less
than amortized cost, the market value should become the new cost basis.
3.33 Securities may be transferred to or from trading accounts; however,
transfers from the assets-held-for-sale to trading accounts should be extremely
rare. The securities should be transferred at market value at the date of
transfer, and the market value should become the new cost basis for the
investments. No gain should be recognized on such transfers; the amount by
which such investments are written up, if any, should be deferred until final
disposition of the investments.
3.34 Disclosures in the financial statements about debt securities held as
assets should include the following:
•
Institutions should include in the notes to their financial statements
an explanation of their accounting policies for debt securities held,
including the basis for classification into balance-sheet captions,
such as investment or trading.
•
Institutions should also disclose in the notes to their financial
statements the following information concerning debt securities
carried at either historical cost or the lower of cost or market
value:12
12
If an institution carries some debt securities at amortized cost and others at the lower of
cost or market value and it reports them in separate balance sheet captions, these disclosures
should be presented for each caption.
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— For each balance sheet presented, the amortized cost,13 estimated market values, gross unrealized gains, and gross unrealized losses for each pertinent category. Examples of such
categories are the following:
•
Debt securities issued by the U.S. Treasury and
other U.S. government corporations and agencies
•
Debt securities issued by states of the U.S. and
political subdivisions of the states
•
Debt securities issued by foreign governments and
not classified as loans
•
Corporate securities
•
Mortgage-backed securities
•
Other debt securities
— For the most recent balance sheet, the amortized cost and
estimated market values of debt securities due:
•
In one year or less
•
After one year through five years
•
After five years through ten years
•
After ten years 14
— For each period for which results of operations are presented,
the proceeds from sales 15 of such debt securities and gross
realized gains and gross realized losses on such sales.
3.35 FASB Statement No. 105, Disclosure of Information about Financial
Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk and Financial Instruments with
Concentrations of Credit Risk, requires certain disclosures of financial instruments with off-balance-sheet credit or market risk and disclosure of significant
concentrations of credit risk for all financial instruments. A discussion of those
disclosure requirements is contained in chapter 6 in the section entitled
"Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure [paragraphs 6.72 and
6.73]."

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
3.36 The primary audit objectives for investments are as follows:
•
Securities and other investment assets exist, and are either on hand
or are held in safekeeping or custody for the institution.
•
Consideration has been given to legal and regulatory provisions
(that is, restrictions on types of securities that may be owned and
requirements to dispose of certain securities) in valuing securities.
13
Amortized cost is the face amount of the debt security increased or decreased, by unamortized premium, discount, finance charges, or acquisition fees and costs and may also reflect a
previous direct writedown of the debt security. Total amortized cost presented in this disclosure
should be reconciled to the amounts presented in the balance sheet, if different.
14
Securities not due at a single maturity date, such as mortgage-backed securities, may be
included in a separate category. If such securities are not included in a separate category, the
method used for inclusion in the maturity table should be disclosed.
15
As debt securities approach maturity, their market prices tend to approach their maturity
amounts, less interest and a factor for credit risk, and market risk diminishes as a factor in their
pricing. Securities that are sold at maturity or near enough to maturity that market risk is
substantially eliminated as a pricing factor may be excluded from this disclosure.
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•
•

•

•

The institution has legal title or similar rights of ownership to all
recorded securities and investment assets.
Gains and losses on the sale of securities and other investment
assets, and unrealized gains and losses on securities held for sale or
in a trading portfolio, have been properly measured, recorded, and
disclosed in accordance with GAAP.
Interest income on securities and other investment assets and the
related balance-sheet accounts (accrued interest receivable,
unearned discount, unamortized purchase premiums, or discounts)
have been properly measured and recorded in accordance with
GAAP.
Securities and other investment assets are properly described, classified, and accounted for in the financial statements, and the related
note disclosures are adequate.

Planning the Audit of Investments
3.37 The auditor should consider the factors influencing inherent risk as
it relates to investments. These include management risks, operating characteristics, and portfolio characteristics.
3.38 Generally, investments are examined using primarily a substantive
approach. Confirmation of investments held by independent parties or inspection of investment documents held by the institution are efficient and effective procedures that contribute to the achievement of several audit objectives.
3.39 In planning the audit, the auditor should consider obtaining and
reading the current year's interim financial statements, investment policy,
and other financial information related to investments. This may include a
consideration of management's policies and procedures concerning investment
classification as trading assets, investment assets, or held-for-sale assets. The
auditor should discuss with management these items and other current business developments affecting the institution.

Internal Control Structure
3.40 Policies and Procedures. Examples of typical internal control
structure policies and procedures relating to investments are as follows:
•
Written policy statements detailing investment guidelines, objectives, and limitations are adopted and monitored by the board of
directors and designated levels of management, and conform to the
OTS statement of policy regarding investment-portfolio policy and
accounting guidelines.
•
The board of directors, generally through the investment committee,
properly oversees management's investment activities in accordance
with federal regulations.
•
Potential investment transactions and policy changes are reviewed
and approved by an investment committee or board of directors and
recorded in the minutes.
•
Accounting entries supporting security transactions are periodically
reviewed by supervisory personnel to ensure that the classification
of investments is in accordance with the institution's investment
policy.
•
Securities and other evidence of ownership are made out in the name
of the institution.
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•

Recorded amounts of investments are periodically compared to
safekeeping ledgers, custodial confirmations, and current market
values on a timely basis; differences found are investigated and
resolved; and appropriate supervisory personnel review and approve
completed reconciliations on a timely basis.
•
Authorized lists of signatures and brokers exist, are adhered to, and
are reviewed and updated periodically.
•
There is a segregation of duties among those who (a) approve
securities transactions, (b) have access to securities, and (c) post or
reconcile investment securities records.
•
Buy and sell orders to brokers are compared to broker's advice
periodically by management.
•
Securities for which there is no active market are monitored for
valuation at cost and are written down to market value when
required.
•
Unrealized gains and losses are substantiated by reconciliation of
market values with carrying amounts.
•
Adjustments to investment accounts are reviewed and approved by
an authorized official.
•
Interest and dividend income are reviewed for accuracy by referring
to supporting documentation.
3.41 Test of Controls. Examples of specific procedures that the auditor
should consider performing to test the operating effectiveness of internal
control structure policies and procedures for investments are as follows:
•
Review minutes of board of directors meetings for evidence of the
board's periodic review of investment activity to determine conformity with the institution's investment policy.
•
Compare securities transactions to the institution's investment policy to determine that the institution is following its investment
policy. The auditor should review the transactions in the securities
accounts, being alert for unusually high volume and frequency of
activity gains trading and other activity that could indicate other
than a portfolio held for maturity. The auditor should be aware that
future events not susceptible to prudent evaluation may necessitate
deviations from the institution's investment policy and strategies.
•
Review selected securities transactions to determine whether the
institution obtains proper approval for the transactions and uses
only brokers from the institution's authorized list of brokers.
•
Review selected securities to determine that the institution has
perfected title to the investment assets—that is, all documents are
in the institution's name.
•
Perform a test of the institution's reconciliation process. The auditor
should test whether reconciling differences are appropriately investigated and resolved, and whether the reconciliations are reviewed
and approved by appropriate supervisory personnel.

Substantive Procedures
3.42 Physical Inspection or Confirmation. The auditor should consider
physically inspecting and counting securities held on the institution's premises
at the end of the period, and should note that the proper amounts are on hand
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and that securities are in the institution's name. Confirmation should be
obtained of any securities pledged or held for the institution by an independent custodian.
3.43 Valuation. To consider whether securities are properly valued as of
the balance-sheet date, the auditor should consider first evaluating management's classifications of investment securities as trading, held-for-sale, or heldfor-investment assets based on the institution's investment policy and objectives and its review of activity during the year. Evaluating the propriety of
management's classification of securities involves consideration of subjective
matters such as management's intent and the institution's ability to hold those
securities to maturity. In conjunction with this, the auditor should test for
compliance with investment regulatory directives.
3.44 Based on the appropriate classification for these securities, the
auditor should consider performing the relevant tests of carrying value. For
securities classified as held for investment, amortized cost should be tested by
recomputation, and market value should be tested by reference to third-party
market quotations. Securities classified as trading account assets are recorded
at market value, and securities classified as held for sale are recorded at the
lower of amortized cost or market value. Market value for those securities
should also be tested by reference to third-party market quotations.
3.45 If securities held for investment have a market value below cost, the
auditor should consider the institution's ability to recover the carrying
amount. If the decline in market value is attributable to general market
conditions, an allowance ordinarily need not be established by management
unless there is other evidence that the carrying amount will not be recovered.
The auditor, in evaluating management's determination of whether to establish such an allowance, should refer to SAS No. 1, section 332 (and the related
Auditing Interpretation in AICPA Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU section
9332); FASB Statement No. 12; and SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 59,
which address the types of circumstances that indicate when a loss in value
that is other than temporary should be recognized in the financial statements.
3.46 Analytical Procedures. Analytical procedures that should be considered by the auditor include the following:
•
Compare current-year interest and dividend income, and related
accruals, to expectations based on average asset balances during the
year, and to income from the prior year.
•
Review detailed investment listings and subsidiary ledgers to ascertain changes in mix between investment types to facilitate predictive testing of accruals and yields.
•
Compute the average yield, on a monthly or quarterly basis,
throughout the period for each investment type and compare results
against contractual and effective yields.
•
Compare current-year activity in the trading, held-for-investment,
and held-for-sale accounts to the institution's investment policy.
3.47 In using analytical procedures to perform a substantive test, the
auditor should consider the extent of the difference between actual and
expected results that can be accepted without further investigation. Additional guidance on the use of analytical procedures is provided by SAS No. 56,
Analytical Procedures.
3.48 Other Procedures. Other audit procedures related to investments
that the auditor may consider performing include the following:
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•

Compare investment totals to the institution's reconciliation of the
investment-subsidiary-ledger to the general-ledger control accounts.
Investigate significant discrepancies and any large or unusual reconciling items.
•
Read investment committee minutes and test whether investment
transactions have been properly authorized.
•
Determine that only approved security broker-dealers are used.
•
Test gains and losses on sales of securities.
•
Compare realized gains and losses during the period with those of
the preceding period; investigate significant fluctuations.
•
Compare investment yields during the period with expected yields
based on previous results and current market trends; investigate
significant discrepancies.
•
Examine transactions for evidence of short sales or wash sales and, if
they exist, evaluate whether they have been properly accounted for
in the financial statements.
•
Obtain confirmation directly from the custodian that securities
purchased under repos, but not delivered, are being held by the
seller's custodian on the institution's behalf.
3.49 An institution (buyer-lender) may not take delivery of the securities
that serve as collateral in a repurchase transaction. If it does take delivery,
either directly or indirectly through a bank or other party acting as its agent,
the credit risk is less than may otherwise be the case; the auditor should
confirm the occurrence and terms of the transaction and the seller-borrower's
obligation to repurchase the securities with the seller-borrower, count securities in the institution's possession, and confirm securities not in its possession
with the custodian.
3.50 Whenever an institution (buyer-lender) or its agent does not take
delivery of the securities, the auditor should confirm not only the occurrence
and terms of the transaction and the obligation to repurchase the securities,
but also the fact that they have not been delivered and are being held on the
institution's behalf. The auditor should also recognize that when delivery is
not made, the transaction has many of the attributes of an unsecured loan.
Accordingly, the auditor should assess the reputation and financial strength of
the seller-borrower and its custodian, if applicable, and the materiality of the
transaction to the financial statements of both parties to it. Based on those
assessments, the auditor should consider the desirability of obtaining a report
from the custodian's auditor on its internal accounting controls over securities
held in safekeeping, for which SAS No. 44, Special-Purpose Reports on Internal Accounting Control at Service Organizations, provides guidance. That
report should cover both the design of the system and compliance tests
directed to specific objectives of internal accounting control over the custodial
function. SAS No. 44 notes that circumstances may exist in which the auditor
may need to discuss the custodian's auditor's procedures with that auditor,
request that specific tests (such as balancing the security position, counting
the collateral, and ascertaining its ownership and location) be performed, or
make such tests himself or herself.
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Mortgage-Backed Securities
Introduction
4.01 Mortgage-backed securities (MBSs) represent a participation in an
organized pool of mortgages (single-family, multifamily, and, in some cases,
commercial real estate properties), the principal and interest payments on
which are passed from the mortgage originators, through intermediaries (generally quasi-governmental agencies) that pool and repackage them in the form
of securities, to investors. Such quasi-governmental agencies, which guarantee
the payment of principal and interest to investors, include the GNMA, or
Ginnie Mae; the FNMA, or Fannie Mae; the FHLMC, or Freddie Mac; and
others. FASB Statement No. 65, Accounting for Certain Mortgage Banking
Activities, defines mortgage-backed securities to include securities issued by a
government agency or corporation, or by private issuers (for example, savings
institutions or mortgage-banking enterprises).

Types of MBSs
4.02 MBSs are generally referred to as mortgage-participation certificates
or pass-through certificates. MBSs issued by the FHLMC, the FNMA, and the
GNMA make up the majority of the instruments in the pass-through market.
The principal MBS programs of these entities are as follows:
•
The FHLMC issues participation certificates backed principally by
conventional mortgage loans. The Federal Reserve Bank serves as
the central paying agent for these securities. Pools of mortgage loans
backing these certificates are originated by either multiple or individual issuers. Depending on the particular MBS program, monthly
payments begin either on the fifteenth day of the second month
following issuance or on the fifteenth day of the month following
issuance.
•
The FNMA issues pass-through securities through its MBS program,
which is backed principally by conventional mortgage loans.
Monthly payments begin on the twenty-fifth of the month following
issuance through the Federal Reserve Bank.
•
GNMA I certificates are issued by individual institutions that pool
qualifying Federal Housing Authority (FHA) and Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA) loans with the same interest rates that are
guaranteed by the GNMA. The issuer maintains records of security
holders and remits principal and interest payments on the fifteenth
of each month beginning with the month following issuance.
•
GNMA II certificates differ from GNMA I in that they use a
central paying agent to make principal and interest payments to
investors on the twentieth of each month, beginning with the month
following issuance. In addition, they use multiple issuer pools composed of loans with different interest rates.
4.03 The MBS programs that are offered are constantly evolving, and the
auditor should become familiar with each significant program. Following are
some common characteristics of MBSs:
•
Certificates are issued with stated minimum principal amounts.
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•

Pools of mortgages typically have loans with interest rates that are
within a range.
•
Maturities of the underlying mortgages generally vary.
•
A pool generally is composed of one of the following types of
mortgage products: fixed rate or adjustable rate; single- or multifamily.
•
For tax purposes, the investors in MBSs are deemed to hold the
underlying mortgage. Cash payments received by investors are for
interest and return of capital and may represent a taxable gain.
4.04 MBSs have become a common form of investment and are often used
as collateral for financing by institutions. The tremendous growth in transactions involving mortgage-backed securities experienced by the secondarymortgage market and the declining reliance on deposits as a source of financing have accelerated the growth of MBSs. An institution's portfolio may
include a substantial proportion of MBSs, since MBSs are more readily sold
than mortgage loans. MBSs also can be more readily used as collateral for
borrowings than mortgage loans.
4.05 An MBS portfolio can be purchased or acquired through a swap with
the FHLMC and the FNMA. Under the swap arrangement, an institution
enters into an agreement with either the FHLMC or the FNMA to exchange
mortgages, which the institution currently holds, in exchange for an MBS
backed by these mortgages. A cost associated with the swap is the guarantor
fee that must be paid to the FHLMC or the FNMA. For the fee, the FHLMC
and the FNMA guarantee the payment of principal and interest to investors
in the MBS. The originator/servicer may or may not be protected depending
on the arrangement. These fees are generally calculated as a percentage of the
principal balance of the MBS and reduce the yield on the mortgages by the
amount of the fee.

Converting Loan Pools to MBSs
4.06 MBSs are created by pooling underlying mortgages and issuing a
security with an interest rate that is less than the coupon rate of the pooled
mortgages. This process is often referred to as securitization. The securitization of loans is treated in a manner similar to a wash sale, and no gain or loss is
recognized until the related MBS is sold. The interest-rate differential between
the mortgages and the MBS reflects servicing and other fees. Servicing fees are
paid to the institution responsible for collecting the principal, interest, and
escrow payments on the underlying loans; remitting to investors their proportionate share of the principal and interest payments; and making the required
taxes and insurance payments from the escrowed funds. Additional fees are
generally paid to the intermediaries that pooled and repackaged the mortgages to ensure sufficient cash flow to cover the debt service of the MBS, and
they are often required to obtain a good investment rating.
4.07 The interest-rate differential between the MBS and the underlying
mortgages generally is expressed as a stated number of basis points (for
example, 50 basis points—that is, one-half of a percentage point). The GNMA,
the FHLMC, and the FNMA have established "normal" servicing spreads for
servicers of the MBSs that they guarantee.

Adjustable-Rate MBSs
4.08 The financial markets are constantly developing new variations on
the traditional MBS (for example, adjustable-rate MBSs). In the last few
years, there has been a significant increase in the number of MBSs backed by
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adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs). The interest rate for an adjustable-rate
loan is determined by an index, such as the Average of Treasury Securities
With One Year Maturities; the Federal Home Loan Bank system's Eleventh
District cost of funds; or the National Monthly Median Cost of Funds Ratio to
SAIF-Insured Institutions which is published by the OTS. Then, a margin,
generally expressed as percentage points, is added to the index to determine
the interest rate. All future interest-rate adjustments are normally determined
by adding the margin amounts to the specified index. However, the ARM
borrower typically is protected from interest-rate increases by a maximum
annual and life-of-the-loan (lifetime cap) ceiling on interest-rate adjustments.
If interest rates increase, an adjustable-rate mortgage can "cap out" (reach
the maximum lifetime cap) at a lower interest rate than an adjustable-rate
mortgage originated at current interest rates. Another limitation on interestrate adjustments is the payment cap, which is the maximum amount by which
the monthly payment can be adjusted based on an increase in interest rates.
The rate of an MBS should be less than that of the underlying adjustable-rate
loans to provide for servicing and other fees, if applicable.
4.09 Adjustable-rate MBSs are extremely diverse in structure. This heterogeneity results from differences in the initial underlying ARM interest rates,
the indexes, the margins over the indexes, the annual and lifetime caps, the
maximum payment amounts, and the frequency of the interest-rate adjustments. However, the FHLMC and the FNMA have increased issuance of
adjustable-rate MBSs, which may promote further standardization and
increase liquidity of these investments. In addition, although ARMs normally
have less interest-rate risk than fixed-rate mortgages, there are certain risks
that should be considered. In particular, consideration should be given to
mortgages bearing so-called teaser rates—those that, initially, are significantly less than the index plus the margin. (Teaser rates are offered by lendors
as an incentive to borrowers.)
4.10 The interest-rate risk for adjustable-rate MBSs can be determined by
reviewing the frequency of interest-rate adjustments, the index, the initial
interest rate, and the annual and lifetime caps. An institution should determine the extent to which interest rates can increase before the cap is reached.
Another consideration is the index.
4.11 Since the cost of funds indexes tends to lag behind increases in
interest rates, it is important to determine how adjusted-rate MBSs were
funded. For example, if they were funded with reverse repos (see chapter 11)
in a rising rate environment, the interest rates on the reverse repos would
increase more rapidly than the interest rates on adjustable-rate MBSs. When
interest rates are low, adjustable-rate MBSs generally trade at a premium,
although frequently they are prepaid as borrowers seek to lock in lower fixed
rates. Investors are willing to pay this premium because they anticipate that
interest rates will increase in the future. Conversely, when interest rates are
high, adjustable-rate MBSs generally trade at a discount because the indexes
typically lag behind increases in money-market interest rates.
4.12 Most ARMs are adjusted either semiannually or annually. Payment
amounts may have a maximum limit up to which they can be adjusted. If
interest rates increase significantly, the difference between the payment cap
and the required payment may be- capitalized to the loan balance. The
increased loan balance should be compared periodically to the property values
to ensure the adequacy of underlying collateral, particularly if the loan
balance is increasing in a declining real estate market. This is a primary
concern for conventional adjustable-rate MBSs as compared to those guaranteed by the FHLMC and the FNMA. The auditor should also be alert for
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recourse provisions and related increased risk with conventional MBSs when
the securities issuer effectively guarantees the securities. Further, there is a
risk of payment shock when ARM rates are adjusted upward. For example, a
borrower able to make monthly mortgage payments in the initial year of a
loan may not be able to make the higher monthly payments when the rates
rise and the payments increase.

Prepayments
4.13 The actual maturity of an MBS varies, depending on when the
mortgagors repay the underlying mortgages. Prepayments of the underlying
mortgages may shorten the life of the investment, thereby adversely affecting
its yield to maturity and the related market value of the MBS. The yield is
based upon the interest income and the amortization of the premium or
discount related to the MBS. In accordance with FASB Statement No. 91,
Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated with Originating or
Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct Costs of Leases, premiums and discounts
are amortized over the contractual terms of the loans. However, prepayments
of the underlying loan pools of the MBS generally may be anticipated in the
calculation of the constant effective yield necessary to apply the interest
method. Prepayments may be anticipated if the institution holds a large
number of similar loans (through its interest in the MBS) for which prepayments are probable and the timing and amount of prepayments can be
reasonably estimated. If the institution anticipates prepayments in applying
the interest method and a difference arises between the anticipated prepayments and the actual prepayments received, it should recalculate the effective
yield to reflect actual payments to date and anticipated future payments. The
net investment in the loans should be adjusted to the amount that would have
existed had the new effective yield been applied since the acquisition of the
loans. The investment in the loans should be adjusted to the new balance with
a corresponding charge or credit to interest income. The prepayment assumptions used to determine the amortization period for premiums and discounts
can significantly affect the yield of the MBS, and these assumptions should be
reviewed periodically to reflect the actual prepayment. Prepayment assumptions are discussed further in paragraph 5.37.
4.14 The actual prepayments of the underlying mortgages depend on
many factors including the type (GNMA, FHLMC, FNMA, private, and so
forth), the coupon rate, the age of mortgages, and the geographical location of
the underlying real estate collateralizing the mortgages. GNMA MBSs that
are backed by assumable FHA or VA loans generally have a longer life than
conventional nonassumable loans underlying FHLMC and FNMA MBSs.
4.15 The difference between the interest rates on the underlying mortgages and the prevailing mortgage interest rates is an important determinant
in the rate of prepayments. During periods of falling mortgage interest rates,
prepayments generally increase. If the coupon rate of the underlying mortgages significantly exceeds the prevailing market interest rates offered for
mortgage loans, refinancing generally increases and accelerates the prepayment of the underlying mortgages. Prepayment experience is difficult to
estimate for adjustable-rate MBSs. The historical data on adjustable-rate
mortgage securities is limited since most of these instruments were originated
in the last several years. Prepayment experience is especially important when
the securities were purchased at a premium. If prepayment experience exceeds
the estimated prepayments, an adjustment to the amortization of the premium may be required.
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4.16 Other factors affecting prepayments include the age of the mortgages and the geographical location of the property collateralizing the mortgage. As loans become "seasoned," the likelihood of prepayment generally
decreases. The demographics of different geographical areas also affect prepayments. For example, areas with a mobile population normally experience a
higher prepayment of mortgage loans than areas with a relatively stable
population. Also, if the local economy of a particular area is depressed, the
incidence of foreclosures that are accounted for as prepayments may be higher
than normal.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
4.17 Pass-through securities, whether issued as a single class or in multiple classes, evidence actual ownership interests in the MBS or mortgage loans.
Sales of pass-through securities without recourse are generally accounted for as
sales with gain or loss recognition. For pass-through securities sold with
recourse, the accounting treatment as a sale or financing is covered by FASB
Statement No. 77, Reporting by Transferors for Transfers of Receivables with
Recourse. See chapter 12 for information regarding borrowing obligations
related to MBSs.
4.18 FASB Statement No. 65 provides authoritative standards on the
accounting and reporting for MBSs. In addition, the disclosure requirements
described in paragraph 3.34 of this guide also apply to MBSs. MBSs held for
investment are reported at amortized cost, that is, adjusted for amortization
of premium or discount and prepayments.
4.19 MBSs held for sale are reported at the lower of cost or market value,
determined as of the balance-sheet date. The amount by which cost exceeds
market value is accounted for as a valuation allowance. Changes in the
valuation allowances are included in the determination of net income of the
period in which the change occurs.
4.20 MBSs held in a trading account are reported at market value.
Changes in the market value are accounted for as adjustments to the recorded
investment.16
4.21 See chapter 3 for a discussion of investment classification issues and
regulatory concerns.
4.22 Investments in mortgage-backed and pass-through certificates usually should be reported separately in the statement of financial condition
rather than included in mortgage loans or investments. The market value of
the mortgage-backed and pass-through certificates must be disclosed on the
statement of financial condition.
4.23 FASB Statement No. 105, Disclosure of Information about Financial
Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk and Financial Instruments with
Concentrations of Credit Risk, requires certain disclosures of financial instruments with off-balance-sheet credit or market risk and the disclosure of
significant concentrations of credit risk for all financial instruments, including
MBSs. A discussion of those disclosure requirements is contained in chapter 6,
in the section entitled "Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure
[paragraphs 6.72 and 6.73 ]."
16

See footnote 4.
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Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
4.24 The primary audit objectives for MBSs are as follows:
•
MBSs exist and are stated in accordance with GAAP as of the date
of the financial statements.
•
MBSs accounted for at market value or at the lower of cost or
market are properly valued.
•
Prepayment assumptions reflected in the calculation of premium
and discount amortization are reasonable and consistent with those
used in the marketplace.
•
Interest income and the related balance-sheet accounts (accrued
interest receivable, unearned discount, unamortized purchase premiums, and discounts) have been properly measured and recorded in
conformity with GAAP.
•
Gains and losses on the sale of MBSs have been properly measured
and recorded in accordance with GAAP.
•
Unrealized gains and losses on MBSs are properly valued.
•
MBSs are properly described and classified in the financial statements, and related note disclosures are adequate.
•
Recorded MBSs include all MBS assets owned by the institution,
and the financial statements include all related transactions during
the period.
•
The institution has legal title or similar rights of ownership to all
MBSs recorded as of the balance-sheet date.
Planning the Audit of M B S s
4.25 In planning the audit of MBSs, the auditor should obtain and read
the current year's interim financial statements, investment policy, and other
financial information related to MBSs. This review should include a consideration of management's compliance with MBS classifications as trading assets,
investment assets, or held-for-sale assets. The auditor should discuss these
items and other current business developments affecting the institution with
management to fully understand the business strategies related to these assets.
4.26 The auditor should consider the factors influencing inherent risk as
it relates to MBSs. These include management risks, operating characteristics,
and portfolio characteristics.
4.27 Generally, MBSs are tested using a substantive approach because
confirmation of MBSs held by outside parties and examination of MBS
documents held by the institution are more efficient than other procedures.
4.28 The auditor should be aware of changes in characteristics of MBSs
that may adversely affect valuation, such as the following:
•
The concentration and geographical location of collateral
•
The valuation of collateral
•
The stability of the private mortgage insurer
•
The terms of the government's guarantee
•
Actual prepayment experience
•
The delinquency of underlying collateral
•
The financial stability of the MBS servicer
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•
•
•

The guarantor's claims processing
Any delinquent cash remittances of the servicer
Any convertible options related to the collateral (for example, ARMs
that may be converted from variable to fixed rates)
Information on these characteristics may be obtained from an inquiry of
institution management, a review of supporting documents, an inquiry of the
servicer, public media reports, investment bankers, and regulatory memos and
reports.
4.29 The auditor should also be aware of the relationship of the interestrate environment to the market values of MBSs. Generally, the market value
of an MBS increases when interest rates decrease. Conversely, in an environment of rising interest rates, the market value of an MBS decreases relative to
the difference between the yield of the MBS and the current yield required by
investors for similar MBSs.

Internal Control Structure
4.30 When the auditor plans to assess control risk at the maximum and to
use a substantive approach to audit MBSs, an understanding of the internal
control structure sufficient to plan effective substantive tests should be
obtained.
4.31 Policies and Procedures. Examples of typical internal control
structure policies and procedures relating to MBSs are as follows:
•
Authorization policies and documentation standards for MBS transactions, with ongoing policy changes approved by the investment
committee or board of directors.
•
Timely reconcilement of reports and confirmations of MBSs held by
outside custodians to the institution's records, appropriate supervisory review, and approval of completed reconciliations with any
differences investigated and resolved.
•
Maintenance of a list of brokers authorized by the investment
committee or the board of directors to execute transactions, with
periodic management follow-up on the financial strength of authorized brokers.
•
Comparison of buy and sell orders to brokers with broker's advice to
assure that only properly authorized transactions are executed and
that orders are executed according to the institution's policy.
•
Safekeeping of MBS certificates, and other evidence of ownership in
the name of the institution, in secure, locked, fireproof compartments.
•
Monitoring of MBSs for which there is no active market or that are
being held for long-term investment purposes to determine the need
for writedown of carrying value.
•
Monitoring of MBSs held for sale for valuation at the lower of cost or
market value.
•
Periodic valuations of MBSs obtained from outside brokers and
periodic review of such valuations for conformity with published
values.
•
Analysis of interest income on MBSs using monthly analytical
procedures commonly referred to as yield analysis. (With this
approach, MBS yields during the period are compared to expected
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yields based on previous results and current market trends. Any
significant differences should be investigated and explained.)
•
Periodic substantiation of unrealized gains and losses by reconciliation with prior carrying amounts.
•
Periodic substantiation of interest income by review for accuracy
through reference to reliable sources.
4.32 Tests of Controls. As stated earlier, the auditor generally assesses
control risk at the maximum and takes a primarily substantive approach to
audit MBSs. However, the auditor may perform tests of controls by inquiry,
observation, inspection of documents, and, sometimes, reperformance.

Substantive Procedures
4.33 The auditor should determine the nature, timing, and extent of
substantive procedures based on his or her understanding of the internal
control structure for MBSs and his or her assessment of control risk in this
area. Following are typical substantive procedures the auditor should consider
performing to test MBSs.

4.34 Inspection of MBS Documentation.
•

•

Obtain a schedule of MBS activity, including beginning balances,
additions, sales, principal repayments, prepayments, and ending
balances, and then determine the nature, timing, and extent of
procedures for testing additions and sales.
Compare recorded purchases and sales of MBSs and any resultant
gains, losses, premiums, or discounts to purchase or sales advice
received from brokers.

4.35 Physical Inspection or Confirmation.
•
•

Physically inspect and count securities held by the institution at the
end of the period.
Confirm MBSs held by others or pledged as collateral.

4.36 Accrued Interest Receivable and Interest Income.
•

•

•

Confirm accrued interest receivable on MBSs with the entity servicing the underlying loans, or, depending on the timing of fieldwork,
vouch the subsequent receipt of the accrued interest.
Obtain management's analysis or prepare an analysis of MBS interest income, testing the mathematical accuracy and determining
that all significant differences between expected and actual yields
have been adequately resolved.
Review the reasonableness of the amortization and the remaining
balances of premiums and discounts relating to the purchase of
MBSs.

4.37 Valuation.
•

•

Evaluate the institution's investment objectives and intentions
regarding MBSs and the propriety of management's classification of
MBSs as either held for investment, sale, or trading. (See chapter 3
for a discussion of accounting for investments in each of these
classifications.)
For MBSs classified as held for sale, compare the institution's
identified market values with published or third-party market quo-
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•

•

tations as of the balance-sheet date and determine that the lower-ofcost-or-market valuation is properly applied.
For MBSs classified as held for investment, determine that the
MBSs are reported at amortized cost and whether the market value
is disclosed in the statement of financial condition.
For MBSs classified in a trading portfolio, determine that MBSs are
carried at market value, determine that the classifications of the
MBS portfolio are consistent with the institution's actual activity,
and test the gains or losses in the portfolio.

4.38 Analytical Procedures.
•
•

Compare current-year MBS income to prior-year income.
Test the reasonableness of accrued interest receivable on MBSs by
considering the interest and payment terms and current balances
pertaining to the MBSs.
•
Compare current-year activity in the trading, investment, and heldfor-sale accounts for MBSs to the stated intention and operating
strategies of the institution.
•
Compare actual current-year prepayment activity to estimates.
•
Calculate the ratio of the dollar amount of securities sold during the
period by type to the balance of the portfolio at the beginning of the
period.
In using analytical procedures as a substantive test, the auditor should
consider the amount of the difference from expectations that can be accepted
without further investigation. Additional guidance on the use of analytical
procedures is provided by SAS No. 56, Analytical Procedures.
4.39 Other Procedures.
•
Review the reconciliation of the subsidiary MBS ledger to the
general ledger and investigate discrepancies and reconciling items.
•
Compare the amount confirmed by outside parties to the MBS trial
balance.
•
Read minutes of meetings of the investment committee and board of
directors to determine whether MBS transactions have been properly authorized.
•
Consider evidence of impairment of the carrying amount of MBSs
and ask management and brokers about the reflection of such
impairments in the market values.
•
Determine that only approved MBS brokers are used.
•
Review changes in the valuation allowance account (for MBSs held
for sale) during the period for propriety.
•
For MBSs backed by ARMs, analyze terms underlying the ARMs.
•
Obtain and review audit reports for significant services of MBSs.
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Mortgage-Related

Derivatives

Introduction
5.01 The secondary-mortgage market has introduced new kinds of instruments, collectively referred to herein as mortgage-related derivative products
(mortgage derivatives). Mortgage derivatives include stripped mortgagebacked securities, that is, interest-only securities (IOs) and principal-only
securities (POs); collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs); and passthrough mortgage-backed securities with senior/subordinated structures.
These securities are referred to as derivatives, since they are derived by
segregating or partitioning cash flows from mortgage pass-through securities
or from pools of mortgage loans. Derivative products have also been created
using securities other than mortgage-backed securities or mortgage loans. For
example, stripped securities have been created using instruments such as U.S.
Treasury securities or consumer loans. The terminology used in this chapter
refers to mortgage-related derivatives; however, the guidance is also applicable
to other, similar types of derivative products.
5.02 Mortgage derivatives provide investors with a broad range of mortgage investment vehicles by tailoring cash flows from mortgages to meet the
varied risk/return preferences of investors. These securities enable the issuer
to "carve up" the cash flows from the underlying securities and thereby create
multiple classes of securities with different maturity and risk characteristics.
5.03 Derivative products may be useful investment vehicles or tools for
managing interest-rate risk, but they may also expose an institution to
considerable risk of loss if they are not managed effectively. In part, the highrisk nature of these products stems from their price volatility. Many mortgage
derivatives, standing alone, exhibit considerably more price volatility than
standard mortgage pass-through securities. In addition, because these securities are complex, a high degree of technical expertise is required to understand
how they behave in various interest-rate and prepayment scenarios. Moreover,
because the secondary markets for these products may be relatively thin, it
may be difficult to liquidate mortgage derivatives should the need arise.
Certain products, such as pass-through securities with a senior/subordinated
structure, also introduce credit risk when a holder takes a subordinate position.
5.04 If significant, mortgage-related derivatives are generally a high-risk
audit area. Thus, the auditor should consider identifying the extent of the
institution's involvement in mortgage-related derivatives early in the planning
process. Auditing mortgage-related derivatives also has significant subjective
aspects, and experienced audit personnel knowledgeable about mortgagerelated derivatives and related existing and emerging accounting guidance
should supervise or perform this section of the audit. Inquiry of specialists,
such as investment bankers knowledgeable about mortgage-related derivatives, may be appropriate (see SAS No. 11, Using the Work of a Specialist).
The assigned audit staff should also understand the institution's investment
environment, including its investment policies and procedures, investment
strategy, and relative level of risk inherent in the investment portfolio. OTS
Thrift Bulletin No. 12, Mortgage Derivative Products and Mortgage Swaps,
provides guidance on OTS requirements for mortgage-related derivatives.17
17
The FFIEC has exposed for comment a revision of the 1988 Supervisory Policy that
proposes new regulatory guidance stating that certain mortgage-related derivatives may be
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Types of Mortgage-Related Derivatives
Stripped Mortgage-Backed Securities
5.05 Stripped mortgage-backed securities (mortgage strips) are created
by either partially or completely separating the mortgage principal and
interest payments on pass-through securities or whole loans. Recently, however, most production of stripped mortgage-backed securities has been confined to transactions involving the complete separation of principal and
interest to create PO and IO securities. The process of stripping enables the
issuer to provide a product that broadens the base of investor demand for
mortgage production. Many investors find mortgage strips attractive because
they can purchase the part of the mortgage cash flow that they desire most, or
they can synthetically create a security with the desired coupon and prepayment characteristics.
5.06 Stripped mortgage-backed securities have more price volatility than
standard pass-throughs. Prepayment rates and discount rates determine the
expected maturity and value of these instruments. Prepayment rates vary
according to a large number of factors, including the regional economy,
seasonal factors, demographic variables such as age and mobility, and the
assumability of the underlying mortgages. The largest direct determinant of
prepayment rates is interest rates. A fall in long-term interest rates tends to
increase the number of refinancings. Thus, in a decreasing interest-rate environment, the expected maturity of a mortgage or mortgage-backed security
decreases. When long-term interest rates rise, prepayments decrease as a
result of fewer refinancings. The slower prepayments increase the expected
maturity of a mortgage or mortgage-backed security.
5.07 POs are similar to zero-coupon bonds in that the securities are issued
at deep discounts from par value, and the investor receives no interest cash
flows. The entire cash flow on a PO strip is in the form of principal repayments. However, in contrast to a zero-coupon bond, when the investor receives
the entire principal at maturity, the investor in a PO receives a stream of cash
flows over time resulting from the normal amortization of mortgages as well as
their prepayments. Barring default, the investor will recover the par value of
the PO.
5.08 The price behavior of a PO is determined by prepayment rates and
interest rates. POs increase (decrease) in value as interest rates decline (rise)
because of a prepayment effect and a discounting effect. As long-term interest
rates decline, mortgage prepayments tend to accelerate, and the investor in
the PO receives the return of principal more quickly. Because of the time
value of money, an acceleration in the return of principal causes the value of
the PO to rise. Conversely, an increase in long-term interest rates causes
prepayments to slow. Because the investor has to wait longer to receive the
principal when prepayments slow, the value of the PO declines. This response
in price performance to prepayments is called the prepayment effect. Apart
from the effect on prepayment rates, a decline in interest rates also causes the
value of the POs to increase because a lower discount rate is used to determine
the present value of any future cash flows. This is called the discounting
effect. Conversely, both the prepayment effect and the discounting effect
cause the value of the PO to decline when interest rates rise.
(Footnote Continued)
presumed to be unsuitable investments for depository institutions in many circumstances. The
auditor should be alert for the issuance of any final regulatory guidance.
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5.09 The price behavior of POs is also critically dependent on whether the
mortgage collateral backing the PO is in the form of discount, current, or
premium mortgages.18 A PO strip that is backed by discount-coupon collateral
appreciates greatly in value as interest rates decline relative to PO strips
backed by premium-coupon collateral, but does not suffer as significant
decrease in value when interest rates rise. The difference in price performance
reflects the relationship between prepayment rates and the coupon rates on
the collateral backing the POs. Prepayments on discount coupon POs are
generally significantly lower than prepayments on premium coupon POs. As
interest rates decline, prepayments on both discount and premium coupon POs
accelerates; however, prepayments on premium coupon POs do not increase as
much because prepayments on these instruments are already at a high level.
Conversely, when interest rates rise, prepayments on discount coupon collateral do not slow significantly because they are already at a relatively low level,
but prepayments on premium coupon POs decline sharply.
5.10 Because POs generally increase in value in response to declining
interest rates, they are sometimes used to hedge investments in mortgageservicing rights, residual interests in mortgage securities, and IOs. Thrift
institutions, however, tend to be "liability sensitive" (that is, their liabilities
reprice more quickly than their assets) and are negatively affected by an
increase in interest rates. Therefore, the use of POs to reduce the interest-rate
risk of a particular asset, such as a mortgage-servicing right, can prove
counterproductive because the institution's overall exposure to interest rate
risk may increase.
5.11 Consequently, the appropriateness of using POs to manage interestrate risk should not be evaluated in isolation but rather in the context of the
effect on the overall interest-rate exposure of the institution.
5.12 IOs receive all, or substantially all, of the interest payments on an
underlying pool of mortgages. Like POs, IOs are extremely sensitive to
changes in prepayments and interest rates. However, IOs may be useful
vehicles for managing the interest-rate risk inherent in mortgage portfolios,
since prepayments cause the value of an IO strip to move in the opposite
direction from those of mortgages and traditional fixed-income securities.
5.13 A premium-coupon IO strip may be a more useful tool for controlling
interest-rate risk than a discount-coupon IO strip, as it shows greater appreciation than the discount IO when interest rates increase and does not suffer as
significant a decrease in value with falling interest rates. When interest rates
fall, prepayments generally increase, and, accordingly, the interest income
generated from the IO over the life of the instrument decreases because
interest is earned on a smaller remaining principal balance. Although the
discounting of the stream of interest receipts at a lower interest rate increases
the economic value of each dollar of interest received, the negative effect of
increased prepayments generally outweighs the positive discounting effect,
and, therefore, the market value of the IO declines. IOs generally increase in
value in a rising rate environment because as prepayments slow, the principal
balance remains outstanding for a longer period, and, therefore, interest is
earned for a longer period. However, these instruments do not always perform
in line with expectations. It is possible to have a negative return on an
investment in an IO; in other words, the total cash flow from an IO may be
less than the initial purchase price.
18
A discount mortgage is a mortgage that carries a lower interest rate than the prevailing or
current interest rates on similar mortgages. A premium mortgage is one that carries an interest
rate that is above the prevailing or current interest rates.
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Purchased C M O Instruments and C M O Residuals
5.14 Collateralized mortgage obligations and certain participating interests in real estate mortgage investment conduits (REMICs) (hereinafter
collectively referred to as CMOs) are typically issued by a special-purpose
entity (the issuer). The issuer may be organized in a variety of legal forms,
such as a trust, a corporation, or a partnership. Accordingly, an investor may
purchase a CMO instrument in equity form (for example, trust interests,
stock, and partnership interests) or nonequity form (for example, participating debt securities). CMOs are collateralized by mortgage loans or mortgagebacked securities that are transferred to the CMO trust or pool by a sponsor.
The issue is structured so that collections from the underlying collateral
provide the cash flow to make principal and interest payments on the obligations, or tranches,19 of the issuer.
5.15 Some CMO instruments, regardless of legal form, are most like debt
instruments because these CMO instruments have stated principal amounts
and traditionally defined interest-rate terms. Purchasers of certain other CMO
instruments are entitled to the excess, if any, of the issuer's cash inflows,
including reinvestment earnings, over the cash outflows for debt service and
administrative expenses. These CMO instruments, regardless of their legal
form, may include instruments designated as residual interests and are
thought to be "high risk" in that these CMO instruments could result in the
loss of a portion of the original investment.
5.16 Cash flows from residual interests are extremely sensitive to prepayments and, thus, contain a high degree of interest-rate risk. From a legal
perspective, residual securities represent an ownership interest in the underlying collateral, subject to the first lien and indenture of the debt holders (the
CMO investors).
5.17 There are typically three major sources of residual cash flows. The
first source is the differential between the coupon on the underlying collateral
and the coupon on the CMO bonds. The second source is the overcollateralization, if any, provided to obtain a triple-A rating. The third source is derived
from reinvestment income by the trust. Because payments from the mortgage
collateral are received monthly and CMOs often pay quarterly or semiannually, these receipts are reinvested until the bond payments are distributed.
5.18 To evaluate the expected return on a residual, the purchaser must
understand the underlying collateral and its expected performance under
varying interest-rate and prepayment scenarios. In addition, the expected
cash flows from a residual depend on the structure of the underlying CMO
issue. For example, the structure can require fixed or variable payments to the
bondholders ("fixed-rate residuals" and "floating-rate residuals").
5.19 Fixed-rate residuals typically perform well in a rising interest-rate
environment but perform poorly as rates decline. The main source of cash flow
on a fixed-rate residual comes from the interest differential between the
weighted-average coupon on the underlying collateral and the coupons on the
CMO tranches.
5.20 The short-term tranches of a CMO usually carry a lower coupon than
the longer term tranches and, therefore, the interest-differential cash flow on
the residual is greatest in the early years of the CMO. As the early coupon
tranches are extinguished, the residual income declines. Thus, the longer the
19
Tranche is a French word meaning slice. The term is used in the securities industry to
mean a specific class of a multiple-class security. For example, the interest-only (IO) class of a
stripped mortgage-backed security is a tranche.
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lower coupon tranches remain outstanding, the greater the cash flow accruing
to the CMO residuals. As interest rates decline, prepayments accelerate, the
interest differential narrows, and the cash flow from the CMO declines.
Conversely, as interest rates climb, prepayments slow, generating a larger
cash flow on the residuals. Floating-rate residuals, on the other hand, usually
perform best in a stable interest-rate environment. As with the fixed-rate
residual, the main source of cash flow on the floating-rate residual comes from
the interest differential between the weighted-average coupon on the underlying collateral and the coupons on the CMO tranches. Because one (or more) of
the CMO tranches is tied to a floating rate, the interest differential will
change when the coupon on the floating-rate tranche is reset. When interest
rates rise, the coupon on the floating-rate bond is reset at a higher rate, and
more of the cash flow from the underlying collateral is absorbed by the
floating-rate tranche, leaving less cash flow for the residual. The increase in
interest rates may also cause prepayments to slow, increasing the period over
which the interest-differential income is earned by the residual holders. Thus,
a rise in interest rates usually produces a negative, as well as a positive, effect
on the value of the residual. Whether the negative effect will outweigh the
positive effect depends on the interrelationship between the interest on the
floating-rate tranche and mortgage prepayment speeds.
5.21 When interest rates decline, the coupon on the floating-rate class
decreases, but prepayments of the higher coupon bonds are likely to accelerate. The loss of interest income as a result of prepayments on the lower coupon
bonds typically offsets a widening of the interest differential stemming from
the lower rate on the floating-rate tranche, thus reducing the cash flow on the
residual.
5.22 CMOs tend to be rated triple-A, but the residual interests are usually
not rated because they are susceptible to interest-rate risk. However, the fact
that a residual is rated triple-A means only that the minimum required
payments of principal, interest, or both will be received, not that an investor
will realize the anticipated yield.
5.23 In summary, residual cash flows are highly dependent upon the
characteristics of the collateral and the structure of a CMO. For both fixedrate and floating-rate residuals, it is important to stress that the prepayments
are dependent on the collateral underlying the CMO, and, thus, an analysis of
any residual requires an analysis of the underlying collateral. An analysis
based on generic securities may be misleading because specific pools perform
very differently. In addition, the structure of the CMO is a major determinant
of residual cash flows because the structure is responsible for the assignment of
the collateral cash flows to the various tranches.

Subordinated Interests in Pass-Through Securities
5.24 The senior/subordinated structure is often used to provide credit
enhancement for mortgage pass-through securities when the underlying collateral is not guaranteed by an agency of the U.S. government. These structures
divide mortgage pools or securities into two risk classes: a senior class and one
or more subordinated classes. The subordinated classes provide protection to,
and are often retained by the seller of, the senior class.
5.25 In exchange for a higher return, subordinated note holders usually
buy an unrated security with increased credit risk. When the cash flow is
impaired, debt service first goes to the holders of the senior-class securities. In
addition, incoming cash flow may also go into a reserve fund to meet any
future shortfalls of cash flow to senior note holders. The subordinated note
holders may not receive any funds until senior note holders have been paid,
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and, when appropriate, until a specified level of funds has been contributed to
the reserve fund.
5.26 When a thrift institution purchases a senior interest, it should look
to the mortgage pool or mortgage-backed securities underlying the structure
and the underlying credit structure to determine the risks of the transaction.
When acquiring a subordinated interest, the thrift, in addition to examining
the structure of the underlying collateral, should determine the amounts due
on the senior interest, note any reserve fund priorities, and evaluate the risk of
impairment of cash flows resulting from default on the underlying collateral.

Mortgage Swaps
5.27 Mortgage swaps are off-balance-sheet transactions that are designed
to replicate the purchase of mortgage-backed securities financed with a shortterm or floating-rate source of funds. Chapter 16 discusses these transactions.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
5.28 Mortgage-related derivatives should be classified separately on the
balance sheet into one of three categories: (a) assets held for investment, (b)
assets held for sale, or (c) trading assets. As discussed more fully in chapter 3,
trading assets should be reported at market value, and assets held for sale
should be reported at the lower of cost or market. Mortgage-related derivatives
that management has the ability to hold to maturity and the intent to hold for
the foreseeable future or until maturity should be reported at amortized cost.20
The market value of such investments should be disclosed. The remainder of
this section discusses accounting issues related to reporting mortgage-related
derivatives at amortized costs [paragraphs 5.29 through 5.52].

Investments in CMO Instruments and Mortgage-Backed
Interest-Only Certificates
5.29 In its Consensus No. 89-4, Accounting for a Purchased Investment in
a Collateralized Mortgage Obligation Instrument or in a Mortgage-Backed
Interest-Only Certificate, the FASB's EITF addressed several issues related to
investments in CMO instruments and mortgage-backed interest-only certificates. The following discussion describes the conclusions reached by the
FASB's EITF.
5.30 Equity Versus Nonequity Accounting.
The FASB's EITF
reached a consensus that the method of accounting for a purchased investment
in a CMO instrument should generally be consistent with the form of the
investment. However, some CMO instruments issued in the form of equity
represent solely the purchase of a stream of future cash flows to be collected
under preset terms and conditions. Consequently, a purchased investment in a
CMO instrument in equity form, meeting all of the following criteria, is
required to be accounted for as a nonequity investment regardless of the legal
form of the instrument (for example, beneficial interest in a trust, common
stock, or partnership interest):
a.
The assets in the special-purpose entity were not transferred to the
special-purpose entity by the purchaser of the CMO instrument.21
20

See footnote 4.
An investor in a CMO instrument who transferred assets to the related special-purpose
entity should follow the accounting established by FASB Statement No. 77, Reporting by
Transferors for Transfers of Receivables With Recourse, or FASB Technical Bulletin No. 85-2,
Accounting for Collateralized Mortgage Obligations (CMOs), as applicable.
21
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b.

The assets of the special-purpose entity consist solely of a large
number of similar high-credit-quality monetary assets 22 (or one or
more high-credit-quality mortgage-backed securities that provide an
undivided interest in a large number of similar mortgage loans) for
which prepayments are probable and the timing and amounts of
prepayments can be reasonably estimated.
c.
The special-purpose entity is self-liquidating; that is, it will terminate when the existing assets are fully collected and the existing
obligations of the special-purpose entity are fully paid.
d.
Assets collateralizing the obligations of the special-purpose entity
may not be exchanged, sold, or otherwise managed as a portfolio,
and the purchaser has neither the right nor the obligation to substitute assets that collateralize the entity's obligations.
e.
There is no more than a remote possibility that the purchaser would
be required to contribute funds to the special-purpose entity to pay
administrative expenses or other costs.
f.
No other obligee of the special-purpose entity has recourse to the
purchaser of the investment.
5.31 The ability of a purchaser of a CMO instrument to call other CMO
tranches of the special-purpose entity generally does not preclude treatment of
the purchaser's investment as a nonequity instrument, provided all of the
criteria listed in paragraph 5.30 of this guide are met.
5.32 CMO instruments issued in the form of equity that do not meet the
above criteria should be accounted for under the provisions of Accounting
Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 18, The Equity Method of Accounting for
Investments in Common Stock, or ARB No. 51, Consolidated Financial Statements, as amended by FASB Statement No. 94, Consolidation of All MajorityOwned Subsidiaries. CMO instruments issued in the form of equity that meet
the above criteria should be accounted for as nonequity CMO instruments.
5.33 Accounting for Nonequity CMO Instruments. Nonequity CMO
instruments include all CMO instruments issued in debt form and those CMO
instruments issued in equity form that meet the six criteria listed in paragraph 5.30 of this guide.
5.34 The FASB's EITF reached a consensus that nonequity CMO instruments that have potential for loss of a significant portion of the original
investment (due to changes in interest rates, the prepayment rate of the assets
of the CMO structure, or earnings from the temporary reinvestment of cash
collected by the CMO structure but not yet distributed to the holders of its
obligations [reinvestment earnings]) are "high risk" CMO instruments and
should be accounted for as described later. The FASB's EITF also reached a
consensus that mortgage-backed interest-only certificates should be accounted
for in the same manner as high-risk nonequity CMO instruments (see the
following discussion).
5.35 Nonequity CMO instruments that do not have the potential for loss
of a significant portion of the original investment due to the factors enumerated in paragraph 5.34 of this guide, such as PO certificates, are not high-risk
CMO instruments. Premiums and discounts arising from the purchase of CMO
22
High-credit-quality monetary assets, as used herein, include only (a) assets guaranteed by
the U.S. government, its agencies, or other creditworthy guarantors and (b) mortgage loans or
mortgage-backed securities sufficiently collateralized to ensure that the possibility of credit loss is
remote.
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instruments that are not high risk should be amortized in accordance with the
provisions of FASB Statement No. 91, Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees and
Costs Associated with Originating or Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct Costs
of Leases.
5.36 Accounting for High-Risk CMO Instruments. The FASB's EITF
reached a consensus that in accounting for each purchased high-risk nonequity
CMO instrument for which it is appropriate to use amortized cost, the investor
should allocate the total cash flows expected to be received over the estimated
life of the investment between principal and interest in the following manner.
At the date of purchase, an effective yield is calculated based on the purchase
price and anticipated future cash flows. In the initial accounting period,
interest income is accrued on the investment balance using that rate. Cash
received on the investment is first applied to accrued interest, with any excess
reducing the recorded investment balance. At each reporting date, the effective yield is recalculated based on the amortized cost of the investment and
the then-current estimate of future cash flows. This recalculated yield is then
used to accrue interest income on the investment balance in the subsequent
accounting period. This procedure continues until all cash flows from the
investment have been received. The amortized balance of the investment at
the end of each period will equal the present value of the estimated future
cash flows discounted at the newly calculated effective yield.
5.37 The estimated future cash flows at each reporting date should reflect
the most current estimate of future prepayments. Prepayment estimates
should be made using assumptions that are consistent with assumptions used
by marketplace participants for similar instruments, which the EITF understands may require the use of an estimate of future interest rates implied by
the current yield curve. In addition, if future cash flows will be directly
affected by changes in interest rates, current interest rates at or near the
balance-sheet date should be used to estimate those cash flows.23 Estimates of
cash flows from reinvestment earnings also should be based on rates that are
not in excess of current interest rates for eligible investments as defined in the
CMO instrument.
5.38 Investors in high-risk CMO instruments should evaluate each CMO
instrument separately to determine whether expected future cash flows are
adequate to recover the recorded investment balance. The recorded balance
for each investment should not exceed the undiscounted estimated future cash
flows; that is, the effective yield cannot be negative. Any writedown establishes a new cost, which then is used for purposes of calculating effective yields
in subsequent periods.
5.39 If investments in high-risk CMO instruments are significant, the
effective yield calculated at the reporting date, which will be used to accrue
income in the following period, should be disclosed in the annual financial
statements. Either the effective yield for each CMO instrument or for the
portfolio of CMO instruments may be disclosed. If significant, the carrying
amount and fair value of investments in high-risk CMO instruments also
should be disclosed in the annual financial statements. When market quotations are not available for these investments, estimates should be made.
5.40 The application of FASB EITF Consensus No. 89-4 is limited to
circumstances in which the CMO or a similar instrument represents an
23
For example, some CMO instruments have cash flows that are affected by the interest paid
to variable-rate tranche holders in the same CMO structure. Current rates should be used to
estimate the amounts to be paid to the variable-rate tranche holders and, in turn, the amount of
future cash flows to be collected from the CMO instrument.
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interest in a pool of high-quality monetary assets for which prepayments are
probable and the timing and amounts of prepayments can be reasonably
estimated.
5.41 Interest-Only Certificates. An IO is a mortgage-backed security in
which the investor has purchased a portion or all of the cash flows designated
as interest. The purchase price of an IO is equal to the expected future cash
flows discounted at the market's current rate for an IO investment.
5.42 As previously discussed, the FASB's EITF concluded that mortgagebacked interest-only certificates should be accounted for in the same manner
as high-risk nonequity CMO instruments. Interest-only securities that are not
considered high risk, such as interest-only strips of U.S. government bonds,
should be accounted for in accordance with the provisions of FASB Statement
No. 91.
5.43 Principal-Only Certificates. An investment in a PO is similar to an
investment in an IO, except that the investor has purchased a portion or all of
the cash flows of a mortgage-backed security designated as principal. In
general, purchase discounts are recognized by the interest method over the
contractual life of the related instrument, in accordance with FASB Statement
No. 91. Prepayments may be estimated in the application of the interest
method if the criteria of paragraph 19 of FASB Statement No. 91 are met. A
PO certificate derived from a mortgage-backed security ordinarily meets the
criteria in paragraph 19 of FASB Statement No. 91 for estimating prepayments.

5.44 Exchange of Interest-Only and Principal-Only Securities for a
Mortgage-Backed Security. An institution may own an 10 and a PO
security from the same or different underlying mortgage-backed security
trusts (or may own only a single IO or PO) that are carried at amortized cost.
For various reasons, the institution may desire to recombine an IO and PO
security to recreate the underlying mortgage-backed security.
5.45 In its Consensus No. 90-2, Exchange of Interest-Only and PrincipalOnly Securities for a Mortgage-Backed Security, FASB's EITF concluded that
when an institution exchanges an IO and PO from the same trust for the
underlying mortgage-backed security, the exchange should be accounted for at
the fair value of the mortgage-backed security received in the exchange. Some
EITF members noted that IO and PO securities from the same trust are not
"substantially the same" as the underlying mortgage-backed security, principally because the liquidity characteristics and market values are different.
The EITF also reached a consensus that when an 10 or PO security and cash
are exchanged for a mortgage-backed security, the acquired security should be
recorded at fair value.
5.46 Impairment of Value. As previously discussed, in certain cases in
which adverse interest-rate and prepayment-rate assumptions prevail during
the remaining estimated life of a CMO residual, the aggregate cash flows from
the CMO residual may be less than the institution's carrying value—that is,
the institution may not recover its investment. There are generally no actions
that the institution or the CMO issuer can take to remedy the anticipated
shortfall. Investments in residuals are subject to the same recoverability test
as other types of assets; thus, investments in CMO residuals should never be
carried at an amount in excess of the amount of undiscounted expected future
cash distributions to be received.
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Subordinated Interests in Pass-Through Securities
5.47 The primary difference between senior and subordinated classes of
pass-through securities generally involves credit risk. In exchange for a higher
return, subordinated note holders accept increased credit risk. The increased
credit risk increases the importance of evaluating the adequacy of the allowance for credit losses, but accounting for purchased subordinated pass-through
securities is no different from that used for other types of mortgage-backed
securities.
5.48 However, when a subordinated interest in a pass-through security is
created by selling a portion of a loan or pass-through security and retaining a
subordinated interest, accounting for the sale is addressed by FASB Statement
No. 77 and EITF Consensus No. 88-11, Allocation of Recorded Investment
When a Loan or Part of a Loan is Sold. EITF Consensus No. 88-11 requires an
allocation of recorded investment based on relative fair values and is discussed
in paragraph 6.49 of this guide.

Financial Statement Presentation a n d Disclosure
5.49 The financial statement presentation of investments in mortgage
derivatives varies somewhat in practice. Generally, mortgage derivatives are
included in mortgage-backed securities on the face of the balance sheet. If
sufficiently material, they may be presented separately.
5.50 Footnote disclosures should include the carrying amount and fair
value of mortgage derivatives by major category—for example, (a) interestonly securities, (b) principal-only securities, and (c) CMO residuals. Other
categories should be presented if they are necessary to disclose unusual risk
characteristics. If investments in high-risk CMO instruments are significant,
the effective yield calculated at the reporting date, which will be used to
accrue income in the following period, should be disclosed. In addition, the
disclosure requirements described in paragraph 3.31 also apply to mortgagerelated derivatives.
5.51 The summary of significant accounting policies should describe the
method of accounting for investments in mortgage derivatives, as well as
disclose the significant factors, such as prepayments and interest rates, that
may affect the yield on, or recoverability of, the carrying amount.
5.52 FASB Statement No. 105, Disclosures of Information about Financial Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk and Financial Instruments with
Concentrations of Credit Risk, requires certain disclosures of financial instruments with off-balance-sheet credit or market risk and disclosure of significant
concentrations of credit risk for all financial instruments. A discussion of these
disclosure requirements is contained in chapter 6 in the section entitled
"Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure [paragraphs 6.72 and
6.73]."

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
5.53 The primary audit objectives for mortgage derivatives are as follows:
•
Mortgage derivatives exist and are owned by the institution.
•
Mortgage derivatives are properly valued. Key assumptions made
by the institution in projecting future cash flows have a reasonable
basis, and such assumptions have been properly and accurately
applied by the institution.
•
Interest income and related balance-sheet accruals have been properly measured and recorded.
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•

Mortgage derivatives are appropriately described, accounted for,
and classified in the financial statements, and related disclosures
are adequate.

Planning the Audit of Mortgage-Related Derivatives
5.54 In planning the audit, the auditor should determine whether the
institution has investments in mortgage derivatives and should obtain information (for example, offering documents, prospectuses, or other documents)
that describes the securities (including the underlying mortgage pool) and
their risk characteristics. The auditor should consider the risk characteristics
of mortgage derivatives owned by the institution. These generally include
prepayment risk, interest-rate risk, and, sometimes, credit risk. Identification
of mortgage derivatives and their related risks enables the auditor to design an
appropriate audit program.

Internal Control Structure
5.55 An effective internal control structure should include adequate
segregation of duties and policies and procedures designed to (a) ensure that
investments in mortgage derivatives are made in accordance with established
investment policies, (b) ensure that information relating to mortgage derivatives is complete and accurate when entered into the processing system, (c)
prevent and detect errors in the processing of accounting information for
mortgage derivatives, and (d) ensure that mortgage derivatives are monitored
on an ongoing basis and that factors affecting income recognition and the
carrying amount of the investment are analyzed periodically to determine
whether adjustments are necessary.
5.56 Policies and Procedures. Institutions investing in mortgage derivatives typically have established investment policies and procedures, approved
by the board of directors, that include, among other things, investment
objectives, authorization policies, approved brokers, and so on. Since mortgage
derivatives are complex instruments, management's understanding of them is
very important. Chapter 3 discusses investment policies and procedures in
general. The following internal control structure policies and procedures are
particularly relevant to mortgage derivatives.
5.57 Investment objectives—The institution's investment policy as it
relates to mortgage derivatives usually includes a written policy authorizing
and governing the use of mortgage derivatives. An institution normally establishes specific position limits for each major type of mortgage derivative
product. The limit should be consistent with the institution's intent, level of
management expertise, the sophistication of its control procedures and monitoring systems, its asset-liability structure, and its capacity to maintain
liquidity and absorb losses out of capital. The business strategy generally
indicates the business purpose of mortgage derivatives—that is, whether they
are intended for long-term investment, are designed to protect an institution
from exposure to interest-rate risk, or are intended to maximize short-term
gains.
5.58 Pre-acquisition analysis—A sensitivity analysis is performed prior to
the purchase of a mortgage derivative that shows the effect on the carrying
amount and net interest income of various interest-rate and prepayment
scenarios. The institution evaluates the effect of mortgage derivatives on its
overall exposure to interest-rate risk. An analysis may be performed to
ascertain the reasonableness of interest-rate and prepayment assumptions
provided by the selling broker, and management may obtain price quotes from
more than one broker prior to executing a trade. Management reviews contrac-
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tual documents to ascertain the rights and obligations of all parties to the
transaction, as well as the recourse available to each party.
5.59 Authorization—Appropriate individuals are assigned authority and
responsibility for approving investments in, and sales of, mortgage derivatives
within established guidelines. Transactions are permitted only with brokers
authorized by the institution under a formal arrangement. Brokers are advised
in writing of investment limits for the institution. The board of directors or a
committee thereof approves (after the fact) investment purchases and sales
transactions.
5.60 Segregation of duties—Control procedures relating to mortgage
derivatives provide for segregation of duties among those responsible for
execution, recordkeeping, and verification. The accounting department and
the investment department are kept separate. Investment officers do not have
access to the accounting records. The accounting department exhibits the
usual segregation of duties, such as separation of the processing activities from
the reconciliation activities.
5.61 Completeness and accuracy—Investment transactions are sequentially numbered for accounting purposes. Brokers' advice is reconciled to the
detailed subsidiary records on a periodic basis.
5.62 Safeguard controls—Securities on hand, in safekeeping, or on deposit
with brokers are verified and reconciled to the detailed subsidiary records on a
periodic basis. Securities on hand are maintained in locked, fireproof containers.
5.63 Reconciliations—The detailed investment subsidiary records are
reconciled to the general ledger on a periodic basis. Bank accounts are
reconciled on a periodic basis.
5.64 Investment monitoring—Periodic reports are usually received from
brokers that provide information about prepayments, interest rates, actual
and projected cash flows, and yield on the mortgage derivative. The institution
typically reviews the actual-versus-projected performance of mortgage derivatives on a periodic basis to determine whether an adjustment to the carrying
amount is necessary. Material deviations from projected performance are
analyzed and explained.
5.65 Tests of Controls. Examples of specific procedures that could be
performed by the auditor to test the operating effectiveness of internal control
structure policies and procedures for mortgage-related derivatives are as
follows:
•
Review minutes of board of directors meetings for evidence of the
board's periodic review of mortgage-related derivative activity to
determine conformity with the institution's investment policy.
•
Review mortgage-related derivative transactions for compliance
with the institution's investment policy (for example, determine
that a pre-acquisition sensitivity analysis was performed).
•
Review selected transactions to determine that proper authorization
was obtained and that the institution uses only brokers from the
institution's authorized list of brokers.
•
Review internal reports and analyses prepared by management to
ascertain that investments in mortgage-related derivatives are
being monitored on a periodic basis.
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•

Test the institution's reconciliation process to determine whether
reconciling differences are investigated and resolved, and whether
reconciliations are reviewed and approved by supervisory personnel.

Substantive Procedures
5.66 Analytical Procedures. Analytical procedures that should be considered by the auditor include the following:
•
Review the changes in the dollar amount and mix of mortgage
derivatives in the institution's portfolio. This assists the auditor in
making risk assessments, designing an audit program, and performing other tests, such as yield analyses.
•
Analyze yield by type of mortgage-derivative security and compare
it with expected performance. The auditor should be alert for
unusually high or low yields and yields that differ significantly from
expectations. High-yield mortgage-derivative products may be
indicative of high risk and usually warrant especially close attention. Low yields may be an indication of adverse experience and also
warrant close attention. The reasons for significant deviations from
projected yields should be identified and analyzed—in addition, if
economic conditions, such as an increasing interest-rate environment, cause the auditor to expect favorable or unfavorable performance from a particular mortgage-derivative security (because of its
risk characteristics), and that performance does not appear to have
materialized, further investigation is warranted to determine the
reason for variations from expected performance.
•
Review the reasonableness of balance-sheet accruals in light of
actual investment yields. In using analytical procedures as a substantive test, the auditor should consider changes in relationships
and differences from expectations that can be accepted without
further investigation. SAS No. 56, Analytical Procedures, provides
additional guidance on this matter.
5.67 Confirmation. The auditor should confirm mortgage derivatives
with the CMO entity (corporation, partnership, or trust). This procedure
provides persuasive evidence regarding existence and ownership. Positive
confirmation requests should generally be used. The auditor should also
consider confirming related information, such as recent payment amounts and
prepayment experience. In addition, an analysis of the investment's performance should normally be obtained from the institution's investment broker.
Such an analysis may be useful to the auditor when analyzing past and
expected future performance.
5.68 Other Detailed Tests. The auditor may perform other detailed
substantive procedures, such as vouching purchases of mortgage derivatives to
supporting documentation, and vouching cash receipts on mortgage derivative
securities to test the accuracy of actual cash payments received to date.
Actual cash receipts are used in the computation of the internal rate of return.
5.69 Analysis of Individual Investments. Because of the high-risk
nature of mortgage-derivative securities, the auditor ordinarily would review
the offering circular, contracts, descriptions, and reports from the broker, and
any other documents considered necessary to gain an understanding of the
nature and risks of individual mortgage-derivative securities. The auditor's
procedures include reviews of the reasonableness of the key assumptions used
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in projecting future expected cash flows, such as prepayments and interestrate assumptions. The auditor should test the mathematical accuracy of the
client's computations, including actual cash receipts and future cash-flow
projections, internal rate of return (IRR), and application of the IRR in
conjunction with actual cash receipts to determine interest income and the
carrying amount of the mortgage derivative at the balance-sheet date in
accordance with the institution's accounting policy.
5.70 Market Values. The auditor should review the market value of
mortgage derivatives and compare the market value to the information
provided by the broker. The auditor may wish to obtain an estimate of market
value from a second broker to corroborate the market values.

5.71 Consideration oí Financial Statements and Disclosures. The
auditor should consider the propriety and adequacy of the institution's
accounting policies, financial statement presentation, and disclosure of mortgage-derivative products. In evaluating the adequacy of the institution's
presentation and disclosure, the auditor should consider the high-risk characteristics and relative materiality of mortgage derivatives.
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Chapter 6

Loans
Introduction
6.01 Loans generally generate the largest portion of an institution's
revenue and represent the most significant component of its assets. In addition
to interest income, loans also generate other types of income, such as origination, commitment, and loan-servicing fees. An institution may either originate
loans or purchase whole loans or participating interests in loans. Because
lending activities are affected by the availability of funds, credit demand,
interest-rate margins, and regulation, loan portfolios differ considerably
among institutions. Lending activities and the risks inherent therein, taken as
a whole, represent a critical aspect of an institution's performance and
stability.
6.02 One of the principal risks inherent in lending is that a borrower will
be unable to fulfill the terms of its obligation to the institution. This risk is
referred to as credit risk. An institution's credit risk may be affected by
external factors such as the level of interest rates, unemployment, the rate of
economic growth, and trends in the local real estate market. Internal factors,
such as an institution's underwriting practices, its familiarity and experience
with its loan products, the relative mix and geographic concentration of its
loan portfolio, and the strength of its internal control structure, also have a
significant effect on an institution's credit risk. The auditor's consideration
and evaluation of credit risk is discussed in chapter 7.

Types of Loans
6.03 An institution's credit strategy includes its defined goals and objectives for lending as well as the policies and procedures put in place to achieve
those goals and objectives. Usually, one of the primary goals of an institution's
credit strategy is to achieve profitable returns while appropriately managing
and controlling the risk within the loan portfolio. Thus, an institution may
engage in a wide variety of lending activities, or it may restrict its activities to
those in which it believes it has cultivated a particular expertise. The composition of a loan portfolio, therefore, is affected by the business philosophy of an
institution, its credit strategy, and the general economic environment.
6.04 Loans can be classified in a number of ways. The most common
classifications are according to the nature of the borrower, the purpose of the
loan, the presence or nature of collateral, and the method or nature of
repayment. For purposes of this discussion, loans have been generally classified as real estate, consumer, or commercial loans.

Real Estate Loans
6.05 Single-Family Residential. Loans secured by one- to four-family
residential property are generally referred to as "single family" residential
mortgage loans. Repayment terms vary considerably and may be structured to
provide for full amortization, full amortization with a balloon payment at a
specified date, or negative amortization. Pricing may be either on a fixed or
variable interest-rate basis. Such loans are usually subdivided into three
categories—FHA-insured, VA-guaranteed, and conventional. One type of single-family residential loan is the "loan to facilitate." Such loans are associated
most frequently with an institution's sale of foreclosed property when the
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institution extends favorable terms to a buyer/borrower to expedite the sale of
the property.
6.06 To be insured by the FHA, loans must meet certain standards,
including ceilings on loan amounts, interest rates, and terms. FHA-insured
borrowers pay an annual insurance premium computed each year on the loan
balance at the beginning of the year. If the borrower should default on the
loan, the lender may convey the property to the FHA for cash or FHA
debentures in an amount equal to the lender's investment in the property, or
retain the property and dispose of it without resorting to the FHA for
protection against loss.
6.07 The VA guarantee program was developed to enable veterans to
obtain homes when they return from military service; it provides certain
benefits including an interest-rate ceiling that is generally lower than prevailing market rates, a partial guarantee to the lender, a low or no down payment,
and a prohibition against mortgage broker's commissions. The program provides that in the event of a default, the lender may, at any time after a
continuous delinquency of ninety days or more, file a claim with the VA for
the full amount of the guarantee, to be paid in cash. The VA usually arranges
to have the lender bid on the property in a foreclosure sale or take a voluntary
deed in lieu of foreclosure. Title is then transferred to the VA and the lender is
paid all or part of the remaining loan balance and foreclosure costs. The VA
may choose not to bid (VA "no bid") and simply pay the amount of the VA
guarantee to the lender; the VA guarantee, combined with the property, may
be insufficient to cover the loan balance. Chapter 8 provides further discussion
of guaranteed mortgage loans.
6.08 Conventional loans are loans that are not FHA-insured or VAguaranteed. An institution may control its credit risk on conventional loans by
requiring borrowers, in certain circumstances (for example, when the borrower's down payment is less than a specified amount), to purchase private
mortgage insurance (PMI).
6.09 Commercial Real Estate. Loans made on dwellings with more than
four units, such as apartment buildings or condominiums, or on other commercial property, such as hotels, shopping centers, office buildings, and industrial
property, are generally referred to as commercial real estate loans. Such loans
are usually secured by mortgages or other liens on the related real property.
Repayment terms on commercial real estate loans vary considerably. Interest
rates may be fixed or variable, and the loans may be structured for full,
partial, or even no amortization (that is, interest-only). A unique characteristic of commercial real estate loans is that the borrower generally relies on the
cash flows from the underlying business or real estate project to make the
payments on the mortgage. In many cases, commercial real estate loans are
"nonrecourse"; that is, the lender has recourse only to the collateral to repay
the debt. The underlying cash flows can also have a significant effect on the
value of the collateral real estate. Accordingly, an institution's credit evaluation process for commercial real estate projects generally includes an analysis
of the economics of the underlying business or real estate project.
6.10 Construction Loans. There are three general types of construction
loans, but variations may be encountered. One type is a construction loan
made to the owner of the property for the construction period only, with longterm financing arranged with the institution or a third-party lender. Another
type is a construction loan granted to finance the development of one or more
real estate parcels; when the real estate is sold, the loan is converted to a longterm mortgage loan either through an assumption agreement with the purchaser or through a new loan. In either case, the owner-builder who was the
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original obligor usually is released from secondary liability. Another type of
construction loan is sometimes referred to as a real estate acquisition, development, or construction loan (ADC arrangement). In an ADC arrangement, the
borrower may have little or no equity in the real estate project and the lending
institution may participate in expected residual profits, the result being that
the lending institution may have virtually the same risks and potential
rewards as those of owners or joint venturers. Therefore, accounting for ADC
arrangements as loans may not be appropriate. On February 10, 1986, the
AICPA Accounting Standards Division issued a Notice to Practitioners entitled ADC Arrangements that provides guidance on accounting for ADC
arrangements. This Notice to Practitioners was reprinted as exhibit I in
AICPA Practice Bulletin No. 1, Purpose and Scope of AcSEC Practice Bulletins and Procedures for Their Issuance, and is included as Appendix A of this
guide. Chapter 9 discusses accounting and auditing for ADC arrangements.

Consumer Loans
6.11 Consumer loans are loans to individuals for household, family, and
other personal expenditures. Most commonly, such loans are made to finance
consumer goods, such as automobiles, boats, mobile homes, household goods,
and vacations. Other types of consumer loans include home equity loans,
student loans, property improvement loans, loans collateralized by savings
accounts, credit cards, overdraft protection, and other lines of credit. Consumer loans may be secured or unsecured.
6.12 The principal form of consumer loan is the installment loan. Installment loans may be made on either a simple-interest or a discounted basis. The
note is payable in installments, usually equal monthly amounts. Maturities
generally depend on the nature of the loan and the type of collateral. When
loans are made on a discounted basis, the interest (referred to as the discount)
is added to the amount advanced (the principal) to arrive at the face amount
of the note. Unearned interest income on installment loans is credited to an
unearned discount. Unearned discount is accreted into income using the
interest method.
Commercial Business Loans
6.13 Commercial business loans are often made to provide working
capital, to finance the purchase of inventory or equipment, and for other
general business purposes. Commercial loans are usually written on a demand,
time, term, or installment basis.
6.14 Demand Loans. Demand loans have no fixed maturity date, are
payable on demand of the lender, and generally have floating interest rates.
6.15 Time Loans. Time loans are made for a specific period of time—30,
60, 90, or 180 days, for example. Interest is payable periodically, and principal
is usually due at maturity. Such loans are often renewed at maturity in what
is known as a rollover. Interest rates are fixed for the initial period and are
subsequently repriced at each rollover. One variation of a time loan is a line of
credit, in which the lender provides the borrower with a maximum borrowing
limit for a specified period (usually one year) at a stated interest rate.
6.16 Term Loans. Term loans are made for a specified term in excess of
one year and are either at a fixed rate or at a fixed margin over a floating rate
of interest that is adjusted periodically. Repayment schedules are structured
in various ways and are typically negotiated by the borrower and lender.
6.17 Installment Loans. Installment loans require equal periodic payments, usually from six to ninety-six months. The payments consist of princi-
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pal and interest components. Installment loans are typically granted to
borrowers for a wide variety of personal and business purposes.
6.18 Commercial business loans may be secured or unsecured. Secured
loans are supported by the pledge of specific assets (collateral), for example,
real estate, securities, deposit accounts, inventories, equipment, or accounts
receivable. Generally, the reason for requesting security is to reduce the
institution's risk of loss in the event of default. However, the presence of
collateral does not ensure that the loan will be collected. For example, the
collateral could prove to be unmarketable, or it could have depreciated in
value from the time it was pledged. Another risk is that the collateral no
longer exists; for example, inventory may have been sold.

Loans Serviced by Others
6.19 Many institutions purchase ownership or participation interests in
loans that have been originated by other institutions, commercial banks, or
insurance or mortgage companies. This is a way of sharing credit risk.
Institutions may purchase any of the types of loans described above. The seller
generally continues to service the loans for a fee and remits payments to the
institution. Chapter 8 discusses loan servicing and related matters from the
seller's perspective.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
Loan Portfolio
6.20 If an institution's loans are held until maturity or payoff, they will
generally be recovered at their principal balance; therefore, they are
accounted for at amortized cost (that is, outstanding principal balance plus or
minus any unamortized premium or discount on purchased loans, and net
deferred fees or costs on originated loans). If an institution has both the ability
and the intent to hold the loan for the foreseeable future or until maturity, it
does not customarily recognize declines in value resulting from interest-rate
fluctuations; however, an allowance for credit losses, based on net realizable
value, is provided. Chapter 7 discusses accounting and auditing considerations
for loan losses. Separate general ledger control accounts are normally maintained by type of loan. The control accounts are supported by subsidiary
records that are usually computerized and that contain all the pertinent
information relating to a loan.

Originating, Marketing, and Servicing Activities
6.21 An institution may originate or purchase loans that it intends to sell.
For example, the institution may be managing its interest-rate risk position by
intentionally selling all the fixed-rate loans it originates while retaining
variable-rate loans. Some institutions may, in substance, operate in whole or in
part as a mortgage-banking enterprise engaged in originating, marketing, and
servicing real estate mortgage loans for other than its own account. FASB
Statement No. 65, Accounting for Certain Mortgage Banking Activities,
applies to institutions engaged in such activities and requires that loans held
for sale be reported at the lower of cost or market value, determined as of the
balance-sheet date. The amount by which cost exceeds market value should be
accounted for as a valuation allowance. Changes in the valuation allowance
are included in the determination of net income of the period in which the
change occurs. Chapter 8 discusses these matters in more detail.
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Allowance for Credit Losses
6.22 See chapter 7 for a discussion of the accounting and auditing
considerations for allowance for credit losses.

Interest Income
6.23 Interest is accrued and credited to interest income as it is earned
using the interest method. The accrual of interest income should be discontinued, and previously accrued interest should be reversed, when it is determined
that collection of interest is less than probable or the collection of any amount
of principal is doubtful. If amounts are received on a loan for which the
accrual of interest has been discontinued, a determination should be made
about whether the payment received should be recorded as a reduction of the
principal balance or as interest income. If the ultimate collectibility of
principal, either in whole or in part, is in doubt, any payment received on a
loan for which the accrual of interest has been discontinued should be applied
to reduce principal to the extent necessary to eliminate such doubt. For
construction loans on which, during the construction period, interest is often
paid from loan proceeds, the institution should periodically assess the net
realizable value of the underlying collateral on these arrangements to ensure
that interest is not capitalized in excess of that which can be realized from the
sale of the project.

Loan Fees, Costs, Discounts, a n d Premiums
6.24 FASB Statement No. 91, Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees and
Costs Associated with Originating or Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct Costs
of Leases, provides authoritative standards on the accounting for loan origination fees and costs. The staff of the FASB has also published a special report
entitled A Guide to Implementation of Statement 91 on Accounting for
Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated With Originating or Acquiring
Loans and Initial Direct Costs of Leases—Questions and Answers. The major
provisions of FASB Statement No. 91 as they relate to loans are discussed in
the following paragraphs.
6.25 Loan Fees and Costs. In addition to interest income on loans, the
lending process results in other sources of income and expense, such as loan
origination, commitment, and credit card fees and costs. In general, FASB
Statement No. 91 requires that loan fees net of direct loan origination costs be
deferred and amortized as an adjustment of yield over the contractual life of
the loan (unless prepayments can be estimated pursuant to FASB Statement
No. 91, in which case the effect of the prepayments may be considered), over
the commitment period, or over the period in which the credit card holder is
entitled to use the card. As defined by FASB Statement No. 91, direct loan
origination costs include incremental direct costs incurred in transactions with
independent third parties and certain costs directly related to specified activities performed by the lender. Deferrable costs include only the direct costs of
completed loans and must be deferred irrespective of the existence of related
loan fees. Direct costs of unsuccessful loans and all indirect costs are charged
to expense as incurred.
6.26 Purchased Loans. FASB Statement No. 91 distinguishes between
the origination of loans and the purchase of loans. In the purchase of loans, the
initial investment includes only the amount paid to the seller, plus any fees
paid and less any fees received. All other costs related to the purchase of loans
are charged to expense as incurred. Premiums and discounts on purchased
loans are recognized as an adjustment of yield over the contractual life of the
loan (unless prepayments can be estimated pursuant to FASB Statement No.
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91, in which case the effect of the prepayments may be considered). PA
Bulletin 7a-2, Acceptable Opinions of Independent Public Accountants on
Financial Statements Filed With the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, also
discusses guidance in this area.
6.27 Refinancings or Restructurings. FASB Statement No. 91 requires
that the accounting for net fees or costs related to refinancings or restructurings be based on whether the terms of the new loan represent more than minor
modifications and are at least as favorable to the lender (based on effective
yield) as the terms of comparable loans.
6.28 Interest Method. FASB Statement No. 91 requires the amortization of net fees or costs, as well as purchase premiums and discounts on all
types of loans (including debt securities), as yield adjustments, using the
interest method. Prepayments are not anticipated in the application of the
interest method unless the institution holds a large number of similar loans for
which prepayments are probable and the timing and amounts of prepayments
can be reasonably estimated. FASB Statement No. 91 also establishes authoritative standards on the application of the interest method to increasing-rate
loans, decreasing-rate loans, and variable-rate loans, and indicates that amortization of net deferred loan fees should be discontinued for nonperforming
loans.
6.29 FASB Statement No. 91 establishes authoritative standards for loans
with no scheduled payment terms (demand loans) and revolving lines of credit.
In general, net deferred fees and costs on demand loans are recognized on a
straight-line basis over a period (a) consistent with the institution's understanding with the borrower or (b) if no understanding exists, the institution's
estimate of the period over which the loan will remain outstanding. Fees and
costs on revolving lines of credit are recognized in income on a straight-line
basis over the period the revolving line of credit is active, assuming that
borrowings are outstanding for the maximum term provided in the loan
contract.

Amortization of Discounts on Certain Acquired Loans
6.30 In 1989, the AICPA Accounting Standards Executive Committee
issued Practice Bulletin No. 6, Amortization of Discounts on Certain Acquired
Loans, regarding amortization of discounts on certain acquired loans for which
there is uncertainty as to the amounts or timing of future cash flows. Practice
Bulletin No. 6, which was based on existing authoritative literature, provides
guidance on the accounting and reporting by purchasers of loans (a) that are
acquired in a purchase-business combination, bought at a discount from face
value in a transaction other than a business combination, or transferred to a
newly created subsidiary after having been written down to fair value with the
intent of transferring the stock of the subsidiary as a dividend to the shareholders of the parent company and (b) for which it is not probable that the
undiscounted future cash collections will be sufficient to recover the face
amount of the loan and contractual interest.
6.31 Practice Bulletin No. 6 applies to loans and other debt securities,
such as corporate or governmental bonds; notes; and loan-backed securities,
such as pass-though certificates, collateralized mortgage obligations, and other
so-called securitized loans (those other debt securities are hereinafter referred
to as loans). Practice Bulletin No. 6 does not apply to loans that are carried at
market values or at the lower of cost or market, nor does it apply to loans held
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by liquidating banks 24 Enterprises that acquire loans primarily for the
rewards of ownership of the underlying nonmonetary collateral should record
the collateral rather than the loan. Accordingly, Practice Bulletin No. 6 does
not apply to such transactions. SEC Financial Reporting Release No. 28,
Accounting for Loan Losses by Registrants Engaged in Lending Activities,
and the February 10, 1986, Notice to Practitioners, ADC Arrangements (see
Appendix A of this guide), may be helpful in determining whether a loan was
acquired for that purpose.
6.32 Loans may be acquired at discounts from their face amounts. The
discounts normally are amortized with corresponding increases in income over
the estimated or contractual lives of the loans. Paragraph 6 of APB Opinion
No. 21, Interest on Receivables and Payables, describes the accounting for
originated loans:
Note received or issued for cash. The total amount of interest during
the entire period of a cash loan is generally measured by the difference between the actual amount of cash received by the borrower and
the total amount agreed to be repaid to the lender. Frequently, the
stated or coupon interest rate differs from the prevailing rate applicable to similar notes, and the proceeds of the note differ from its face
amount. As the appendix of this Opinion demonstrates, such differences are related to differences between the present value upon
issuance and the face amount of the note. The difference between the
face amount and the proceeds upon issuance is shown as either
discount or premium, which is amortized over the life of the note.
6.33 Paragraph 88(b) of APB Opinion No. 16, Business Combinations,
gives general guidance for assigning amounts to loans acquired in a purchase
business combination:
Receivables [should be recorded] at present values of amounts to be
received determined at appropriate current interest rates, less
allowances for uncollectibility and collection costs, if necessary.
6.34 Paragraphs 15, 17, and 18 of FASB Statement No. 91 describe the
accounting for loans purchased at discounts:
The initial investment in a purchased loan or group of loans shall
include the amount paid to the seller plus any fees paid or less any
fees received. The initial investment frequently differs from the
related loan's principal amount at the date of purchase. This difference shall be recognized as an adjustment of yield over the life of the
loan.
Deferred net fees or costs shall not be amortized during periods in
which interest income on a loan is not being recognized because of
concerns about the realization of loan principal or interest.
Net fees or costs that are required to be recognized as yield adjustments over the life of the related loan(s) shall be recognized by the
interest method except as set forth in paragraph 20. The objective of
the interest method is to arrive at periodic interest income (including
24
Financial reporting by liquidating banks is dealt with in the minutes of the FASB's EITF
for Issue No. 88-25, Ongoing Accounting and Reporting for a Newly Created Liquidating Bank.
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recognition of fees and costs) at a constant effective yield on the net
investment in the receivable (that is, the principal amount of the
receivable adjusted by unamortized fees or costs and purchase premium or discount). The difference between the periodic interest
income so determined and the stated interest on the outstanding
principal amount of the receivable is the amount of the periodic
amortization.
6.35 The minutes of the FASB's EITF for Issue No. 87-17, Spin-offs or
Other Distributions of Loans Receivable to Shareholders, addressed accounting for spin-offs and other distributions of loans receivable to shareholders and
relied in part on paragraph 23 of APB Opinion No. 29, Accounting for
Nonmonetary Transactions:
Other nonreciprocal transfers of nonmonetary assets to owners should
be accounted for at fair value if the fair value of the nonmonetary
asset distributed is objectively measurable and would be clearly
realizable to the distributing entity in an outright sale at or near the
time of the distribution.
The minutes of the FASB's EITF state:
An enterprise distributes loans receivable to its owners by forming a
subsidiary and transferring those loans receivable to the subsidiary
and then distributing the stock of that subsidiary to shareholders of
the parent. If the book value of the loans receivable, which may be
either the "recorded investment in the receivable" or the "carrying
amount of the receivable," is in excess of their fair value, the accounting issue is whether the enterprise should report the distribution at
book value as a spin-off or at fair value as a dividend-in-kind and how
the recipient should record the transaction.
The Task Force reached a consensus that the assets should be
reported at fair value by the enterprise and the recipient. Task Force
members noted that the transaction is not a spin-off because the
subsidiary is not an operating company. Rather, the transaction may
be considered a dividend-in-kind. Under paragraph 23 of APB Opinion No. 29, Accounting for Nonmonetary Transactions, dividends-inkind are nonreciprocal transfers of nonmonetary assets to owners that
should be accounted for at fair value if the fair value of the nonmonetary assets distributed is objectively measurable and would clearly be
realizable to the distributing entity in an outright sale at or near the
time of distribution.
6.36 SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 61, Adjustments of Allowances
for Business Combination Loan Losses—Purchase Method Accounting, states
that the allowance for credit losses related to loans acquired by a bank in a
purchase business combination should be the same as the allowance provided
for those loans by the acquired bank, unless the acquiring bank's plans for the
ultimate recovery of those loans differ from the plans that served as the basis
for the acquired bank's estimation of losses on those loans. SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 61 states that if the acquired bank's financial statements as
of the acquisition date are not fairly stated because of an unreasonable
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allowance for credit losses, the acquired bank's preacquisition financial statements should be restated to reflect a reasonable allowance, with the resulting
adjustment applied to the restated preacquisition income statement of the
acquired bank; the allowance for credit losses may not be changed through a
purchase accounting adjustment.
6.37 Additional guidance on the suspension of the accrual of interest
income on loans and the subsequent treatment of amounts received on these
loans is provided in the AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits of Banks and the
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Audits of Finance Companies.
6.38 Date of Acquisition. At the time of acquisition, the sum of the
acquisition amount of the loan and the discount to be amortized should not
exceed the undiscounted future cash collections that are both reasonably
estimable and probable.25 The discount on an acquired loan should be amortized over the period in which the payments are probable of collection only if
the amounts and timing of collections, whether characterized as interest or
principal, are reasonably estimable and the ultimate collectibility of the
acquisition amount of the loan and the discount is probable. If these criteria
are not satisfied, the loan should be accounted for using the cost-recovery
method (see paragraphs 6.41 and 6.42).
6.39 If, at the date of acquisition, it is known that interest income on a
particular loan is not being recognized by the seller because of concerns about
the collectibility of the loan principal or interest, it should be presumed that
the loan does not meet the criteria enumerated in paragraph 6.38. That
presumption may be overcome if the acquirer's assessment of factors affecting
collectibility, such as those discussed in paragraph 6.43, strongly indicates
that collection of the acquisition amount and the discount is probable and the
amounts and timing of collections are reasonably estimable. In accordance
with FASB Statement No. 91, discounts should be amortized using the interest
method.
6.40 Subsequent to the Date of Acquisition. Collectibility should
continue to be evaluated throughout the life of the acquired loan. In particular, the following conditions should be evaluated to determine the proper
accounting treatment:
•
If the estimate of the total probable collections is increased or
decreased but is still greater than the sum of the acquisition amount
(less collections and plus the discount amortized to date) and it is
probable that collection will occur, the amount of the discount to be
amortized should be adjusted accordingly. The adjustment should be
accounted for as a change in estimate in accordance with APB
Opinion No. 20, Accounting Changes, and the amount of periodic
amortization should be adjusted over the remaining life of the loan.
•
If the estimate of amounts probable of collection is reduced and it is
less than the acquisition amount (less collections and plus the
discount amortized to date), amortization should cease, and either
the loan should be written down or an allowance for uncollectibility
relating to that loan should be recognized.
25
FASB Statement No. 91 states that the difference between the acquisition amount of the
loan and the principal amount should be recognized as an adjustment of yield over the life of the
loan. Statement No. 91 provides accounting guidance for loans acquired at a discount because of
net origination fees and costs and differences between prevailing interest rates on the date of
origination and the date of acquisition. Practice Bulletin No. 6 addresses amortization of discounts
on acquired loans that reflect impairment of the borrowers' credit.
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•

If it is not possible to estimate the amount and timing of collection,
amortization should cease, and the cost-recovery method should be
used, as described in paragraph 6.42.
If it is determined that collection is less than probable, amortization
should cease; either the loans should be written down or an allowance for uncollectibility related to that loan should be recognized;
and the cost-recovery method should be used as described in paragraph 6.42.
If it is determined that the loan is held primarily for the rewards of
ownership of the underlying nonmonetary collateral, the collateral
should be accounted for in accordance with the guidance on ADC
arrangements in Appendix A of this guide.

6.41 Cost-Recovery Method. Application of the cost-recovery method
requires that any amounts received be applied first against the recorded
amount of the loan; when that amount has been reduced to zero, any additional amounts received are recognized as income.
6.42 The cost-recovery method should be used until it is determined that
the amount and timing of collections are reasonably estimable and collection is
probable. If the remaining amount that is probable of collection is less than
the sum of the acquisition amount (less collections and the discount amortized
to date), then either the loan should be written down or an allowance for
uncollectibility related to that loan should be recognized. If the remaining
amount that is probable of collection is greater than that sum, then the
difference between that sum and the revised amount that is probable of
collection should be amortized on a prospective basis over the remaining life of
the loan.
6.43 Collectibility. Determining whether the acquisition amount of an
acquired loan (less collections and the discount amortized to date) is collectible
is a matter of judgment. Some of the factors that should be considered in
assessing collectibility include:
•
The financial condition of the borrower.
•
A substantial equity of the borrower in the collateral underlying the
loan that is not funded by the lender. This may reflect, to some
extent, the borrower's commitment to pay the loan.
•
Historical cash flows from the acquired loan.
•
The prospect of near-term cash flows from the acquired loan.
•
Irrevocable letters of credit, enforceable personal guarantees, or
takeout commitments from creditworthy parties. (The guidance on
ADC arrangements in Appendix A of this guide may be useful in
evaluating these items.)
•

The n a t u r e of a n y asset underlying the loan a n d the
it will generate sufficient f u t u r e cash flows to cover
and interest p a y m e n t s when due (for example, the
ings of a commercial property t h a t are expected
principal and interest p a y m e n t s on a loan).

probability t h a t
f u t u r e principal
forecasted earnto cover f u t u r e

6.44 Practice Bulletin No. 6 provides the following illustrations to assist
in the interpretation of the principles set forth therein. They are not intended
to provide guidance on whether the transactions should be accounted for as insubstance foreclosures.
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Illustration 1
Z acquires a loan that is thirty days past due. Shortly after acquisition, the
loan becomes current; collection of principal and interest is probable and the
amounts and timing are reasonably estimable.
Conclusion:
The discount should be amortized.
Illustration 2
Z acquires a loan that is thirty days past due. The loan is restructured with no
loss recognized on the restructuring.
Additional Assumptions—A:
The loan was restructured to pay no interest. Principal is to be paid in periodic
installments, and it is probable that all of the principal will be collected.
Conclusion:
The discount should be amortized, because the amount and timing of the cash
flows that are probable of collection suggest that the presumption in paragraph 6.39 that the loan does not meet the criteria for amortization of
discounts has been overcome.
Additional Assumptions—B:
The loan was restructured to pay 4 percent interest, an amount less than the
market rate and the original contractual rate. The original contractual principal payments continue to be made. The loan is not fully amortizing; that is, a
substantial balloon payment will be required at maturity.
Conclusion:
Due to the significance of the balloon payment, sole reliance on the payment
as a basis for overcoming the presumption in paragraph 6.39 that the loan
does not meet the criteria for amortization of discounts is not appropriate.
Other evidence that supports the probability of collection should be assessed.
Additional Assumptions—C:
The same assumptions as those in B apply, except that the original contractual principal payments have been reduced and, consequently, a larger balloon
payment will be required at maturity. (The new periodic payment is based on
an amortization schedule longer than the term of the loan.)
Conclusion:
The discount should not be amortized.
Additional Assumptions—D:
The loan was restructured to pay no interest; principal is to be paid in a single
amount at maturity.
Conclusion:
The discount should not be amortized.
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Illustration 3
Z acquires a loan that is thirty days past due at acquisition and begins to
accrue interest income receivable and amortize the discount. The loan becomes
ninety days past due, and Z stops accruing interest.
Conclusion:
Amortization of the discount should stop.
Illustration 4
Z acquires a loan that is thirty days past due at acquisition. The amount and
timing of the future payments are reasonably estimable, and the amount is
probable of collection. Z begins to accrue interest income receivable and
amortize the discount. The borrower makes all subsequent required payments
but does not bring the loan current—that is, the borrower does not make the
missed payment.
Conclusion:
The discount should continue to be amortized.
Illustration 5
Z acquires a loan on which the borrower is making the contractual interest
payments when due. The entire principal is due in a lump sum at maturity. Z
believes repayment of some of the principal is probable, but repayment of the
remainder is less than probable.
Conclusion:
The discount—that is, the difference between the acquisition amount and the
sum of the parts of the principal and interest payments that are reasonably
estimable and probable of collection—should be amortized to income over the
life of the loan using the interest method. If the estimate of the amount that is
probable of collection is revised, the periodic amortization should be adjusted
accordingly.
Illustration 6
Y, an acquired bank, had a loan that originally paid 12 percent interest and
that was secured by cash flows from a producing oil well. The well had proven
reserves and the collateral coverage was 125 percent of the loan based on net
cash flows ([oil produced x market price of oil] — cost to produce).
The price of oil subsequently decreased. Y agreed to accept reduced interest
payments in a troubled-debt restructuring, because estimates of cash flows at
that time indicated that the loan principal, plus 4 percent interest, would be
repaid. The borrower will continue to operate the well, and it is reasonably
possible that the borrower's cash flows from additional sources would become
available to the bank.
Z acquired Y in a purchase business combination and, in accordance with APB
Opinion No. 16, recorded the loan "at present values of amounts to be received
determined at appropriate current interest rates." Z believes that the amount
and timing of the cash flows are reasonably estimable and the amount is
probable of collection.
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Conclusion:
Z should amortize the discount because the cash flows are probable. However,
amortization of the discount should stop if the price of oil drops further such
that the probability of collection becomes uncertain.
Illustration 7
Acquiree Bank has a $1,000,000 construction loan at 10 percent interest that
was due on September 30, 19X8. A takeout commitment on the loan was not
honored, and the borrower continues to seek refinancing. The current market
rate, considering the creditworthiness of the borrower, is 12 percent for a
mortgage loan. Acquirer Bank is acquiring Acquiree Bank on December 31,
19X8, at which time the loan is ninety days past due and interest is not being
accrued. Acquirer Bank is willing to renegotiate the loan so that it pays out.
The borrower will operate the property, and it is reasonably possible that cash
flows of the borrower from additional sources would become available to
Acquirer Bank.
Additional Assumptions—A:
The property is leased under long-term leases. It is probable that the borrower
will pay $10,000 a month from cash flow from the property. Over eighteen
years and nine months, that amount would repay all principal and contractual
interest on the loan (approximately $2,250,000).
Conclusion:
Acquirer Bank should discount $2,250,000 at 12 percent and amortize the
resulting discount to income, because the future cash collections are both
reasonably estimable and probable.
Additional Assumptions—B:
The property is 25 percent leased under long-term leases. It is probable that
the borrower will pay $5,000 a month from cash flow from the property. Over
twenty-five years (the estimated useful life of the property), that amount
($1,500,000) would not repay all principal and interest on the loan.
Conclusion:
Acquirer Bank should discount $1,500,000 at 12 percent and amortize the
resulting discount to income, because the future cash collections totaling that
amount are both reasonably estimable and probable.
Additional Assumptions—C:
The property is not leased, and the borrower is unable to determine when
payments can be made.
Conclusion:
Acquirer Bank should record the loan at the fair value of the note and account
for it using the cost-recovery method. (If Acquirer Bank expects to obtain
repayment of the loan through foreclosure of the underlying collateral, the
collateral should be accounted for in accordance with Practice Bulletin No. 1.)
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Sale of Loans and Participation Interests
6.45 Institutions often sell loans or participation interests in loans. When
an interest in loans is sold, the selling institution usually retains the servicing.
When whole loans are sold, the selling institution may or may not retain the
servicing. The following literature addresses certain aspects of loan sales:
•
FASB Statement No. 65, Accounting for Certain Mortgage Banking
Activities
•
FASB Statement No. 77, Reporting by Transferors for Transfers of
Receivables with Recourse
•
FASB Statement No. 91, Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees and
Costs Associated with Originating or Acquiring Loans and Initial
Direct Costs of Leases
•
FASB Technical Bulletin No. 85-2, Accounting for Collateralized
Mortgage Obligations (CMOs)
•
FASB Technical Bulletin No. 87-3, Accounting for Mortgage Servicing Fees and Rights
•
FASB EITF Consensus No. 84-21, Sale of a Loan with a Partial
Participation Retained
•
FASB EITF Consensus No. 84-30, Sales of Loans to Special-Purpose
Entities
•
FASB EITF Consensus No. 86-24, Third-Party Establishment of
Collateralized Mortgage Obligations
•
FASB EITF Consensus No. 87-30, Sale of a Short-Term Loan Made
under a Long-Term Credit Commitment
•
FASB EITF Consensus No. 88-11, Allocation of Recorded Investment When a Loan or Part of a Loan Is Sold
6.46 In general, the gain or loss on the sale of a loan is measured by
calculating the difference between the selling price and the carrying amount.
If loans are sold with servicing retained and the servicing fee rate differs
materially from a normal servicing fee rate (see FASB Statement No. 65 and
FASB Technical Bulletin No. 87-3), the sale price should be adjusted, for
purposes of determining gain or loss on the sale, to provide for the recognition
of a normal servicing fee in each subsequent year. The amount of the
adjustment is the difference between the actual sale price and the estimated
sale price that would have been obtained if a normal servicing fee rate had
been specified (excess servicing). In FASB EITF Consensus No. 88-11, the
FASB's EITF reached a consensus that the difference between normal and
stated servicing fees, if any, over the estimated life of the loan should be
calculated using prepayment, default, and interest-rate assumptions that
market participants would use for similar financial instruments, and should be
discounted using an interest rate that a purchaser unrelated to the seller of
such a financial instrument would demand. Therefore, the discount rate should
be comparable to the rate on similar financial instruments and should reflect
the risks associated with the asset. Prepayment estimates should be made
using assumptions that are consistent with assumptions used by marketplace
participants for similar instruments. For loans accounted for at amortized
cost, the carrying amount is generally the outstanding principal balance, less
such adjustments as purchase premium or discount and net deferred loan fees
or costs. Once a decision has been made to sell a loan, it should be carried at
the lower of cost or market; gains, however, should not be recognized before the
closing of the sale, that is, when title and all risks and rewards have irrevocably passed to the buyer, and there are no significant unresolved contingencies.
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If servicing is sold and the related loans are retained, immediate income
recognition is inappropriate. Rather, the proceeds should be accounted for in a
manner similar to that used for a loan discount and accreted into income using
the interest method. Chapter 8 discusses these matters further.
6.47 Sales With Recourse. An institution may enter into loan sale
agreements that provide recourse to the seller under certain conditions. For
example, the seller may be obligated to make full or partial payment to the
purchaser if the debtor fails to pay when payment is due. Similarly, payments
by the seller under recourse provisions may be required due to the effect of
loan prepayments, or for adjustments resulting from defects of the transferred
loans (for example, security interest in the collateral that is not appropriately
perfected). FASB Statement No. 77 provides authoritative standards on
accounting for sales of loans with recourse provisions. In general, FASB
Statement No. 77 provides that a transfer of loans with recourse should be
recognized as a sale only if all of the following conditions are met:
a.
The transferor surrenders control of the future economic benefits
embodied in the loans.
b.
The transferor's obligation under the recourse provisions can be
reasonably estimated.
c.
The transferee cannot require the transferor to repurchase the loans
except pursuant to the recourse provisions.
6.48 If a transfer qualifies to be recognized as a sale, all probable
adjustments in connection with the recourse obligations to the transferor
should be accrued in accordance with FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for
Contingencies. If a transfer does not qualify to be recognized as a sale, the
cash received in the transaction is treated as a secured borrowing.
6.49 Allocation of Recorded Investment. In its Consensus No. 88-11,
the FASB's EITF reached a consensus that an institution that sells the right to
receive the interest payments, the principal payments, or a portion of either or
both relating to a loan should allocate the recorded investment in that loan
between the portion of the loan sold and the portion retained based on the
relative fair values of those portions on the date that the loan was acquired. If
it is not practicable to determine relative fair values at the date of acquisition,
the allocation should be based on the relative fair values of the portion sold
and the portion retained on the date of sale. The amount of any gain
recognized when a portion of a loan is sold should not exceed the gain that
would be recognized if the entire loan was sold. If excess servicing is retained,
a portion of the recorded investment should be allocated to excess servicing
based on its relative fair value.
6.50 Wash Sales. If an institution sells or swaps mortgage loans or
mortgage-backed securities and invests or commits to invest in assets that are
"substantially the same" within a limited period of time, the sale may
represent a wash sale, and gain or loss recognition is not appropriate. The test
to distinguish a wash sale involves determining whether the institution was at
risk for a reasonable period of time to warrant recognition of a sale. The period
of time cannot be defined exactly; rather, the type of assets involved and the
circumstances of the particular transaction enter into the determination of
what constitutes a reasonable period of time. The appropriateness of an "at
risk period" depends on the volume of activity of the asset in the marketplace,
and the frequency and extent of recent price fluctuations (that is, the asset's
volatility). The period of time between the sale and the reacquisition should be
measured by reference to trade dates (as differentiated from settlement
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dates). Chapter 3 provides specific criteria that must be met in order for assets
to be "substantially the same."
6.51 An institution may swap loans owned for mortgage-backed securities
or pass-through certificates secured by the same underlying loans. For example, an institution may wrap an FNMA or FHLMC guarantee around such
loans, thus converting them to FNMA or FHLMC securities. This process is
often referred to as securitization. The securitization of loans is treated in a
manner similar to a wash sale, and no gain or loss is recognized until the
related mortgage-backed security or pass-through certificate is sold. A mortgage-backed security should not be classified as a long-term investment unless
the institution has both the ability and the intent to hold the loan or security
for the foreseeable future or until maturity. Costs or fees related to securitization of loans should be charged to expense when incurred.

6.52 Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits (REMIC). Institutions sometimes use a REMIC to pool loans for purposes of sale or financing. A
discussion of REMICs is included in chapter 12.

Commitments
6.53 Commitments to originate loans in the ordinary course of business
generally have no immediate accounting effect (although it may be necessary
to consider such commitments when evaluating the allowance for credit
losses); however, they should be disclosed in the notes to the financial statements in accordance with FASB Statement No. 105, Disclosure of Information
about Financial Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk and Financial
Instruments with Concentrations of Credit Risk, as discussed in paragraph
6.73. As discussed previously, losses on the sale of loans should be recognized
on the date the institution decided to sell the loans, by adjusting the carrying
amount to the lower of cost or market.
6.54 Standby Commitments. Institutions sometimes enter into forward
standby commitments to purchase loans or mortgage-backed securities at a
stated price in return for a standby commitment fee. In such an arrangement,
settlement of the standby commitment is at the option of the seller and results
in delivery only if the contract price exceeds the market price of the underlying loan or security on the settlement date. A standby commitment differs
from a mandatory commitment in that the institution assumes all the market
risks of ownership but shares in none of the rewards. A standby commitment
is, in substance, a put option. Many institutions use standby commitments to
supplement their normal loan origination volume. If the settlement date is
within a reasonable period (for example, a normal loan commitment period)
and the institution has the intention and ability to accept delivery without
selling assets, standby commitments are generally viewed as part of the
normal production of loans, and institutions record loans and mortgage-backed
securities purchased under standby commitments at cost on the settlement
date and amortize the standby commitment fee over the estimated life of the
loans or mortgage-backed securities, in accordance with FASB Statement No.
91. However, if the settlement date is not within a reasonable period or the
institution does not have the intention and ability to accept delivery without
selling assets, the standby commitment generally is accounted for as a written
put option. In that case, the option premium received (standby commitment
fee) should be recorded as a liability representing the market value of the
standby commitment on the trade date. Thereafter, the liability should be
accounted for on a market value basis. Unrealized gains or losses should be
credited or charged to current operations.
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Troubled-Debt Restructurings
6.55 Troubled-debt restructurings, as defined by FASB Statement No. 15,
Accounting by Debtors and Creditors for Troubled-Debt
Restructurings,
should be accounted for in accordance with that Statement.
6.56 FASB Statement No. 15 requires that a modification of terms of a
loan receivable be accounted for prospectively and not as a change in the
recorded investment in the receivable 26 unless total future cash payments, as
specified by the new terms, are less than the recorded investment. The excess
of future cash receipts specified by a modification, including both receipts
designated as interest and receipts designated as principal, over the recorded
investment in the receivable is recognized as interest income over the life of
the restructured agreement using the interest method. If the future cash
receipts specified by the new terms are less than the recorded investment in
the receivable, the recorded investment in the receivable should be reduced to
an amount equal to the future cash receipts specified. The amount of reduction should be recognized as a loss. At the time of the restructuring, and
periodically thereafter, the recorded investment in the receivable should be
evaluated and an allowance for loss should be recognized, if necessary, as
required by FASB Statement No. 5. See also the FASB's EITF Issue No. 87-5,
Troubled Debt Restructurings: Interrelationship Between FASB Statement
No. 15 and the AICPA Savings and Loan Guide. Chapter 7 provides a further
discussion of these matters.
6.57 Consistent with SEC Financial Reporting Release (FRR) 28,
Accounting for Loan Losses by Registrants Engaged in Lending Activities,
Practice Bulletin No. 7, Criteria for Determining Whether Collateral for a
Loan Has Been In-Substance Foreclosed, which is discussed in paragraphs 6.58
through 6.69, provides guidance on loans not yet foreclosed that may have to
be accounted for as in-substance foreclosed.
6.58 Practice Bulletin No. 7 notes that paragraph 34 of FASB Statement
No. 15 addresses troubled-debt restructurings that are in-substance repossessions or foreclosures by the creditor and requires loss recognition based on the
fair value of the collateral that is in-substance foreclosed. Although paragraph
84 of FASB Statement No. 15 requires accounting for a transfer of assets if
"the creditor obtains control or ownership (or substantially all of the benefits
and risks incident to ownership) of one or more assets of the debtor and the
debtor is wholly or partially relieved of the obligation under the debt," it does
not give explicit criteria for determining whether collateral for a loan has been
in-substance foreclosed. Collateral that has been in-substance foreclosed should
be reported in financial statements in the same manner as collateral that has
been formally repossessed, regardless of whether the related loan is formally
restructured.
6.59 If it is probable that a creditor will not collect all the promised
payments on a collateralized loan, the creditor should determine whether the
collateral has been in-substance foreclosed. That determination should be
made before determining the loan-loss allowance, because if a creditor determines that the collateral has been in-substance foreclosed, the reporting of the
26
The recorded investment in the receivable is defined by FASB Statement No. 15 as the face
amount increased or decreased by applicable accrued interest and unamortized premium, discount, finance charges or acquisition costs, and may also reflect a previous direct writedown of the
investment. In accordance with FASB Statement No. 91, net unamortized deferred-loan-origination fees or costs are also included in the recorded investment in the receivable. Recorded
investment in the receivable is distinguished from carrying amount of the receivable in that the
latter is net of an allowance for estimated uncollectible amounts or other valuation accounts, if
any, whereas the former is not.
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asset should change from that of a loan receivable to that of another asset—
the collateral.
6.60 Criteria. A creditor should consider collateral for a loan to be insubstance foreclosed if all of the following criteria are met:
a.
The debtor has little or no equity in the collateral, considering the
current fair value 27 of the collateral.
b.
Proceeds for repayment of the loan can be expected to come only
from the operation or sale of the collateral.
c.
The debtor has done either of the following:
1. Formally or effectively abandoned control of the collateral to
the creditor.
2. Retained control of the collateral but, because of the current
financial condition of the debtor or because of the economic
prospects for the debtor, the collateral, or both in the foreseeable future, it is doubtful that the debtor will be able to rebuild
equity in the collateral or otherwise repay the loan in the
foreseeable future.
6.61 Financial Reporting. If all the criteria in paragraph 6.60 are met,
the collateral for the loan has been in-substance foreclosed and the reporting
should reflect that determination in conformity with paragraph 34 of FASB
Statement No. 15: That is, such a loan should be reported the way a creditor
would report receipt of collateral in satisfaction of a loan receivable. Such a
loan should be reclassified to the category or categories of the collateral, and
the recorded investment in the loan should be reduced to the fair value of the
collateral, which establishes a new cost basis in the same manner as a legal
foreclosure. The excess of the recorded investment in the loan receivable over
the fair value of the collateral should be recognized as a loan loss in the current
period to the extent that it is not offset against previously established
allowances for uncollectible amounts or other valuation accounts.
6.62 If the conditions that led to the conclusion that collateral for a loan
has been in-substance foreclosed change, and the criteria for in-substance
foreclosure in paragraph 6.60 are clearly no longer met, the subsequent
reporting should be as follows: The collateral should be reclassified to a loan
receivable and the probable estimated future cash receipts in excess of the
carrying amount of the asset should be amortized as interest revenue over the
remaining life of the loan, even if the effect is to recognize an unusually high
effective interest rate.
6.63 That reporting is consistent with the answer to the question
addressed in FASB Technical Bulletin No. 79-7, Recoveries of a Previous
Writedown under a Troubled Debt Restructuring Involving a Modification of
Terms, which says that "the amount of the direct writedown should not be
reversed."
6.64 Practice Bulletin No. 6 notes that the Accounting Standards Executive Committee expects that paragraph 6.62 would apply only rarely. A
formal modification of the terms of the underlying loan would not, by itself,
result in reversal of the in-substance foreclosure. Market conditions would
27
Fair value is defined in paragraph 13 of FASB Statement No. 15 as "the amount that the
debtor could reasonably expect to receive . . . in a current sale between a willing buyer and a
willing seller, that is, other than a forced or liquidation sale." The AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Guide for the Use of Real Estate Appraisal Information provides guidance on evaluating
appraisals of real estate used to determine fair value.
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have to improve substantially, or the debtor would have to rebuild equity in
the collateral by making a substantial investment not financed by the lender.
6.65 Meeting the Criteria. In evaluating whether the first two criteria
are met, a creditor should consider the guidance on accounting for real estate
ADC arrangements in the AICPA Notice to Practitioners (see Appendix A of
this guide). The Notice to Practitioners provides guidance for determining
whether ADC arrangements should be reported as loans, investments in real
estate, or investments in joint ventures; the guidance is analogous to that for
determining whether collateral for a loan has been in-substance foreclosed. If
the characteristics listed in paragraph 8 of that Notice to Practitioners exist,
the first two criteria in paragraph 6.60 likely will be met.
6.66 The second criterion in paragraph 6.60 may always be met for
certain loans. For example, creditors underwrite certain nonrecourse loans
with the expectation that the loans will be serviced solely from cash flows from
the operation, and sometimes from the sale, of the collateral. Nevertheless, if
the loans meet both the first and third criteria in paragraph 6.60, the
collateral should be considered to have been in-substance foreclosed.
6.67 The issue of whether a debtor can rebuild equity in collateral or
repay the loan in the foreseeable future is addressed in the third criterion in
paragraph 6.60. Part 2 of that criterion is met unless a creditor has evidence
that it is probable that the debtor will be able to build or rebuild equity in the
collateral in the foreseeable future.
6.68 In evaluating part 2 of the third criterion, a creditor should, if
possible, consider the tax aspects of certain transactions when evaluating a
debtor's commitment to the collateral. For example, a debtor appearing to
have little equity in the collateral may have an incentive to avoid foreclosure
if an ownership change would produce a substantial negative tax effect for the
debtor. However, a creditor must have evidence that it is probable that,
because of the negative tax effect, the debtor will repay the loan in the
foreseeable future.
6.69 If a creditor determines that estimated cash receipts from the
operation or sale of the collateral would be insufficient to service the remaining balance of the loan, the creditor may analyze secondary sources, such as
guarantees. However, amounts that would be collected from such secondary
sources are difficult to estimate, because the substance of the guarantee and
the ability of the guarantor to perform can be difficult to evaluate.28
6.70 If assets 29 are acquired in full satisfaction of a receivable, FASB
Statement No. 15 requires that such assets be accounted for at their fair
value 30 at the time of the restructuring. Any excess of the recorded investment in the loan receivable satisfied over the fair value of such assets received
should be recognized as a loan loss in the current period to the extent that it is
not offset against previously established allowances for uncollectible amounts
28
Paragraphs 10 to 14 of the AICPA Notice to Practitioners on ADC arrangements,
reprinted in Appendix A of this guide, provide guidance on evaluating guarantees.
29
The term assets includes real estate acquired in settlement of loans.
30
The term fair value is defined by FASB Statement No. 15 as "the amount that the debtor
could reasonably expect to receive for them in a current sale between a willing buyer and a willing
seller, that is, other than in a forced or liquidation sale. Fair value of assets shall be measured by
their market value if an active market for them exists. If no active market exists for the assets
transferred but exists for similar assets, the selling prices in that market may be helpful in
estimating the fair value of the assets transferred. If no market price is available, a forecast of
expected cash flows may aid in estimating the fair value of assets transferred, provided the
expected cash flows are discounted at a rate commensurate with the risk involved." Some factors
that may be relevant in estimating the fair value of various kinds of assets are described in
paragraphs 88 and 89 of APB Opinion No. 16 and paragraphs 12 to 14 of APB Opinion No. 21.
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or other valuation accounts. The fair value of the assets acquired becomes
their cost basis for accounting purposes at the date of the restructuring.31
Subsequent to a troubled-debt restructuring, real estate acquired should be
accounted for the same way as the real estate purchased for cash, that is, at
the lower of cost or estimated net realizable value.32 Chapter 9 provides a
further discussion of these matters.

Mortgage Loan Modifications
6.71 Institutions sometimes devise ways to increase cash flows on existing
portfolios of mortgage loans. Incentives may be offered to existing mortgagors
to repay their loans on an accelerated basis to increase cash flow and, at the
same time, accelerate principal reduction on old, low-interest-rate loans. For
example, an institution may agree with the mortgagor to reduce by one-half
the interest rate and to double the amount of the monthly payment. Modification of the payment streams of a mortgage loan is an event that requires
accounting recognition. The current rate should be used to discount the
modified loan payment stream. Management should evaluate each case, generally by comparing the present value of the new payment stream to the
carrying amount of the old payment stream, to determine whether loss
recognition may be required. This guidance generally applies to loans the
interest rates of which are reduced to something below market and that are
not troubled-debt restructurings, and does not apply to loan modifications that
are, in substance, refinancings at the current market rate.

Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure
6.72 Loans are normally presented separately on the balance sheet in an
aggregate amount. The allowance for credit losses, undisbursed portions of
loans receivable (loans in process), unearned income, unamortized premiums
and discounts, and net unamortized deferred fees and costs are presented
separately on the balance sheet or in a note to the financial statements. Loans
held for sale are presented separately on the face of the balance sheet and
should be reported at the lower of cost or market value.
6.73 Note disclosures should include the following:
•
A classification of loans by major types of lending—for example,
residential real estate; commercial real estate; real estate construction; commercial, financial, and agricultural loans; consumer installment loans; and lease financing—should be disclosed.
•
FASB Statement No. 105 states that group concentrations of risk
exist if a number of counterparties are engaged in similar activities
and have similar economic characteristics that would cause their
ability to meet contractual obligations to be similarly affected by
change in economic or other conditions. It prescribes the following
disclosure for each significant concentration of credit risk:
31
Accounting for foreclosed assets is diverse in current practice. In December 1990, the
AICPA Accounting Standards Executive Committee issued an exposure draft of a statement of
position on accounting for foreclosed assets. The proposed SOP would amend this guide and would
eliminate the diversity in practice. Readers should be alert for the issuance of final guidance on
accounting for foreclosed assets.
32
Estimated net realizable value means the estimated sales price in cash or a cash equivalent
on subsequent disposition, reduced by the sum of the following estimates: (a) direct selling
expenses such as sales commissions, advertising costs, title policy, and other expenses, ( b ) costs of
completion or improvement; and (c) direct holding costs (net of rental or other income) including
taxes, maintenance, insurance, and cost of all capital (debt and equity) during the period they are
to be held.
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a.

•

•

•

•

Information about the activity, region, or economic characteristic that identifies the concentration
b. The amount of the accounting loss attributed to credit risk the
institution would incur if parties to the credit arrangements
making up the concentration failed completely to perform
according to the terms of the contracts, and the collateral or
other security, if any, for the amount due proved to be of no
value to the institution
c. The institution's policy of requiring collateral or other security
to support financial instruments subject to credit risk, information about the institution's access to that collateral or other
security, and the nature and a brief description of the collateral
or other security supporting those credit arrangements
FASB Statement No. 105 also requires disclosure of the following
information about the extent, nature, and terms of financial instruments with off-balance-sheet risk by class of financial instrument.
Of the following items, (a) and (b) are disclosed for financial
instruments with off-balance-sheet market or credit risk, and (c) and
(d) are disclosed for financial instruments with off-balance-sheet
credit risk.
(a) The face or contract amount (or notional principal amount if
there is none)
(b) The nature and terms, including, at a minimum, a discussion of
(1) the credit and market risk of those instruments, (2) the cash
requirements of those instruments, and (3) the related accounting policy pursuant to the requirements of APB Opinion No. 22,
Disclosure of Accounting Policies
(c) The amount of accounting loss due to credit risk that the entity
would incur if any party to the financial instrument failed
completely to perform according to the terms of the contract,
and if the collateral or other security, if any, for the amount due
proved to be of no value to the entity
(d) The entity's policy of requiring collateral or other security to
support financial instruments subject to credit risk, information
about the institutions' access to that collateral or other security,
and the nature and a brief description of the collateral or other
security supporting those credit arrangements
Examples of financial instruments with off-balance-sheet risk are
loans sold with recourse (with or without a floating-interest-rate
provision), fixed-rate and variable-rate loan commitments, financial
guarantees, note issuance facilities, and letters of credit (see Appendix B of FASB Statement No. 105).
ADC arrangements that are accounted for as investments or joint
ventures and in-substance foreclosed assets should not be reported
within loans, but as separate assets. See discussion of ADC arrangements in chapter 9.
Commitments to purchase or sell loans, including standby commitments.
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•

•
•
•

•

•
•

For outstanding loans whose terms have been modified in troubled
debt restructurings 33, FASB Statement No. 15, requires the following disclosures by major categories of receivables, regardless of when
the restructuring occurred:34 (a) the aggregate recorded investment,
(b) the gross interest income that would have been recognized in the
current period if those receivables had been current in accordance
with their original terms and had been outstanding throughout the
period or since origination, if held for part of the period, and (c) the
amount of interest income on those receivables that was included in
income for the current period. The amount of commitments, if any,
to lend additional funds to debtors owing receivables whose terms
have been modified in troubled-debt restructurings should also be
disclosed.
Consideration should be given to disclosing the amount of loans on a
nonaccrual basis, including loans accruing at a reduced rate, and the
income effect, if material.
Consideration should be given to disclosing commitments to lend
additional funds to debtors whose loans are nonperforming.
Institutions occasionally make loans to directors, officers, employees, and stockholders, as well as entities with which directors,
officers, employees, and stockholders are affiliated, in the normal
course of business and subject to certain regulatory restrictions. If
significant to the loan portfolio or to the institution's equity, the
aggregate amount of such loans should be disclosed. Some institutions present an analysis of activity in such loans, including new
loans, collections, and other changes for the most recent fiscal
period. Disclosure should also be made if evidence indicates that
significant amounts of such loans were made at other than ordinary
terms. FASB Statement No. 57, Related Party Disclosures, provides
additional authoritative standards in this area.
For each period for which an income statement is presented, a note
disclosure should be made of the activity in the allowance for credit
losses. The note should present the balance in the allowance for
credit losses at the beginning and end of each period, additions
charged to operations, losses charged against the allowance, and
recoveries of amounts previously charged off. See the discussion of
these matters in chapter 7.
The total carrying value of loans pledged as collateral should be
disclosed.
Consideration should also be given to the need for disclosure of other
information, such as maturities for significant categories of loans,
and the amounts of loans at fixed and variable rates of interest.

33
A receivable whose terms have been modified need not be included in this disclosure if,
subsequent to the restructuring, its effective interest rate has been equal to or greater than the
rate that the creditor was willing to accept for a new receivable with comparable risk. The SEC
has interpreted paragraph 40(a) of FASB Statement No. 15 to mean that the troubled-debt
restructuring disclosure must be included in the first annual report following the restructuring,
even in the circumstance described in this footnote. The SEC's interpretation should be followed
by publicly held institutions.
34
These disclosures are not required for real estate loans secured by one- to four-family
residential properties or loans to individuals for household, family, and other personal expenditures.
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The summary of significant accounting policies should include—
— The basis of accounting for loans held for portfolio and loans
held for sale.
— Management's policy used in establishing the allowance for loan
losses.
— The method of determining the carrying value of loans held for
sale and mortgage-backed securities.
— The method for recognizing interest income on loans, including
the institution's policy for discontinuing accrual of interest on
nonperforming loans, and the treatment of loan fees and costs,
including the method of amortizing net deferred fees or costs
and the policy for discontinuing the amortization of deferred
loan fees on nonperforming loans.
— The method of amortizing premiums and discounts related to
loans and mortgage-backed securities.

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
6.74 The primary audit objectives for loans are to ensure that:
•
Loans exist and are owned by the institution as of the date of the
financial statements.
•
The allowance for credit losses is adequate for estimated losses
inherent in the loan portfolio. (Audit procedures to satisfy this audit
objective are discussed in chapter 7.)
•
Interest income and the related balance-sheet accounts (accrued
interest receivable, unearned discount, unamortized purchase premiums and discounts, and unamortized net deferred loan fees or
costs) have been properly measured and recorded.
•
Gains and losses on the sale of loans have been measured and
recorded properly.
•
Loans are properly described and classified in the financial statements, and related note disclosures are adequate.

Planning the Audit of Loans
6.75 The auditor should consider the factors influencing inherent risk as
it relates to loans receivable. These include management risks, operating
characteristics, and portfolio characteristics.
6.76 In planning the audit, the auditor should gain an understanding of
the institution's lending policies and procedures to have an understanding of
the environment within which lending activity takes place. The existence of a
well-defined lending policy as part of an effective internal control structure is
essential for maintaining the quality and safety of assets and for ensuring the
reliability of the financial records. Evidence of a good control environment
might include:
•
The existence of a formal written lending policy outlining the scope
and allocation of the institution's credit facilities.
•
A formalized lending approval system.
•
Established credit limits.
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Limits and controls over the type of loans made; the type of
customer, collateral, and industry; and the geographic location.
Maturity limits and policies on interest rates that are charged.
A formalized reporting system that provides the institution with the
information needed to manage the loan portfolio and make business
decisions.
An internal asset-review and classification system, that will identify
existing and possible problem credits, in an accurate and timely
manner. (The lack of an internal asset-review and classification
system and a loss allowance methodology may be considered to be an
unsafe and unsound practice by the regulators.)
A loss-allowance methodology that considers all conditions that
might affect the borrowers' ability to repay, or otherwise the institution's ability to collect.

6.77 The auditor should obtain and read the current year's interim
financial statements and other financial information, for example, board of
directors' minutes, asset-classification reports, and reports of the OTS and
FDIC. This might include information about such items as dollar amounts and
types of loans; the volume of current originations by type and related net
deferred loan fees or costs; identification of troubled-debt restructurings; ADC
arrangements; purchases and sales of loans, including gains and losses; and
wash sales, among others. The auditor should discuss with management these
items and other current business developments affecting the institution.

Internal Control Structure
6.78 During planning, the auditor should obtain knowledge about the
institution's accounting system as it relates to loans receivable, including the
methods used by the institution when processing and recording new loans,
applying loan payments, accruing interest, amortizing discounts, and so on.
6.79 Policies and Procedures. Typical internal control structure policies
and procedures for loans receivable are as follows:
•
Appropriate officers or committees approve all loans and credit lines
(including all new loans, renewals, and extensions) in conformity
with formal lending policies and authority limits.
•
Approvals are based on credit investigations and evaluations performed prior to extending the credit and, in the case of certain types
of loans, periodically thereafter.
•
When loans or loan participations are purchased from other institutions, the worthiness and capability of the selling institution to
properly underwrite and service the loan(s) are evaluated. The
underlying collateral and the underlying borrower's creditworthiness
are also often evaluated.
•
An inventory of required loan documents, including evidence of
collateral and of the recording of liens, is monitored to ensure timely
receipt and comparison to the appropriate customer file.
•
Pertinent loan information entered into the data-processing system,
such as loan type, loan amount, interest rate, maturity, amortization terms, collateral, and so on, is independently tested to ensure
accuracy.
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Subsidiary ledgers are maintained and reconciled to the general
ledger on a timely basis; differences are investigated and resolved;
appropriate supervisory personnel review and approve completed
reconciliations on a timely basis.
Payments due for principal or interest are monitored to their eventual receipt, including follow-up with late payers and aging of
delinquencies.
There is a segregation of duties among those who (a ) approve credit
facilities, (b) control notes and collateral, (c) receive payments, and
(d ) post or reconcile subsidiary ledgers.
Loan officers review outstanding loans and credit facilities periodically for collectibility and adequacy of collateral, based on detailed,
timely credit investigations and evaluations.
Appropriate personnel periodically review collateral valuation.
Where appropriate, an institution should monitor the existence and
adequacy of insurance coverage to safeguard pledged collateral.
Procedures are periodically performed to ensure that interest
income is properly accrued and recorded.
Notes and collateral on hand are kept in secure, locked, fireproof
compartments. Negotiable collateral is kept under dual-access control.

6.80 Tests of Controls. Procedures that can be performed by the auditor
to test the operating effectiveness of internal control structure policies and
procedures for loans receivable are as follows:
•
Inspect loan documents to determine whether the institution's
underwriting policies and procedures are being followed, for example, to test whether loans are being approved by authorized officers
or committees in accordance with the institution's lending policies,
whether credit investigations are performed, whether the institution's procedure to capture all required loan documents is functioning, and whether the information recorded in the institution's dataprocessing system and used for management reporting is being
independently tested and is accurate. (This test can also be a
substantive test in that it provides evidence of the existence of loans
and the accuracy of loan balances. Further discussion of the use of
this test as a substantive test is provided in paragraphs 6.81
through 6.102.)
•
Test the institution's reconciliation process. This might include the
daily-activity balancing process as well as the reconciliation of
subsidiary ledgers to the general ledger. The auditor should test
whether reconciling differences are appropriately investigated and
resolved and whether the reconciliations are reviewed and approved
by appropriate supervisory personnel.
•
Test the accuracy and perform a review of delinquency reports to
determine whether the institution initiates appropriate follow-up
procedures on delinquent loans.
•
Test the accuracy and perform a review of concentration (loans-toone-borrower) reports and related-party loan reports.
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Substantive Procedures
6.81 Subsidiary Records. The auditor should generally obtain and
recompute the arithmetical accuracy of detailed schedules of loan principal
balances and related accounts (accrued interest receivable, unearned discount,
net deferred loan fees and costs, and so on), agree beginning balances to prior
year's working papers or financial statements, and reconcile ending balances
to the trial balance, general ledger, and subsidiary records. The auditor should
determine the propriety of significant reconciling items.
6.82 Analytical Procedures. Analytical procedures that the auditor may
apply in the loan-receivable area include the analysis and evaluation of the
following:
•
Changes in the mix between different types of loans in the portfolio
•
Comparison of loan-origination volume by month to that of prior
periods
•
Current-year income versus expectations and prior-year income
•
Average loan balances by type in the current year versus those of
the prior year
•
Comparison of yields on loans to the institution's established lending
rates or pricing policies
•
Reasonableness of balance-sheet accruals based upon underlying
terms and amounts of corresponding loans
•
Average yield throughout the period computed for each loan category on a monthly or quarterly basis
•
Any other relevant relationships
6.83 In using analytical procedures as a substantive test, the auditor
should consider the implications of changes in important relationships and the
amount by which differences from expectations can be accepted without
further investigation. For example, a significant increase in loan origination
volume near the end of the period that exceeds expectations may indicate a
deterioration in loan quality. SAS No. 56, Analytical Procedures, provides
guidance on the use of analytical procedures and requires the use of analytical
procedures in the planning and overall review stages of all audits.
6.84 Inspection of Loan Documents. Loan files vary significantly in
content depending on the type of loan. An inspection of loan documents
provides evidence about existence and ownership of loans. The extent of
documentation reviewed by the auditor is a matter of judgment. An inspection
of the files supporting old loans (loans made before the period covered by the
current audit), as well as new loans (including some of the loans still in the
process of disbursement), is generally needed to obtain an understanding of the
institution's internal control structure policies and procedures sufficient to
plan substantive tests. All of the documents relating to a particular loan
usually are filed together in a separate folder. When performing an inspection
of loan documents, the auditor should be alert to notations or other indications
of problems that merit further investigation or follow-up. When loan documents are in the possession of an attorney or other outside parties, the auditor
should consider confirming the existence and ownership of such documents.
6.85 Real estate loans—The extent of documentation supporting real
estate mortgage loans depends in part on the requirements of local law. The
basic documents generally include, but are not necessarily limited to, the note,
loan application, credit information, appraisal report, deed of trust, mortgage,
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title insurance or opinion, hazard insurance policy, settlement statement, and
VA guarantee or FHA insurance, if applicable.
6.86 Commercial loans—The principal support for all types of loans is the
signed note. For commercial loans, a credit file is commonly maintained. This
file usually contains the borrower's financial statements, memorandums
regarding the borrower's financial or personal status, financial statements of
guarantors (individual or corporate), copies of supplemental agreements
between the institution and the borrower, and other loan-related correspondence. The timely receipt and review of these documents provide a basis for
extending credit, reviewing extensions, and maintaining an awareness of loan
status. Typically, collateral records indicating the current status of pledged
collateral are also maintained, either as part of the detailed loan record or in
separate files. The auditor should consider physically inspecting collateral.
6.87 Consumer loans—Files supporting either direct or indirect consumer
installment loans generally include the borrower's application, discount sheet
(loan computations), credit information, title or financing statement, evidence
of the existence of an in-force insurance policy in favor of the institution, and
the note. Credit files are also maintained on dealers from whom the savings
institution has purchased consumer loans.
6.88 The inspection of loan documents also should include tests of approvals by the board of directors or loan committee, tests of evidence (such as
stamped loan documents) that mortgage documents have been entered on the
public record, a comparison of loan amounts with appraisals, and an inspection of the adequacy of hazard and title coverage. Loans generated under
certain governmental programs and other special arrangements may require
the auditor to review the specific trust or servicing agreements to determine
whether additional audit procedures may be required under such arrangements.
6.89 Construction Loans. Auditing procedures should be adapted to the
institution's construction-lending practices. The auditor should review the
institution's policies and procedures pertaining to construction loans, including their classification and accounting treatment. The auditor should consider
making tests of origination, approval, inspection, and disbursement procedures. As construction progresses, requests are made by the builder for
disbursement of portions of the loan proceeds. The project should be inspected
by the institution to determine that construction has progressed to the point
permitting the requested disbursements. The builder generally obtains waivers
of lien from subcontractors and materials suppliers before disbursements are
made by the institution. Site inspections may be considered for significant
construction-lending programs, the scope of which depends on the quality of
the underwriting controls and internal-funding systems.
6.90 Confirmation of Loans. Generally, confirming loan balances and
related information is an effective way to gather evidence with respect to the
ownership, existence, and accuracy of the recorded balances of loans. The
auditor should request confirmation of selected loan balances directly from the
institution's customers. The use of audit sampling is often an efficient way to
perform confirmation testwork (see SAS No. 39, Audit Sampling). Negative
confirmations are often used when ( a ) there is a large volume of individually
insignificant balances, for example, consumer loans and single-family residential mortgage loans; ( b ) other effective substantive procedures, such as loan
document inspection and yield analysis, have been performed; and (c) the
auditor considers the internal control structure surrounding such loans to be
effective. Positive confirmation procedures should be used for larger loans and
for loans that require confirmation of other related information in addition to
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the loan balance, such as the amount and type of collateral. The auditor
should also consider confirming such information as the interest rate, payment
amount, date paid-to, and so forth.

6.91 Accrued Interest Receivable and Interest Income. If possible,
the auditor may consider using computer-assisted audit techniques to recalculate accrued interest receivable. Alternatively, it may be necessary to manually test accrued amounts for individual accounts. In some cases, accrued
interest receivable may be tested effectively through the use of analytical
procedures (for example, comparison of the average number of days of accrued
interest, comparison of the current-year balance with the comparable prioryear balance, and so forth). Interest income can often be examined effectively
by using monthly analytical tests by type of loan. The auditor should consider
average balances in principal accounts, related yields as compared to rates
offered and rates on existing loans, and other factors and relationships.
Average rates may be obtained by using client-computerized records, which
should be tested for accuracy, or estimated by referring to a summary of loans
by interest rate or some other reasonable method.
6.92 Computer-assisted audit techniques may also be used to perform
"exception/limit" checks of individual files for unusual or questionable items
meriting further investigation. Examples include identifying unusual interest
rates, balances, and payments, and testing the accuracy of the institution's
delinquency report.
6.93 Whole Loans or Participations Purchased. Audit procedures for
purchased loans should be similar to those for direct loans, except that
requests for confirmation of balances, collateral, and recourse provisions, if
any, are usually sent to the originating or servicing institution. The auditor
should consider confirming the actual status of borrower payments with the
servicer. Although it is usually not practicable to confirm balances of serviced
loans with the individual borrowers, the servicer's independent auditors often
perform audit procedures on individual loans, such as confirmation with
borrowers and examination of loan documents. The auditor should obtain
copies of the single audit reports issued by the servicer's independent auditors.
Such reports, rendered by an independent auditor satisfactory to the auditor,
in the absence of a significant qualification or disclaimer, are acceptable
evidence that the scope of work on individual loans is adequate. If the servicer
does not provide a satisfactory single audit report, audit procedures performed
at the servicer's site may be necessary. In some cases, the auditor may wish to
request certain information, such as the scope and findings of the audit
procedures performed by the servicer's auditors, directly from the servicer's
auditor. The auditor should also consider reviewing the institution's files on
the servicer to observe the general reliability of the servicer. The latest
remittance report from the servicer should be reconciled with the records of
the institution. Chapter 8 provides additional guidance on servicing arrangements.
6.94 Whole Loans or Participations Sold. Details of loans sold should
be confirmed with participating institutions, including the balances of their
investments; percentage of ownership; classification of loans sold as on a
recourse or nonrecourse basis; and the existence of any oral commitments, such
as guarantees or agreements to repurchase. The auditor should consider
reviewing the activity; testing the mathematical accuracy of selected remittance reports; and reviewing related agreements, contracts, and other pertinent documentation for compliance with key provisions.
6.95 The auditor should consider confirming with participating institutions that loans purchased are not subject to any put agreements, credit
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guarantees, or other side agreements. The gain or loss on selected sales (for
example, those that are large, unusual, or both) during the period should be
recalculated, including the recognition of a normal servicing fee in accordance
with FASB Statement No. 65 and FASB Technical Bulletin No. 87-3.
6.96 Loan Classification. The auditor should consider whether or not
any portion of loans is being held for sale and, if so, whether or not a
corresponding writedown to lower of cost or market value is necessary. Previous loan sale activity, types of loans sold, transactions subsequent to year-end,
pending contracts, and management's intentions are factors that should be
considered in identifying loans held for sale.
6.97 Loan Fees and Costs. The auditor should review and test the
propriety of the institution's deferral of loan origination fees and costs in
accordance with FASB Statement No. 91. The auditor should also test the
accretion of net deferred loan fees or costs.
6.98 Undisbursed Portion of Mortgage Loans. Institutions may
record loans at the gross amount with an offsetting account entitled Loans in
Process (LIP). As funds are disbursed, the LIP account is charged. Interest or
fees on construction loans also may be debited to this account. The LIP
account should be cleared when the loan is fully disbursed. LIP detailed
ledgers should be reviewed to determine the propriety of accounting, including
that for complex interest calculations. Unusual LIP balances, such as debit
balances or balances outstanding for an excessive period of time (for example,
over a year), may be indicative of problem loans.
6.99 A review of the LIP detailed activity may be done in connection
with the examination of the current-year loan files. Loans selected for testing
may be traced to the LIP account. Construction loans selected for testing may
be traced to the LIP ledger, and disbursements may be reviewed in connection
with the percentage of completion on inspection reports. In addition, if loan
fees or interest are being capitalized (added to the loan balance) during
construction, a review of the LIP ledgers may point out areas of concern. The
auditor should consider whether to send confirmations to the borrower on any
undisbursed loan balances.
6.100 Troubled-Debt Restructurings. The auditor should perform procedures to identify troubled-debt restructurings and evaluate whether they
have been accounted for in accordance with FASB Statement No. 15. In
addition, the auditor should evaluate the adequacy of any allowance for credit
losses on troubled debt. Chapter 7 provides additional guidance.
6.101 Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure. The auditor
should review the propriety and adequacy of the institution's financial statement presentation and disclosure of loans receivable.
6.102 Regulatory Restrictions. Supervisory authorities impose numerous restrictions on loans. These restrictions include, but are not limited to,
loan-to-value limits; limits on loans to one borrower; maximum lending limits;
direct-investment limitations; and limits on loans to officers, directors, and
employees of the institution. Further, to qualify for the federal income-tax
benefits available to savings institutions, institutions must follow certain rules
of investment in mortgage loans. In addition to regulatory requirements,
additional limitations are often adopted by an institution's board of directors.
The auditor should be generally familiar with lending rules, supervisory
regulations, and lending policies and discuss apparent noncompliance with
management. The auditor should refer to the guidance in SAS No. 54, Illegal
Acts by Clients, if he or she becomes aware of any apparent violations of laws
or regulations.
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Allowance for Credit Losses
Introduction
7.01 Institutions are required to maintain an adequate allowance for
credit losses (allowance). Management is responsible for the timely and periodic determination of the amount of the allowance required. The allowance is
an estimate, requires substantial judgment, and may be difficult to audit. The
independent auditor should obtain reasonable assurance that management has
provided an adequate allowance based on all available and relevant information affecting the loan portfolios.35
7.02 The regulations of the OTS require institutions to internally assess
the quality of asset portfolios, classify those assets if warranted, and establish
adequate valuation allowances (specific and general). No particular system of
internal loan review is mandated by the regulations; rather, institutions
generally devise and implement an asset-classification system tailored to their
specific characteristics. The auditor should be familiar with regulations relating to the classification of assets (12 Code of Federal Regulations [C.F.R.]
Parts 561, 563, and 571).

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
7.03 FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies, is the primary
authoritative standard on the accounting and reporting of loss contingencies,
including credit losses. In accordance with FASB Statement No. 5, an estimated loss from a loss contingency should be accrued by a charge to income if
both of the following conditions are met:
•
Information available prior to issuance of the financial statements
indicates that it is probable that an asset had been impaired or a
liability had been incurred at the date of the financial statements.
•
The amount of the loss can be reasonably estimated.
7.04 The allowance for credit losses should, therefore, be adequate to
cover specifically identified loans, as well as estimated losses inherent in the
loan portfolio, such as loans and pools of loans for which losses are probable but
not identified on a specific loan-by-loan basis.
7.05 Arriving at an appropriate allowance for credit losses necessarily
involves considerable judgment on the part of the institution's management.
Because the allowance and the related provision for losses are key elements of
the financial statements, it is critical that these judgments are made in a
disciplined manner that is based on detailed analyses of the loan portfolio.
Generally, an institution should employ a systematic methodology each period
35
The term loan portfolio refers primarily to loans, credit enhancements, leases, standby
letters of credit, and other commitments to lend. Loans sold with recourse also should be included
in the auditor's evaluation for credit losses. In addition, savings institutions are developing new
financial products that contain elements of credit risk, and normally management considers
including the credit risk associated with these new financial products when determining the
adequacy of the allowance for credit losses. Although the auditor's evaluation of the allowance for
credit losses should include an evaluation of off-balance-sheet financial instruments, it should be
noted that consistent with paragraph 92 of FASB Statement No. 105, Disclosure of Information
about Financial Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk and Financial Instruments with Concentrations of Credit Risk, the nature and amount of allowances or liabilities for credit losses
related to off-balance-sheet financial instruments should be reported separately.
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to determine the amount of loan losses to be reported and should document the
rationale supporting each period's determination.
7.06 It is management's responsibility to maintain a reasonable allowance for credit losses applicable to all categories of loans through periodic
charges to operating expenses. The reasonableness of an allowance should be
judged by considering its adequacy, not the provision charged against income.
Loans should be charged off against the allowance in the period in which the
loans or portions thereof are determined to be uncollectible.
7.07 Allowances for credit losses on specifically identified doubtful or
troubled loans collateralized by real estate should be based on the estimated
net realizable value of the underlying collateral,36 unless the criteria for insubstance foreclosure in Practice Bulletin No. 7, Criteria for Determining
Whether Collateral for a Loan Has Been In-Substance Foreclosed, have been
met. The auditor should refer to paragraphs 7.08 and 7.09, which provide
guidance on the appropriate accounting for in-substance foreclosed assets,
including a writedown to fair value 37 and reclassification in the balance sheet.
As set forth in FASB EITF Consensus No. 87-5, Troubled Debt Restructurings: Interrelationship between FASB Statement No. 15 and the AICPA
Savings and Loan Guide, and FASB Technical Bulletin 79-6, Valuation
Allowances Following Debt Restructuring, FASB Statement No. 5 applies to
the allowance for loan losses on loans that are or have been the subject of
restructurings, as well as to those that are not. The consensus reiterated that
institutions must account for a troubled-debt restructuring in accordance with
FASB Statement No. 15 and must continually assess the collectibility of the
resulting receivable, as required by FASB Statement No. 5.
7.08 In accordance with Practice Bulletin No. 7, if it is probable that a
creditor will not collect all the promised payments on a collateralized loan, the
creditor should determine whether the collateral has been in-substance foreclosed. That determination should be made before determining the loan loss
allowance, because if a creditor determines that the collateral has been insubstance foreclosed, the reporting of the asset should change from that of a
loan receivable to that of another asset—the collateral. The loan should be
reclassified to the category or categories of the collateral, and the loan should
be reduced to the fair value of the collateral, which establishes a new cost basis
in the same manner as a legal foreclosure. A creditor should consider collateral
for a loan in-substance foreclosed if all the following criteria are met:
•
The debtor has little or no equity in the collateral, considering the
current fair value of the collateral.
•
Proceeds for repayment of the loan can be expected to come only
from the operation or sale of the collateral.
•
The debtor has either—
36
Estimated net realizable value means the estimated sales price in a cash or cash equivalent
on subsequent disposition, reduced by the sum of the following estimates: ( a ) direct selling
expenses, such as sales commissions, advertising costs, title policy, and other expenses; ( b ) costs of
completion or improvement; and ( c ) direct holding costs (net of rental or other income), including
taxes, maintenance, insurance, and cost of all capital (debt and equity) during the period they are
to be held.
37
Fair value is defined by FASB Statement No. 15 as the amount that a seller could
reasonably expect to receive in a current sale between a willing buyer and a willing seller, that is,
other than in a forced or liquidation sale. Fair value of assets shall be measured by their market
value if an active market for them exists. If no active market exists for the assets but exists for
similar assets, the selling prices in that market may be helpful in estimating the fair value of the
assets. If no market price is available, a forecast of expected cash flows may aid in estimating the
fair value of assets, provided the expected cash flows are discounted at a rate commensurate with
the risk involved.
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— Formally or effectively abandoned control of the collateral to
the creditor.
— Retained control of the collateral, but because of the current
financial condition of the debtor, or the economic prospects for
the debtor or the collateral in the foreseeable future, it is
doubtful whether the debtor will be able to rebuild equity in the
collateral or otherwise repay the loan in the foreseeable future.
7.09 Loan collateral that is treated as repossessed in substance is classified as real estate in the balance sheet. Such collateral is accounted for at its
fair value, which becomes its new historical cost basis for accounting purposes.
Subsequently, the collateral should be accounted for as real estate, that is, at
the lower of cost (fair value at date of in-substance repossession) or net
realizable value. Chapter 9 provides additional guidance in this area.
7.10 The section of chapter 6 entitled "Financial Statement Presentation
and Disclosure [paragraphs 6.72 and 6.73]" describes financial statement
presentation and disclosure relating to the allowance for credit losses.

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
7.11 When auditing an allowance for credit losses, the auditor is concerned primarily with the valuation assertion embodied in the financial
statements. The audit objective is to determine whether the allowance is
adequate to cover the estimated amount of loss in the loan portfolio at the date
of the balance sheet.
Planning the Audit of the Allowance for Credit Losses
7.12 The loan portfolio is usually the most significant component of an
institution's assets, and the allowance for credit losses is, for the most part,
based on subjective judgments. Accordingly, the allowance is usually considered to be a high-risk audit area. Also, the process of auditing the allowance for
credit losses involves several subjective aspects, and, therefore, experienced
audit personnel, with appropriate industry auditing experience, should supervise or perform this section of the audit. The assigned audit staff should also
understand the lending environment, including credit strategy; credit risk;
and the lending policies, procedures, and control environment of the institution, and should be familiar with other relevant factors, such as related parties
and related-party transactions, economic conditions, and government regulations. The AICPA Auditing Procedure Study, Auditing the Allowance for
Credit Losses of Banks, provides additional guidance to auditors on how to
develop an effective approach to auditing credit losses.
Internal Control Structure
7.13 Understanding the Lending Environment. To plan the audit and
design effective substantive procedures, the auditor needs to understand the
institution's loan portfolio, lending process, loan accounting policies, market
specialty, trade area, and other factors. This section discusses certain characteristics of, and considerations involved in, the lending area. The specific
features will vary from institution to institution.
7.14 Credit strategy—The institution's credit strategy includes its
defined goals and objectives for loans, as well as the written loan policies for
implementing these goals and objectives. A guiding principle in credit strategy
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is to achieve profitable returns while managing risk within the loan portfolio.
Credit strategy and policy should be determined by the board of directors.
7.15 The objectives of a sound credit strategy generally are to identify
profitable markets, set goals for portfolio growth or contraction, and establish
limits on industry and geographic concentrations. Also, a sound credit strategy
normally incorporates credit-underwriting standards as well as procedures and
controls to monitor loan performance through periodic reporting and review
and to identify and monitor problem loans.
7.16 Credit risk—An overriding factor in the credit-granting process is
the degree of credit risk associated with an institution's loans. The degree of
credit risk should be addressed early in the auditor's process of obtaining an
understanding of the institution's business and its control environment. The
auditor should assess the credit risk associated with the lending process. For
individual loans, credit risk pertains to the borrower's ability and willingness
to pay; however, the auditor should also consider additional risks inherent in
the lending process, including—
•
Collateral Risk. Loans collateralized by real estate, both singlefamily residential property and commercial property, are likely to
be a significant component of an institution's loan portfolio. Accordingly, collateral risk is a major factor to be considered when assessing credit risk in a loan portfolio. The institution may be exposed to
loss on collateralized loans if the security interest is not perfected or
the collateral is not otherwise under the institution's control, or if
the value of the collateral declines such that it is insufficient to
cover the loan balance in the event of default by the borrower.
•
Concentration Risk. Inadequate diversification of the loan portfolio
in terms of the range of industries, number of geographic regions, or
number of borrowers represented may result in significant losses.
For example, a high concentration of commercial real estate loans in
a specific geographic region constitutes concentration risk. If the
region were to experience economic problems accompanied by a
declining real estate market, the institution might be exposed to
significant losses.
•
Management Risk. Management's competence, judgment, and
integrity in originating, disbursing, supervising, collecting, and
reviewing loans can have a significant effect on the collectibility of
the loans.
•
Operations Risk. Funds might be disbursed without proper loan
authorization; collateral documentation; or loan documentation,
including records of security interests and title insurance. Failure to
evaluate and monitor potentially uncollectible loans also constitutes
an operations risk.
•
Fraud or Insider-Abuse Risk. An institution's exposure to loss may
increase if loans are not bona fide or if they are not granted in an
arms-length transaction. Similarly, loans extended to executive
officers, directors, and principal shareholders of the institution (and
related interests of such insiders) may expose the institution to loss
if related parties have little credit history, are newly organized, or
are highly leveraged enterprises with insufficient collateral and
inadequate financial information. Transactions such as these may
violate the institution's normal lending policies and procedures as
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well as laws and regulations. SAS No. 53, The Auditor's Responsibility to Detect and Report Errors and Irregularities, provides that the
auditor has a responsibility to assess the risk of a material misstatement of the financial statements caused by irregularities. Also,
guidance on the auditor's responsibility when a possible illegal act is
detected is provided by SAS No. 54, Illegal Acts by Clients.
7.17 Lending policies, procedures, and control environment—Definitive
lending policies, comprehensive procedures for implementing the policies, and
sound controls over the lending function and management reporting system
are essential to maintaining the quality and safety of the loan portfolio and to
ensuring the reliability of financial records. The auditor should have an
understanding of the institution's lending environment, lending policies and
procedures, and control environment before designing specific audit procedures. The lending process can be broadly divided into the following activities:
( a ) credit origination and disbursement, ( b ) credit monitoring, (c) collection,
and ( d ) internal loan review.
7.18 Credit origination and disbursement—Credit origination involves all
the processes from the original request for credit to the disbursement of funds
to the borrower. Specific credit-origination control features usually include—
a.
Credit initiation, which includes obtaining complete and informative loan applications, including financial statements and a statement of the intended use of the proceeds.
b.
Credit investigation, which includes—
•
Credit reports or other independent investigations.
•
An analysis of customer credit information, including determination of projected sources of loan servicing and repayment.
•
A review of guarantors.
c.
Loan approval (for both new and renewed loans), which includes—
•
Limits on loan approvals according to officers' expertise, administrative authority, or both.
• Approval by an appropriate committee, the board of directors,
or both, for loans exceeding prescribed limits.
•
Segregation of duties between the loan approval function and
the disbursement and collection functions.
• Verification of collateral ownership and control, including lien
searches and documentation of the priority of security interests.
•
Determination of the collateral margin, that is, the loan-tovalue ratio.
d.
Documentation of credit, or the inspection of supporting documents
for proper form, completeness, and accuracy by someone other than
the lending officer.
e.
Perfection of collateral interest, or proper security filings and
recording of liens.
f.
Disbursements of loan proceeds, or, to the extent possible, control of
disbursement to ensure that proceeds are used for the borrower's
stated loan purpose.
7.19 Credit monitoring—The nature and extent of credit-monitoring
procedures generally vary by loan type and amount. For commercial loans, for
instance, institutions normally monitor credit quality by analyzing a borrower's periodic financial statements, reassessing collateral values, making
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periodic visits to the borrower's place of operation, reviewing industry trends
and developments, and evaluating the borrower's debt-service requirements
and ability to perform. On the other hand, monitoring single-family residential
mortgage loans or consumer installment loans is generally less extensive,
unless the loans are delinquent. Management reports concerning loan activity,
renewals, and delinquencies are vital to the timely identification of problem
loans. Further, such information forms a critical part of an institution's
system for establishing an allowance for credit losses. The institution's procedures and controls are important for identifying when loans should be placed
on nonaccrual status, reserved for, or charged off. Most institutions have
written policies covering nonaccrual status, the timing of charge-offs, and so
on. For example, a typical policy requires nonaccrual status when reasonable
doubt exists about the full, timely collection of interest or principal, or when
interest or principal payments are ninety days or more past due.
7.20 Collection—Problem loans identified in accordance with an institution's established criteria are normally monitored, restructured, or sold, as
appropriate. The institution usually attempts to work with the customer to
remedy a delinquency. Sometimes the debt is restructured to include terms the
customer can satisfy; at other times, the institution obtains additional collateral to support the loan. However, when the loan is delinquent for a specified
period of time, as normally defined in the institution's lending policy, the
institution may begin legal proceedings, such as foreclosure or repossession
proceedings, to recover any outstanding principal and interest.
7.21 Internal loan review—Periodic review by institution personnel of the
overall lending process and of certain individual loans is essential to assessing
the quality of the loan portfolio and the lending process. Internal loan review
should be conducted by institution personnel who are independent of the
credit-origination, disbursement, supervision, and collection functions. Internal loan review, however, is not a substitute for continuous credit monitoring
by the lending staff. The specific lines of reporting depend on the complexity
of the institution's organizational structure, but these personnel should report
directly to the board of directors or audit committee. Internal loan review may
be performed by an institution's specifically assigned staff, or may be incorporated within an internal audit function. As is the case with the credit
monitoring process, the nature and extent of internal loan review procedures
generally vary by loan type and may include, for example, periodic review of
certain types of commercial loans; review of single-family residential mortgage
loans is usually limited to delinquencies and a sample of current-year originations.
7.22 Internal loan review encompasses several distinct activities. The
principal emphasis is on determining whether a loan conforms to the institution's loan policies and is likely to perform in accordance with the agreed-on
terms and conditions. The review includes analyzing the borrower's financial
statements, reviewing performance since origination or last renewal, and
determining if sufficient credit information is available to assess the borrower's current financial condition and ability to service the debt.
7.23 The contents of a loan file normally are reviewed to determine if
credit reports, appraisals, and other third-party information existed before
granting or renewing credit, and if the quality of such information supported,
and continues to support, the credit decision and current loan classification of
the credit-monitoring personnel. If the loan is secured or guaranteed, collateral
is reviewed to determine whether it is under the institution's control, whether
security interests have been perfected, and whether guarantees have been
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executed properly. The value of collateral is also normally estimated at the
review date to identify deficiencies in collateral margins.
7.24 Internal loan review may also identify weaknesses in the lending
process or in the lending officers' skills in originating, supervising, and collecting loans. Results of internal loan reviews should be documented, and may be
summarized in the form of subjective ratings of individual loans that are
similar to regulatory examination classifications. In addition, the internal loan
review process may result in the need for a specific allocation of the allowance
for credit losses.
7.25 Tests of Controls. If the auditor intends to assess control risk in the
allowance-for-credit-losses area at below the maximum, he or she should
perform tests of controls directed toward the operating effectiveness of lending
procedures, including the extent and quality of internal loan review and
internal loan classifications.
7.26 Effective internal loan review and internal audit departments can
provide valuable assistance to the auditor and permit him or her to increase
audit efficiency. Discussions with internal loan review and internal audit staff
can provide the auditor with information concerning loan customers, relatedparty transactions, and account histories that may not be readily available
elsewhere. Also, because the internal audit department is sometimes directly
involved in implementing accounting systems and control procedures, it can
provide the auditor with important system descriptions of these elements of
the internal control structure.
7.27 Sometimes, the internal loan review and internal audit departments'
testing procedures are of such quality that the auditor can assess control risk
in the allowance-for-credit-losses area at below the maximum. However, the
assessment of control risk, combined with the consideration of the internal
auditor's work, ordinarily cannot alone reduce audit risk to a level that
eliminates the need for the auditor to directly perform testing of assertions
related to the allowance for credit losses. SAS No. 65, The Auditor's Consideration of the Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial Statements,
provides guidance on arrangements with internal auditors and other internal
personnel who perform an internal audit function.

Substantive Procedures
7.28 The nature, timing, and extent of substantive procedures in the
credit-loss-allowance area are dependent on the auditor's assessment of inherent risk and control risks. In making that assessment, the auditor should
consider the following factors:
•
The local, national, and international economic and environmental
conditions affecting an institution and its borrowers
•
The experience, competence, and depth of an institution's lending
management and staff
•
Lending, charge-off, collection, and recovery policies and procedures
•
The composition of the loan portfolio
•
The total amount of loans and problem loans, including delinquent
and nonaccrual loans, by officer
•
Trends in loan volume by major categories, especially categories
experiencing rapid growth, and in delinquencies, nonaccrual, and
restructured loans
•
Concentrations of loans to individuals and their related interests,
industries, and geographic regions
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•

The size of individual credit exposures (for example, few large loans
versus numerous small loans)
•
Any identified potential problem loans, including loans classified by
the institution or regulatory examiners
•
Previous loss and recovery experience, including timeliness of
charge-offs
•
Results of regulatory examinations
•
Related-party lending
•
The operating effectiveness of internal loan review and internal
audit functions
7.29 Audit Approach to Loan Review. The auditor's primary responsibility when reviewing the allowance for credit losses is to evaluate its adequacy as a whole. Because the risk and other inherent characteristics of the
individual loan categories vary, the nature and extent of the auditor's separate
review of each category usually also varies.
7.30 Loans reviewed in the aggregate—Loan categories, such as singlefamily residential real estate mortgages, consumer loans, and credit card
loans, are generally evaluated on an aggregate or "pool" basis. The auditor's
review usually focuses on the effectiveness of, and adherence to, sound procedures for such loans, rather than on the details of individual loans. Unless
unusual circumstances exist, reviewing and testing an institution's procedures
for establishing the allowance for credit losses and for reviewing delinquency
status reports should permit the auditor to evaluate the adequacy of the
allowance required for these loan categories. The auditor should test the
completeness and accuracy of the delinquency reports and other documentation prepared by the institution on which he or she relies. Historical annual
charge-off experience, the trend in delinquency and average losses per loan in
light of the average remaining lives of loans, the consistency of application of
lending policies and procedures, and current economic conditions should be
considered.
7.31 Loans reviewed individually—An evaluation of commercial real
estate loans and commercial-business loans normally requires a more detailed
review because the number of individual loans generally is large, the types of
borrowers and the purposes of the loans may be dissimilar, and because such
loans generally have inherently different risk characteristics. Further, a relatively small number of potential losses often can significantly affect the
adequacy of the allowance. The auditor typically selects certain commercial
loans for inclusion in the detailed loan file review. The selection of these loans
generally includes (a) a stratum of large loan balances above specified
amounts, based on the auditor's preliminary judgment about materiality and
the amount considered material to this segment of the loan portfolio; (b) all
problem loans above a certain threshold, usually lower than the amount used
to select large loans; and (c) loans considered significant for other reasons, such
as loans to related parties or loans to companies in a troubled industry. The
auditor generally considers the coverage of the loan portfolio, and may decide
to select additional loans for review without regard to size or other specific
criteria. When reviewing loans, the auditor should be concerned with the total
credit exposure of the borrower, including standby letters of credit and
commitments to lend, not just outstanding loan balances.
7.32 Sources for identifying problem loans—A number of sources can
indicate potential problem loans, including the regulators' recent examination
reports, which generally disclose classified loans and certain statistics regarding these classifications. The regulatory examination reports are important
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sources of evidential matter to the auditor in determining the nature, timing,
and extent of the auditor's tests. A refusal by management to allow the
independent auditor to review communications from, or to communicate with,
the examiner ordinarily constitutes a limitation on the scope of the audit
sufficient to preclude an opinion.
7.33 When a regulatory examination is in progress, the auditor normally
should discuss the status and preliminary findings of the examination with the
examiners. See chapter 1 for further discussion of the auditor's responsibility
for making inquiries of representatives of financial institution regulatory
agencies.
7.34 Additional matters to consider concerning potential problem loans
include:
•
Various internally generated listings, such as "watch list" loans,
past-due loans, loans on nonaccrual and restructured status, loans to
insiders (including directors and officers), and overdrafts.
•
Management reports of total loan amounts by borrower that assist
in identifying significant exposures and concentrations.
•
Historical loss experience by type of loan.
•
Loan files lacking current financial data related to borrowers and
guarantors.
•
Borrowers experiencing problems such as operating losses, marginal
working capital, inadequate cash flow, or business interruptions.
•
Loans secured by collateral that is not readily marketable or that is
susceptible to deterioration in realizable value.
•
Loans to borrowers in industries experiencing economic instability.
•
Experience and turnover of loan officers. (This may be considered
when determining the scope of specific loans to review.)
•
Loan-documentation and compliance-exception reports.
7.35 Additionally, indications of troubled loans include the following:
•
The underlying collateral is unable to generate enough cash flow to
pay the projected legal obligation under the loan agreement.
•
The terms of a debt have been modified in a troubled-debt restructuring, or a restructuring is probable.
•
The creditworthiness of the borrower is in doubt because of pending
or ongoing bankruptcy proceedings, liens filed against the borrower's
assets, and so on. Therefore, the loan is considered collateral-dependent, as repayment of the loan will come from operations or disposal
of the collateral.
•
Adverse market condition related to sales, rentals, or other external
factors cast doubt on the economic viability of the project that
collateralizes the loan.
•
The collateral has significantly deteriorated.
•
Significant defaults, including missed payments of either principal
or interest, have been incurred under the terms of the loan agreement.
•
The project that collateralizes the loan experiences construction
delays, cost overruns, or changes in concept or plan (for example,
the conversion of a condominium project to an apartment project).
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7.36 Some of the kinds of information listed above usually can be found in
reports that are prepared by the institution and that are independent of the
general ledger and the controls over the general ledger. To the extent that such
information is used by the auditor in performing substantive tests, it should be
tested by the auditor for completeness and accuracy. For example, delinquent
loans may be traced from the subsidiary ledgers to delinquency reports, and
vice versa. Tracing from the subsidiary ledger to the delinquency report tests
both completeness and accuracy; tracing from the delinquency report tests
only accuracy. In this example, of course, the auditor would also need to be
satisfied with the completeness and accuracy of the subsidiary ledgers which
may already have been tested through confirmation and other detail testwork.
7.37 Use of Loan-Classification Systems. If individual balances are
relatively large, management normally reviews loans for collectibility on a
loan-by-loan basis. Loans may be assigned a rating or grade by individual loan,
type of loan, borrower's industry, or a combination of these factors, and then a
potential loss factor or range of loss by rating or grade. An auditor reviews
individual loan files to gain assurance that management has identified and
considered all significant loans with credit weaknesses or other types of
potential collection problems. Individual loan reviews normally consider information from credit files, examiners' reports, internal loan review reports,
interviews with loan officers, loan history analyses, and public information. In
performing this review, the auditor prepares documentation that will enable
conclusions to be summarized in an orderly fashion. If management uses a
uniform classification system that consistently identifies the loss, or range of
loss, associated with a loan or a group of loans, the auditor may consider using
similar classifications to facilitate testing of the institution's accumulation of
its allowance for credit losses.
7.38 Regulatory examiners have a system for categorizing the range of
risk identified in the loan review process, and institutions use similar categories in their internal loan review process. In general, however, the regulators
designate loans* in whole or in part (since a loan can have components of more
than one category), according to the degree of risk of loss, as follows:
•
Unclassified. Unclassified loans are not considered a greater-thannormal risk. The borrower apparently has the ability to satisfy its
obligations to the institution, and therefore, no loss in ultimate
collection is anticipated.
•
Special Mention. Special-mention loans are presently protected by
the current financial condition and paying capacity of the obligor or
by any collateral pledged, but are mentioned by the regulators as
being potentially weak and constituting an undue and unwarranted
credit risk, though not to the point of justifying the classification of
substandard. Examples of such conditions are—
— Poor lending practices that result in significant defects in the
loan agreement, security agreement, guarantee agreement, or
other documentation, and the deteriorating condition of, or lack
of control over, collateral. (In other words, these are conditions
that may jeopardize the institution's ability to enforce loan
terms or that reduce the protection from secondary repayment
sources.)
— Lack of information about the borrower or guarantors, including
stale financial information or lack of current collateral valuations.
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•

•

•

— Economic or market conditions that in the future may affect
the borrower's ability to meet scheduled repayments. These
may be evidenced by adverse profitability, liquidity, or leverage
trends in the borrower's financial statements.
Substandard. Substandard loans are inadequately protected by the
current financial condition and paying capacity of the obligor or by
any collateral pledged. Loans so classified must have a well-defined
weakness or weaknesses that jeopardize the liquidation of the debt.
They are characterized by the distinct possibility that the institution may sustain some loss if the deficiencies are not corrected.
Doubtful. Doubtful loans have all the weaknesses inherent in those
classified as substandard, with the added characteristic that
existing facts, conditions, and values make collection or liquidation
in full highly improbable. The possibility of loss is extremely high,
but because of certain important and reasonably specific pending
factors that may work to the advantage and strengthening of the
asset, its classification as a loss is deferred until a more exact status
may be determined. Pending factors include mergers, acquisitions,
liquidation procedures, capital injections, additional collateral, new
financing sources, or additional guarantors.
Loss. Loans classified as a loss are considered uncollectible and
should not continue to be recorded as assets, although this classification does not mean that the loan has absolutely no recovery or
salvage value. However, the amount of loss is difficult to measure,
and the loans should be charged off in the period in which they are
deemed uncollectible.

7.39 Evaluating the Adequacy of the Allowance for Credit Losses.
In evaluating the amount or range of loss associated with an individual loan,
the auditor reviews the expected sources of repayment and the apparent
ability of the borrower to generate such repayment. In instances in which the
repayment depends on the liquidation of collateral, the auditor, in reviewing
the value of the collateral, considers whether the collateral will be liquidated
in the normal course of business or in a manner that will cause a lesser value to
be realized.
7.40 If a loan is secured by collateral, a careful evaluation and valuation
of that collateral is necessary. The auditor typically evaluates the security
interest in the collateral to determine if it has been perfected through the
execution and recording of the appropriate legal documents. The auditor also
reviews the reasonableness of the institution's collateral valuation by referring
to quoted market prices or other pertinent information, such as appraisals and
engineering reports. The auditor may also test to determine the existence of
collateral through physical observation, independent confirmation, or other
appropriate procedures. The allowance for credit losses on real estate loans is
frequently based on information obtained from real estate appraisals. If
reliance is placed on these appraisals, then the auditor should refer to the
requirements of SAS No. 11, Using the Work of a Specialist, when using the
work of such specialists.
7.41 When the repayment of a loan is predicated primarily on the
borrower's ability to generate funds from profitable operations, the auditor
reviews the institution's analysis of the borrower's financial resources, liquidity and future cash flows, and other financial forecasts. These financial data
may be measured against both historical and forecast trends and norms for
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both the borrower under review and the industry in which the borrower
operates. It is preferable that this type of loan be supported by current
audited financial statements, although financial statements that have been
reviewed or compiled by the borrower's accountant or prepared internally by
the borrower may be acceptable.
7.42 For loans supported by personal guarantees, the auditor may perform a review of the borrower's ability to pay. However, if it is obvious that an
expectation of repayment is based primarily on the creditworthiness of the
guarantor, the financial statements and other information of the guarantor
also are reviewed as if the guarantor were the borrower. Further, it is
important to consider the extent of, as well as the institution's policies and
practices for, the pursuit of guarantees. The substance of a guarantee depends
on (a) the ability and willingness of the guarantor to perform under the
guarantee, (b) the practicality of enforcing the guarantee in the applicable
jurisdiction, (c) the scope of the guarantee, and (d) a demonstrated intent to
enforce a guarantee. Even if the guarantee is legally enforceable, business
reasons that might preclude the institution from enforcing the guarantee
should be assessed.
7.43 In evaluating loans, the auditor should avoid the following:
•

Overreliance on collateral, or a failure to look beyond collateral
values and perceive a financial weakness in the borrower. Collateral
values and liquidity often tend to decline in periods when they are
most needed to protect against loan losses. For example, if an
oversupply in the real estate market causes lower-than-projected
occupancy rates, creating cash flow problems for the borrower, the
protection afforded by the collateral is diminished.

•

Inadequate collateral appraisals, or a failure to critically review
appraisals to understand the methods employed, assumptions made,
and limitations inherent in the appraisal process, including undue
reliance on internal appraisals. Appraisal methods and assumptions
may be inappropriate for the circumstances at hand. For example,
real estate appraisals made on the income approach are not usually
appropriate for incomplete projects or in circumstances in which
operating conditions have changed. The auditor should refer to the
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Guide for the Use of Real
Estate Appraisal Information, which addresses the auditor's understanding of the real estate appraisal process and the auditor's use of
real estate appraisal information.

•

Outdated or unreliable financial information. Financial information
should be current and complete, particularly for borrowers who are
sensitive to cyclical fluctuations or who demonstrate significant
growth or changes in operating philosophy and markets.

•

Excessive renewals or unrealistic terms, or a reliance on current or
performing-as-agreed status. Excessive renewals, unrealistic terms,
and interest capitalization may be indications of a transaction that
has been structured to obscure weaknesses.

•

Overlooking self-dealing of directors or large shareholders who
improperly use their positions to obtain excessive extensions of
credit on an unsound basis.
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Dependence on management representations, or an undue reliance
on management representations when there is no supporting evidence.

7.44 An institution's management is responsible for summarizing and
documenting its evaluation of the loan portfolio's collectibility. The auditor
should review management's documentation and consider whether management has incorporated such factors as changes in the nature and volume of the
portfolio; overall portfolio quality; loan concentration; trends in the level of
delinquent and classified loans; specific problem loans, leases, and commitments; and current and anticipated economic conditions that may affect the
borrower's ability to pay. It is important to consider current relevant data in
calculating the allowance rather than to consider the loan-loss exposure only
from a historical viewpoint.
7.45 There are various methods by which management can estimate its
allowance for credit losses; no single method is preferable. The auditor should
consider whether the method used is consistent, comprehensive, logical, and
relevant to the institution's particular circumstances, and whether the calculation is comprehensive, taking into account the risks inherent in the various
types of lending. In estimating its allowance for credit losses, management
should not rely on calculating the allowance as a percentage of total loans
based on similar allowance percentages of peer institutions, because such a
method does not ensure that an adequate allowance for credit losses has been
established.
7.46 The auditor may perform overall analytical tests of the reasonableness of the allowance. These analytical tests may use statistics relating to the
allowance for credit losses as compared to related accounts, net charge-off
rates, and nonperforming loans.
7.47 Although the entire allowance for credit losses is available for losses,
the allowance typically consists of the following components:
•
A specific portion for specifically identified doubtful or troubled
loans based on estimated net realizable value of the underlying
collateral. If the loan meets the criteria for in-substance foreclosure
in Practice Bulletin No. 7, the amount should be written down to
fair value and classified as other real estate. See chapter 9 for
further information on this topic.
•
A specific portion for pools of loans (for example, consumer loans,
residential real estate mortgages, and credit card loans)
•
A specific portion for pools of classified loans
•
A specific portion for pools of credit instruments (for example,
standby letters of credit and other commitments to lend)
•
A general portion for all other loans and credit instruments
7.48 Normally, a range of loss, or an estimated loss percentage, is
associated with each component, or with each segment within a component,
that is other than the component of specifically identified loans. The percentage is then applied to the components or segments to determine the estimate
of loss for each. Tests should be performed to provide reasonable assurance
that loans are not included in more than one component or segment, or that
they are improperly excluded from a component or segment. The estimated
losses associated with the individual components are then accumulated to
obtain the total allowance for credit losses.
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7.49 The amounts provided for individual loans and pools of loans should
be supplemented by a general portion for inherent losses. That amount should
be based on judgments regarding risk of misstatement in the specific allowance for individual loans and pools of loans, exposures existing in the loan
portfolio, and other relevant factors. Accordingly, the allowance for credit
losses should be adequate to cover specifically identified loans, as well as loans
and pools of loans for which losses are probable but not identifiable on a
specific loan-by-loan basis.
7.50 The auditor should consider whether management's calculation of
the allowance for credit losses is within a range acceptable to the auditor,
given the auditor's preliminary judgment about materiality levels and the
amount considered material to the allowance. If the calculation is outside the
acceptable range, the auditor should request management to provide additional information that the auditor can use to reassess the evaluation. If
management's calculation is still outside the acceptable range, the auditor
should advise management to make an appropriate adjustment. If management fails to make an appropriate adjustment, the auditor should qualify the
opinion or express an adverse opinion, depending on the materiality of the
difference between management's calculation and the closest end of the range
the auditor believes is best supported by the audit evidence.
7.51 In Consensus No. 85-44, Difference between Loan Loss Allowances
for GAAP and RAP, the FASB's EITF reached a consensus that an institution
could record different loan loss allowances under RAP and GAAP as the
amounts computed by preparers of financial statements and regulators may
differ due to the subjectivity involved in estimating the amount of loss or the
use of arbitrary factors by regulators; however, auditors should be particularly
skeptical in the case of GAAP/RAP differences and must justify them based
on the particular facts and circumstances. Differences between an allowance
for credit losses determined according to GAAP and an allowance for credit
losses determined by regulators is a RAP-GAAP difference and should be
disclosed and reconciled in the notes to the financial statements. The discussion of differences between GAAP capital as reported and regulatory capital in
chapter 14, "Equity," provides additional guidance.
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Mortgage-Banking Activities
Introduction
8.01 Mortgage-banking activities primarily consist of the origination or
acquisition of loans for resale to investors in the secondary market and of the
subsequent servicing of these loans. Loans can be grouped together and sold
outright, or they can be pooled and securitized with or without the guarantee
of a federally sponsored agency. When loans are securitized and guaranteed by
agencies such as the FHLMC, GNMA, and FNMA, their marketability is
significantly enhanced. These agencies act as guarantors and investors. With
the development of securitized mortgage-loan instruments such as MBSs,
CMOs, and other mortgage securities, federal agencies shifted their emphasis
from merely holding loans to developing and supporting mortgage instruments
that are highly liquid and attract a more diverse group of investors in the
secondary market.
8.02 Mortgage financing that normally is collateralized by residential
property generally is originated by institutions (mortgagees) directly with the
purchasers (mortgagors) of the real estate; the market for this financing is
referred to as the primary-mortgage market. Direct investment by institutions
in the primary-mortgage market may not result in efficient channeling of
funds to the housing market because of regional disparities in the supply of,
and demand for, mortgage funds. In response, a secondary-mortgage market
has been created through government-related agencies to eliminate regional
disparities and provide additional mortgage funds in areas where demand
exceeds supply.
8.03 The GNMA and the FHLMC have participated in the development
and widespread adoption of MBSs as a means of financing home loans. Since
1970, the U.S. government has guaranteed, under GNMA sponsorship, timely
payments of principal and interest on securities that are issued by private
financial institutions and backed by pools of government-insured or government-guaranteed mortgages. GNMA pass-through securities provide for
monthly installments of interest on the unpaid balance at the securities' stated
certificate rate as well as payment of scheduled principal amortization,
regardless of the delinquency status of the underlying collateral, together with
any prepayment or other recoveries of principal. GNMA pass-through securities are issued by mortgage bankers, savings institutions, and banks that
originate FHA and VA mortgages. Instead of selling the mortgages outright or
financing them through deposits or other debt, the issuer forms a pool of
mortgages, and sells pass-through securities. The issuer collects the mortgage
payments and, after deducting servicing fees, remits monthly to the certificate
holders.
8.04 Created by Congress in 1970, the FHLMC has as its primary
objective the development of a national secondary market in conventional
mortgages. Generally, the FHLMC purchases conventional mortgage loans
from financial institutions the deposits of which are insured by a U.S. government agency. In 1974, it began to sell mortgage-participation certificates,
which are similar to GNMA pass-through securities, although they are not
backed by the full faith and credit of either the U.S. government or the
Federal Home Loan Banks. These certificates represent an ownership interest
in pools of conventional mortgages purchased by the FHLMC. The FHLMC
guarantees the monthly pass-through of interest, the scheduled amortization
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of principal, and the ultimate repayment of principal. Participation certificates are marketed directly by the FHLMC and by a group of securities
dealers who also maintain a secondary market in seasoned issues.
8.05 GNMA pass-through securities and FHLMC participation certificates are bought and sold in a variety of arrangements, including repurchasereverse repurchase agreements and dollar repurchase-dollar reverse repurchase
agreements.
8.06 Access to the secondary-mortgage market provides an important
source of liquidity for savings institutions. To remain competitive, savings
institutions have maintained increasingly rate-sensitive deposit bases. A variable-rate funding structure cannot finance long-term, fixed-rate investments
without significant loss exposure in rising interest-rate environments. The
ability to generate mortgage loans for resale provides an alternative source of
funds. In addition, access to the secondary market provides savings institutions with opportunities to restructure their existing longer term portfolios.

Mortgage-Banking Activities
8.07 When loans are originated for resale, the origination process includes
not only finding an investor for a borrower, but also preparing the loan
documents to fit the investor's requirements. Chapter 6 discusses key underwriting and documentation criteria for FHA-insured, VA-guaranteed, and
conventional mortgage loans. When loans are originated for resale to government agencies as well as other private investors, compliance with specific
standards governing documentation, appraisal, mortgage insurance, loan
terms, and borrower qualifications is normally required. Investors typically
perform a review of the underlying documentation prior to consummation of
the sale. Individual loans that fail to meet specified criteria are eliminated
from the pool of loans eligible for sale. If exceptions cannot be corrected,
alternative investors may be found, or the loan may be transferred to the
institution's long-term portfolio. In some cases underwriting exceptions identified subsequent to the sale of loans may subject the originating institution to
additional recourse risk if the borrower defaults on the loan.
8.08 The extent to which loans are originated for resale differs for each
institution. Factors such as liquidity, interest-rate exposure, management
policy, and capital considerations influence the nature and extent of mortgagebanking activities within an institution. One institution may manage its
interest-rate-risk position by intentionally selling all of the fixed-rate loans it
originates, whereas another institution may originate a variety of both fixedand variable-rate loan products for resale.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
Loans Held for Sale
8.09 FASB Statement No. 65, Accounting for Certain Mortgage Banking
Activities, states that mortgage loans and mortgage-backed securities held for
sale shall be reported at the lower of cost or market value, determined as of the
balance sheet date and that either the aggregate or individual loan basis may
be used in determining the lower of cost or market value for each type of loan.
In evaluating the valuation of loans held for sale, the independent auditor
should consider the following:
•
The value of committed loans should be based on actual commitment prices. The auditor should consider the counterparty's ability
to honor its commitment to purchase the loans. The contractual
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service fee should be reviewed for comparability with market trends
to determine that the valuation is in accordance with FASB Statement No. 65. The use of the value of loan-servicing rights to offset or
eliminate unrealized valuation losses should be considered only if a
fixed contract exists for the sale of servicing on identifiable loans
held for sale.
•
The market value of uncommitted loans should be based on the
market in which the mortgage-banking enterprise normally operates
(for example the auditor should determine whether servicing is
retained or released, and so on).
•
Changes in the valuation allowance should be included in the determination of net income.
•
Loans that are to be transferred from loans held for resale to longterm investments should be valued at the lower of cost or market at
the transfer date.
8.10 If loans are classified as held for investment and carried at cost,
documentation of the intention to originate loans for investment should be
present to support this treatment. In evaluating whether loans are held for
sale or investment, the auditor should consider management policy and practices, and whether management has the ability and intent to hold the loans for
the foreseeable future or until maturity. The auditor should be satisfied that
all loans held for sale within a loan portfolio are properly identified and
accounted for at the lower of cost or market.

Sales of Loans
8.11 In accounting for sales of loans, the objectives are to recognize, in the
period of sale, the economic gain or loss from the transaction and to avoid
recognizing, in that period, income or expense attributable to future periods.
Generally, variable-rate loans are sold at stated rates with the measurement of
gain or loss based on a premium or discount on the face value of the portfolio
to be sold. Generally, fixed-rate loans are sold at a discount or premium to
provide a specified yield to the investor. The corresponding gain or loss is
based on the difference between the actual or stated yield of the loans to be
sold and the contractual yield to the investor. The stated yield on a pool of
loans is the calculated weighted average interest rate for that pool. If servicing
rights are retained, then normal servicing-fee rates determined in accordance
with FASB Technical Bulletin No. 87-3, Accounting for Mortgage Servicing
Fees or Rights, must be deducted from the stated yield to determine the
interest spread. Consistent with FASB EITF Consensus No. 88-11, Allocation
of Recorded Investment when a Loan or Part of a Loan is Sold, gain or loss is
then determined by capitalizing the present value of the interest spread
inherent in the stream of payments over the estimated life of the loans. The
rate used to discount should be similar to that demanded by the market for a
similar instrument. See chapter 6 for additional guidance on the determination
of gains and losses on loan sales. The resulting premium (that is, the excess
servicing asset) or discount (liability) should be deferred and amortized in
such a manner as to result in a constant rate of interest when applied to the
uncollected balance of the underlying loans. Accordingly, prepayments of the
underlying loans directly affect the asset or liability valuation and should be
evaluated continually to ensure that amortization is appropriate.
8.12 FASB Statement No. 65 establishes authoritative standards for
accounting for loan sale transactions. FASB Technical Bulletin No. 87-3
provides additional guidance on accounting for mortgage servicing fees and
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rights. The FASB's EITF has also issued guidance on a variety of mortgagebanking issues, including sales of participations and implications of prepayments on the valuation of deferred-loan-sale premiums. OTS regulations and
memorandums (principally its Technical Bulletin No. 43, Thrift Activities
Handbook and Service Corporations Handbook), also address these issues.
Because of the complexity and variety of issues associated with loan sale
transactions, FASB pronouncements and OTS regulations should be consulted
when an institution's financial statements include such transactions.

Sales of Loans With Recourse
8.13 Institutions may sell loans on a "with recourse" basis to a government agency or private investors. This may be done to deliver loans to a
particular investor's commitment or program, to obtain a better price, or both.
Because of the increased risk of delinquency and foreclosure, an institution's
management should evaluate its contingent liability with respect to such loans
and establish an allowance to cover loss exposure. Chapter 6 provides further
guidance on evaluating reserve requirements for recourse receivables. FASB

Statement No. 77, Reporting by Transferors for Transfers of Receivables with
Recourse, provides guidance regarding sales of loans with recourse.

Servicing
8.14 Institutions involved in the origination and subsequent sale of loans,
in return for a fee, often retain the rights and obligations to service such loans
for the buyer. The servicing fee is generally expressed as a percentage of the
outstanding loan balance and is collected from the monthly remittances of the
borrower. In most cases, the service fee rate is specified contractually. However, in some cases, loans may be sold on a net-yield basis with no specified
service-fee rate.
8.15 Servicing rights and obligations include collecting mortgage principal, interest, and escrow payments; remitting these payments to the appropriate parties; and maintaining records of loan payments. The servicing
institution has custody of escrow payments until the tax and insurance
amounts are due and is then responsible for the timely payment of these
amounts. Also, it is the servicer's responsibility to take action if the loan
becomes delinquent and, if necessary, to execute foreclosure proceedings to
protect the investor's interest in the property. In some instances, mortgage
servicers can initiate foreclosure action only with the approval of the investor.
In other cases, the servicer will "buy the loan" from the pool and will pursue
collection without concern for the investor. Some servicing agreements require
payments to be placed in escrow or other accounts outside the control of the
servicer. In some instances, mortgage servicers can initiate foreclosure action
only with the approval of the investor. In other cases, the servicer will buy the
loan from the pool and will pursue collection without concern for the investor.
This method is common for GNMA pools. The auditor should be familiar with
the requirements of each individual servicing agreement.
8.16 In addition to the fee income they generate, servicing rights have an
intrinsic value that derives from the servicer's ability to invest the float that
results from payments that were received from borrowers but have not yet
passed on to the owners of the loans. Components of the intrinsic value of
servicing rights include ancillary income, such as late-payment charges and
prepayment charges. Accordingly, servicing rights, either separately or as part
of a loan, generally are readily purchased and sold. If loans previously have
been sold with servicing retained, a subsequent sale of servicing rights generally results in income recognition, subject to conventional revenue-recognition
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rules and regulatory approval of the transfer of servicing. Conversely, purchased servicing rights may be capitalized and amortized against future
service-fee income. If servicing is sold and the related loans are retained,
immediate income recognition is inappropriate. Gains or losses on the sale of
servicing rights when the loans are retained are recognized as adjustments to
the yield of the related loans.

Purchased Servicing Rights
8.17 When servicing rights are purchased, the amount capitalized represents the buyer's estimate of the present value of the future revenue stream of
net servicing fees. The valuation process involves making assumptions about
the expected life of the loans and related outstanding average principal
balances, anticipated delinquencies and foreclosure losses, estimated escrow
balances, and so on. Because these assumptions may not be realized, it is
extremely important that the recoverability of the asset be evaluated periodically.
8.18 FASB Statement No. 65 and FASB Technical Bulletin No. 87-3,
provide guidance on the accounting treatment of purchased servicing assets
recorded upon acquisition of a loan. FASB EITF Consensus Nos. 85-13, Sale of
Mortgage Servicing Rights on Mortgages Owned by Others; 86-38, Implications of Mortgage Prepayments on Amortization of Servicing Rights; and
86-39, Gains from the Sale of Mortgage Loans with Servicing Rights Retained,
provide guidance on purchased servicing valuation, implications of prepayments, and the impact on the purchased servicing asset of gains on the
subsequent sale of underlying loans.

Sale of Servicing Rights
8.19 The contractual right to service loans generally represents a significant asset of an institution. Internally originated servicing rights relating to
the institution's loan origination are not reflected on an institution's balance
sheet, while purchased servicing rights are recognized. If servicing is sold but
the related loans are retained, immediate income recognition is inappropriate
until the underlying loans are sold. These servicing rights, as already discussed, have significant value, and a ready market exists for them. Thus, an
institution's portfolio of servicing rights represents a potential source of
earnings and capital, provided that the underlying loans have already been
sold.
8.20 Generally, three to six months elapse between the issuance of a
contract to sell servicing and the actual delivery of the loan portfolio to be
serviced. These delays may result from the purchaser's inability to accept
immediate delivery, the seller's inability to immediately transfer the servicing
records and loan files, delays in obtaining necessary regulatory approval, or
other planning considerations. Because of the complexity of issues relative to
the transfer of risks and rewards between the buyer and the seller of servicing
rights, FASB EITF Consensus No. 89-5, Sale of Mortgage Loan Servicing
Rights, indicates that a sale of mortgage-servicing rights should not be
recognized before the closing date—that is, when the title and all risks and
rewards of ownership have been irrevocably transferred to the buyer and there
are no significant unresolved contingencies.
8.21 If a closing has taken place in cash or in which the seller has received
an adequate cash down payment and acceptable notes or other consideration,
and contractual title and risks and rewards of ownership have passed, the
auditor determines whether any significant unresolved contingencies exist
according to criteria that may include the following:
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The seller must receive written approval from the applicable regulatory agency. The buyer must be a currently approved seller or
servicer, and the buyer cannot be at risk of losing approved status.
•
The possibility of the rejection or return of the servicing by the
buyer pursuant to the representation and warranties clauses of the
sale contract is remote. Accordingly, the pool must be eligible for
transfer, and the seller's underwriting- and documentation-review
and servicing procedures are adequate to ensure transfer. Also, due
diligence procedures must have been completed by the buyer, and,
preferably, initial approval of transfer must be received by the
appropriate approving agency. Finally, the buyer should be able to
return the servicing right only if it does not meet agreed-upon
standards, not because the loan defaulted or was prepaid subsequent
to closing.
•
In the event of a sale in which the seller finances a portion of the
sale price, an adequate nonrefundable downpayment is necessary to
demonstrate the buyer's commitment to pay the remaining sales
price, and the note receivable from the buyer must provide full
recourse to the buyer. Nonrecourse notes or notes with limited
recourse (such as to the servicing) are. acceptable. The note should
provide for a market rate of interest.
•
Temporary servicing performed by the seller for a short period of
time should be compensated for in accordance with a subservicing
agreement that provides a normal servicing fee. Any benefits
related to escrow deposits held by the seller during the temporary
servicing period should accrue to the buyer.
8.22 Servicing rights may be purchased by a broker or investment banker
who intends to seek a buyer for the rights. Although the purchase is not
cancelable, the approval of the transfer of the rights is not requested by the
seller until the broker enters into a transaction with the third-party purchaser.
Such a transaction should generally be characterized as a financing transaction. A sale does not occur until the approval of the transfer of rights has been
requested, even though other contingencies may have been resolved. FASB
EITF Consensus No. 87-34, Sale of Mortgage Servicing Rights with a Subservicing Agreement, provides additional guidance regarding this matter.

V A No-Bids and Private Mortgage Agencies
8.23 Historically, the VA has paid lenders 100 percent of the outstanding
debt on defaulted loans. In return, the lenders have turned the borrowers'
houses over to the VA, which disposes of them. The VA has had the option of
guaranteeing the lesser 60 percent of a loan's original balance or a payment of
$27,500, leaving the property with the lender if that was less costly for the
agency. Called a no-bid option, this option was seldom used, especially since
inflation pushed up housing prices during the late 1970s and early 1980s.
However, as inflation began to slow and the costs of carrying a foreclosed
house began to rise, the VA began to invoke the no-bid option. The amount of
no-bid activity has increased sharply in the last few years. Particularly hardhit have been mortgage lenders in economically depressed areas, such as the
energy-producing and agricultural regions of the United States. Additionally,
mortgage bankers may incur losses due to the uncollectibility of receivables
from other government programs such as the FHA, the GNMA, or the
FHLMC, or from insolvent private mortgage insurers.
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8.24 The evaluation of loss allowances on VA, FHA, and privately insured
mortgage loans has become increasingly difficult because of the increased risk
of losses due to foreclosure, including unrecoverable interest advances; foreclosure costs such as attorneys' fees, inspections, and so forth; and the implicit
cost of carrying an asset until its ultimate sale. Institutions involved in
mortgage-banking activities should write down properties to fair value at the
time of actual or in-substance foreclosure. Accordingly, each property should
be evaluated based on current appraised value, less costs to sell, such as
commissions, closing costs, the costs of anticipated repairs, sales and financing
incentives, and estimates of time to sell. After foreclosure, a periodic review
should be made of market conditions, past experience, and disposition objectives to ensure that such properties are carried at amounts not exceeding net
realizable value. Chapter 9 provides guidance on evaluating foreclosed real
estate, and chapter 7 provides guidance on evaluating the collectibility of real
estate loans.

Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure
8.25 Loans held for sale should be presented separately on the face of the
balance sheet and should be reported at the lower of cost or market value. The
amount of aggregate gains or losses on sales of loans should be presented on the
face of the statement of operations. FASB Statement No. 65 states that the
method used in determining the lower of cost or market value of mortgage
loans and mortgage-backed securities (that is, the aggregate or individual loan
basis) should be disclosed. The amount capitalized during the period in
connection with acquiring the right to service mortgage loans, the method of
amortizing the capitalized amount, and the amount of amortization for the
period should be disclosed. Disclosures should also include the following:
•
The amount of the servicing portfolio maintained by the institution
•
A roll-forward of deferred loan sale premium or discount activity
(scheduled amortization, amortization due to changes in prepayment assumptions, changes due to loan sale activity, and so on) for
each year of operations presented
•
The nature and extent of any recourse provisions caused by, for
example, the borrower's default, or by technical underwriting exceptions associated with both the institution's servicing portfolio and
loans that the institution may have subsequently sold
•
The amount of aggregate gains on sales of servicing included in
operations
•
A roll-forward of purchased servicing activity (purchases, sales and
amortization, and so forth) for each year of operations presented
•
The nature and extent of off-balance-sheet escrow accounts

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
8.26 Audit objectives and procedures for loan origination and underwriting are discussed in chapter 6. The primary audit objectives pertaining to
other mortgage-banking activities are as follows:
•
Loans held for sale are properly classified and are stated at the
lower of cost or market.
•
Escrow advances are properly recorded and collectibility is reasonably assured.
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Gains and losses on the sale of loans or related servicing rights are
properly measured and recorded.
Deferred loan sale premiums or discounts are stated at recoverable
amounts.
Purchased servicing rights are stated at recoverable amounts.
Proper title has passed to the holder of purchased servicing rights.
Allowances for possible losses associated with servicing responsibilities, sales with recourse, or other factors are adequate.
The auditor should consider contingent liabilities associated with
noncompliance with investor servicing requirements.

Audit Planning for Mortgage-Banking Activities
8.27 In planning the audit, the auditor should obtain an understanding of
management's business strategy with respect to mortgage-banking activities.
The auditor should inquire about how mortgage-banking activities relate to
management's objectives for addressing interest-rate risk and enhancing
liquidity. In obtaining an understanding of management's strategy, the auditor should also inquire about the extent to which loan losses can be sustained
to restructure existing long-term, fixed-rate portfolios, and the extent to which
securitization, recourse provisions, and other negotiable loan sale terms can be
negotiated to maximize price and minimize risk. The auditor should also
inquire about the reporting systems used by management and should consider
whether management has sufficient data to evaluate loan sale transactions,
identify loans held for sale, and track mortgage loan commitments and
applications. This information is usually needed by management to contain
risks arising from mortgage-banking activities.
8.28 An institution acting as a servicer of loans has a fiduciary responsibility to third-party investors. When servicing mortgages for service agents
such as the GNMA, the FNMA, and HUD, the institution must meet certain
minimum-net-worth requirements. Inability to meet the requirements can
result in termination of the service contract. Failure to meet these responsibilities is a contingency that can have a material effect on the institution's
financial statements. Thus, the auditor should consider whether the institution's servicing systems ensure proper controls over investor and escrow
accounts.

Internal Control Structure
8.29 The discussions of internal control structure policies and procedures
in chapters 6 and 7 are also relevant to mortgage-banking activities.
8.30 Policies and Procedures. Internal control structure policies and
procedures for mortgage-banking activities include the following:
•
Use of a quality-control or internal audit function to monitor underwriting and documentation practices
•
Review by executive management of open and pending commitments and strategies to minimize exposure to changing interest
rates
•
Periodic reconciliation of cash receipts and payments applied to the
servicing (investor and escrow) system
•
Periodic reconciliation of custodial accounts with the frequency of
reconciliation determined by the level of account activity
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Periodic reconciliation of servicing fees received to servicing fee
income recorded in the general ledger
•
Periodic evaluation of the recoverability of deferred loan sale premium, purchased servicing values, and so on
8.31 Tests of Controls. The auditor may believe that audit efficiency
can be improved by assessing control risk at below the maximum for mortgagebanking activities. Tests of controls that may be used to obtain evidence to
support such an assessment include the following:
•
Select a sample of borrower remittances and test allocation of
payment amounts to income, principal, escrow, and service-fee
accounts.
•
Review custodial account reconciliations and supporting documentation to ensure that all activity is processed and cleared currently.
•
Recalculate a sample of loan-sale transactions to ensure proper
calculation of weighted average rates and corresponding gains or
losses.
•
Select a sample of delinquent loans serviced and consider whether
collection and follow-up procedures are performed on a timely basis
and are in accordance with investor requirements.
•
Examine loan documentation (see chapter 6).

Substantive Procedures
8.32 As explained in the section entitled "Regulatory Requirements and
Special-Purpose Reports Related to the Servicing Function [paragraph 8.33],"
the scope of audit procedures for mortgage-banking activities is affected by
regulatory matters and the need to provide special-purpose reports to investors. However, the following substantive procedures relating to mortgagebanking activities may also be appropriate.
•
Review and test the documentation supporting custodial- or escrowand investor-account reconciliations. Since custodial accounts may
be off-balance-sheet accounts, the auditor may need to select custodial accounts from records that are independent of the general
ledger. When this is the case, the auditor may need to perform
separate tests for the completeness and accuracy of custodial
records.
•
Review the documentation and re-perform the calculations supporting the measurement of the lower-of-cost-or-market valuation for
loans held for sale.
•
Confirm a sample of individual loan accounts serviced for investors.
The confirmation should include escrow balances, interest and principal due, and other pertinent loan terms.
•
Select a sample of loan sales made during the period and review
investor contracts to evaluate whether excess and normal servicing
fees, weighted average interest rate calculations, sale-versus-financing treatment, and so on have been treated properly.
•
Analytically project service fees and compare the resulting amount
to service fees reported in operating income for the period.
•
Analyze prepayment data used by management to calculate
deferred loan sale premiums at the sale date as well as the systems
used to update prepayment data over time to reflect actual prepay-
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ment experience; select a sample of loan pools sold in prior periods,
and compare the actual current loan balance with estimates.
Evaluate the adequacy of allowances for servicing and escrow
advances. Some investors require that contractual interest and
principal be remitted to them by the servicer regardless of customer
performance. Advances of such amounts are frequently made in
anticipation of borrower performance and must be tracked on an
individual basis to limit exposure to uncollectible advances.
For purchased servicing rights and excess servicing, review the
assumptions used in the valuation process, consider their current
reasonableness, and evaluate the effect of changes in assumptions of
recoverability.
Evaluate the adequacy of the allowance for credit losses due to
recourse provisions and to the VA no-bid option. Loan-sale or servicing agreements generally address recourse provisions and should be
reviewed for all substantive investors to ensure that portfolios sold
with recourse are included in reserve adequacy considerations.
Chapter 7 provides further guidance on loan-allowance testing.

Regulatory Requirements and Special-Purpose Reports Related
to the Servicing Function
8.33 In the course of performing loan-origination and servicing functions,
institutions generally fall under the regulatory auspices of different government agencies, such as HUD, the GNMA, the FNMA, and the FHLMC. These
agencies impose various standards and requirements on the loan-origination
and servicing functions to ensure sound underwriting and loan-servicing
administration. These regulatory agencies also impose audit requirements on
institutions that engage in mortgage-banking activities. The audit requirements are specified in each agency's respective seller or servicer guides. The
auditor should become familiar with these requirements and their effect on the
nature, timing, and extent of audit procedures to be conducted. In addition to
specific seller or servicer requirements, the Mortgage Banker's Association, in
cooperation with the AICPA, developed the Uniform Single Audit Program for
Mortgage Bankers (USAP). The USAP is a work program that includes tests of
the records relating to loans serviced for others and an accompanying report
on the results. It is commonly used by servicing institutions and accepted by
investors in lieu of individual investor examinations of the servicing function.
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Real Estate
Introduction
9.01 Accounting for real estate is complex. The accounting principles are
technical, detailed, and involved, and, thus, are difficult to apply. The
accounting principles for real estate attempt to convert business transactions
based on cash flow and asset values into accrual-based, historical-cost financial
information.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
9.02 An institution can invest, with certain regulatory restrictions, in real
estate for its own account (real estate investment) or acquire real estate in
settlement of a loan (real estate acquired through foreclosure). The auditor
should be aware of regulatory restrictions of FIRREA that may limit a thrift's
ability to invest in real estate. An institution's investment in real estate may
be direct or through a joint venture (partnership or corporation) that invests
in real estate. The ownership percentage in and degree of control over the joint
venture determine whether the cost, equity, or full-consolidation method
applies with respect to the accounting, reporting, and presentation of the
investment. SOP 78-9, Accounting for Investments in Real Estate Ventures,
APB Opinion No. 18, The Equity Method of Accounting for Investments in
Common Stock, and FASB Statement No. 58, Capitalization of Interest Cost
in Financial Statements That Include Investments Accounted for by the
Equity Method, establish additional standards for the accounting and reporting aspects of joint-venture arrangements. Whether the institution's investment is direct or through a joint-venture arrangement, the accounting and
auditing issues related to investments in real estate are generally the same.

Net Realizable Value and Fair Value
9.03 Real estate investments are recorded at cost and are subsequently
carried at the lower of cost or estimated net realizable value. In the case of
real estate owned through a joint venture, the carrying amount is subsequently adjusted for the proportionate share of the operating and capital
transactions of the venture when the investment is carried on the equity
method as prescribed by APB Opinion No. 18. Real estate acquired through
foreclosure and in-substance foreclosure is recorded at the real estate's fair
value at the date of foreclosure in accordance with FASB Statement No. 15,
Accounting by Debtors and Creditors for Troubled-Debt Restructurings.38
This amount becomes the real estate's new cost basis, and the real estate is
subsequently carried at the lower of this new cost basis or net realizable value.
9.04 Net realizable value is defined as the estimated selling price in cash
or cash equivalents expected to be obtained in the ordinary course of business,
reduced by the sum of the following estimates:
•
Direct selling expenses such as sales commissions and other direct
closing costs
•
Costs of completion or improvement to the stage assumed in determining the selling price
38

See footnote 31.
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Direct holding costs (net of rental or other income), including taxes,
maintenance, insurance and cost of all capital (debt and equity)
during the period the real estate is assumed to be held

9.05 Fair value is defined as the amount in cash or cash-equivalent value
of other consideration that a real estate parcel would yield in a current sale
between a willing buyer and a willing seller—that is, in other than a forced or
liquidation sale. Fair value should be measured by market transactions. If a
market does not exist, FASB Statement No. 15 requires the fair value of the
item to be estimated based on selling prices of similar items in active markets
or, if there are no active markets for similar items, by discounting a forecast of
expected cash flows at a rate commensurate with the risk involved (derived
value).
9.06 In accordance with the SEC's Financial Reporting Release No. 28,
Accounting for Loan Losses by Registrants Engaged in Lending Activities, the
SEC presumes that active markets reflect objective measures of current fair
values, determined by the beliefs of reasonably informed persons regarding the
present and future economic utility of the items being traded and the risks
associated therewith. Thus, without independent and objective support for
derived valuations that can be demonstrated to more appropriately reflect fair
value in particular sets of circumstances, derived valuations exceeding current
values in active markets should not be used in cases where fair-value accounting is required by GAAP.

Development Costs
9.07 Costs directly attributable to the acquisition, development, and
construction of a real estate project should be capitalized in accordance with
FASB Statement No. 67, Accounting for Costs and Initial Rental Operations
of Real Estate Projects. Such costs include ( a ) options and other preacquisition costs; ( b ) direct project costs; (c) holding costs, including real estate
taxes and insurance during the period in which activities of a substantive
nature necessary to get the real estate ready for use are in progress; and ( d )
direct amenity costs, net of incidental operations during the holding period.
9.08 Whenever practical, costs including amenities should be allocated to
components of a project on the basis of specific identification. If specific
identification is not practical, (a ) land costs and all other common costs
incurred prior to construction should be allocated based on the relative fair
value of each land parcel before construction, and ( b ) construction costs
should be allocated on the basis of the relative sales values of each unit. If
allocation based on relative values is also impractical, costs should be allocated
based on square footage or other methods as appropriate under the circumstances.
9.09 FASB Statement No. 34, Capitalization of Interest Cost, establishes
standards on accounting and reporting for capitalizing interest costs. FASB
Statement No. 58 provides standards for the capitalization of interest when a
real estate investment is carried on the equity method.

Real Estate Sales
9.10 FASB Statement No. 66, Accounting for Sales of Real Estate,
provides authoritative accounting standards for most real estate sales transactions (excluding exchanges of real estate that are covered by APB Opinion No.
29, Accounting for Nonmonetary Transactions). It prescribes criteria that are
to be applied to determine whether a sales transaction has occurred and, if so,
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the appropriate method of profit recognition. These criteria relate to the
following matters:
•
The amount, composition, and source of the down payment made by
the buyer
•
Periodic cash payments by the buyer
•
The type of lien on the real estate
•
The release provisions of the note receivable
•
The ability of the buyer to subordinate the seller's lien
•
The seller's guarantees
•
Buy-back provisions
•
The creditworthiness of the buyer
•
The continued involvement of the seller with the real estate
9.11 There are six primary methods of recognizing profits on real estate
sales transactions—full accrual, installment, percentage of completion,
reduced profit, deposit, and cost recovery. Application of these methods can be
complex and requires careful consideration when an institution engages in
sales of real estate. In addition, the auditor should be aware that FASB
Statement No. 98, Accounting for Leases, addresses sales-leaseback transactions, and that the following FASB EITF issues provide guidance on various
matters related to sales of real estate:
•
Issue No. 84-17, Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate with
Graduated Payment Mortgages or Insured Mortgages
•
Issue No. 84-37, Sale-Leaseback Transaction with Repurchase
Option
•
Issue No. 86-6, Antispeculation Clauses in Real Estate Sales Contracts
•
Issue No. 86-7, Recognition by Homebuilders of Profit from Sales of
Land and Related Construction Contracts
•
Issue No. 86-17, Deferred Profit on Sale-Leaseback Transaction
with Lessee Guarantee of Residual Value
•
Issue No. 87-9, Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate with
Insured Mortgages or Surety Bonds
•
Issue No. 87-29, Exchange of Real Estate Involving Boot
•
Issue No. 88-12, Transfer of Ownership Interest as Part of Down
Payment under FASB Statement No. 66
•
Issue No. 88-21, Accounting for the Sale of Property Subject to the
Seller's Preexisting Lease
•
Issue No. 88-24, Effect of Various Forms of Financing under FASB
Statement No. 66

Allocation of Income and Equity Among Parties to a Joint
Venture
9.12 When a real estate investment is made through a joint-venture
arrangement, a formal agreement generally exists that specifies key terms,
such as profit or loss allocations, cash distribution, and capital-infusion provisions. The terms of these agreements may affect the institution's investment
valuation and, accordingly, should be considered in the investment evaluation
process. Some joint-venture agreements specify different ratios for allocating
income, losses, cash distributions, liquidation distributions, and the like
between partners. In these circumstances, accounting by investors for their
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equity in the venture's earnings under such agreements requires careful
consideration of substance over form and a consideration of the underlying
values. If a specified allocation has no substance (for example, all depreciation
is to be allocated to one partner but all cash distributions are shared equally
by all partners), it should be ignored. The agreement should be analyzed to
determine how changes in net assets of the venture will affect cash payments
to investors over the venture's life and at liquidation. Paragraph 25 of SOP
78-9 provides further guidance on the allocation of income and equity among
parties to a joint venture. Specified profit and loss ratios should not be used to
determine an investor's equity in venture earnings if the allocation of cash
distributions and liquidating distributions are determined on some other basis.
9.13 The institution should consider if it is appropriate to allocate to
other partners losses in excess of their capital contributions, or whether the
institution should record losses in excess of its own investment, including loans
and advances. Items that may affect the institution's decision are (a) the
financial strength of the partners, (b) the type of partners (general versus
limited) and the partners' legal requirement to fund losses, (c) the fair value
of the real estate, and (d) the type of losses being incurred (cash or book).
Paragraphs 14 through 20 of SOP 78-9 provide guidance on investor accounting for losses in such circumstances.

ADC Arrangements
9.14 Institutions have increasingly been entering into real estate ADC
loans, in which the institutions have virtually the same risks and potential
rewards as those of owners or joint venturers. These arrangements tend to
expose the institution to greater risk than normal lending arrangements do
and, accordingly, require careful analysis by the auditor. In some instances,
accounting for ADC arrangements as loans is not appropriate, and investment
or joint-venture accounting should be applied. The Notice to Practitioners,
ADC Arrangements, provides guidance in this area and is included in Appendix A of this guide.39

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
9.15 The primary audit objectives for investments in real estate are
similar to those objectives for other investments and are as follows:
•
Investments in real estate exist, and the institution has proper title
to real estate investments.
•
Investments in real estate are carried at the lower of cost (equity) or
net realizable value.
•
Gains and losses on the disposition of investments in real estate are
recorded in the proper amount and in the proper accounting period.
•
Investments in real estate are properly classified and disclosures are
adequate.
•
ADC arrangements are properly classified and accounted for.

Audit Planning for Investments in Real Estate
9.16 In planning the audit, the auditor should obtain an understanding of
the nature and type of real estate in which the institution invests. The nature,
39
In 1989, the AICPA Accounting Standards Executive Committee formed a task force on
ADC arrangements to develop implementation guidance on this Notice to Practitioners. Readers
should be alert for the issuance of such guidance.
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timing, and extent of audit procedures to be applied in the real estate area
depend on the auditor's assessment of inherent risk and control risk. The
auditor should consider the following factors in assessing those risks:
•
The economic and environmental conditions and trends that affect
the real estate markets in which the institution invests
•
The experience, competence, and depth of the institution's real
estate management and accounting personnel
•
The complexity of the institution's real estate investment arrangements
•
The volume of activity in the real estate portfolio
•
The market concentration of investments
•
The size of individual investments
•
Internal or external financing of the institution's real estate sales
•
The age and quality of appraisals used to determine the value of the
real estate and the quality of the institution's internal appraisal
process
9.17 The process of auditing real estate transactions has significant
subjective aspects. Experienced audit personnel knowledgeable about emerging and existing accounting guidance should supervise or perform this section
of the audit.
9.18 The combination of ( a ) specialized and complex accounting principles, ( b ) complex business transactions involving extensive legal documentation, and ( c ) an environment in which the accounting treatment of
transactions may be handled separately from the division of the institution
that originates projects and monitors performance are some of the special
concerns to be addressed in planning the audit. These concerns often lead the
auditor to conclude that it is most efficient and effective to assess control risk
at the maximum in the real estate area and to take a substantive approach.
This approach normally includes a selection of the major real estate projects
for detailed examination.

Internal Control Structure
9.19 Comprehensive lending and appraisal policies, involvement by senior
management in the structuring of deals, and the effectiveness of management's internal reporting systems in tracking the performance of complex real
estate projects are key aspects of the internal control structure. If effective,
these internal control structure policies and procedures may assist the auditor
in identifying problem investments, in-substance foreclosures, or potential
ADC situations. If policy and procedural controls in this area are not comprehensive, the identification of such arrangements may require detailed reviews
of lending relationships, including loan agreements and supporting documentation.
9.20 As mentioned in paragraph 9.18, after obtaining an understanding of
the internal control structure, the auditor may take a substantive approach to
test real estate.

Substantive Procedures
9.21 Chapter 7 provides guidance on audit procedures for the identification and evaluation of complex and unique loan arrangements. The selection
and testing of real estate investments generally involve the same considerations and audit approach as those of commercial real estate loans, which are
explained in chapter 7. In addition, the auditor should review management's
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evaluation of the net realizable value of real estate and its ability to recover
its investment, in particular.

Review of Net Realizable Value
9.22 Some important factors usually involved in evaluating net realizable
value are the following:
•
Estimated Sales Price. Usually this price is determined ( a ) by
reference to recent comparable sales for cash or cash equivalents of
individual units, (b) by current offering price, (c) by reference to
appraisals, or (d) by a combination of these approaches.
•
Projected Date of Disposition. The projected date of disposition is
based on the plans and intentions of management and should, when
appropriate, be extended or shortened to recognize anticipation of
the future condition of the real estate market or to recognize the
need to improve or to complete construction of a project.
•
Estimated Costs of Disposition. These costs are usually based on the
institution's contractual arrangements, historical experience, or
industry norms.
•
Estimated Costs of Improvements or Completion. These costs are
typically involved in the disposition of unimproved or partially
improved property and of property needing rehabilitation. The costs
are usually determined based on development budgets.
•
Estimated Direct Holding Costs. In determining estimated net
realizable value, the estimated future sales price should be reduced
by a provision for the average cost of all capital (debt and equity),
taxes, maintenance, and other direct holding costs during the estimated holding period.
9.23 The auditor should consider vouching expenditures and testing other
cost and overhead allocations to determine that expenditures have been
capitalized in accordance with FASB Statement No. 67. If the real estate
investment is through a joint venture, the venture may be audited by another
auditor. In that case the auditor may be able to obtain the most recent audited
financial statements of the venture to evaluate the accounting treatment of
expenditures. If the venture's financial statements are unaudited, the auditor
may need to apply audit procedures to the venture's accounting records.
9.24 For real estate acquired through foreclosure, sometimes referred to
as real estate owned (REO), the determination of its fair value at the date of
foreclosure is a critical area for the auditor to review. The auditor should
review management's support for fair value. The auditor may need to seek
corroboration by an independent appraiser, but at other times he or she may
be satisfied with other furnished data. In reviewing fair value or net realizable
value, it may be appropriate for the auditor to test or inspect properties by
observing, for example, the overall stage of completion or the overall deterioration of completed properties held for sale and determining whether such
properties are rented.
9.25 Use of the Work of Real Estate Appraisers. The AICPA Audit
and Accounting Guide Guide for the Use of Real Estate Appraisal Information
and SAS No. 11, Using the Work of a Specialist, provide standards for using
the work of real estate appraisers. Appraisals are the products of work by
people trained in appraisal principles and techniques. Appraisals by independent appraisers may be considered acceptable audit evidence. The quality of
appraisals may vary, however, and in some instances, the auditor may have
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reason to believe certain appraisals are unrealistic. The independent auditor
should understand and consider the approaches and assumptions used in
obtaining the appraised value. Some matters that should be considered by the
auditor when evaluating an appraisal are as follows:
•
The Date of the Appraisal. Real estate markets are constantly
changing due to a variety of economic factors. Accordingly, a rise or
decline in a particular market area not reflected in an appraisal
may warrant that additional procedures or, perhaps, a new
appraisal be performed. If the date of appraisal is substantially
earlier than the audit date, a rise or decline in a particular market
area between the two periods may warrant a new appraisal or the
performance of additional procedures.
•
Appraisals Based on Cost. Buildings may be recorded at less than
today's cost but actually be worth less than book value.
•
Appraisals of Uncompleted Projects Based on Values When Completed. Appraised values should be based on current market conditions and must be discounted for costs to complete and sell, as well
as carrying costs. The estimated selling prices should reflect the
expectations of a sale in the reasonably near future—not in an
indefinite future period.
9.26 Because of time and cost considerations an institution may use
various approaches to estimate value without using the services of an independent appraiser. In evaluating internally derived valuation data such as audit
evidence, the auditor should understand the methods and assumptions used
and should be aware of inherent subjective determinations in estimating value
that may be significant to the valuation process. The auditor should consider
the reasonableness of the assumptions and approach used and should test the
information underlying the valuation. The auditor may decide to engage an
appraiser independent of the institution to test the institution's internally
derived valuation. Additional guidance is provided by the AICPA Audit and
Accounting Guide Guide for the Use of Real Estate Appraisal Information.
9.27 Other Auditing Procedures. Other auditing procedures the auditor
should consider addressing include: ( a ) gains and losses on real estate sales,
including allocations of real estate acquisition, development, and construction
costs and ( b ) capitalized interest and other holding costs.
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Cash and Other Assets
Accounting Principles: Cash
Cash and Due From Depository Institutions
10.01 Cash generally includes cash on deposit or in transit to other
depository institutions and cash on hand. Subject to regulatory limitations,
many savings institutions are authorized to invest in certain short-term
investments, such as certificates of deposit issued by federally insured financial institutions.

Financial Statement Presentation
10.02 Cash includes cash and cash equivalents. Cash equivalents are
short-term, highly liquid investments that are both readily convertible to
known amounts of cash and so near their maturity that they present insignificant risk of changes in value because of changes in interest rates. Generally,
cash with restricted withdrawal and material interest-bearing deposits with
banks should be disclosed separately on the balance sheet.

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
10.03 The primary audit objectives for cash are as follows:
•
Cash exists and is owned by the entity.
•
Cash balances reflect a proper cutoff of cash receipts and disbursements, and all transactions will clear in the normal course of
business.
•
Cash balances are properly classified in the financial statements and
any restrictions on the availability of funds are disclosed.

Internal Control Structure
10.04 Because of the negotiability of the items included in cash, an
effective internal control structure in this area is considered to be important.
The auditor should obtain an understanding of the internal control structure
related to cash and assess the level of control risk associated with this highly
liquid asset.

10.05 Policies and Procedures for Wire Transfers. Increasingly, savings institutions are using wire transfers, particularly for large sums of cash.
The internal control structure over those transfers is particularly important,
since there is a high risk of wire-transfer fraud. Regulators have alerted
institutions to the recent increase in wire-transfer fraud. Because of their
complexity and lack of regulation, wire transfers have become a vehicle for
money laundering from illicit activities. The following internal control, structure policies and procedures are relevant to the assessment of control risk in
this area:
•
The duties of origination, testing, processing, and balancing of wire
transfer requests are segregated.
•
Proper authorization is given for wire disbursements exceeding the
available balances in savings accounts or other deposits.
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•

Written agreements are established and maintained for all customers making funds- or securities-transfer requests, particularly for
those customers who initiate transfer requests by telephone, terminals, or other means that do not provide for signed authorization.
These agreements should clearly set forth the scope of the institution's liability.
•
Rejected transactions and the correction and reversing of entries are
reviewed by the supervisor.
•
Copies of funds transfers are provided to customers on a timely
basis.
•
Written instructions concerning the wire-transfer function are complete and current.
•
Authorized caller codes are used and are changed periodically, as
well as each time there is a change in the staff assigned to the task.
•
A current list of personnel authorized to initiate wire transfers is
maintained.
•
Access to the wire-equipment area is physically restricted.
•
Holds are placed on customer accounts by wire-operations personnel
when instructions are received directly from the authorized customer to confirm that available funds are in the customer's account
or that the transfer funds are within authorized limits before transfer is made.
•
Card files or authorization letters are on file for customers who
request telephone transfers directly from the wire function.
•
Respondent banks have controls and verification procedures over
requests for wire transfers.
10.06 Tests of Controls for Wire Transfers. Tests of controls of the
policies and procedures related to wire transfers can include the following:
•
Validate that sequence numbers on transfers sent and received are
unique and consecutive.
•
Confirm that acknowledgments are returned for all outgoing
messages.
•
Review management's daily comparison of the total number and
dollar amount of funds- and securities-transfer messages sent and
received with summaries received from the Federal Reserve.
•
Test the institution's reconciliation process to determine whether
reconciling differences on daily reserve or clearing accounting statements are investigated and resolved, and whether reconciliations are
reviewed and approved by supervisory personnel.
10.07 Other Policies and Procedures. Other internal control structure
policies and procedures related to cash are as follows:
•
Cash is counted and reconciled on a timely basis.
•
Tellers have exclusive access to, and custody of, their respective
funds.
•
Cash items (other than currency or coins) are held by only one teller,
and other tellers are prohibited from carrying cash items in their
cash funds.
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Access to the night depository is under the control of two employees,
both of whom must be present when the safe's contents are removed,
listed, and processed,
Cash items are reviewed daily for propriety by an officer or a
supervisory employee other than the custodian of the items.
Each of the functions of draft issuance, register maintenance, and
reconciliation is performed by a different employee.
Confirmation requests received from depository banks, supervisory
examiners, and other parties are processed by an employee other
than the one reconciling the account.
A systematic plan is used for surprise counts of teller cash funds.
Losa exposure is reduced by limiting the amounts of tellers' funds.
Physical storage facilities are adequate to safeguard currency and
coins against theft or other misappropriation.
Vault cash (reserve fund) is under dual control.
Internal audit counts of cash and cash items are performed on a
regular basis.
Reports to the Federal Reserve are reviewed for compliance with
reserve requirements.
Bank accounts used for automatic-teller-machine (ATM) transactions are reconciled on a daily basis, especially for ATM transactions
at remote locations.

Substantive Procedures
10.08 The auditor should determine the nature, timing, and extent of
substantive procedures based on his or her understanding of the internal
control structure for cash and his or her assessment of control risk in this area.
If control risk is assessed at below the maximum level, tests of controls are
necessary. Tests of controls related to wire transfers are discussed in paragraph 10.06. Tests of controls for other cash areas are usually distinguished
from substantive procedures only in the timing and extent of those procedures.
Typical audit procedures for cash may include the following:
•
Conduct surprise cash counts.
•
Confirm bank account balances.
•
Test or review reconciliation of subsidiary ledgers to the general
ledger.
•
Test bank reconciliations.
•
Test or review interbank transfers.
•
Review cash over and short summaries.
•
Review tellers' proof sheets.
•
Test control of mail receipts.
•
Test the propriety of authorized accounts and signatures.
•
Review the composition of "suspense accounts," especially noting
recurring use of such accounts and the failure to be able to reconcile
the cash account.
•
Review the internal audit function.
As mentioned earlier, these procedures concurrently provide evidence related
to the objectives in tests of controls and substantive procedures.
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Funds Maintained by Agents or Trustees
10.09 Some institutions delegate the disbursement of mortgage-loansettlement funds to agents or trustees. The independent auditor should be
satisfied that the procedures used by the agents or trustees provide that funds
advanced by the institution are recorded, deposited, and disbursed as
intended. The auditor should be satisfied regarding the amount of cash funds
held by a trustee or an agent for the account of the institution at the audit
date.

Other Assets
10.10 Other assets include premises, equipment, prepaid expenses, and
goodwill. The accounting policies and auditing considerations for premises and
equipment are generally the same as those followed by other business enterprises. The OTS and many state regulations, however, impose limitations on
the maximum investment in premises and equipment. Prepaid expenses usually consist of prepaid insurance premiums, prepaid property tax, and other
cash payments applicable to future operations.
10.11 A number of savings institutions have entered into sale and leaseback transactions of office premises in an effort to increase the level of capital.
These transactions should be carefully reviewed to determine the proper
allocation of income to current and future periods in accordance with the
provisions of FASB Statement No. 66, Accounting for Sales of Real Estate;
FASB Statement No. 28, Accounting for Sales with Leasebacks; and FASB
Statement No. 98, Accounting for Leases. Lease transactions should be
reviewed to consider whether they are properly classified as operating or
capitalized leases.
10.12 Goodwill. The auditor should consider whether it is appropriate for
a troubled institution to continue to carry goodwill on its balance sheet. The
factors contributing to a disclaimer of opinion as a result of a going-concern
uncertainty (see chapter 18) also frequently will indicate that goodwill has
been impaired and should be written off. Also factors contributing to a going
concern explanatory paragraph may indicate that goodwill is impaired and
should be written off.
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Reverse Repurchase Agreements and
Dollar Reverse Repurchase Agreements
Introduction
11.01 Reverse repurchase agreements (reverse repos) are agreements
(contracts) to sell and repurchase identical securities within a specified time at
a specified price. These transactions are equivalent to borrowing and lending
funds equal to the sales price of the related securities. For example, if an
institution wants to borrow funds with securities as collateral, it may, instead
of borrowing, arrange to temporarily sell its securities with an agreement to
repurchase them on a future date at a specified price. A difference in price
represents interest for use of the funds.
11.02 Dollar reverse repurchase agreements (dollar reverse repos) are
agreements (contracts) to sell and repurchase similar but not identical securities. The terms of the agreements often provide criteria to determine whether
the securities are similar enough to make the transaction, in substance, a
borrowing and lending of funds, or whether the securities are so dissimilar that
the transaction is a sale and purchase of securities. For agreements involving
securities collateralized by dissimilar pools, those transactions are accounted
for as sales and purchases of securities. Dollar reverse repos differ from reverse
repos because dollar reverse repos—
•
Are represented by different certificates.
•
Are collateralized by different, but similar, mortgage pools, for
example, single-family residential mortgages.
•
Generally have different principal amounts.
11.03 Reverse repos and dollar reverse repos can provide a cost-effective
source of funds for an institution and may provide a means for it to leverage
its investment portfolio for liquidity and funding needs. They are generally
short term in nature, ranging from one to thirty days, but longer terms of up
to six months or one year are possible. Fixed-coupon and yield-maintenance
agreements represent the most common dollar reverse repos. In a fixed-coupon
agreement, the seller-borrower and buyer-lender agree that delivery will be
made with securities having the same stated interest rate as that of the
securities sold.40 In a yield-maintenance agreement, the parties agree that
delivery will be made with securities providing the seller-borrower a yield
specified in the agreement. Distinguishing characteristics of each variation are
summarized in the following table:

40
The entities that initially receive cash for an interest in securities are generally referred to
as seller-borrowers and entities that initially remit cash for an interest in securities are generally
referred to as buyer-lenders. In the context of this chapter, a typical reverse repo or dollar reverse
repo would involve the institution as the seller-borrower and a securities broker-dealer as the
buyer-lender.
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Distinguishing Characteristics of Fixed-Coupon and Yield-Maintenance
Agreements
Fixed-Coupon Agreements
Yield-Maintenance Agreements
Securities sold back or delivered bear
the identical contract interest rate
and similar maturities as the original
securities.
Securities collateralized by a similar
pool of mortgages, such as single-family residential mortgages, and bearing
the same contract interest rate are
generally priced to result in substantially the same yield.

Fixed-coupon agreements do not contain "par cap" provisions. 41

Securities sold back or delivered may
bear a different contract interest rate
from the original securities.
Securities collateralized by a similar
pool of mortgages but bearing a
different contract interest rate are
not priced to result in substantially
the same yield.
The price-spread
relationship
between securities with different
contract interest rates does not move
in tandem. The existence of yield and
price
disparities
provides
opportunities for the purchaser to
deliver, within the terms of the
agreement, certificates providing the
greatest benefit to the purchaser.
A yield maintenance agreement may
contain a par cap provision that
could significantly alter the
economics of the transaction.
The seller-borrower surrenders control
over the future economic benefits
relating to the certificate transferred
and assumes additional market risk.

The seller-borrower retains control
over the future economic benefits
relating to the certificate transferred
and assumes no additional market
risk.
11.04 Although reverse repos and dollar reverse repos are written in the
legal form of sales of securities with commitments to repurchase them, the
transactions are often intended to serve as borrowings collateralized by the
underlying securities. The largest segment of the reverse repo market consists
of agreements involving U.S. Treasury bonds, bills, and notes, as well as
obligations guaranteed by U.S. government agencies, such as GNMAs; agreements involving other financial instruments, such as bankers' acceptances,
negotiable certificates of deposit, and commercial paper are also possible. The
dollar reverse repo market principally consists of agreements involving MBSs.

Rollovers and Extensions
11.05 Occasionally, securities involved in reverse repos and dollar reverse
repos are not delivered on the settlement date of the agreement. Instead, the
contract is extended or rolled over at the request of the purchaser or seller.

Breakage
11.06 Securities repurchased under dollar reverse repos commonly have a
principal amount that differs from the principal amount of the security
originally sold under a dollar reverse repo. This is particularly common to
dollar reverse repos, since such agreements involve MBSs. This difference is
41
A par cap is a provision in some yield-maintenance agreements limiting the repurchase
price to a stipulated percentage of the face amount of the certificate.
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referred to as breakage and occurs because no two MBSs bear the same
principal amount as a result of the monthly amortization of the principal
balance of mortgages collateralizing the MBSs. The amount of the breakage is
a factor in determining whether substantially the same security is reacquired
in the dollar reverse repo transaction, that is, whether good delivery (one in
accordance with the agreement terms) has been met on repurchase of the
MBS.

Risk Factors
Business Risk
11.07 Business risks associated with reverse repos and dollar reverse repos
include the contractual and economic complexities inherent in certain of these
transactions and the corresponding risk associated with the degree to which
the management of the institution entering into such transactions understands
the terms of the agreements as well as the economics of the transactions.
Misunderstandings may result in incorrect pricing of the agreements or an
incorrect assessment of the risks that are being assumed, the return that is
anticipated to be earned, or the financing costs that are being incurred.
Misunderstandings of the terms may also result in improper accounting
treatment of the transaction (that is, as a sale and purchase or a financing).

Market Risk
11.08 The prices of government securities vary inversely with changes in
interest rates. Price changes may be small, but they can result in significant
changes in the market values of government securities due to the large dollar
amounts often involved in government securities transactions. This is generally referred to as market risk. Price changes may affect the ability of one
party to a reverse repo or dollar reverse repo to continue to finance it and the
ability of the other party to replace the securities when the transaction is
scheduled to be reversed. Changes in prices also affect the margin in a
transaction and may create a need for the seller-borrower to transfer additional securities or return cash.
11.09 The excess of the market value of the securities transferred by the
seller-borrower over the amount of cash transferred by the buyer-lender in a
reverse repo or dollar reverse repo is called a haircut. A haircut represents a
margin of safety required by the buyer-lender to guard against a decline in the
value of the collateral as a result of rising interest rates during the term of the
agreement. Whether an agreement provides for a haircut depends on competition among buyer-lenders and seller-borrowers and their relative bargaining
strengths.
11.10 Haircuts generally range from a fraction of 1 percent to 4 percent
or 5 percent, but may be higher in certain instances. All of the following
factors are considered in determining the haircut for a particular reverse repo
or dollar reverse repo transaction:
•
The term of the agreement
•
The creditworthiness of the institution
•
The type of securities underlying the agreement, the length of time
to maturity, and the creditworthiness of the issuer of the securities
•
The volatility of the market value of the underlying securities
•
The differential between the interest rate specified in the agreement
and the interest rate on the securities
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Credit Risk
11.11 Credit risk to the institution is the risk that the securities dealer
will not perform under the terms of the agreement. A reverse repo or dollar
reverse repo can be considered a loan of cash by one party and a loan of
securities by another. When the agreement is completed, both loans are repaid.
Credit risk to the seller-borrower (the institution) exists in that the changes in
market prices and resulting economic losses may prevent the buyer-lender (the
securities dealer) from returning the securities at the maturity of the agreement.
11.12 Credit risk may also include the risk that the issuer of the underlying securities may default. However, this risk does not exist in the case of
securities that are issued or guaranteed by the U.S. government or its agencies
and that are involved in many repurchase agreements. If the issuer of the
underlying securities defaults, both participants in the reverse repo or dollar
reverse repo are still obligated to perform and complete the transaction. This
aspect of credit risk is affected by the extent to which the entity's reverse repo
or dollar reverse repo position is concentrated in any one underlying security
or with any one party.
11.13 The extent of credit risk faced by an institution entering into a
reverse repo or dollar reverse repo transaction with a buyer-lender is also
related to the buyer-lender's business policies and practices regarding control
and use of collateral, the extent of the haircut on securities serving as
collateral, the extent to which the buyer-lender maintains a matched book
(offsetting reverse repo—dollar reverse repo positions), and the buyer-lender's
extent of capitalization.
11.14 Analyzing credit risk requires an understanding of how securities
dealers manage their businesses and of the steps that can be and are taken to
reduce their exposure to market risk. Securities dealers are typically highly
leveraged, with securities positions that represent large multiples of their net
capital and that can quickly be eroded by adverse market changes. Many
securities dealers entering into reverse repo and dollar reverse repo frequently
employ matched-book transactions. In a matched-book transaction, the securities dealer effects both a repurchase and reverse repurchase transaction with
the same underlying securities for the same period of time but usually at
slightly different rates. By running a matched book, a dealer can reduce its
exposure to market changes, and a seller-borrower that enters into reverse
repo—dollar reverse repo may face less credit risk by entering into agreements
with a dealer that has a matched book and employs adequate procedures to
control credit risk. Even if the dealer runs a matched book, the seller-borrower
still faces credit risk associated with the dealer's credit risk, that is, the risk
that a customer of the dealer might not be able to complete its agreement with
the dealer.
11.15 If there is reason to question the creditworthiness of the dealer, the
auditor should consider consulting with legal counsel regarding whether, in the
event of the dealer's inability to return (sell back) the collateral securities, the
institution has the right to setoff the loan liability against the collateral (see
the subsequent discussion of the right of setoff). FASB Technical Bulletin No.
88-2, Definition of a Right of Setoff, establishes principles regarding the right
of setoff.

Risk of Collateral Loss
11.16 When an institution transfers securities to a dealer under a reverse
repo or dollar reverse repo, there is a risk that the dealer may not be able to
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reverse the transaction by selling the securities back at the agreed-upon price.
If the institution overcollateralizes the agreement by selling the securities at a
relatively large discount from the market price, its rights to the overage may
be diminished or lost entirely in the event of the dealer's bankruptcy. In that
case, the institution may find that neither the securities nor the funds to
replace the securities are available for the dealer to complete the reverse repo
or dollar reverse repo transaction and, as a result, may incur an economic loss.
11.17 If the institution has the legal right to setoff the securities against
the borrowed funds, the potential economic loss is limited to the excess of the
market value of the securities, plus accrued interest, at the date of the sale
over the amount borrowed, plus or minus any change in that market value and
accrued interest. However, the accounting loss may be greater or less than the
economic loss if the book value of the securities is above or below their market
value.
11.18 In the case of an institution entering an agreement with a dealer,
the risk of losing the collateral is essentially the same as market and credit
risk. If the institution does not have the legal right of setoff, the potential
economic loss extends to the full value of the securities, including accrued
interest.
11.19 The risks faced by an institution entering into reverse repos or
dollar reverse repo transactions are generally reduced if the institution maintains effective internal control structure policies and procedures related to the
authorization, processing, and recording of these transactions.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
Accounting Methods
11.20 Reverse repos and dollar reverse repos are accounted for either as
the sale and subsequent repurchase of securities or as a collateralized borrowing arrangement (financing). The key factor in distinguishing between the sale
and repurchase of securities and a financing arrangement for accounting
purposes is the degree of control over the future economic benefits relating to
the securities sold and reacquired by the seller-borrower. If the security sold is
the identical security repurchased as in a reverse repo, the seller-borrower has
retained control over the future economic benefits relating to the security and
has assumed no additional market risk (assuming there are no provisions in
the agreement to the contrary). Thus, the transaction is generally accounted
for as a financing arrangement.
11.21 In a dollar reverse repo, the degree of control over the future
economic benefits relating to the asset (security) transferred depends on
whether the security delivered back is substantially the same as the security
sold. If the delivered security is not substantially the same as the security
originally transferred (sold), the seller-borrower has surrendered control over
the future economic benefits relating to the original security, has become
exposed to market risk, and the transaction should therefore be accounted for
as a sale and repurchase. Chapter 3 includes specific criteria that a transaction must meet to be considered substantially the same. Fixed-coupon dollar
reverse repos should be reviewed carefully to determine if the securities given
up and repurchased represent substantially the same securities to ensure that
their treatment as a financing transaction is proper.
11.22 For a reverse repo accounted for as a financing, a liability should be
recorded at the time of sale for the amount of the proceeds. The investment
account should not be relieved of the collateral securities. Interest paid to the
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buyer-lender during the sale and repurchase period should be accounted for as
interest expense. Also, the difference between the selling price and the repurchase price should be accounted for as interest expense recognized over the
term of the agreement. Interest expense recognized under these agreements
should not be offset against the interest income on the security sold; they
should be reported on a gross basis.
11.23 Fixed Coupon. Fixed-coupon dollar agreements should be
accounted for as collateralized borrowing arrangements (financing). Accounting for fixed-coupon dollar agreements, except as specified in paragraph 11.24,
should be the same as that used for reverse repos, as described in paragraph
11.22. Amortization of original premium or discount, and interest income on
the original certificates, should continue to be recorded even if there is an
exchange of certificates.
11.24 A fixed-coupon agreement that contains a right-of-substitution
clause or that provides an option to the buyer-lender to deliver back a
certificate priced to result in a significantly different yield should be
accounted for in the same manner as the yield-maintenance agreement.
Examples of accounting for fixed-coupon dollar agreements are included in
Appendix B to this guide.
11.25 Yield Maintenance. Yield-maintenance dollar agreements should
be accounted for as sales with gain or loss recognition42 and commitments to
purchase securities. A sold certificate, including unamortized premium (discount), should be removed from the accounts and gains or losses recognized at
the time of sale. The commitment to repurchase should be disclosed in the
notes to the financial statements. The newly acquired security should be
recorded at cost as a separate transaction at the time of purchase. Examples of
accounting for yield-maintenance dollar agreements are included in Appendix
B to this guide.
11.26 Breakage. If the principal amount of the MBS repurchased in a
fixed-coupon dollar reverse repo transaction (financing) is greater than that of
those originally sold, the difference should be recorded in the investment
account as though a separate acquisition of additional MBSs has occurred. If
the principal amount is less, the investment account should be relieved of the
proportionate share of the MBSs that have been sold, and gains or losses
adjusted for the pro rata share of unamortized premium or discount should be
recognized.
11.27 Rollovers and Extensions. Rollovers and extensions of dollar
agreements should be accounted for based on the facts and circumstances at
the time of the rollover or extension; for example, the rollover at maturity of a
fixed-coupon dollar agreement into another, substantially the same fixedcoupon dollar agreement should be accounted for as a financing arrangement.
However, when a fixed-coupon dollar agreement is rolled over into another
fixed-coupon dollar agreement with the same coupon rate at a number of
successive maturity dates, or when the period of time from initiation to close is
lengthy (for example, more than one year), the seller-borrower may not retain
the risks and opportunities of ownership of a security that is substantially the
same as that of the original security. These transactions should be accounted
for as the completion of a financing arrangement resulting in a sale with
immediate gain or loss recognition43 and a commitment to purchase securities.
The rollover at maturity of a fixed-coupon dollar agreement into a yield42
If the market value of the securities sold differs from the contract price, the gain or loss
should be recognized based on the market value.
43
See footnote 42.
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maintenance dollar agreement results in a new contract. The fixed-coupon
agreement should be accounted for as the completion of a financing arrangement, and the rollover into a new yield-maintenance agreement should be
accounted for as a sale with gain or loss recognition44 and a commitment to
purchase securities.

11.28 Federal Regulatory Requirement Considerations. The auditor
should be aware that, for regulatory reporting purposes, federal regulations
require that within one year from the date of the initial dollar reverse repo
transaction, the institution must fund the security (this condition is not
satisfied if the security is funded via a reverse repo), accept delivery, close out
its position, and place in its investment portfolio the fixed-coupon MBS in
order for the dollar reverse repo transaction to be accounted for as a financing
for regulatory reporting purposes. To qualify as being placed in the institution's investment portfolio, federal regulations also mandate that the security
be registered in the institution's name. For future dollar reverse repo transactions using these reacquired securities to be accounted for as financings for
regulatory reporting purposes, the security generally has to remain in the
institution's investment portfolio for at least thirty-five consecutive days
annually. These conditions are intended to demonstrate the institution's
ability to fund the purchase of the securities and intent to hold the securities
for investment purposes.

Financial Statement Disclosure
11.29 The following should be disclosed in the financial statements, or in
the notes to the financial statements, with respect to reverse repo and dollar
reverse repo transactions and agreements:
a.
Disclosures for the end of the period should include—
— A description of the securities underlying the agreements.
— The book value, including accrued interest of the securities
underlying the agreements.
— The market value of the securities underlying the agreements.
— The maturity of the agreements.
— The weighted average interest rate of the agreements.
— The dollar amount of agreements to repurchase the same securities.
— The dollar amount of agreements to repurchase substantially
identical securities.
— Any material concentrations at the end of the period 45
If any material concentrations exist at the end of the period,
disclosure should be made of the institution's control of the
securities underlying the agreements.46 If concentrations at the
44

See footnote 42.
Material concentration refers to the dollar amount of assets at risk under agreements
outstanding at the report date with any one dealer. Assets at risk is defined as the book value of
securities sold under agreements to repurchase, including accrued interest plus any cash or other
assets on deposit to secure the repurchase obligation, less the amount borrowed against it
(adjusted for accrued interest). Materiality should be considered in relation to the institution's net
worth as well as to its operations.
46
Control refers to the ability of the institution to exercise legal authority over the securities
that serve as the collateral for the repurchase-reverse repurchase agreement in the event of
default by the counterparty. The institution has a different loss exposure if it lacks control over
the collateral in a repurchase transaction than if it lacks control over the collateral in a reverse
repurchase transaction. In a reverse agreement, the counterparty, for its benefit, usually exercises
control over the securities underlying the agreement. The institution has a risk of exposure to the
45
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b.

end of the period vary from those during the period, consideration should be given to disclosing this information.
— Financial instruments with off-balance-sheet risk. FASB Statement No. 105, Disclosure of Information about Financial
Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk and Financial Instruments with Concentrations of Credit Risk, requires disclosure of
certain information about financial instruments with off-balance-sheet risk. Reverse repos accounted for as a sale have offbalance-sheet risk of loss due to both credit risk and market
risk. See the discussion of the disclosure requirements of FASB
Statement No. 105 in chapter 6.
Disclosures for reverse repos and dollar reverse repos during the
period should include the following:
•
The maximum amount of outstanding agreements at any
month-end during the period
• The average amount of outstanding agreements for the period
• A statement of whether the securities underlying the agreements were under the institution's control

Mortgage-Backed, Pass-Through Certificates
11.30 Investments in mortgage-backed, pass-through certificates should
be reported separately in the statement of financial condition. The market
value of the mortgage-backed, pass-through certificates should be disclosed in
the statement of financial condition or in the notes to the financial statements.

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
11.31 The primary audit objectives for reverse repos and dollar reverse
repos are as follows:
•
Reverse repos and dollar reverse repos recorded as of the date of the
financial statements include all such agreements of the institution
and reflect all the related transactions and balances in conformity
with GAAP.
•
The asset and liability amounts resulting from reverse repo and
dollar reverse repo transactions represent valid amounts and are
stated in conformity with GAAP.
•
Interest expense, accrued interest payable, and interest income
related to reverse repos and dollar reverse repos are properly measured and reported in conformity with GAAP.
•
Reverse repo and dollar reverse repo transactions accounted for as
financings meet the criteria for financing transactions, that is, the
securities to be returned are the same or substantially the same.
•
Reverse repo and dollar reverse repo transactions accounted for as
sales and repurchases do not meet the criteria for financing transactions, and gains and losses resulting from such sales are properly
computed.
(Footnote Continued)
extent that its assets that serve as the collateral exceed the amount borrowed, including accrued
interest.
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Reverse repos and dollar reverse repos are properly described and
classified in the financial statements, and the related note disclosures are adequate.

Planning the Audit of Reverse Repurchase a n d Dollar Reverse
Repurchase Agreements
11.32 In planning the audit, the auditor should consider the factors
influencing inherent risk as it relates to reverse repo and dollar reverse repo
agreements. These factors include business risk, market risk, credit risk, and
collateral risk.
11.33 The auditor should also gain an understanding of the institution's
internal control structure policies and procedures related to reverse repo and
dollar reverse repo transactions. The existence of well-defined investment and
asset-liability management policies as part of an established internal control
structure is essential for ensuring that the reverse repo and dollar reverse repo
transactions are properly authorized, executed, and managed and for ensuring
the reliability of the financial accounting records. Evidence of a good control
environment may include the following:
•
The existence of formal, written investment and asset-liability management policies outlining the authorization, objectives, and management of reverse repo and dollar reverse repo transactions.
•
A formalized reporting system that provides the institution's management with the information necessary to manage reverse repo and
dollar reverse repo transactions and to make informed business
decisions regarding such transactions.
•
Limits and controls over the types and dollar amounts of transactions and the safekeeping of security.
•
Use of established securities dealers approved by the board of
directors.
11.34 The auditor should review the current year's interim financial
statements, board of directors' reports, OTS supervisory examination or
related reports, and other financial information to obtain an understanding of
the level of activity in reverse repo and dollar reverse repo transactions, types
of transactions entered into, accounting treatment (financing versus a sale and
repurchase), and compliance with the institution's established investment and
asset-liability management policies. The auditor should discuss these items
and other current business developments affecting the institution with management.
11.35 In June 1985 a special task force of the Auditing Standards Board
of the AICPA issued a report on auditing repurchase agreements entitled
Report of the Special Task Force on Audits of Repurchase Securities Transactions. The nonauthoritative report was the result of the task force's study of
the adequacy of existing guidance on auditing transactions involving repurchase and reverse repurchase of securities. The report provides guidance with
respect to accounting and reporting considerations, auditing considerations,
and risk considerations.

Internal Control Structure
11.36 Policies and Procedures. Examples of typical internal control
structure policies and procedures relating to reverse repos and dollar reverse
repos are as follows:
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•

The institution has formal policies that specify the types of securities that can be sold or repurchased under reverse repos and dollar
reverse repos.
•
Formal policies and procedures are in place to provide that reverse
repos and dollar reverse repos are executed in accordance with
written contracts that describe the rights and obligations of the
parties. The institution uses master agreements that are entered
into by authorized personnel and that specify the terms of the
transactions and the intent of the parties.
•
Formal policies and procedures are in place to provide that all
reverse repos and fixed-coupon dollar reverse repos are reviewed to
determine that they meet the requirements for being recorded as
financing transactions.
•
Only specified individuals are authorized to enter into reverse repos
and dollar reverse repos on behalf of the institution.
•
Formal policies and prescribed procedures are in place to provide
that individuals entering into such transactions are aware of the
inherent risks and returns of such agreements. Limits are set on the
amount and terms of agreements by the institution's board of
directors.
•
Only board-approved securities dealers are allowed to enter into
transactions with the institution.
•
The institution has policies and procedures in place for monitoring
the reputation, financial stability, and creditworthiness of securities
dealers as a basis for evaluating their ability to fulfill their obligation to return the collateral to the institution.
•
The institution has procedures in place for monitoring communications with securities dealers and for reviewing confirmations from
securities dealers to detect unrecorded or inappropriately recorded
transactions and to determine the reasonableness of interest rates.
•
Initial transactions and rollover agreements are reviewed by a
responsible official who determines whether the transactions
represent sales or financing transactions.
•
Formal policies and procedures require the periodic evaluation of
the market value, including accrued interest, of the agreement and
required collateral levels.
•
The subsidiary ledger containing securities collateralizing reverse
repos and dollar reverse repos is periodically reconciled to the
general ledger.
•
Policies and procedures are in place governing the use of hedging
techniques to reduce market risk.
11.37 Tests of Controls. The auditor may conclude that control risk
may be assessed at below the maximum and perform tests of controls to obtain
evidence of the effectiveness of policies and procedures related to reverse repo
and dollar reverse repo transactions and balances. Examples of tests of
controls the auditor may perform include the following:
•
Obtain and review the institution's written investment and assetliability management policies (or other applicable policies relating
to the management of reverse repo and dollar reverse repo transac-
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tions), and consider whether such policies have been reviewed and
approved by the institution's board of directors.
Obtain the institution's approved list of securities dealers and compare the list to those dealers with whom reverse repo and dollar
reverse repo transactions were entered into during the current year.
Review selected transactions to consider whether all significant
terms were specified and documented and whether the amounts and
terms were consistent with those established by the institution's
formal investment and asset-liability management policies.
Review supporting documentation for reverse repo and dollar
reverse repo transactions and consider whether only those individuals authorized to enter into reverse repos and dollar reverse repos on
behalf of the institution executed such transactions.

Substantive Procedures
11.38 Inspection of Reverse Repo and Dollar Reverse Repo Documentations. Reverse repos and dollar reverse repos should be reviewed by the
auditor and agreed to the respective recording of the liability in the subsidiary
records. The corresponding securities collateralizing the borrowing should also
be identified, and the amounts and description should be agreed to the
respective subsidiary ledger.
11.39 Confirmation. The auditor should consider confirming reverse
repos and dollar reverse repos and all significant terms with the respective
securities dealers. Any rollovers or extensions of such agreements should be
agreed to brokers' advices. Confirming the transaction with the securities
dealer provides evidence of the occurrence of the transaction, its terms, and
the treatment of the underlying securities, for example, evidence that the
securities were delivered to the securities dealer; confirmation does not provide
evidence about the existence, location, or transferability of the securities or
about the securities dealer's ability to complete the transaction. It is usually
impracticable to confirm the location of the securities delivered to the dealer
as collateral. The dealer often is not able to determine the location of the exact
securities delivered because they are fungible with other securities of the same
issue under the dealer's control and are commingled with those securities. In
addition, the dealer may have appropriately used the securities for collateral
in another reverse repo or dollar reverse repo in which the dealer sold the
securities to be repurchased at a later date. The seller-borrower and its auditor
need not necessarily be concerned, however, about the location of securities
transferred to the dealer as collateral because their location does not necessarily affect the risk that the dealer may not complete the transaction.
11.40 The auditor should consider assessing the dealer's ability to complete the transaction by other procedures, such as reviewing audited financial
statements of the dealer, considering the regulatory requirements applicable
to the dealer, and, if necessary, obtaining a special-purpose report from the
dealer's auditor.
11.41 Review of Related-Party Transactions. The auditor should
consider reviewing those reverse repos and dollar reverse repos and transactions involving related parties that have been accounted for as sales transactions to determine whether there are potential unrecorded financing
transactions. A review of transaction activity may indicate that an event
accounted for as two separate transactions—a sale and subsequent purchase—
is in fact a reverse repo or dollar reverse repo that should be accounted for as a
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financing. The auditor should be alert for related-party transactions that are
improperly accounted for and, thus, avoid recognizing gains or losses on sales.
11.42 Collateral. The auditor should assess the collateral risk through
consideration of the dealer's reputation, financial position, and market presence. The auditor should review the current market values, including accrued
interest, of securities serving as collateral and consider whether the collateral
is sufficient or excessive in relation to the requirements of the agreement.
Further, the auditor should assess whether those securities repurchased under
reverse repos or dollar reverse repos meet the substantially-the-same criteria
for financing transactions or whether a gain or loss should have been recorded
under a sales transaction.
11.43 Analytical Procedures. Analytical procedures that may be used
by the auditor to test reverse repo and dollar reverse repo transactions
include—
•
Comparing recorded interest expense to estimates based on the
average volume of borrowings and interest rates.
•
Comparing the amount of accrued interest payable to prior years,
taking into consideration changes in interest rates and the volume of
transactions.
11.44 In using analytical procedures as a substantive test, the auditor
should consider the extent to which differences from expected amounts can be
accepted without further investigation based on the auditor's judgment about
materiality. Additional guidance on the use of analytical procedures is provided by SAS No. 56, Analytical Procedures.
11.45 Other Procedures. Other audit procedures related to reverse repos
and dollar reverse repos that the auditor may consider performing are as
follows:
•
Read the board of directors' minutes to determine whether financing
transactions have been properly authorized.
•
Test whether approved securities dealers are used, and whether
financing arrangements comply with the institution's established
policies.
•
Test whether the institution has properly recorded the difference
between the selling price and repurchase price as interest expense.
•
Review the latest audited financial statements of the securities
dealer and other available reports, such as reports on internal
control structure or special-purpose reports by the dealer's independent auditor, to determine whether the dealer has net capital in
excess of statutory requirements.
•
Recompute gains or losses on reverse repos that are not accounted
for as financing agreements on a test basis.
•
Review rollovers and extensions, and test whether within one year
from the date of the initial transaction the institution properly
funded the security, accepted delivery, closed out its position, and
placed in its investment portfolio the security returned. For future
dollar reverse repo transactions using reacquired securities, test
whether the securities were held in the institution's investment
portfolio for sufficient time for the transaction to be accounted for
as a financing.
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11.46 The auditor should be aware that when the institution concentrates
its reverse repos and dollar reverse repos with one dealer, or a small group of
dealers, the evaluation of credit risk assumes particular importance. The
auditor should consider the institution's controls over evaluating the reputation and financial strength of the dealer. The auditor should also review the
latest audited financial statements of the dealer. The auditor should determine
the specific entity within an affiliated group with which the institution is
doing business, and should be alert to the implications of transactions between
that entity and its affiliates.
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Chapter 12

Other Borrowings
Introduction
12.01 Savings institutions may use a variety of short- and long-term
funding sources, the most common of which are debentures, notes payable,
Eurodollar certificates, collateralized mortgage obligations, Federal Home
Loan Bank advances, real estate mortgage investment conduits (REMICs),
mortgage-backed bonds, mortgage-revenue bonds, commercial paper, and preferred stock of finance subsidiaries. An insured institution must notify the
OTS before borrowing money unless it meets the OTS regulatory-capital
requirements or any applicable individual minimum-capital directive. Further, federal regulations may prohibit growth above a certain level without
prior approval by the OTS.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
Debt
12.02 Savings institutions may issue either collateralized or uncollateralized debt securities for financing purposes. The debt may be subordinated to
other debt or deposits, and may be convertible into shares of stock. For
subordinated debt securities to qualify as regulatory capital, written approval
from the OTS must be obtained prior to the issuance of the securities. The
procedures and eligibility requirements for issuance of subordinated debt that
qualifies as regulatory capital, as well as disclosure and reporting requirements, are established by the OTS and are outlined in the OTS's published
rules and regulations.
12.03 The funds received from the issuance of subordinated debt securities constitute borrowings by the issuing savings institution. Because the debt
is subordinated to depositors' claims on assets, a portion of subordinated debt
that meets certain requirements may be included as regulatory capital.
Subordinated debentures should be classified as debt on the institution's
statement of financial condition and presented in accordance with GAAP.
12.04 Convertible debentures are convertible into the stock of the issuer
at a specified price at the option of the holder. In most cases, convertible
securities are also callable at a premium to face value at the option of the
issuer, generally beginning a few years after issuance.
12.05 Interest on debentures should be reported as interest expense in the
statement of operations. Generally, there are no discounts or premiums associated with the issuance of such securities. Any discounts or premiums should be
amortized over the term of the issue using the interest method. Costs relating
to the issuance of debentures should be deferred and amortized to operations
using the interest method over the life of the issue.

Mortgage-Backed Bonds
12.06 Mortgage-backed bonds (MBBs) are any borrowings (other than
those from a Federal Home Loan Bank) collateralized in whole or in part by
one or more real estate loans. MBBs typically have the following characteristics:
•
Fixed maturities or payments of principal and interest
•
The use as collateral of mortgage loans or MBSs owned by the issuer
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Stated or fixed interest rates with interest payable monthly or
semiannually (there may also be call provisions)
•
Principal payments made through periodic sinking-fund payments
or at final maturity
•
Mortgage collateral in which the purchaser does not have an ownership interest
•
Collateral values usually ranging from 110 percent to 200 percent of
the amount of the debt issue, so that the collateral exceeds the
principal value during its entire outstanding life.
12.07 The total mortgage collateral pool is generally overcollateralized to
the extent necessary to provide assurance that the investor can sell the
mortgage loans without loss in the secondary market should the MBB issue
default. MBBs are debt obligations of the issuing institution and should be
classified as debt on the institution's statement of financial condition. They
should be separately classified from advances, other notes payable, and subordinated debt, if material in amount. Any discounts or premiums associated
with the issuance of MBBs should be recorded in a contra liability (debit) or
liability (credit) account. Bond issue costs or expenses (legal, accounting,
printing, and other expenses) should be deferred and amortized to operations
using the level-yield method over the life of the bonds. Interest should be
reported as interest expense in the statement of operations.

Preferred Stock and Other Obligations of Finance Subsidiaries
12.08 Finance subsidiaries, as defined in federal regulations, are a means
by which institutions can issue preferred stock and other securities at rates
lower than those the institutions would otherwise have to pay if they issued
the securities directly. Thus, finance subsidiaries afford institutions the opportunity to obtain less costly funds.
12.09 In a structured financing (the simplest form of a finance subsidiary), the parent institution transfers certain assets to a special-purpose
finance subsidiary to collateralize or otherwise support the securities issued by
the finance subsidiary. In return for the assets, the subsidiary remits the net
proceeds of the offering to the parent for use in operations. Where debt is
issued at the subsidiary level, the trustee for the debt perfects a security
interest in the transferred collateral. If preferred stock is issued, no security
interest is perfected. However, because the finance subsidiary is chartered for
the limited purpose of issuing the securities and can neither incur debt nor
engage in any other business, the preferred stock is, in fact, insulated from
other encumbrances and is, therefore, backed by the collateral in a manner
approximating a security interest. The result is to provide greater protection
for preferred stockholders than each of them would have had if the parent
institution had been the issuer.
12.10 The economic value of this financing technique is made possible by
a variety of factors. Because of the requirements established by the rating
agencies, preferred stock offerings are significantly overcollateralized by a
combination of mortgage securities, short-term money-market instruments,
U.S. Treasury securities, and other securities. This degree of collateralization,
combined with the protection afforded by the structure, enables the rating
agencies to issue triple-A ratings. Additionally, because qualified corporate
taxpayers holding preferred stock are eligible for a deduction of a specified
percentage of dividends received, the dividends paid by the issuer can be low
by market standards, making the transaction a low-cost "borrowing" for the
parent.
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12.11 The preferred stock of finance subsidiaries is generally classified as
a liability or minority interest in consolidated financial statements. Dividends
on the preferred stock of finance subsidiaries are accounted for as income.
12.12 The OTS does not permit preferred stock issued by a finance
subsidiary to be treated as capital at the parent level. Federal regulations
specify certain requirements for investments in finance subsidiaries.

Collateralized Mortgage Obligations
12.13 CMOs are pay-through bonds collateralized by MBSs or mortgage
loans and are generally structured so that all, or substantially all, of the
collections of principal and interest from the underlying collateral are paid to
the holders of the bonds. Typically, the bonds are issued with two or more
maturity classes (called tranches 47 ); the actual maturity of each bond class
varies depending upon the timing of the cash receipts from the underlying
collateral. CMOs are usually issued by a minimally capitalized special-purpose
corporation (issuer) established by one or more sponsors. The MBSs collateralizing the obligations are acquired by the special-purpose corporation and then
pledged to an independent trustee until the issuer's obligation under the bond
indenture has been fully satisfied. The investor agrees to look solely to those
trusted assets and the issuer's initial capital (collectively referred to as
segregated assets) for repayment of the obligations. Therefore, the sponsor and
its other affiliates no longer have any financial obligations for the instrument,
although one of those entities may retain the responsibility for servicing the
underlying mortgage loans.
12.14 For the sponsor of the CMO (that is, the original owner of the
mortgages), cash is immediately generated; there is no waiting for collection of
the amounts when the respective mortgage payments come due. CMOs not
collateralized by government-backed securities, such as GNMAs, are generally
overcollateralized to mitigate the risk of default. The excess collateral reverts
to the sponsor at the maturity of the CMOs.
12.15 Holders of CMO residual interests (residuals) are entitled to the
excess, if any, of the issuer's cash inflows, including reinvestment earnings,
over the cash outflows for debt service and administrative expenses. The
holder of a residual may be a sponsor of the CMO issuer or an unrelated third
party that acquires the residual as an investment.
12.16 For both the issuer and investor, cash flows may not materialize as
scheduled. For example, prepayments of the underlying mortgages at a
greater-than-anticipated rate can reduce the yield to maturity expected by the
investor. However, the use of tranches may eliminate some of the prepayment
risk.
12.17 FASB Technical Bulletin No. 85-2, Accounting for Collateralized
Mortgage Obligations, provides guidance on accounting for CMOs. CMOs
should be presumed to be borrowings and reported as liabilities in the financial
statements of the issuer unless all but a nominal portion of the future
economic benefits of the associated collateral have irrevocably passed to the
investor and no affiliate of the issuer can be required to make future payments
with respect to the obligation. However, if all of the following conditions exist,
the transaction is no longer considered a borrowing, the associated collateral
should no longer be recorded on the issuer's financial statements, and gain or
loss should be recognized:
47

See footnote 19 for a definition of tranche.
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The issuer and its affiliates surrender control of the future economic
benefits embodied in the collateral securing the obligation.
•
Neither the issuer nor its affiliates have the right or obligation to
substitute collateral or obtain it by calling the obligation.
•
The expected residual interest in the collateral, if any, is nominal.
•
No affiliate of the issuer is required to make any future payments
with respect to the obligation.
•
The investor agrees to look solely to the issuer's segregated assets or
third parties (such as investors or guarantors) for repayment of the
obligation, and neither the sponsor of the issuer nor its other affiliates are secondarily liable.
•
Neither the issuer nor its affiliates can be required to redeem the
obligation prior to its stated maturity other than through the
normal pay-through of collections from the collateral.
12.18 If all of the above conditions are met, and the associated collateral
is eliminated from the financial statements, any expected residual interest in
the collateral should not be recognized as an asset. Rather, such residual
interest should be recorded as it accrues to the benefit of the issuer or its
affiliates.
12.19 If servicing rights are retained by an affiliate of the issuer, and the
stated servicing-fee rate is less than a current (normal) servicing-fee rate, the
CMO proceeds and resulting gain or loss should be adjusted to provide for a
normal servicing fee in each subsequent servicing period. (See chapter 8.)
12.20 All transaction costs associated with the offering accounted for as a
sale should be expensed when the associated collateral is eliminated from the
financial statements and the resultant gain or loss is recognized.

Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits
12.21 A REMIC is a vehicle for issuing multiclass mortgage-backed
obligations that require compliance with a number of technical requirements
of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC). A REMIC is a taxable entity and not a
security structure like a CMO and other types of mortgage-backed borrowings.
Failure to comply with the requirements could result in imposition of a
corporate income tax on the gross income of the REMIC. REMIC certificates
of ownership are qualifying real property loans and qualified assets under the
IRC.
12.22 To qualify for REMIC status as defined by the IRC, all of the
assets continuously held by the REMIC must consist of qualified mortgages
and permitted investments. In general, the term qualified mortgages refers to
mortgages that are principally collateralized by an interest in real property
and are transferred to the REMIC at the time of its formation or purchased
by the REMIC within three months of its formation. The term qualified
mortgage also refers to a regular interest in another REMIC. The term
permitted investments includes cash flow investments, qualified reserve
assets, and foreclosure property.
12.23 All of the interests in the REMIC must consist of either regular
interests or residual interests. A regular interest is an interest that unconditionally entitles the holder to receive specified principal and interest payments under terms that are fixed at the time of the REMIC's formation. A
residual interest is any interest in a REMIC that is not a regular interest.
Only one class of residual interest may exist with respect to a REMIC. In
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other words, the rights of all of the holders of interests that do not qualify as
regular interests must be exactly the same.
12.24 Savings institutions enter into REMIC transactions to raise immediate cash from mortgage agreements. In addition, some institutions use MBSs
with unrealized losses as the underlying collateral for the REMIC issue. Those
institutions generally classify the transaction as a financing for financial
reporting purposes (as long as the requirements of FASB Technical Bulletin
No. 85-2 are met), and as a sale for federal income-tax purposes to record the
losses and thus obtain a current tax deduction.
12.25 REMIC is simply a label that covers various forms of underlying
securities. These securities may resemble either CMOs or pass-through certificates that represent a sale of the underlying receivables. The substance of the
transaction determines whether or not the sale tests of FASB Statement No.
77, Reporting by Transferors for Transfers of Receivables with Recourse, are
met and whether the REMIC should be accounted for in accordance with
FASB Technical Bulletin No. 85-2 or in accordance with FASB Statement No.
77.
12.26 For federal income-tax purposes, REMIC transactions are considered sale transactions. In general, when qualified mortgages are transferred to
the REMIC in exchange for the regular and residual interests in the REMIC,
no gain or loss is recognized for federal income-tax purposes. Instead, the
transfer of the mortgages and the issuance of the REMIC interests are treated
as a carryover basis transaction. Upon the sale of any of the interests that are
received from the REMIC, a taxable gain or loss is recognized. The amount of
the taxable gain or loss is equal to the fair market value of the consideration
received for the interest, less the adjusted basis of the interest at the time of
sale.

Federal Home Loan Bank Advances
12.27 Examples of auditing procedures for FHLB advances are described
at the end of this chapter.

Defeasance of Debt
12.28 Debtors, including savings institutions, may choose to extinguish
debt through early redemption. However, a debtor may be unable to redeem
the debt because of call or prepayment protection in the debt agreement.
Nonetheless, a debtor may extinguish debt through an in-substance defeasance
transaction. Under this transaction, a debtor buys certain securities the cash
flows of which from principal and interest payments match those of the
outstanding debt. Cash flows from those securities are restricted to servicing
and retiring the debt.
12.29 A debtor may recognize two results upon the extinguishment of
debt by in-substance defeasance. First, if the requirements of FASB Statement
No. 76, Extinguishment of Debt, are met, the institution removes the securities and the debt from its balance sheet. Second, by retiring borrowings with
interest rates below current interest rates in securities, a debtor may be able to
discharge borrowings at less than face value. Therefore, an immediate gain
may be recognized by the debtor in accordance with the criteria in FASB
Statement No. 76. Gains and losses from extinguishment of debt that are
included in the determination of net income should be aggregated and, if
material, classified as an extraordinary item, net of related income-tax effect,
in accordance with FASB Statement No. 4, Reporting Gains and Losses from
Extinguishment of Debt.
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Financial Statement Presentation
12.30 Significant categories of borrowings should be presented as separate
line items in the liability section of the balance sheet. The notes to the
financial statements should describe the principal terms of the respective
agreements including, but not limited to, the title or nature of the agreement,
or both; the interest rate; the payment terms and maturity date(s); collateral;
and restrictive covenants, if any. The notes should also describe maturities
and sinking-fund requirements for each of the next five years. If debt is

considered in-substance defeased, a general description of the transaction and
the amount of the debt that is considered extinguished at the end of the period
must be disclosed as long as the debt remains outstanding.

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
12.31 The primary audit objectives for borrowings and other liabilities
are as follows:
•
Short- and long-term borrowings recorded as of the date of the
financial statements include all such liabilities of the institution, are
stated at correct amounts, and reflect all transactions for the period
in accordance with GAAP.
•
Interest expense and the related balance-sheet accounts (accrued
interest payable, unamortized premiums or discounts, and issuance
costs) are properly measured and recorded, and amortization has
been computed in accordance with GAAP.
•
Transactions representing an extinguishment of debt through an insubstance defeasance are properly evaluated and reported, and any
related gains or losses on the transactions are properly calculated
and reported in accordance with GAAP.
•
Borrowings and other liabilities are properly described, accounted
for, and classified in the financial statements, and the related note
disclosures are adequate; the underlying collateral for borrowings is
properly identified and disclosed.
•
Financing subsidiaries are consolidated with the parent institution
as required by FASB Statement No. 94, Consolidation of All Majority-Owned Subsidiaries.

Planning the Audit of Other Borrowings
12.32 In planning the audit, the auditor should consider the factors
influencing inherent risk as it relates to other borrowings. Such factors might
include regulatory considerations, the existence of restrictive covenants, and
the existence and adequacy of collateral, if applicable. The auditor should also
obtain and read the current year's interim financial statements and other
financial information. This might include information about whether any
significant new debt has been incurred or issued, and whether any significant
debt has been repaid or refinanced. The auditor should discuss with management these items as well as other current business developments affecting the
institution.

Internal Control Structure
12.33 Policies and Procedures. Internal control structure policies and
procedures relating to borrowings include the following:
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•

Potential borrowing transactions are reviewed and approved by the
board of directors, or an appropriate committee thereof, and documented in the minutes.
•
Initial borrowings are reviewed by the appropriate accounting and
legal personnel to ensure that borrowings meet regulatory and
accounting guidelines for classification as a liability.
•
Adjustments to liability accounts are reviewed and approved by a
responsible official.
•
The institution is named as issuer or borrower in the respective
credit or financing agreements.
•
The subsidiary ledger of long- and short-term borrowings is periodically reconciled with the general ledger.
•
Reports or statements from outside trustees or transfer agents are
periodically reconciled to the institution's records.
•
Through periodic confirmation with the trustee or transfer agent,
the institution ascertains that collateral on borrowings, such as
CMOs and REMICs, remains sufficient.
•
Those borrowings in the form of CMOs and REMICs are reviewed to
ensure they meet the requirements for treatment as a financing
transaction.
•
If defeasance of debt has occurred, documentary evidence of defeasance of debt and related documentation of compliance with the
requirements of FASB Statement No. 76 have been maintained.
12.34 Tests of Controls. It is generally more efficient and effective to
assess control risk at the maximum for other borrowings and take an entirely
substantive approach to the examination of other borrowings. The auditor
should, however, obtain an understanding of relevant internal control structure policies and procedures to plan effective substantive tests.

Substantive Procedures
12.35 The auditor should review documentation supporting other borrowings and agree items to their recording in the subsidiary ledger to ensure that
the liability has been properly recorded. Consideration should be given to the
following:
•
Type of debt
•
Maturity of the debt
•
Underlying collateral of the debt, if any
•
Subordination of the debt to other borrowings
•
Evidence of regulatory approval, if required
•
Presence of restrictive covenants
12.36 Confirmation. The auditor should consider confirming pertinent
information with the trustee or transfer agent, including all terms, unpaid
balance, accrued interest payable, principal and interest payments made
during the year, collateral description, annual trust accounts activity, and the
occurrence of any violations of the terms of the agreement. If collateral is not
under the control of the institution and is held by a trustee or transfer agent,
the auditor should confirm its existence, completeness, and valuation with the
respective trustee or transfer agent.
12.37 Valuation. The auditor should test borrowings that were issued at
a premium or discount to determine whether amortization has been properly
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computed and recorded in accordance with GAAP. The auditor should also
evaluate the propriety of amortization of costs incurred in connection with a
debt issuance. The auditor should assess the sufficiency of the value of assets
collateralizing any borrowings, such as CMOs or REMICs, by confirmation
with a trustee or transfer agent or by review of the collateral held by the
institution. If collateral is deemed deficient or not under the control of the
institution, the auditor should consider the need for disclosure.
12.38 Analytical Procedures. Analytical procedures that may be useful
for other borrowings include the following:
•
Compare interest expense by major category of debt as a percent of
the average amount of the respective debt outstanding during the
year with stated rates on the debt instruments.
•
Evaluate the reasonableness of balance-sheet accruals and other
related balance-sheet accounts (accrued interest payable, deferred
issuance costs, and premiums and discounts) by comparison to prior
year balances.
12.39 The auditor should consider the extent to which differences from
expected amounts can be accepted without additional investigation based on
the auditor's judgment about materiality. SAS No. 56, Analytical Procedures,
provides additional guidance.
12.40 Other Procedures. Other audit procedures related to other borrowings and the extinguishment of debt are as follows:
•
Read minutes of meetings of the board of directors to determine
whether financing transactions have been properly authorized.
•
Obtain a detailed supporting schedule of prior-year and current-year
account balances. Agree the prior-year balance to prior-year
workpapers and the current-year balance to the general ledger.
Review activity for reasonableness.
•
Review debt covenants and test whether the institution has complied with such covenants. Determine whether disclosures are appropriate.
•
Test whether the institution has sufficient collateral to collateralize
its FHLB advances by reference to the security agreement signed by
the institution's management that indicates compliance. Test the
adequacy and existence of such collateral, depending upon the
nature of the agreement (blanket lien, specific lien without delivery,
or specific lien with delivery of the collateral). Prepare the appropriate FHLB Collateral Verification Letter for issuance to the respective district bank.
•
For CMOs and REMICs, consider whether all economic benefits
associated with the collateral have been irrevocably passed to the
investor (as defined by FASB Technical Bulletin No. 85-2). If all
economic benefits have been irrevocably passed to the investor, test
whether the transaction has been accounted for as a sale and
repurchase. If it is determined that all economic benefits have not
been passed to the investor, test whether the transaction has been
accounted for as a financing.
•
For CMOs and REMICs, obtain and review certified compliance
and verification letters prepared by the trustee's independent auditors. (Such letters are prepared on an annual basis and provide for
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the verification of the principal balance of the collateral and bonds,
the cash flows associated with the issue, and compliance with the
respective terms of the underlying agreements.)
If the institution has assets from which the cash flows will be used to
service a specific obligation of the institution, test whether the
transaction(s) represents the extinguishment of debt through an insubstance defeasance transaction and whether it has been properly
recorded.
If there has been an in-substance defeasance of debt, review legal
documents, including trustee agreements, to test that defeasance
meets irrevocability requirements; review assets acquired to extinguish debt and evaluate the cash flows provided by those assets
relative to cash flows required by the defeased debt; and review the
computation of the gain or loss on defeasance, including the calculation of the present value of defeased debt.
If the institution has established a finance subsidiary through which
securities have been issued, examine evidence supporting the institution's compliance with regulatory guidelines, and test whether the
institution's aggregate investment in finance subsidiaries is within
prescribed regulatory guidelines.
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Deposits
13.01 Savings accounts represent the principal source of funds for savings
institutions. Whereas passbook savings and certificates of deposit historically
had been the predominant form of savings accounts, in recent years, moneymarket-deposit accounts (MMDAs), jumbo savings accounts, and checking
accounts now constitute the majority of savings accounts in many institutions.
The terms of deposit accounts were deregulated in the 1980s and are now
subject only to the agreement of the depositor and the savings institution.
However, the OTS retains the authority to regulate account terms. The FDIC
has issued rules covering the types of accounts covered by deposit insurance.
13.02 The major types of savings accounts are demand and time deposit
accounts.

Demand Deposits
13.03 Demand deposits generally include checking accounts, negotiableorder-of-withdrawal (NOW) and SuperNOW accounts, demand certificates of
deposit and official checks, and escrow deposits (other than borrowers' deposits
for insurance and taxes).
13.04 NOW accounts originated as savings accounts from which withdrawals could be made through the use of negotiable-withdrawal instruments,
which are the same as checks. NOW accounts usually offer a stated interest
rate. The insured institution reserves the right to require at least seven days'
notice prior to withdrawal or transfer of any funds in the account. SuperNOW
accounts function like NOW accounts, except that they offer a floating
interest rate. These accounts are commonly referred to as transaction
accounts, since the accounts typically involve a large number of deposits and
withdrawals. Withdrawals can be made through checking, ATMs, and
preauthorized payment transactions. Deposits can be made through direct
deposit of payroll checks, ATM transactions, and over-the-counter deposits.
13.05 Processing procedures are similar for checking, NOW, and
SuperNOW accounts, and each depositor's account is maintained using data
processing or, in some small institutions, by manual records kept on a separate
ledger card. Posting to these accounts is performed either the day the items
are received or the following day on a delayed-posting basis. Any rejected
items are disposed of in the following day's business and may include checks
that are missorted, lack endorsement, are subject to "stop payment" orders, or
are drawn on other institutions, and items that, if cleared, would create an
unauthorized overdraft. (These items are sometimes called holdovers or
throwovers.) Periodic statements, together with canceled-check, credit, and
debit memos, are sent to the depositors.
13.06 Financial institutions are governed by federal law regarding the
length of time that a hold may be placed on a deposit by check. These checks
may be cleared through the Federal System or through a correspondent
financial institution, in accordance with Regulation CC.
13.07 Demand certificates of deposit, which may be negotiable or nonnegotiable, must be surrendered at the time of demand for payment. Registers
or prenumbered certificate books are maintained showing the depositor's
name, identifying number, amount of each certificate held by a depositor, and
date of payment. Separate listings may also be maintained, with certificates
listed in numerical sequence for control purposes.
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13.08 Interest ceases on time certificates of deposit at maturity. Interest
is classified as a demand certificate of deposit, until it is paid.
13.09 Deposits collateralizing loans and deposits that are subject to
escrow or other withdrawal restrictions may be separately controlled.
13.10 Savings institutions may issue checks drawn on themselves, including, for example, expense disbursements, loan disbursements, interest payments, withdrawals of deposit balances, and exchanges for cash with
customers. These checks are often referred to as official, expense, interest, and
loan-disbursement checks, and a separate series of checks and a separate
general-ledger-control account may be maintained for each type of disbursement.
13.11 When an institution draws a check on itself, it records a liability for
outstanding checks but does not credit cash until the check has been paid.
When the items are paid, they are checked off in the register or removed from
the file. The total of all open items represents the association's total liability
for outstanding checks and should reconcile to the general ledger balance.
13.12 Introduced in 1982, MMDAs have no legal interest-rate ceiling and
no legal minimum-deposit requirements. Most institutions adopt minimumbalance requirements and charge service fees or lower interest rates when
account balances fall below minimum requirements. The depositor is authorized to make no more than six transfers per calendar month or four-week
statement cycle. Certain types of transactions are exempt from this requirement. A number of institutions have adopted tier pricing structures, which
pay different interest rates on the same account, depending on the amount of
the account balance. The processing procedures for MMDAs resemble those for
checking, NOW, and SuperNOW accounts.

Time Deposits
13.13 Time deposits include certificates of deposit, individual retirement
accounts (IRAs), and Keogh plan accounts.
13.14 A certificate of deposit is a deposit evidenced by a certificate that
must be held for a minimum term, and the institution may assess a penalty for
early withdrawal, which is computed as a function of the interest earned for
early withdrawal. There is no restriction on the interest rate, which usually is
higher than that offered on demand accounts. Institutions may issue automatically renewable certificates, which provide the customer a limited amount of
time to respond to a notice of renewal or redemption. Interest on certificates of
deposit may be compounded, credited to another account (such as the depositor's NOW or savings accounts), or paid by check directly to the depositor.
13.15 Usually, certificates of deposit are recorded on a passbook or
certificate form and produced in duplicate copies to provide a control copy
that can be used to verify signatures at redemption or to serve as a reminder
notice when sent to the depositor at maturity.
13.16 As with other accounts, the subsidiary detail for certificates of
deposit usually is a computer-produced report with separate classifications for
deposits of various interest rates and maturities.
13.17 IRAs provide tax benefits for interest income, and tax-deductible
contributions vary based on a person's salary and other earned income. With
certain limitations, IRAs can be used by individuals who also are covered by
an employer's retirement plan, or to roll over certain distributions from
qualified retirement plans. IRA accounts may also be maintained in certificates of deposit.
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13.18 A Keogh plan (also known as an H.R. 10 plan) allows a selfemployed individual to annually contribute a limited amount of income to a
retirement fund. Because the contribution is currently deductible, and the
income on the accumulated contributions compounds free of current taxes,
current liquidity usually is not a concern, and certificates of deposit are
attractive investments for Keogh plans.
13.19 Jumbo certificates of deposit are deposits of $100,000 or more. Such
deposits are attractive investments for depositors who seek a combination of
safety and high interest rates. Financial institutions are often very competitive in attracting these deposits. Interest rates fluctuate daily and are
reported nationally. Collection of jumbo deposits is facilitated by wire-transfer
mechanisms, nationwide advertising, and toll-free telephone numbers.
13.20 Deposit brokers facilitate the distribution of jumbo deposits among
insured institutions. Brokers maintain contact with large depositors and
insured institutions paying high interest rates, in order to funnel deposits in
$100,000 amounts to the institutions paying the highest rates. An institution
should record the fee paid to the deposit broker as a discount of deposits
(contra-liability) and amortize it into interest expense over the life of the
brokered deposit.
13.21 Significant asset growth is often funded by jumbo deposits, including out-of-market and brokered jumbo deposits. Because these deposits are
attracted purely by high interest rates and deposit insurance and may be
invested in high-yield, high-risk assets, they may be very unstable, and the
independent auditor may need to assess the effect of jumbo and brokered
deposits if he or she questions the institution's ability to maintain its liquidity.

Pledged Certificates of Deposit
13.22 A borrower may pledge a certificate of deposit, including those from
other financial institutions, as additional collateral for a loan, or a borrower
may obtain a loan secured by an existing deposit to obtain cash without
cashing in the certificate before its maturity. If an institution accepts a
certificate issued by another institution as collateral, it should obtain written
confirmation of the pledged status from that institution.
13.23 If an institution accepts its own certificates of deposit as collateral,
the institution should ensure that the certificate is not redeemed before the
related loan is repaid and the loan does not exceed the withdrawable amount
of the account. Such controls might include taking physical possession of the
certificate and noting the pledge status in the records used by association
personnel who redeem certificates.

Dormant Accounts
13.24 The classification of accounts as dormant depends on institution
policy. The required period of inactivity before savings accounts are classified
as dormant normally exceeds that for checking accounts because savings
accounts are usually less active. It is preferable that dormant accounts and
the related signature cards be kept under the control of individuals independent of the teller and accounting functions. After a specific period of inactivity, as determined by the state in which the institution is located, the accounts
may no longer be deposits of the institution and may escheat to the state.

Closed Accounts
13.25 When an account is closed, the signature card should be removed
from the file of active accounts and placed in a closed-account section.
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Generally, account records are perforated in a canceling machine and returned
to the depositor.

Financial Statement Presentation
13.26 The following information should be disclosed:
•
Major types of interest-bearing and non-interest-bearing deposits by
interest rate ranges. Typical categories include NOW accounts,
MMDA accounts, savings deposits, and time deposits.
•
The rates at which the institution paid interest on deposit accounts
and the related deposit balances at year-end. Typically, this is
information broken out by type of deposit.
•
The aggregate amount of contractual maturities of time deposits for
each of the five years following the date of the latest balance sheet
being presented (in accordance with FASB Statement No. 47, Disclosure of Long-Term Obligations).
•
The weighted-average interest rate of year-end deposit balances.
•
Securities or mortgage loans pledged as collateral for certain deposits.
•
Income from early-withdrawal penalties.
•
Overdrawn balances of demand accounts that are included in loan
balances.
•
Deposits received from related parties, if material.
•
Separate disclosure of accounts over $100,000.
•
Interest expense by type of account.

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
13.27 The significant audit objectives related to savings institutions'
deposits are to obtain reasonable assurance that the deposit, revenue, and
expense accounts are fairly stated in conformity with GAAP and that the
accounts are properly classified in the financial statements.

Internal Control Structure
13.28 An effective internal control structure should include policies and
procedures and an adequate segregation of duties to (a) ensure that deposits
are accepted in accordance with established policies, (b) prevent and detect
errors in the processing of accounting information for deposits, and (c) ensure
that deposits are monitored on an ongoing basis and that expense recognition
and the carrying amount of the liability are analyzed periodically to determine whether adjustments are necessary.
13.29 Institutions typically have established policies and procedures,
approved by the board of directors, that include, among other things, position
limits for each type of deposit (including brokered deposits) and guidelines for
setting interest rates.
13.30 Examples of typical control procedures over deposits include:
•
Reconciliations. The detail subsidiary ledgers are reconciled to the
general ledger on a periodic basis. This includes the interest accruals
as well as the deposit-principal balances.
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Authorization. Appropriate individuals, typically officers or supervisory employees, are assigned responsibility for approving unposted
holdover items, overdrafts, return items, and activity on dormant
accounts.
Safeguard Controls. Controls should be in place to ensure adequate
protection of files, ledger cards, canceled checks, deposit tickets, and
signature cards. Typically, these items are maintained in fireproof
containers, and access is restricted to appropriate personnel. In
addition, the supplies of unissued certificates of deposit and official
checks (which are typically prenumbered) should be maintained
under dual control.
Segregation of Duties. Control procedures should provide adequate
segregation of duties for deposits. Persons responsible for opening
new accounts and issuing certificates should not have access to the
accounting records. Accounting personnel should not have processing duties or access to unissued certificates.
Statements. Statements of account activity are mailed to the depositor on a regular basis.
Wire Transfers. Appropriate controls should exist over wire transfers and the propriety of the subsidiary ledgers. These controls are
particularly important if significant deposits are made without
physical contact with the depositor (that is, if out-of-market or
brokered deposits are accepted).
Employee Accounts. An appropriate individual should be assigned
to review activity in employee accounts for unusual transactions.

Audit Procedures
13.31 Account Reconciliations. For institutions maintaining subsidiary
deposit records on electronic data processing equipment, the auditor needs
assurance that the account information to be confirmed and tested actually
represents the record for the data selected. Therefore, the auditor should
obtain control of the record tape and test the reconciliation of its subsidiary
totals to the general-ledger balance. Reconciling items of differences between
the general ledger and the subsidiary ledger of particular concern are returned
items, adjustment items, holdovers in departments, overdrafts, and service
charges. The auditor may decide to test subsequent disposition or proper
approvals for reconciling items.
13.32 Confirmation. Confirmation of deposit-account balances provides
evidence of existence and accuracy. The auditor may use EDP audit programs
to automatically generate deposit confirmation requests from the record tape.
Alternatively, the auditor could use a paper copy of the subsidiary records. In
this case, deposit-confirmation requests could be prepared by the institution's
personnel, but the auditor should test the confirmations by comparison to the
subsidiary records. The extent and type of confirmations (positive or negative)
and methods of selection (including audit sampling) are usually left to the
auditor's discretion, but the auditor's decision may be influenced by bonding
requirements. SAS No. 39, Audit Sampling, as amended by SAS No. 43,
Omnibus Statement on Auditing Standards, and SAS No. 45, Omnibus Statement on Auditing Standards—1983, provides guidance for planning, performing, and evaluating audit samples.
13.33 Some depositors may have instructed the institution to place their
accounts are on a "no mail" basis. There should be a written request from the
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depositor authorizing the no-mail status. Those accounts, and accounts for
which confirmation requests are returned undelivered by the postal authorities, should be subjected to alternative procedures. If alternative procedures
are not practicable, the auditor should consider whether a scope limitation
exists.
13.34 Tests of Interest Payable and Interest Expense. Accrued interest payable, interest expense, and service-charge income should be tested in
connection with the audit of deposit accounts. Test procedures for interest on
deposits include the reconciliation of subsidiary records with general-ledger
balances, recalculation of interest paid and accrued interest payable, and the
testing of interest expense for a specified period. Overall tests of interest may
be performed by relating interest expense for the period under examination to
the average balance of the respective interest-bearing deposit accounts and
comparing the resulting yields to interest rates in effect during the period.
Service-charge income should be tested to determine that the fees were
charged in accordance with the association's policy.
13.35 Other Detail Tests. The auditor may perform other detail tests,
such as the following:
•
Review the control over origination of, and access to, signature
cards.
•
Test the daily deposit and withdrawal slips in relation to receipt and
disbursement totals.
•
Compare the withdrawal slips to the applicable subsidiary record
and signature cards.
•
Review the control over origination of, and access to, mailingaddress files.
•
Review the control over mail receipts.
•
Test accounts for compliance with the institution's policy regarding
early-withdrawal-penalty interest recognition.
•
Review dormant accounts and transactions relative to deceased
accounts.
•
Test service-charge income in accordance with board policy.
•
Test transactions and restrictions on savings accounts pledged as
collateral for loans.
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Chapter 14

Equity
Introduction
14.01 Many savings institutions operate under the mutual form of ownership. Effectively, this means that depositors "own" the institution, although
they made no contribution to the institution's equity accounts. The only
equity account for these institutions derives from retained earnings. To
enhance their capital positions and for other reasons, many institutions have
converted to the stock form of ownership. Additionally, for several years
federal and state charters have been issued for the formation of stock institutions, which may issue common and preferred stock.
14.02 The need for capital infusions into the thrift industry has resulted
in the creation of innovative and unique capital instruments, which often have
numerous and complex provisions. Understanding the nature and substance of
these transactions is critical in determining the appropriate accounting treatment.
14.03 Common responses to the need for the infusion of capital into the
industry have been the acquisition of institutions and the increase of capital
via the contribution of nonmonetary assets. When nonmonetary assets are
contributed by a stockholder, the earnings process may not have been completed, and therefore it must be determined whether fair value, or the lower of
fair value or the contributor's carrying amount, is the appropriate basis on
which to record the transaction.

Regulatory-Capital Instruments
14.04 Savings institutions may be permitted to include certain elements
in regulatory capital even though they do not represent GAAP equity. Historically, savings institutions could include certain subordinated debt and nonpermanent preferred stock as regulatory capital. With the passage of FIRREA,
regulatory-capital requirements for savings institutions must be no less stringent than those for commercial banks (see chapter 1). The auditor should be
knowledgeable about these capital standards and about the items to be
included or excluded as regulatory capital.
14.05 Some institutions have received assistance from the former FSLIC
in the form of capital instruments. The more common types of FSLIC
assistance included net-worth certificates, mutual-capital certificates, and
income-capital certificates. These certificates were usually issued in conjunction with an FSLIC note and are repayable to the FSLIC Resolution Fund
when an institution returns to compliance with minimum regulatory-capital
levels. Other capital instruments might have included preferred stock and
warrants. The auditor should be aware of the impact of FIRREA on these
FSLIC capital instruments.

Compliance With Regulatory-Capital Requirements
14.06 Federal regulations require savings institutions to maintain specified levels of capital and, in certain circumstances, to restrict the amount of
dividend payments. Auditors should be familiar with capital regulations that
affect the financial statements. When an institution fails to maintain the
required minimum regulatory-capital level, regulatory authorities may take
various actions that restrict the institution's business activities, may negatively affect its operations, or may even force a merger or close the institution.
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Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
14.07 Retained earnings is usually presented as a single line item on the
statement of condition. Because of numerous restrictions, the auditor should
consider including the words substantially restricted with the line item for
retained earnings.
14.08 The presentation of other components of equity in the statement of
condition for stock institutions is similar to that for other enterprises. Additionally, it is not uncommon to see the equity section of an institution's
statement of condition reduced by one or both of the following contra-accounts:
a.
Receivables taken in exchange for capital instruments
b.
Unrealized losses on equity securities or investments in mutual
funds that have been included in an investment portfolio

Capital Stock
14.09 The provisions of preferred stock instruments should be reviewed
carefully to determine whether the preferred stock should be included or
excluded from equity, For public institutions, SEC rules, including Accounting
Series Release (ASR) 268, Redeemable Preferred Stocks, require that redeemable preferred stock should be presented as a separate line item rather than be
combined with other equity that does not have similar redemption requirements. Furthermore, for regulatory purposes, certain types of preferred
stock—for example, cumulative preferred stock—do not qualify as components of all forms of regulatory capital even though they are included in
GAAP capital.
14.10 A statement of changes in the institution's equity account is
typically presented. It should show changes in each element of equity for each
period in which a statement of operations is presented.
14.11 The notes to the financial statements should disclose the institution's minimum regulatory-capital requirement whether or not the requirement is being met and, if it is, by how much, A reconciliation between GAAP
capital as reported and the regulatory-capital requirement should also be
disclosed in a note to the financial statements.
14.12 The notes should also disclose significant actions taken by regulatory authorities, if any, when the institution is not in compliance with
regulatory-capital requirements, in which case the auditor should consider
whether it is necessary to include an explanatory paragraph in the opinion. See
chapter 18 for additional information on this topic.
14.13 Almost since its inception, the thrift industry has enjoyed a significant tax advantage, in that institutions have been able to deduct, for tax
purposes, a bad-debt expense equal to some percentage of taxable income,
rather than incurred losses alone. The percentage deduction applied to taxable
income has decreased over the years; however, at one point, the rate was as
high as 60 percent. The availability of the bad-debt deduction has resulted in
the creation, for tax purposes, of sizable bad-debt reserves, to which losses can
be charged when realized. As a result, there is a possibility that part of an
institution's retained earnings effectively have not been taxed. If the reserve
included in retained earnings is used for any purpose other than to absorb
losses (for example, the payment of dividends), the amount must first be
reduced for taxes not previously paid. This effectively results in a restriction
on retained earnings. Depending on the materiality of the amounts involved, it
may be necessary to disclose the situation and its effect on potential dividends
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in the notes to the financial statements. See chapter 15 for additional information on this issue.
14.14 Restrictions on dividends because of minimum regulatory-capital
requirements, or other regulatory restrictions on dividends, should also be
disclosed.
14.15 The notes should disclose aspects of capital instruments necessary
for a clear understanding of the financial condition of the institution. The
bases for the calculation of dividends, redemption provisions, liquidation
accounts for converted institutions, cumulative dividends in arrears, and
changes in control provisions of capital instruments are examples of items that
should be disclosed.

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Retained Earnings
14.16 Generally, the retained earnings of a savings institution should be
subjected to the same auditing procedures as those used with respect to other
enterprises. The auditor should be aware, however, that, for tax purposes,
institutions may charge losses directly to bad-debt reserves included in
retained earnings. This treatment is not appropriate for financial statement
purposes. Although the auditor should always be alert to entries made directly
to retained earnings, the auditor of a savings institution should be particularly
alert to entries that charge losses directly to retained earnings rather than to
the appropriate contra-asset account (valuation allowance) or to current
results of operations.

Other Equity
14.17 The auditor should be alert for situations in which a savings
institution has recorded an increase in capital (GAAP basis) that has been
financed with a receivable from a contributor. In government-assisted acquisitions, it is not uncommon for the government to take an equity position in an
institution in exchange for a note. Others may purchase stock by contributing
some type of note receivable as well. These transactions do not result in an
increase in equity until the receivable has been satisfied.

Regulatory Capital
14.18 The auditor should determine the institution's compliance with
regulatory-capital requirements in considering the appropriate disclosures to
be made and opinion to be rendered. The auditor should be familiar with the
way in which the minimum regulatory-capital requirement is calculated.
Because regulators have the authority to impose on an institution capital
requirements that vary from the minimum requirement specified in the
regulations, the auditor should inquire whether individualized minimumcapital requirements have been imposed. The auditor should also be familiar
with the components of regulatory capital. These components may include
items that differ from equity under GAAP. See chapter 18 for additional
information (paragraphs 18.20 through 18.29).
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Income Taxes
Introduction
15.01 Congress historically has extended to savings institutions tax benefits unavailable to other industries through special provisions in the Internal
Revenue Code. These special tax provisions, in addition to the provisions of
general corporate-tax law, can complicate the task of accurately determining
the income-tax provision and related liability for a savings institution. Further, because of its special tax status, a savings institution is allowed special
bad-debt deductions that provide for the tax-free accumulation of bad-debt
reserves.
15.02 However, before a savings institution can utilize these special
provisions, it must meet certain qualifying criteria, which are defined by the
Internal Revenue Code and income tax regulations. If an institution does not
qualify, the consequences can result in a significant income-tax expense, which
could materially affect the financial statements of the institution. Accordingly, the purpose of this chapter is to familiarize the auditor with these
special provisions, in order that he or she can test whether the income tax
expense of a savings institution is properly determined.
15.03 During the 1980s, thrift taxation was frequently changed by
legislation to reflect changing economic and political considerations. The
auditor must be aware that the tax laws specific to savings institutions, in
addition to general corporate taxation, can change drastically from one year to
the next.

Background
15.04 Before 1952, savings institutions were exempt from taxation, much
as credit unions are today. During the period from 1952 through 1962, savings
institutions were first subjected to taxation; however, a bad-debt deduction of
up to 100 percent of taxable income allowed the industry to remain virtually
tax-exempt. The purpose of this deduction was to allow savings institutions to
accumulate a tax-free reserve as a protection for their depositors. The Revenue
Act of 1962 significantly changed the percentage of the taxable-income baddebt deduction and, as a result, most savings institutions began to pay federal
income taxes for the first time. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 reduced this
percentage further, providing for a gradual reduction from 60 percent of
taxable income in 1969 to 40 percent in 1979. In 1982 and 1984, in recognition
of the tax preference inherent in the bad-debt reduction, the Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act and the Deficit Reduction Act effectively reduced
this percentage again to 34 percent and 32 percent for the years 1983-84 and
1985-86, respectively. Finally, for tax years after 1986, the Tax Reform Act of
1986 reduced this percentage to only 8 percent.

Unique Aspects of Savings-Institution Taxation
15.05 IRC Section 581. This section provides the definition of a bank for
tax purposes, which is important to a savings institution if it fails to qualify as
a savings and loan. Generally, a savings institution that fails to meet its
definitional tests is taxed as a bank.
15.06 IRC Section 582. Gains and losses from the sale or exchange of
loans, debt securities, and other debt obligations are not considered capital
gains and losses for banks and thrifts.
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15.07 IRC Section 591. A tax deduction is permitted only for dividends
or interest actually paid or credited to the deposit or withdrawal accounts of a
savings institution. Accrual of interest to an accrued interest payable account
is not sufficient for a tax deduction, regardless of the tax accounting method
used.
15.08 IRC Section 585. In lieu of a bad-debt deduction for specific
charge-offs, a savings institution or a savings institution taxed as a small bank
is allowed a tax bad-debt deduction under the reserve method, computed using
actual experience percentages.

15.09 IRC Section 593. A bad-debt deduction based on 8 percent of
taxable income is available for savings institutions, in addition to the deduction derived using the bank experience method. A savings institution may
annually elect which of the two methods to use. Further, if a savings institution pays dividends in excess of its tax earnings and profits, or if it redeems its
stock, the savings institution must recapture a portion of its tax bad-debt
reserve into taxable income that is roughly equal to the amount distributed
grossed up by the institution's effective tax rate.
15.10 IRC Section 595. A savings institution's REO property retains its
character as a loan for tax purposes. No taxable event is deemed to occur on
the date of foreclosure. Gain or loss on the disposition of REO is not included
directly in taxable income, but instead is treated as a bad-debt recovery or
charge-off and credited or charged to the tax bad-debt reserve.
15.11 IRC Sections 55, 56, and 57. The amount of excess tax bad-debt
deduction over the institution's hypothetical experience is considered a preference item and is subject to the alternative minimum tax, as are other items,
such as tax-exempt interest income or tax losses from loan swaps.
15.12 IRC Section 597. This section was dramatically changed by
FIRREA, which is effective for acquisitions on or after May 10, 1989. Federal
financial assistance received by failed or failing savings institutions is now
taxable for the recipient institution in the final tax return before acquisition.
Federal assistance received by acquirors is also taxable. However, assistance
received pursuant to an acquisition dated prior to January 1, 1989, is still
nontaxable. Assistance received pursuant to an acquisition dated between
January 1, 1989, and May 9, 1989, is nontaxable, but it does cause a reduction
in other tax attributes.
15.13 IRC Section 172. Savings institutions are provided carryback and
carryforward periods for their net operating losses that are different from
those of regular corporations for tax years preceding 1987.
15.14 IRC Section 7701(a)(19). This section provides the definition of a
savings and loan for tax purposes. If a savings institution fails to qualify, it
generally becomes a bank by default for tax purposes.

Definition of a Savings and Loan for Tax Purposes
15.15 Since the Revenue Act of 1962, a savings institution must meet
certain qualifications to be treated as a "domestic building and loan association" for tax purposes. The Internal Revenue Code provides for a three-part
test. The tests are applied at the institution level, not at the consolidated level.
15.16 Supervisory Test. In order for a savings institution to qualify, it
must be either a domestic building-and-loan association, a domestic savingsand-loan association, or a federal savings-and-loan association that is insured
by the SAIF or BIF or is subject by law to supervision and examination by
state or federal authorities.
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15.17 Business Operations Test. The principal business of an institution must be to acquire the savings deposits of the public and to invest in
loans.
15.18 Either an institution must acquire the savings deposits of the
public in conformity with OTS regulations or state supervisory authority, or
the general public must hold more than 75 percent of the dollar amount of the
institution's total deposits, withdrawable shares, and other obligations during
the taxable year.
15.19 An institution is considered to be in the business of investing in
loans if the total of the following items exceeds 75 percent of its gross income:
•
Interest or dividends on cash, taxable government obligations, or
securities of a deposit insurance company
•
Interest on loans
•
Income from property used by the institution in the conduct of its
business
•
Premiums, discounts, commissions, or fees on loans, which are limited to 20 percent of total income
•
Net gains from the sale or exchange of taxable government obligations
•
Income, gain, or loss that can be attributed to foreclosed property
only if the income, gain, or loss is included in gross taxable income
and the original loan was a qualifying asset
15.20 Asset Test. A savings institution must maintain at least 60
percent of its total assets in qualifying assets. The determination is usually
based upon year-end assets; however, at the election of the institution, average
assets can be used. Qualifying assets include—
•
Cash.
•
U.S. government obligations, or obligations of a state or a political
subdivision thereof, and stock or obligations of a corporation that is
an instrumentality of any of the above. However, tax-exempt obligations are not included.
•
Certificates of deposits in, or obligations of, another bank or savings
and loan.
•
Securities of a deposit insurance company.
•
Loans secured by deposits or shares of a member.
•
Residential real property loans, including ADC loans if there is a
commitment to develop residential property within three years.
•
Church loans.
•
Home-improvement loans.
•
Loans for mobile homes that are not used on a transient basis.
•
Urban-renewal loans.
•
Education and student loans.
•
Loans to educational, health, or welfare institutions.
•
REO and other foreclosed property acquired through foreclosure of
qualifying loans.
•
Regular or residual interests in REMICs.
•
Property used by the institution in the conduct of its business,
including subsidiary stock if the subsidiary exclusively owns and
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manages property of which more than 50 percent of the fair rental
value is used by the savings and loan.
The auditor should keep in mind that this test should be computed using the
tax basis of an institution's assets. Therefore, financial reserves for bad-debt
losses and other valuations do not reduce the basis of their related assets to the
extent they exceed their corresponding tax reserves.
15.21 Failure to Qualify. Savings institutions that do not meet all of
these tests not only are precluded from taking advantage of the special
savings-and-loan tax provisions but must also recapture the accumulated tax
benefits that they previously received as a savings and loan. This event may
have a significant impact on the financial statements in the year the institution fails to qualify, since taxes must be restored on the bad-debt reserves
previously exempted in accordance with APB Opinion No. 23, Accounting for
Income Taxes—Special Areas. Additionally, the reserves on the institution's
tax return are recaptured. A savings institution that fails these tests is
generally treated as a bank for tax purposes.
Tax Bad-Debt Deduction
15.22 The tax bad-debt deduction for a savings institution generally
consists of two separate deductions for nonqualifying and qualifying loans.
The bad-debt deduction for nonqualifying loans is computed using the bank
experience method. The bad-debt deduction for qualifying loans is the larger of
the amount computed using the bank experience method or the amount
computed using the percentage of taxable income method. If the percentage
method is used, it represents the maximum bad-debt deduction for both
qualifying and nonqualifying reserves.
15.23 Qualifying real-property loans include any loans secured by an
interest in improved real property, or real property that will be improved out
of the proceeds of the loan. Qualifying loans also include real estate acquired
through foreclosure. A qualifying loan for bad-debt purposes does not have to
be secured by residential real estate, in comparison to a qualifying loan for the
asset test.
15.24 Nonqualifying loans include consumer loans secured by tangible
property or cash collateral, unsecured loans, or other loans that do not qualify.
In addition, loans, whether qualifying or nonqualifying, should be reduced by
any unearned discount or amounts not actually disbursed, such as loans in
process.
15.25 Under the percentage-of-taxable-income method, taxable income is
adjusted by excluding the following items:
•
Bad-debt reserve-recapture income from dividends paid in excess of
earnings and profits or from redemptions of stock
•
Bad-debt deductions
•
Capital-gains adjustments if a capital-gain rate differential exists
•
Dividends subject to the dividends-received deduction reduced by 8
percent of the dividends-received deduction
•
Net gains from the sale of corporate stock as tax-exempt obligations
15.26 Savings institutions that file a consolidated tax return must adjust
taxable income for functionally related losses of other members of the consolidated group.
15.27 For years beginning after 1986, taxable income is adjusted by
excluding the items listed in paragraph 15.25, and then multiplied by 8
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percent to compute the bad-debt deduction. For taxable years beginning after
1984 and before 1987, the bad-debt deduction of 40 percent of taxable income
must be reduced by 20 percent of the preference amount (15 percent for 1983
and 1984).
15.28 The percentage-of-taxable-income bad-debt deduction is subject to
two limitations, a 6 percent test and a 12 percent test. Under the 6 percent
test, the ending reserve for losses on qualifying loans, after the current year's
provision is added, is limited to an amount equal to 6 percent of the net
qualifying real property loans.
15.29 The 12 percent test limits the overall addition to the reserves to the
excess of 12 percent of the savings institution's withdrawable accounts at the
close of the year over the sum of its surplus, undivided profits, and reserves at
the beginning of the year.

Tax Reserves
15.30 The IRS requires savings institutions to maintain tax reserves as
part of their permanent records. Generally, the following tax reserves are
maintained as part of the general ledger or in a subsidiary tax ledger, as
follows:
I.
Reserve for losses on nonqualifying loans
II. Reserve for losses on qualifying real-property loans
III. Supplemental reserve for losses on loans
IV. Pre-1952 surplus
V. Tax paid or exempt undivided profits (tax earnings and profits)
VI. Tax-adjustment account
15.31 Failure to follow the bookkeeping requirements can result in a loss
of the percentage-of-taxable-income bad-debt deduction.
15.32 The total of the tax reserves should always equal the total retained
earnings reported on the financial statements. As an alternative to the
maintenance of a ledger record, the IRS allows the submission of copies of
federal income-tax returns that include reconciliation schedules of these tax
reserves to satisfy the bookkeeping requirements, as long as they are kept on a
permanent basis.
15.33 Reserves I, II, and III represent the income that Congress allowed
institutions to accumulate on a tax-free basis as a protection to their depositors. The total of these reserves is usually indicated as an appropriation to
retained earnings on the institution's general ledger, and is normally shown as
the "Federal Insurance Reserve." The total amount of this untaxed income is
generally disclosed in the footnotes to the financial statements.
15.34 The recapture of these reserves can create significant taxable
income if a savings institution pays dividends in excess of its earnings and
profits, makes stock redemption payments, or fails to qualify as a savings and
loan.

Net Operating Losses
15.35 The Tax Reform Act of 1986 repealed the special carryback and
carryforward provisions for utilizing net operating losses (NOLs) of savings
and loans. Savings institutions now operate under regular corporate NOL
provisions (a transition period was granted for 1982 through 1985).
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Carryover/Carryback Periods
Taxable Years
Beginning in

1981, 1986
1982 through 1985
1987 and forward

Back 10
Forward 5
Back 10
Forward 8
Back 3
Forward 15

15.36 If a savings institution fails to qualify as a savings and loan for tax
purposes, it becomes subject to special bank-tax rules. For a bank, or consolidated bank group, that is greater than $500 million in size, the portion of an
NOL incurred from 1987 through 1993 that is attributable to the bad-debt
deduction is carried back ten years and forward five years. The use of NOL
carryovers can also be restricted when a savings institution has experienced
more than a 50 percent change in ownership.

Troubled-Thrift Tax Rules
15.37 FIRREA changed many of the special tax provisions that were
available to thrifts prior to May 10, 1989. Federal financial assistance
received by failed institutions or acquiring institutions pursuant to acquisitions on or after May 10, 1989, is no longer tax-free.
15.38 In addition, the special tax rules that allowed the accumulated
NOLs of failed savings and loans to carry over to acquirors without limitation
were also repealed.

Alternative Minimum Tax—Preferences
15.39 An auditor should be aware that, in addition to regular federal
income tax, many savings institutions are subject to the alternative minimum
tax. I n computing alternative minimum taxable income, some adjustments

must be made that are peculiar to the thrift industry. The percentage-oftaxable-income bad-debt deduction in excess of the hypothetical experience
method deduction is a tax preference item that should be added to taxable
income when computing alternative minimum taxable income. An adjustment
must also be made for the disallowance of losses on the exchange of debts, such
as loans, which are substantially the same. Additionally, most savings and
loans will also be subject to the adjusted-current-earnings (ACE) adjustment
for years after 1989.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
Accounting for Income Taxes—APB Opinion No. 11, Deferred
Method
15.40 Prior to the issuance of FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting for
Income Taxes, the deferred method described in APB Opinion No. 11,
Accounting for Income Taxes, set the standard for accounting for income-tax
expense.
15.41 In the deferred method of accounting for income taxes, attention is
focused on the income statement and on matching expenses with revenues. In
other words, the tax effect of an event is recognized in the same period that
the event is included in the results of operations.
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15.42 This method relies on mechanical calculations to measure the
incremental effect of tax expenses using either a gross change or net change
method. The deferred tax credits or charges created in this process are simply
residual amounts that do not actually represent liabilities or assets; they are
merely the accumulation of interperiod tax allocations.

Accounting for Income Taxes—APB Opinion No. 23, Special
Areas
15.43 With regard to deferred federal income tax on tax bad-debt reserves
of savings institutions, APB Opinion No. 23 is effective regardless of whether a
savings and loan computes its federal income-tax expense in accordance with
APB Opinion No. 11 or has elected early adoption of FASB Statement No. 96.
15.44 In the past, Congress has permitted the thrift industry to take tax
bad-debt deductions, generally far in excess of their financial bad-debt experience. With respect to the difference between taxable income and financial
income, a special provision of APB Opinion No. 23 was adopted to address the
issue of providing deferred income taxes on the difference.
15.45 As a result of the excess tax bad-debt deductions, a significant
financial reserve, representing an accumulation of financial earnings on a taxfree basis, has been created. Congress intended that this reserve be used to
absorb any future bad-debt losses incurred by a savings institution, thereby
protecting the depositors. As long as a savings institution did not use this baddebt reserve for any other purpose, it did not incur an income-tax liability.
15.46 APB Opinion No. 23 concluded that a difference between taxable
income and financial income attributable to a savings institution's tax baddebt reserve may not reverse until an indefinite future period, or it may never
reverse. Since an institution controls the events that create the tax consequence, and it is required to take specific action before the initial difference
reverses, a savings institution should not provide income taxes on this difference.
15.47 However, if circumstances indicate that the institution is likely to
pay income taxes, either currently or in later years, because of known or
expected reductions in the tax bad-debt reserve, income taxes attributable to
that reduction should be accrued as a tax expense of the current period.
15.48 APB Opinion No. 23 addresses situations in which the tax bad-debt
deduction exceeds the financial bad-debt provision. In a year in which there is
an excess financial bad-debt provision but the tax bad-debt reserve still
exceeds the financial bad-debt reserves at year-end, it is controversial and
practice is diverse as to whether the income tax provision can reflect benefits
of the excess financial bad-debt provision. To the extent that an excess
financial bad-debt provision results in an excess financial bad-debt reserve at
year-end, it would resemble a regular timing difference.

FASB Statement No. 9 6
15.49 The auditor should be aware that accounting for excess financial
bad-debt provisions over tax bad-debt provisions is controversial and that
practice may be diverse. The FASB's EITF considered this issue in Issue No.
91-3, Accounting for Income Tax Benefits from Bad Debts of a Savings and
Loan Association, but did not reach a consensus as to the preferability of
methods.
15.50 FASB Statement No. 96 supersedes APB Opinion No. 11 as well as
a number of other income-tax-related pronouncements, such as portions of
APB Opinion No. 23 (as amended by FASB Statement No. 103, Accounting for
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Income Taxes—Deferral of the Effective Date of FASB Statement No. 96).
FASB Statement No. 96 is generally required to be implemented in fiscal years
beginning after December 15, 1991. Implementation prior to this date is
voluntary.
15.51 In contrast to the deferred method set forth in APB Opinion No. 11,
FASB Statement No. 96 establishes what is generally known as the liability
method, in which attention is focused on the balance sheet. The objective of
FASB Statement No. 96 is to recognize the amount of current and deferred
taxes payable or refundable as a result of all events that have been recognized
in the financial statements using existing tax laws.
15.52 A current or deferred tax liability or asset is recognized for the
current or deferred tax consequences of all events that have been recognized in
the financial statements, measured by applying the provisions of enacted tax
laws to determine the amount of taxes payable or refundable currently or in
future years. The tax consequences of earning income or incurring losses or
expenses in future years, or of the enactment of a change in tax laws or rates
in the future, are not anticipated for purposes of recognition and measurement
of a deferred tax liability or asset.
15.53 FASB Statement No. 96 Provisions. The tax consequences of most
events recognized in the financial statements for a year are included in
determining current income taxes payable. However, because of differences
between the tax laws and the recognition and measurement requirements of
financial accounting standards, differences can arise between the amounts of
taxable and pretax income for a year, or the tax bases of assets or liabilities
and their reported amounts in financial statements. These differences collectively are referred to as temporary differences.
15.54 A determination of the amount of deferred taxes payable or refundable in future years as a result of the reversal of temporary differences during
future years must be made at each financial statement date. This deferred
liability or asset should then be adjusted for changes in tax laws or rates in
each period during which new tax rates are enacted.
15.55 The tax benefit of temporary differences that result in deductible
amounts in future years can only be recognized to the extent that those
deductible amounts offset taxable amounts from other temporary differences
in future years, or to the extent that net deductible amounts in future years
would be recoverable by a carryback refund of taxes paid in the current or
prior years. A deferred tax asset is not recognized for any additional amount of
temporary differences that will result in net deductible amounts in future
years. That additional amount is, in substance, the same as a tax-loss carryforward.

Scheduling Process
15.56 The determination of deferred taxes requires a process by which the
reversal of the year-end temporary differences must be "scheduled" in each
future year as if a separate tax return were prepared for the net amount of
reversing temporary differences. The process begins with an estimation of the
future year in which a temporary difference will result in a taxable or
deductible amount. Any net deductible amounts created in this scheduling
process must be carried back or forward as NOLs to offset net taxable
amounts in prior or subsequent future years.
15.57 A savings institution must estimate when temporary differences
will reverse, or result in taxable or deductible amounts in future years. This
may be difficult for temporary differences created by excess tax bad-debt
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reserves. Such temporary differences should be scheduled based on the future
years when the related loans are expected to be deemed wholly or partially
worthless for tax purposes. Accordingly, scheduling the taxable or deductible
amounts related to those temporary differences requires judgment about the
timing of their expected occurrence.
15.58 The temporary difference related to the excess of tax bad-debt
reserve over the financial loan-loss allowance represents one of the exceptions
to comprehensive recognition of deferred taxes under FASB Statement No. 96,
and does not require scheduling. This difference is still governed by APB
Opinion No. 23. As discussed previously, no deferred tax liability is provided
for this amount.
15.59 As previously noted in paragraph 15.49, the auditor should be
aware that accounting for excess financial bad-debt provisions over tax baddebt provisions is controversial, and that practice may be diverse.
15.60 In determining the net taxable amount of a future year, a savings
and loan is allowed a percentage of taxable income bad-debt deduction to
reduce a savings and loan's other types of temporary differences, according to
question 20 of the FASB Special Report, A Guide to Implementation of
Statement 96 on Accounting for Income Taxes: Questions and Answers.

Temporary Differences
15.61 Examples of temporary differences are as follows:
•
Loan-fee income is recognized on a cash basis, or on the basis of the
liquidation or composite method, for tax purposes, while it is recognized as a yield adjustment for accounting purposes.
•
FHLB stock dividends are recognized as current accounting income,
while they are deferred for tax purposes.
•
Trading investments are valued at market value for accounting
purposes, while they are maintained at historical cost for tax purposes, with gain or loss recognized at sale or maturity.
•
Expenses of deferred compensation are recorded under the accrual
method for accounting purposes, while they are deducted when paid
for tax purposes.
•
Gains or losses on sales of loans, property, plant, or equipment are
not recognized in the same accounting and tax period.
•
Amortization of imputed interest income from transactions involving loan receivables or loan collateral is not recognized in the same
accounting and tax periods.
•
Depreciation deductions for tax purposes differ from amounts
recorded for accounting purposes; for example, an accelerated
method is used for tax purposes, while the straight-line method is
used for accounting purposes.
•
Cash, rather than accrual, accounting methods are used for savings
institutions with no more than $5 million in average gross receipts.
•
Accretion of discount on bonds and U.S. Treasury bills is recorded
currently for accounting purposes, while it is subject to tax at
maturity or sale, or accredited differently for tax purposes.

Disclosure
15.62 A savings institution is required to disclose whether it qualifies as a
savings and loan for tax purposes, and provide a brief description of available
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special tax provisions, such as the bad-debt deduction. Because the accrual of
deferred income tax is not required on a savings institution's excess tax baddebt reserve, the cumulative amount of the excess reserve difference for which
a deferred tax liability has not been recognized and the events that would
cause it to become taxable should be disclosed.
15.63 The amounts and expiration dates of NOL and tax-credit carryforwards for financial reporting and tax purposes, including any amounts applied
to reduce goodwill and other noncurrent intangible assets of an acquired
enterprise, should also be disclosed.
15.64 The reported amount of income-tax expense attributable to continuing operations for the year should be reconciled to the amount of income-tax
expense that would result from applying federal statutory tax rates to pretax
income, and each significant reconciling item should be separately stated. A
nonpublic enterprise can disclose the nature of significant reconciling items
without showing specific dollar amounts or percentages.

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
15.65 The auditor's objectives regarding income taxes are to obtain
sufficient competent evidence about whether the provision for income taxes is
reasonable, the liability for accrued income taxes is adequate, and deferred
income taxes represent the effect of temporary differences. Also, the incometax provisions, accruals, and deferrals should be properly described and
classified in conformity with a consistent application of GAAP.

Audit Procedures
15.66 Substantive audit procedures might include the following:
•
Review copies of prior-year financial statements, including note
disclosure and prior-year workpapers.
•
Obtain the reconciliation schedule of net income per books with
taxable income for federal, state, and other income taxes. Agree
entries to the general ledger and supporting documents. Consider
the reasonableness of the current tax accounts.
•
Examine prior-year income-tax returns, and ascertain the latest
year that returns have been examined. Review recent Revenue
Agent Reports, and consider current treatment of items challenged
in the past.
•
Update the schedule of cumulative temporary differences, reviewing
for propriety, and test the adequacy of the deferred-tax accounts.
•
Consider the authorization of certain transactions such as profit
sharing, bonus, contributions, or stock-option transactions, to determine tax deductibility.
•
Review the classification and description of accounts to identify
possible tax reporting differences, such as advance receipts deferred
on books or reserves for anticipated losses or expenses.
•
Consider whether the tax reserve bookkeeping requirements have
been met.
•
Review the calculation of the savings and loan definitional tests
(both the asset test and the income test) at year-end to verify that
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the institution qualifies for the special thrift tax provisions and the
application of APB Opinion No. 23.
Review the tax status and consolidated return requirements of
subsidiaries.
Review the status of current-year acquisitions of other companies
and their pre-acquisition tax liability.
Review the use of carryovers.
Review the allocation requirements of state tax authorities.
Review terms of all tax-sharing agreements between affiliated entities to determine proper disclosure and accounting treatment in the
stand-alone financial statements of related entities.
Review the schedule of net-operating-loss carryforwards for both tax
and financial statement purposes.
Evaluate tax contingencies and consider if they are either probable
of assertion and reasonably possible of unfavorable outcome, or
reasonably possible of assertion and probably of unfavorable outcome, and consider appropriate accounting treatment or disclosure
requirements for these items.
Test the roll forward of tax-balance-sheet accounts. Consider vouching payments and credits.
Review reconciliation of prior-year tax accrual to the actual tax
return. Determine the propriety of any adjustments and consider
the impact on current-year accrual estimates.
Evaluate any tax-planning strategies utilized in the calculation of
deferred taxes in light of the criteria specified in FASB Statement
No. 96.
Determine the adequacy of financial statement disclosures.
Ascertain that changes in the tax laws and rates have been properly
reflected in the tax calculations and accounts.
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Chapter 16

Futures, Options, and Similar Financial
Instruments
Introduction
16.01 Deregulation and interest-rate volatility have given rise to considerable financial innovation in the marketplace. Many financial instruments
have been developed that may reduce an institution's interest-rate exposure
by transferring interest-rate risk to third parties. Many innovative financial
instruments are a result of breaking apart or combining traditional financial
instruments.
16.02 Interest-rate futures contracts, options, and interest-rate swaps are
financial instruments commonly used to manage and minimize interest-rate
risk; they can also be used as highly volatile speculative investments. Because
of the leverage involved, these instruments are very sensitive to market price
movement and require the active involvement of experienced institution
management. Asset/liability management is discussed in chapter 2. The
auditor should also be familiar with federal regulations that may preclude an
institution from speculating with certain types of financial instruments.
16.03 Futures, options, and similar financial instruments generally are
considered a significant high-risk audit area. The process of auditing offbalance-sheet financial instruments involves subjective aspects; therefore,
experienced audit personnel knowledgeable about off-balance-sheet financial
instruments should supervise or perform this section of the audit. Inquiry of
specialists, such as investment bankers knowledgeable about futures, options,
and similar financial instruments, may be appropriate (see SAS No. 11, Using
the Work of a Specialist). The assigned audit staff also should understand the
institution's investment environment, including its investment policies and
procedures, investment and interest-rate risk-management strategy, and the
relative level of interest-rate and credit risk inherent in the institution's assets
and liabilities.
16.04 This chapter provides a description of interest-rate futures contracts, options, interest-rate swaps, mortgage swaps, and interest-rate protection agreements, and it includes a discussion of the accounting and auditing
issues related to these off-balance-sheet financial instruments. Although these
are the most common types of off-balance-sheet financial instruments used by
institutions to manage interest-rate risk, the auditor should be aware that
there are others, many of which are hybrids or combinations of the instruments discussed in this chapter.

Interest-Rate Futures Contracts
16.05 The interest-rate futures market offers an organized mechanism for
the transfer of interest-rate risk. In the 1980s, the market experienced phenomenal growth in volume and in the types of contracts available. This rapid
growth reflects the economic need of providers and users of money for protection against the unpredictable effects of volatile interest rates.
16.06 The Futures Market As discussed in FASB Statement No. 80,
Accounting for Futures Contracts, a futures contract is an exchange-traded
contract to make or to take delivery of a standardized quantity of a commodity or financial instrument, or provides for cash settlement in lieu of delivery,
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at a specified date or during a specified period, for a prescribed price under
conditions established by a recognized exchange.
16.07 An interest-rate futures contract is a type of financial futures
contract. Other types of financial-futures contracts include foreign-currency
contracts and stock-index contracts. The deliverable commodity underlying an
interest-rate futures contract is a defined investment-grade financial instrument. Active markets currently exist for interest-rate futures contracts based
on a wide variety of financial instruments of differing maturities, ranging
from ninety-day Treasury bills to Treasury bonds with at least fifteen years to
maturity.
16.08 The interest-rate futures market is a mechanism for transferring
exposure to interest-rate risk to others. Individuals and enterprises participating in this market fall into one of two categories: hedgers, who seek protection
from interest-rate risk, or speculators who are willing to assume that risk in
exchange for the opportunity to profit. Accordingly, interest-rate futures
transactions may be viewed as either hedges or speculations.
16.09 Hedgers seek to protect an institution against the risk of adverse
interest-rate movements by neutralizing existing interest-rate-exposed positions. Strategies to protect the hedger against adverse interest-rate moves thus
involve establishing a futures position that is opposite to the exposed cash
market position.
16.10 Speculators seek to profit from price changes that will result from
interest-rate changes. Speculators have a vital role in futures market operations. Their activities significantly increase the liquidity of the futures markets, creating a more robust market for participants who wish to hedge.
16.11 A broker requires each buyer and seller of a futures contract to
deposit with the broker assets representing the initial margin (a good-faith
deposit) at the time the contract is initiated. The initial margin can be in the
form of cash, government securities, or bank letters of credit. Because it
represents a good-faith deposit, initial margin is returned when either the
futures position is closed out or delivery of the underlying financial instrument
is made under the terms of the contract.
16.12 The security of futures contracts is not based on initial margin
alone. On a daily basis, the brokerage firms mark their customers' open
positions to market and make calls on customers for additional margin when
losses are experienced, or make payments to customers or credit their accounts
when gains are experienced. This daily margin adjustment is called variation
margin. Variation-margin payments generally must be settled daily and in
cash.
16.13 Interest-rate futures contracts generally call for delivery of the
financial instrument underlying the contract to the buyer on the contract
maturity date. The delivery feature inhibits the development of too wide a
differential between the cash market price of the underlying financial instrument and its price in the futures market. Because the delivery feature tends to
ensure a higher degree of correlation between cash market and futures market
prices, increased effectiveness of the interest-rate futures market for hedging
purposes is attributed to the delivery feature.
16.14 Delivery of the financial instrument underlying the futures contract occurs infrequently. Contracts are usually closed out prior to delivery.
Closing out involves entering into a futures transaction that is equal and
opposite to a currently held futures position. This provides the participant and
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the clearinghouse with equal and opposite positions and obligations, and
results in no net obligation.
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16.16 Listed in exhibit 16.15 are the most actively traded interest-rate
futures contracts, including current specifications. The Treasury-bill, certificate-of-deposit, and Eurodollar time-deposit futures contracts generally are
used when the objective is to reduce interest-rate risk associated with assets
and liabilities that have short-term repricing characteristics. The GNMA
contract may be used for hedging fixed-rate, long-term mortgage portfolios.
The Treasury bond contract is used to reduce interest-rate risk associated with
asset portfolios and to fix in advance the interest rate on fixed-rate, long-term
debt to be issued at a future date.
16.17 Price quotations for interest-rate futures contracts vary according
to the contract type. Prices for contracts based on long-term financial instruments, such as the Treasury bond or the GNMA certificate, are quoted as a
percentage of principal or par amount, for example, 96-05 or 96-5/32. Prices
for contracts based on money-market instruments, such as Treasury bills and
certificates of deposit, are quoted on an index basis. The index is computed as
100 minus the annual discount rate on the instrument, for example, 100 minus
12.5 percent produces a futures price quote of 87.50.
16.18 Prices of interest-rate futures contracts change in fixed increments
("ticks") that have a constant value for any given contract. The minimum
price movement specified for the Treasury-bill and certificate-of-deposit contracts, for example, is based on a .01 percent (one basis point) change in yield
on a ninety-day instrument, and is equivalent to $25 per contract, calculated
as follows:
Ninety-day Treasury bill contract: dollar value of one basis point
$1,000,000 x .0001 x 90/360 = $25
16.19 The minimum price movement for the Treasury-bond and GNMA
contracts is based on a 1/32 of a point change in the yield on a one-year
instrument and is equivalent to $31.25 per contract, calculated as follows:
Treasury bond contract: dollar value of a one-point change
$100,000 X .01/32 - $31.25
16.20 The dollar value of price movements for interest-rate futures
contracts is an important concept for proper hedge design because the objective of an interest-rate hedge is to achieve equivalent dollar movement in the
cash and futures position (dollar equivalency).
16.21 To ensure an orderly market, the exchanges specify maximum daily
price fluctuations for each type of contract (see exhibit 16.15). In futuresmarket terminology, contract prices are "up limit" when the price has
increased and "down limit" when the price has decreased by the maximum
daily limits established by the exchange. Up-limit price movements occur
when the market expectations for future price increases create an absence of
contracts offered at the limit price. Down-limit price movements reflect
expectations of further price declines and an absence of contracts offered for
purchase at the limit price. If the change in price from the previous day's close
reaches the specified limit, no trades at a higher or lower price are permitted.
Consequently, trading in the contract ceases either until buy and sell orders
can be matched within the daily price limits (increase or decrease from the
previous day's settlement price) or until the next business day. This can
undermine the effectiveness of a contract used as a hedge. See the discussion of
correlation and hedge effectiveness in the section of this chapter entitled
"Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure [paragraphs 16.65
through 16.84]."
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16.22 Hedging With Interest-Rate Futures Contracts. Interest-rate
futures contracts can be purchased or sold to achieve a wide variety of
objectives, including—
•
Protecting against declines in the market value of fixed-rate assets.
•
Protecting against losses on firm commitments to buy or sell fixedrate securities at a specific price.
•
Protecting interest spreads on assets and liabilities with mismatched
maturities.
•
Locking in the effective interest cost for future borrowings.
•
Locking in the yield on anticipated future investments in securities.
16.23 The goal of hedging with interest-rate futures contracts is to
protect the institution against the risk of adverse interest-rate movements by
locking in the interest rates prevailing at the time the hedge position is
established. A hedge by definition is a defensive strategy to avoid or reduce
risk. The most effective strategies for reducing interest risk begin with
consideration of the institution's overall mix of interest-sensitive assets and
liabilities. Hedging interest-rate risk in the futures market should be only one
method in an overall strategy of interest-rate risk management.
16.24 The first line of defense against interest-rate risk is to match the
yield maturities of interest-sensitive assets and liabilities in the cash market.
In monitoring its asset/liability mix, institution must understand the risk
relationships inherent in its assets and liabilities. It is possible that cash
market matching naturally hedges apparent risk exposure. The addition of offbalance-sheet positions may only aggravate risk exposure. However, reasonable matching of maturities in the cash market often is not attained, and
exposure to interest-rate risk remains. This exposure can be eliminated, or at
least partially reduced, by establishing properly structured hedge positions in
the interest-rate futures market (see exhibit 16.30).
16.25 To be effective as a hedge, the futures market position must offset
the cash market interest-rate exposure (that is, a long position in the cash
market would be offset by a short position in the futures market). Offsetting
positions in the cash and futures markets are necessary because a change in
interest rates has the same effect on both markets as follows:
Short Position

Long Position

Interest rate rises
Gain
Loss
Interest rate falls
Loss
Gain
16.26 For example, in a period of rising interest rates, a loss on Treasury
bonds held (a long cash-market position) can be at least partially offset by
establishing a short position in the futures market that will gain from rising
rates.
16.27 The short hedge is a short position in the futures market that
offsets a corresponding long position in the cash market. The short position is
established by selling futures contracts, obligating the hedger either to make
delivery of the underlying financial instrument or to close out the contract
prior to the delivery date. The short hedge typically is established to do all of
the following:
•
Lock in the market value or selling price of an interest-sensitive
asset
•
Protect against losses on firm commitments to acquire fixed-rate
securities at a specified price
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•
•

Protect against a decline in the market value of a fixed-rate investment owned
Lock in the effective interest cost on the anticipated repricing of
existing debt or deposits or the anticipated issuance of debt

16.28 The long hedge is a long position in the futures market (established
by purchasing futures contracts) that offsets a corresponding short position in
the cash market. The long hedge typically is established to do all of the
following:
•
•
•

Lock in the yield on an anticipated investment if interest rates are
expected to fall before the investment can be made
Lock in the yield on the anticipated repricing of an existing asset
Protect against losses on firm commitments to sell future loan
production at a specified price

16.29 As already noted, a hedge of a cash market position may be
categorized as the hedge of either an existing position or an anticipated
position. The first type is a hedge of existing assets, liabilities, or firm
commitments the market values of which are affected by interest-rate movements. For example, the owner of a fixed-rate mortgage portfolio may wish to
hedge against declines in the market value of the portfolio caused by increases
in interest rates. In this case, the long position in the cash market is protected
by opening an offsetting short position in the futures market. The second type
is a hedge against the effect of adverse changes in interest rates on anticipated
transactions, such as the resetting of interest rates on debt instruments or the
planned acquisition of fixed-rate securities at a future date.
Exhibit
16.30

Summary of Basic Hedging Strategies
Cash Market Position

Existing position:
Fixed-rate investments owned
Fixed-rate investments to be
acquired at a specific price
Anticipated position:
Anticipated repricing of variablerate assets owned
Planned acquisition of fixed-rate
investments
Liabilities to be incurred at either
fixed or variable rates (including the
anticipated repricing or replacement
of existing liabilities)

Risk*

Hedging
Action

Rising rates

Short hedge

Rising rates

Short hedge

Falling rates

Long hedge

Falling rates

Long hedge

Rising rates

Short hedge

* Assuming asset-liability mismatch
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16.31 The use of interest-rate futures contracts to reduce interest-rate
risk results in the hedger assuming a different set of risks that are unique to
the futures markets. The risks associated with interest-rate futures generally
are lower and more manageable than interest-rate risk, which accounts for the
increasing use of futures markets to conduct hedging activities for protection
against interest-rate volatility. In order that risks may be controlled, an
understanding of the market risks associated with interest-rate futures contracts is a requirement of any hedging program. Certain of these risks are
summarized subsequently.
16.32 Basis risk is the major risk encountered when hedging with interestrate futures, and is the single most important hedging concept. Basis is the
difference between the cash market price of a financial instrument and the
price of the related futures contract. Changes in basis occur continually and
sometimes are pronounced. Changes in basis occur even if the instrument
underlying the futures contract is the same as the cash market instrument
being hedged. In many instances, the investor enters into a futures contract on
an instrument that is not the same as the cash market instrument being
hedged. Such "cross-hedging" increases the basis risk.
16.33 As cash market prices change in response to interest-rate changes,
the prices of related futures contracts change, but not necessarily to the same
degree. The degree to which futures prices reflect the price movement in the
cash market is referred to as correlation. The higher the correlation between
cash market prices and futures market price changes, the more precisely the
futures transaction acts as a substitute for the cash transaction. Basis risk is
the risk that the basis will change during the time the futures contract is open,
that is, that the price correlation will not be perfect.
16.34 Every hedge position established in the futures market involves an
element of risk because of the possibility of a change in the basis over the
duration of the hedge. When the basis changes, gains or losses on the hedge
position will not offset exactly the exposed cash-market position. The hedger
enters the futures market either when (a) it is perceived that the risk of a
change in basis is lower than the risk associated with the cash-market interestrate exposure or (b) there is the ability to monitor basis and to adjust the
futures position in response to basis changes.
16.35 Basis changes in response to many factors. Among them are
economic conditions, supply and demand for the cash instrument, liquidity of
the cash and futures markets for the instrument, the credit rating of the cash
instrument, and the maturity of the instrument being hedged relative to the
instrument represented in the futures contract. A discussion of how these
factors affect basis is beyond the scope of this guide. However, one significant
contributor to a change in the basis over time—convergence—warrants mentioning.
16.36 Convergence is the shrinking of the basis between futures and cashmarket prices as the contract delivery date approaches. The futures price
includes an element related to the time value up to the expiration of the
contract. Convergence results from the delivery feature of futures contracts
that encourages the price of an expiring contract to equal the price of the
deliverable cash-market instrument on the day that the contract expires. As
the delivery day approaches, futures prices generally fluctuate less and less
from cash-market prices because the effect of expectations related to time is
diminishing. The effect of convergence is an important consideration in
determining when to hedge and in the choice of a futures contract month.
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16.37 The structuring of hedge positions is complicated by the fact that
futures contracts are not available for every type of financial instrument that
exists in the cash market. Consequently, cross-hedge positions often must be
constructed with futures contracts that have price fluctuations that correlate
closely with price movements in the exposed cash-market instrument. The use
of Treasury-bill futures contracts to hedge certificates of deposit, commercial
paper, and other money-market instruments are examples of cross-hedges. In
cross-hedging, the size of the hedge position opened is based, in part, on an
analysis of the correlation factor between the futures contract selected and the
cash-market instrument being hedged.
16.38 The correlation factor represents the potential effectiveness of
hedging with a futures contract the deliverable financial instrument of which
differs from the cash-market instrument that is being hedged. The factor
generally is determined by regression analysis or some other method of
technical analysis of market behavior. When a high degree of positive correlation historically has existed between the futures price and the cash-market
price of the hedged security, the risk of price variance associated with a crosshedge is expected to be lower than the risk of not being hedged. The correlation
factor usually is employed to analyze cross-hedging risk at the inception of the
hedge, while changes in the relative value of the hedge instrument and hedged
item usually are employed throughout the hedge period.
16.39 Variation margin requirements call for daily cash settlement of
losses on open futures positions. If the hedge is effective, these losses ultimately will be offset by gains in the cash market (subject to basis risk).
However, the futures losses must be funded in cash before the cash flow
benefits of the gain on the cash-market position are realized. The cost of
funding futures losses prior to realization of the offsetting benefits in the cash
market can be a significant factor in evaluating the cost effectiveness of the
hedge.
16.40 Similarly, the cost of funding the initial margin deposit may affect
the cost effectiveness of the hedge. These deposits may be non-interest-bearing
ones and, therefore, giving up interest income represents a cost of the hedging
program.
16.41 Transaction costs of executing trades for hedging purposes include
brokers' commissions and exchange fees. Brokers' commissions generally are
negotiable, and depend on the volume of activity and type of trading. Commission charges and exchange fees charged for executing trades generally are paid
through an adjustment of the gain or loss on the transaction when the futures
contracts are closed out. Commission expense increases when a hedge strategy
involves a series of contract rollovers.
16.42 The use of interest-rate futures contracts can reduce interest-rate
risk if hedging activities are conducted with knowledge of the risks and costs
involved. Hedging activities produce the best results when high correlations
exist between price movements in the futures contracts and in the cash market
for the hedged instrument, and between maturities of the futures contracts
and the cash-market transaction.
16.43 Distinguishing Hedging From Speculation. Although FASB
Statement No. 80 provides some specific criteria for determining when a
futures position represents a bona fide hedge, rather than a speculation, that
assessment may be more difficult when—
•
The futures contracts are opened and closed at various times and in
varying amounts.
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•

The hedge position is managed in response to interest-rate changes,
basis changes, and other market factors. Because managed hedges
normally involve an interest-rate forecast and judgments about
market timing, managed hedges should be carefully distinguished
from speculation.

16.44 Attention to thorough documentation of hedge strategies prior to
opening a hedge position mitigates the difficulties that may be encountered in
establishing that futures contracts represent hedge positions and in evaluating
the effectiveness of hedge positions. Supporting documentation should include
the reasons for (a) the type of contract and contract months selected, (b) the
hedge ratio employed, and (c) any adjustments to the size of the hedge position
or changes in the type of contract or contract months made during the period
the hedge position is open.
Options
16.45 An option is a contract allowing, but not requiring, its holder to buy
(call) or sell (put) a specific or standard commodity, or financial or equity
instrument, at a specified price during a specified time period. The principal
difference between an option and a futures contract is that exercise of an
option by the holder is optional but performance under a futures contract is
mandatory. The purchaser of an option contract is referred to as the holder,
whereas the seller of an option contract is referred to as the writer. The holder
has the right to exercise the option against the option writer. The writer must
fulfill the obligation of the option contract should the holder choose to exercise
the option.
16.46 The purchaser of an option contract pays a fee, called a premium,
to the seller. The premium is composed of two values, the intrinsic value and
the time value. The intrinsic value of a call is the excess, if any, of the market
price of the item underlying the option contract over the price specified in the
option contract (the strike price). The intrinsic value of a put is the excess, if
any, of the option's strike price over the market price of the item underlying
the option. The intrinsic value of an option cannot be less than zero. The other
component of option value is time value—the value that reflects the
probability that the price of the underlying item will move above the strike
price (for a call) or below the strike price (for a put) during the exercise period.
Time value is the excess, if any, of the option premium over the intrinsic
value.
16.47 An option may be "in the money," "at the money," or "out of the
money," which, for a call option, means that the "strike price" (the price at
which the option holder is entitled to purchase—or sell, in the case of a put—
the underlying financial instrument) is respectively less than (or greater than,
in the case of a put), equal to, or greater than (or less than, in the case of a
put) the value of the underlying financial instrument. In-the-money options
have intrinsic value, whereas options that are "out of the money" have no
intrinsic value—their premiums consist only of time value.
16.48 There are many ways in which options are used, although these
uses may be broadly summarized in the following categories:
•
Hedging. The main economic purpose underlying the use of options
is to act as a device for transferring price or interest-rate risk from
those wishing to avoid that risk (hedgers) to speculators or other
hedgers with the opposite risk. One of the advantages of using
options within a hedging strategy is that they can be used to
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eliminate downside risk without totally negating the potential benefit of the instrument being hedged.
Speculation. A speculator takes an open options position that may or
may not have a connection to his or her main business. The speculator is simply taking a view—making a bet—on how the market is
going to move. On a purchased option, the amount of loss that can
be incurred is limited to the premium paid. This is in contrast to the
speculator who writes an option, since the profit is limited to the
premium received but the loss is potentially unlimited.
Income Enhancement. This relates to the generation of premium
income from the writing of options. For example, an investor may
hold a government bond, not anticipating that its value is going to
increase; on the other hand, the investor would be willing to sell the
bond at a certain price exceeding the current market price. The
investor might write a call option with a strike price equal to the
price at which the investor is willing to sell, that is, an out-of-themoney covered call Provided the price does not increase, the investor will enhance any investment income on this bond. If the price
does increase above the strike price, the option will be exercised, and
the investor will sell the bond at the strike price and receive the
option premium. The investor relinquishes the right, however, to
participate in any market appreciation in excess of the strike price.
In general, the writing of options, whether or not termed income
enhancements, is inherently speculative and carries a high degree of
economic risk.

The auditor should be familiar with the requirements of OTS Technical
Bulletin No. 13, Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and Management
with Regard to Interest Rate Risk, relating to interest-rate risk.

Interest-Rate Swaps
16.49 An interest-rate swap is a financial transaction in which two
counterparties agree to exchange streams of payments over time. An interestrate swap involves no exchange of principal either at inception or upon
maturity; rather, it involves the periodic exchange of streams of interest
payments arising from an underlying notional principal amount.
16.50 The interest-rate swap is a tool for the management of interest-rate
risk. An institution typically enters into the swap market in order to alter its
exposure to changes in interest rates. In the typical "plain vanilla" interestrate swap, an institution agrees to pay, for a predetermined period of time, a
fixed rate of interest on the notional principal amount and, in return, receives
a variable rate of interest on the notional principal amount from the other
party. This enables an institution to transform the interest rate on liabilities
from floating- to fixed-rate, or vice versa.
16.51 Interest-rate swaps, which emerged in the early 1980s, have
become a common financial instrument. They are an effective hedge against
interest-rate movements. Institutions may prefer swaps to other interest-rate
hedging devices, such as interest-rate futures or options. Futures and options
with the necessary characteristics may not be available. Further, the protection afforded by interest-rate swaps is generally less costly than futures
contracts, and it is for a longer term. Some other features of interest-rate
swaps are as follows:
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•

An interest-rate swap does not involve an exchange of principal
amounts; rather, it consists only of an agreement to exchange cash
based on interest rates. Accordingly, the amount of credit risk is
only the amount of interest payable/receivable, rather than the
notional amount of the principal.
•
Because of the smaller amounts at risk, the number of potential
participants in the swap market is larger.
•
Swap documentation is very much standardized, and deals can be
concluded very quickly. Thus, it is possible to hedge rapidly against
possible interest-rate movements.
16.52 An important element of interest-rate swaps is credit risk. Credit
risk on an interest-rate swap is the risk that the counterparty will fail to meet
its obligations. Failure of a counterparty, however, usually results in an
economic loss to an institution only if interest rates have moved in the wrong
direction, that is, the direction that the swap was intended to protect against.
The economic loss corresponds to the cost to replace the swap. In some swap
deals, the timing of interest payments varies; that is, one party might pay
interest quarterly, whereas the other party pays semiannually. An element of
credit risk exists for the quarterly payer because of the risk that the semiannual payer may default. In this case, the economic loss equals the lost
quarterly payment and the cost of replacing the swap.
16.53 Once an interest-rate swap has been entered into, the parties
normally expect it to run to maturity. But there may be times when a party to
an interest-rate swap needs to reverse or cancel the swap because circumstances have changed and the swap is no longer required. The fair value of an
interest-rate swap is the net amount of money that would be received or paid
for an equal and offsetting contract.

Mortgage Swaps
16.54 Mortgage swaps are off-balance-sheet transactions that are
designed to replicate the purchase of mortgage-backed securities financed with
short-term floating-rate funds. The transaction may combine a forward commitment to purchase mortgage-backed securities with an amortizing interestrate swap (as opposed to an interest-rate swap with a fixed notional principal
amount). In a typical mortgage-swap transaction, an investor (for example, a
savings institution) contracts with a third party (for example, a securities
dealer) to receive cash flows based on a generic class of mortgage-backed
securities over a specified period in exchange for the payment of interest at a
rate typically based on the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR). The
payments are made as if there were an underlying notional pool of mortgage
securities. Payments are exchanged on a monthly basis.
16.55 The contract may require the investor either to take physical
delivery of mortgages at a predetermined price (for example, a percentage of
the par amount of mortgages remaining in the pool) when the contract expires,
or to settle in cash for the difference between the predetermined price of the
mortgages and their current market value as determined by the dealer. A
mortgage-swap agreement also runs for a fixed term, generally five years.
16.56 The monthly cash flows received by the investor are based on a
specific class of mortgage securities, for example, all GNMA 8-l/2s maturing
in the two-year range, 2016-2017, or all FNMA 9-l/2s maturing in 2014-2015.
The cash flows received by the investor are derived not only from the fixed
coupon on the generic class of securities but also, to the extent that the coupon
is above or below par, from the benefit or loss implicit to the discount or
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premium. The notional amount of the mortgage swap is adjusted monthly,
based on the amortization and prepayment experience of the generic class of
securities.
16.57 At the time the contract is initiated, the investor is required to post
initial collateral with the dealer. Additional collateral is taken by the dealer
(given to the investor) if the market price of the underlying generic mortgages
falls (rises). This two-way collateral policy reduces counterparty credit risk.
16.58 Mortgage swaps are an alternative to a straight purchase of
mortgage-backed securities. These transactions involve a great deal of leverage
because the initial collateral on the transaction is a small fraction of the par
value of the mortgage securities and the transaction is off-balance-sheet. They
also may enable the investor to effectively finance mortgage securities at a
rate tied to a floating-rate index below LIBOR on a guaranteed multiyear
basis.
16.59 Like long-term fixed-rate mortgages, these transactions carry substantial interest-rate risk, since the investor receives a fixed-rate payment
stream and pays at floating rates. On a stand-alone basis, the transaction
would increase the interest-rate exposure of the typical thrift institution.
16.60 Mortgage swaps pose an element of credit risk. The risk derives
from the assumption that the dealer will be in existence and be able to deliver
the mortgages when the contract terminates. Obviously, if the dealer cannot
perform, and if the mortgages are selling above the original contract price at
settlement, the investor suffers a loss, and can also lose any margin or
collateral retained by the dealer against the ultimate purchase of the mortgage securities. Similarly, the investor is also exposed to counterparty default
risk on the interest-rate-swap component of the transaction over the term of
the contract.

Other Financial Instruments
16.61 Examples of other types of innovative financial instruments are
interest rate "caps," "floors," and "collars." These instruments are yet
another way for transferring interest-rate risk from one entity to another.
16.62 Interest-Rate Cap. An interest-rate cap is an agreement between
an institution and a counterparty whereby the counterparty, in return for a
premium, agrees to cap the cost of a notional amount of floating-rate debt for
an agreed-upon period of time. That is, the counterparty agrees to pay any
interest costs arising as a result of an increase in an interest-rate index above
the agreed-upon cap rate.
16.63 Interest-Rate Floor. An interest-rate floor is an agreement
between an institution and a counterparty whereby the counterparty, in
return for a premium, agrees to set a floor on the interest income that the
institution will derive from a notional amount of variable-rate assets. That is,
the counterparty agrees to pay the institution for any lost interest income
arising as a result of a decrease in an interest-rate index below the agreed floor
rate.
16.64 Interest-Rate Collar. An interest-rate collar is a combination of
both a cap and a floor that enables a party with a floating-rate asset or
liability to lock into a predetermined interest-rate band. For example, if an
institution has floating-rate debt, it may wish to set a collar of between, say, 8
percent and 14 percent on the interest rates it would have to pay. The
premium paid for the collar is really a net premium whereby the institution
pays a premium for the cap and receives a premium for the floor.
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Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
Interest-Rate Futures Contracts
16.65 FASB Statement No. 80 applies to the accounting for interest-rate
futures contracts. The general principle of FASB Statement No. 80 is that a
change in the market value of a futures contract is recognized as a gain or loss
in the income statement in the period in which the change occurs. This general
principle is often referred to as "mark-to-market" accounting. The exception
to that general rule is that a change in the market value of a futures contract
that qualifies as a hedge of an existing or anticipated exposure is treated as an
adjustment of the hedged item, rather than as a gain or loss in the income
statement (this is often referred to as hedge or deferral accounting).
16.66 For an interest-rate futures contract to qualify as a hedge of an
existing exposure, both of the following conditions must be met:
•
The asset, liability, or firm commitment to be hedged exposes the
institution as a whole to interest-rate risk (risk assessment).
•
The futures contract reduces the exposure to interest-rate risk
(hedge effectiveness) and is designated as a hedge.
16.67 For an interest-rate futures contract to qualify as a hedge of an
anticipated transaction, the following criteria must also be met:
•
The significant characteristics and expected terms of the anticipated transaction are identified (including the date, financial
instrument involved, and the quantity and expected maturity for
interest-bearing financial instruments).
•
It is probable that the anticipated transaction will occur.
16.68 FASB Statement No. 80 requires that hedge accounting be used if
it can be demonstrated that the transaction to be hedged contributes to the
risk of the enterprise as a whole. Under the overall risk-assessment approach,
an institution must consider whether other assets, liabilities, firm commitments, and anticipated transactions already offset or reduce the exposure.
Effectively, an institution must assess its overall exposure to interest-rate risk
by comparing interest-sensitive assets and liabilities by maturity, amount,
and interest rate (often referred to as asset-liability gap). The FASB concluded that this approach was essential to determine whether an interest-rate
futures contract, in fact, reduces rather than increases the institution's exposure.
16.69 FASB Statement No. 80 requires that the effectiveness of a hedge
be evaluated at the inception of the hedge and throughout the hedge period to
determine whether a futures contract can be accounted for as a hedge. To
meet the hedge-effectiveness condition, paragraph 4(b) of FASB Statement
No. 80 states that "high correlation of changes in (1) the market value of the
futures contract(s) and (2) the fair value of, or interest income or expense
associated with, the hedged item(s) shall be probable so that the results of the
futures contract(s) will substantially offset the effects of price or interest rate
changes on the exposed item(s)." As noted in FASB Statement No. 80,
probable is used in a manner that is consistent with its use in FASB Statement
No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies, to mean that a transaction or event is
likely to occur.
16.70 Management needs to prepare and retain sufficient documentation
to support its determination of the degree of correlation at the inception of the
hedge. That information also is necessary to comply with the requirement of
FASB Statement No. 80 for an ongoing assessment of hedge effectiveness.
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16.71 When an interest-rate futures contract qualifies as a hedge of an
existing asset, liability, or firm commitment, accounting for the changes in the
market value of the futures contract (referred to as futures gains and losses)
must be consistent with the accounting for the item being hedged. For an
interest-rate futures contract that qualifies as a hedge of an anticipated
transaction, the accounting for changes in the market value of the futures
contract must be consistent with the accounting for the anticipated asset or
liability.
16.72 The ultimate recognition in income of futures gains or losses that
are reported as an adjustment of the carrying amount of the hedged item, or
that are included in the measurement of the transaction that satisfies the
commitment, is symmetrical with the income-recognition approach for the
hedged item (assuming that the ongoing effectiveness test is met). Therefore,
if the hedged item is an interest-bearing financial instrument that is carried at
amortized cost, the futures gains or losses are amortized as an adjustment of
interest income or interest expense over the expected remaining life of the
instrument.

Options
16.73 The auditor should be familiar with OTS regulations governing
institutions' use of and accounting for options. Also, AICPA Issues Paper No.
86-2, Accounting for Options, which was prepared by the AICPA's Task Force
on Options in 1986, contains several advisory conclusions of the AICPA's
Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC). AcSEC sent the issues
paper to the FASB to be considered as part of the financial instruments
project. The conclusions expressed in the issues paper are advisory and not
authoritative. Sales of marketable securities with put options are discussed in
chapter 3.
16.74 Options, as well as futures and forward contracts, can be used to
hedge enterprises' exposures to price and interest-rate risks. Because they
prescribe methods of accounting for forward contracts and futures contracts
used as hedges, FASB Statement No. 52, Foreign Currency Translation, and
FASB Statement No. 80 influenced the development of AcSEC's advisory
conclusions in the issues paper. The FASB has noted that certain of AcSEC's
advisory conclusions conflict or are inconsistent with existing authoritative
accounting pronouncements, and that the existing authoritative accounting
pronouncements should be followed.

interest-Rate Swaps
16.75 There is no authoritative guidance governing the accounting for
interest-rate swaps. In practice, swaps are often used to reduce an institution's
exposure to changes in interest rates. For example, a swap might be intended
to convert a fixed-rate asset to a variable-rate asset.
16.76 Interest-rate swaps that are designed to reduce interest-rate risk
associated with specific assets or liabilities are not generally marked to market
value. Rather, the interest payments receivable and payable under the terms
of the swap are accrued over the period to which the payment relates. The
interest payments accrued on the swap (either the net receivable or net
payable) and any swap fees paid at the inception of the swap are treated as an
adjustment of interest income or expense related to the assets or liabilities
being hedged.
16.77 Interest-rate swaps that are not designated as hedges should be
marked to market value. Changes in the market value of the swap are
recognized in income of the current period.
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16.78 The FASB's EITF reached a consensus (in Issue Nos. 84-7, Termination of Interest Rate Swaps and 84-36, Interest Rate Swap Transactions )
that if an interest-rate swap accounted for as a hedge is sold or terminated,
any gains or losses on termination must be deferred and recognized when the
offsetting gain or loss is recognized on the hedged asset or liability. In a
manner similar to hedge accounting for futures contracts, if an interestbearing asset or liability is hedged, the gain or loss on termination of the swap
is amortized as an adjustment of the yield over the remaining term of the asset
or liability.

Mortgage Swaps
16.79 The FASB's EITF addressed accounting for mortgage swaps in
Issue No. 88-8, Mortgage Swaps. The FASB's EITF concluded that the
notional amount of the. mortgage-backed securities and related notional debt
in a mortgage swap should not be recognized on the balance sheet at the
inception of the transaction. Hedge accounting 48 would be appropriate if the
hedge criteria under existing GAAP are met; however, several FASB EITF
members expressed the view that it would be difficult to demonstrate that the
hedge accounting criteria could be met (for example, high correlation) for the
kinds of mortgage-swap transactions brought to the attention of the FASB's
EITF. Mortgage swaps that do not qualify for hedge accounting should be
marked to market, or lower of cost or market, whichever method is consistent
with the institution's accounting for similar investments. The SEC staff
observer at the EITF meeting noted that hedges involving mortgage swaps
and interest-only strips of mortgage-backed securities may require active
management. In such cases, the SEC staff believes that both the value of the
mortgage swaps and the investments in those interest-only securities should be
accounted for by financial institutions in the trading account and, thus, should
be recorded at market value.

Caps, Floors, a n d Collars
16.80 Interest-rate caps, floors, and collars are essentially the same as
options, and they are accounted for in similar ways. Premiums paid for
interest-rate caps, floors, and collars that reduce interest-rate risk are generally analogous to insurance premiums and are usually charged to expense over
the term of the agreement. Premiums received for writing caps, floors, and
collars are analogous to premiums received on written options. Such premiums
should be deferred, and the written cap, floor, or collar should thereafter be
marked to market value. Changes in the market value of the written cap,
floor, or collar are recognized in the current period.

Financial Statement Presentation a n d Disclosure
16.81 Interest-Rate Futures Contracts- FASB Statement No. 80
requires the following disclosures in the notes to the financial statements for
futures contracts that have been accounted for as hedges:
•
The nature of the assets, liabilities, firm commitments, or anticipated transactions that are hedged with futures contracts
•
The method of accounting for futures contracts, including a description of the events or transactions that result in income recognition of
the changes in value of the futures contracts
16.82 In addition, for financial instruments with off-balance-sheet risk,
FASB Statement No. 105, Disclosure of Information about Financial Instru48

See the note accompanying exhibit 16.30.
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ments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk and Financial Instruments with Concentrations of Credit Risk, requires the following disclosures by class of offbalance-sheet financial instrument, including futures, options, interest-rate
swaps, caps, floors, and collars. The following items (a) and (b) are disclosed
for financial instruments with off-balance-sheet market or credit risk, and
items (c) and (d) are disclosed for financial instruments with off-balance-sheet
credit risk:
a.
The face or contract amount (or notional principal amount if there
is no face or contract amount).
b.
The nature and terms, including, at a minimum, a discussion of (1)
the credit and market risk of those instruments, (2) the cash
requirements of those instruments, and (3) the related accounting
policy pursuant to the requirements of APB Opinion No. 22, Disclosure of Accounting Policies.
c.
The amount of accounting loss the entity would incur if any party to
the financial instrument failed completely to perform according to
the terms of the contract, and the collateral or other security, if any,
for the amount due proved to be of no value to the entity.
d.
The entity's policy of requiring collateral or other security to support financial instruments subject to credit risk, information about
the entity's access to that collateral or other security, and the
nature and a brief description of the collateral or other security
supporting those financial instruments. An entity may find that
disclosing additional information about the extent of collateral or
other security for the underlying instrument indicates better the
extent of credit risk. Disclosure of that additional information in
those circumstances is encouraged. Consideration should also be
given to disclosure of the number of futures contracts open and
unrecognized gains and losses on open and closed futures contracts
at the balance-sheet date.
16.83 FASB Statement No. 105 also requires certain disclosures about
significant concentrations of credit risk for all financial instruments. A discussion of those disclosure requirements is contained in the section of chapter 6
entitled "Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure [paragraphs 6.72
and 6.73]."
16.84 Options and Interest-Rate Swaps. In addition to the information
required by FASB Statement No. 105 (see the preceding discussion), disclosure
of information about options and interest-rate swaps might include the following:
•
Options
— The market value of options purchased and written, and the
market value of option premiums paid or received
— For options accounted for as hedges, the nature of the assets or
liabilities that are being hedged
•
Interest-Rate Swaps
— The nature and purpose of the swap, including a determination
of whether the swap is speculative or is intended to hedge or
modify the terms of an existing asset or liability
— The treatment of any fees received or paid
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— Interest rates on the swap at the balance-sheet date, including
disclosure of whether the institution pays or receives a fixed or
variable rate
— The original and remaining term to maturity of the swap
— Swap terminations, including the amount and method of
accounting for gains and losses on swap terminations
— The nature of any other commitments made by the institution,
such as the commitment to take delivery of mortgage-backed
securities at a specified price on a mortgage swap

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
16.85 The primary audit objectives for futures, options, and similar
financial instruments are as follows:
•
Financial instrument transactions have been captured by the institution's accounting system, and the accounting information relating
to financial instruments is complete and accurate.
•
Financial instruments accounted for as hedges meet the criteria for
hedge accounting, as appropriate (for example, for interest-rate
futures contracts, the criteria set forth in FASB Statement No. 80).
•
Changes in the market value of financial instruments have been
appropriately accounted for in the circumstances (whether or not
hedge accounting is used), and fees, premiums, commissions, and
other receipts or disbursements related to financial instruments
have been accounted for appropriately.
•
Interest receivable and payable on interest-rate swaps have been
appropriately accrued.
•
Disclosure of information about financial instruments in the financial statements is adequate.

Planning the Audit of Financial Instruments
16.86 In planning the audit, the auditor should determine whether the
institution has used futures, options, and similar financial instruments, either
as investments or as part of an interest-rate risk-management program.
Identification of the type of financial instruments employed by the institution,
and an assessment of the risk and accounting issues related thereto, enable the
auditor to design an appropriate audit program.

Internal Control Structure
16.87 An effective internal control structure should include adequate
segregation of duties and other internal control structure policies and procedures designed to (a) ensure that activity involving financial instruments is in
accordance with established institution policies, (b) ensure that information
relating to financial instruments is complete and accurate when entered into
the processing system, (c) prevent and detect errors in the processing of
accounting information for financial instruments, and (d) ensure that financial instruments are monitored on an ongoing basis.
16.88 The auditor should obtain knowledge about the institution's internal control structure and accounting policies and procedures related to offbalance-sheet financial instruments. Federal regulations specify that institu-
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tions must have certain control procedures in place with respect to off-balancesheet financial instruments. The auditor should consider the institution's
internal control structure related to off-balance-sheet financial instruments
and consider whether it is designed to meet the objectives described above, and
whether the institution has complied with relevant laws and regulations.
Because of the high-risk nature of off-balance-sheet financial instruments, the
auditor normally assesses control risk at the maximum and takes a primarily
substantive approach.
16.89 Policies and Procedures. Institutions should establish formal
policies and procedures pertaining to financial instruments that include the
following:
•
Objectives. Formally documented and approved objectives should be
established that define—
— The circumstances in which transactions in financial instruments are appropriate.
— The types of assets, liabilities, firm commitments, and anticipated transactions that may be hedged, including documentation standards regarding correlation at inception of the hedge
and throughout its life.
— Designation of the specific asset or liability to be hedged.
— The financial instruments that may be used to hedge each class
of asset, liability, firm commitment, or anticipated transaction.
•
Transaction Limits. Specific authorization should be required to
enter into transactions involving financial instruments. Authorization procedures reflect the management structure of the institution
and the volume of transactions in financial instruments. Typically,
authorizations for specific transactions up to a designated limit
(both in terms of the size of transaction and the overall exposure)
are delegated to an appropriate member of management. Institutions with a large volume of transactions might assign responsibility
for futures trading to an individual within the treasury function.
Institutions that have frequent activity or no designated futures
manager might assign responsibility for authorizing transactions to
a senior member of the financial management team (for example, a
financial director).
•
Accreditation of Brokers. Transactions should be permitted only
with brokers authorized by the institution under a formal arrangement. These brokers should be advised in writing of transaction
limits for the institution.
•
Segregation of Duties. The accounting and investment departments
should be kept separate. Investment managers should not have
access to the accounting records. The accounting department should
have the usual segregation of duties, such as separation of the
processing activities from the reconciliation activities.
•
Completeness and Accuracy Controls. A prenumbered transaction
slip should be used to record each transaction. It should be reviewed
by an independent person before the transaction is entered into the
accounting records. Mathematical checks should be carried out on
the input documents, and controls over the accuracy of information
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processed should be established. Sequence checks to ensure processing of all transaction slips also should be implemented.
Reconciliation Controls. The accounting department should reconcile the accounting records to statements received from brokers. Any
differences arising should be investigated. To strengthen this control
further, all broker confirmations and statements should be received
directly by the accounting department rather than by the investment department. Direct receipt of third-party information, which
is reconciled to the accounting records, provides further assurance
that the accounting system has accurately recorded all activity in
financial instruments transacted by the institution.
Management Review. Timely management reports should be
reviewed at senior levels. Management reports might include the
following:
— List of transactions since last report date
— Analyses of open positions (including gains and losses) by transaction type, broker, month of delivery, and purpose (hedge or
speculation)
— Analysis of the degree of correlation between futures, options,
and similar financial instruments and the related cash market
instruments being hedged
— List of balances with brokers
— Initial and maintenance margin requirements compared to the
margin actually deposited with brokers
Reports normally should be derived from the accounting records and
not from the investment department's records (although reports
from the investment department may be used for comparison purposes). When the volume of activity is high, it generally is appropriate to process the transactions overnight so that information is
available to senior management the next morning.
Tests of Controls. As mentioned previously, the auditor normally
assesses control risk in this area at the maximum and takes a
substantive approach to the audit. However, the auditor should
apply procedures such as inquiry, observation, and inspection of
documents to obtain an understanding of the policies and procedures
described in the prior section and assess control risk.

Substantive Procedures
16.90 Analytical Procedures. Certain analytical procedures that may
be performed by the auditor include—
•
Volume and mix of activity and open positions in the institution's
portfolio of financial instruments. This assists the auditor in making
risk assessments, designing an audit program, and performing other
tests.
•
For transactions accounted for as hedges, an analysis of the degree
of correlation between financial instruments and the items they are
hedging, to determine whether the correlation requirement for hedge
accounting has been met.
•
The reasonableness of balance-sheet accruals for interest receivable
and payable on interest-rate swaps.
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16.91 The auditor should consider whether changes in relationships or
differences from expectations require additional investigation based on the
auditor's judgment about materiality. SAS No. 56, Analytical Procedures,
provides additional guidance.
16.92 Confirmation. Confirmation of financial instruments is normally
requested from all brokers with whom the institution does business. Items
generally confirmed include open and closed positions, contract terms and
amounts, and market values if they are not readily available from other
sources. The auditor should consider obtaining a cutoff statement (that is, a
copy of the broker's ledger) at the balance-sheet date. It is generally necessary
to request such a cutoff statement in advance. Transactions with brokers (for
example, large cash settlements) after the balance-sheet date are generally
reviewed to determine whether they should have been recognized as of the
balance-sheet date.
16.93 Other Procedures. The auditor generally performs tests of the
mathematical accuracy of the institution's accounting records, including tests
of the amortization of deferred gains and losses on financial instruments
accounted for as hedges. Tests of the institution's documentation of correlation
results would generally be performed, as well as a review to determine that the
institution is appropriately distinguishing between trading and hedging, that
is, that the criteria for hedge accounting have been met. The auditor may
examine support for completed transactions and ascertain they have been
accounted for appropriately.

16.94 Review of Financial Statements and Disclosures. The auditor
should review the propriety and adequacy of the institution's accounting
policies for financial instruments and the related statement presentation and
disclosure. The auditor should evaluate the adequacy of the institution's
disclosures about financial instruments in the circumstances.
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Chapter 17

Business Combinations
Introduction
17.01 Business combinations involving savings institutions are prevalent
today. They result from voluntary decisions as well as from regulatory mandate. This chapter discusses business combinations as well as branch acquisitions and sales.

Accounting Principles: Measurement and Disclosure
Overview
17.02 The primary guidance on accounting for business combinations
involving savings institutions is found in the following pronouncements:
•
APB Opinion No. 16, Business Combinations
•
APB Opinion No. 17, Intangible Assets
•
FASB Statement No. 72, Accounting for Certain Acquisitions of
Banking or Thrift Institutions
•
FASB Interpretation No. 9, Applying APB Opinions No. 16 and 17
When a Savings and Loan Association or a Similar Institution Is
Acquired in a Business Combination Accounted for by the Purchase
Method
•
FASB Technical Bulletin No. 85-5, Issues Relating to Accounting for
Business Combinations
•
Various FASB EITF Consensus Nos. including but not limited to
FASB EITF Consensus No. 88-19, FSLIC-Assisted Acquisitions of
Thrifts
17.03 APB Opinion No. 16 applies to business combinations of both stock
and mutual savings institutions. In transactions accounted for using the
purchase method of accounting, goodwill may arise from the value of liabilities
assumed, the consideration paid (if any), or both. The excess of the fair value
of liabilities assumed and consideration paid over the fair value of tangible
and identifiable intangible assets acquired constitutes an unidentifiable intangible asset (goodwill). FASB Statement No. 72 establishes authoritative standards on amortizing goodwill in purchase transactions when the fair value of
liabilities assumed exceeds the fair value of tangible and identifiable intangible assets acquired. Goodwill arising from the payment of additional consideration in a purchase transaction (other than the assumption of liabilities) and
from transactions in which the fair value of identifiable assets exceeds liabilities assumed should be accounted for in accordance with APB Opinion No. 17,
or if certain factors are present, in accordance with FASB Interpretation No.
9.
17.04 As part of its standard branch purchase or sale application process,
the OTS requires the independent auditor to opine on the propriety of the
proposed accounting method to be utilized in a merger or purchase of insured
institutions.
17.05 In addition to the foregoing accounting pronouncements, the SEC
and the OTS have issued interpretive guidance on the application of the
accounting literature to business combinations involving savings institutions.
The SEC has issued Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 42, Acquisitions Involving
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Financial Institutions, which sets forth the staff's position on the amortization
period assigned to goodwill arising from the acquisition of a financial institution other than the portion of goodwill accounted for in accordance with FASB
Statement No. 72. The auditor is cautioned that a forty-year amortization
period for such goodwill may be excessive. The SEC has issued Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 42A, Interpretation Relating to Goodwill Amortization by
Financial Institutions on Becoming SEC Registrants, which establishes a
maximum goodwill life in such circumstances of twenty-five years. APB
Opinion No. 17 requires annual evaluation of the amortization period of such
goodwill. Additionally, both the OTS and the SEC have issued interpretive
guidance on the application of push-down accounting in transactions
accounted for using the purchase method, and the FASB is presently considering a project on push-down accounting.

FSLIC-Assisted Acquisitions of Savings Institutions
17.06 FASB EITF Consensus No. 88-19 addresses situations in which a
savings institution is acquired pursuant to an assistance agreement (agreement) between the acquirer and the FSLIC. Since the date of this consensus,
FIRREA has dissolved the FSLIC; however, this consensus still applies to
regulatory-assisted acquisitions. Under the agreement, the acquirer may
receive a note receivable from the FSLIC, which typically equals the amount
by which the fair value of the institution's liabilities exceeds the fair value of
its assets. In addition, the acquirer may infuse into the institution additional
capital that, with the FSLIC assistance, is expected to make the institution a
viable entity.
17.07 The assistance provided by the FSLIC under the agreement may
include (a) yield-maintenance assistance (which guarantees additional interest on specified interest-bearing assets, a level of return on specified noninterest-bearing assets, or both; (b) reimbursement of up to 100 percent if
covered assets are ultimately collected or sold for amounts that are less than a
specified amount during a specified period of time; (c) indemnification
against certain loss contingencies; and (d) the purchase by the FSLIC of
equity securities issued by the institution for cash or a note receivable from
the FSLIC. Under the terms of the agreement, the FSLIC may be entitled to
share in certain tax benefits that may be realized subsequently by the
institution.
17.08 A tax-sharing arrangement with the FSLIC in which the FSLIC is
entitled to share in a specified percentage (up to 100 percent) of certain
income-tax benefits that are realized by the institution should be offset against
the income tax benefits realized by the thrift, and the net tax benefit should be
accounted for in accordance with GAAP for income taxes. This is based on the
view that the institution is merely a conduit for the tax benefits accruing to
the FSLIC.
17.09 The acquirer should account for assistance in the form of yield
maintenance on covered assets until those assets are disposed of or liquidated.
Assets covered by yield-maintenance assistance should be considered interestbearing assets for purposes of applying FASB Statement No. 72, even if the
covered assets are non-interest-bearing. This applies only to regulatoryassisted combinations covered by FASB Statement No. 72. A consequence of
considering certain non-interest-bearing assets as interest-bearing assets is
that those non-interest-bearing assets will affect the period over which goodwill is amortized in accordance with paragraph 5 of FASB Statement No. 72.
17.10 When allocating the purchase price, the acquiror must determine
what interest rate should be used to determine the fair value of assets covered
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by yield-maintenance assistance. There is a rebuttable presumption that the
stated interest rate (the guaranteed yield or level of return on covered assets)
specified in the agreement should be considered a market rate for purposes of
determining the fair value of the assets acquired. If the presumption is
rebutted, the acquiror should select a market rate in accordance with paragraph 88 of APB Opinion No. 16.
17.11 No net change in the basis of the asset should be recognized if an
asset covered by yield-maintenance assistance is converted to a different
covered asset (for example, land held for development is sold to an unrelated
third party in exchange for a note receivable).
17.12 FASB EITF Consensus No. 88-19 also addresses how the acquiror
should account for contingency losses and for the reimbursement of those losses
by the FSLIC under the indemnification provisions of the agreement (including losses and reimbursements that occur after the expiration of the purchaseprice allocation period). Losses resulting from acquisition-related contingencies that are covered by the indemnification provisions of the agreement
should be recognized by the acquiror net of reimbursements received or
receivable from the FSLIC under the agreement.
17.13 If part of the FSLIC assistance involves a note receivable from the
FSLIC, and equity securities of the institution are sold to the FSLIC for cash
or other consideration, there is a rebuttable presumption that consideration
paid by the FSLIC for equity securities is not separable from a note receivable
from the FSLIC for other assistance. Therefore, when part of the FSLIC
assistance involves a note receivable from the FSLIC, a portion of the note
receivable equal to the fair value of the equity securities sold to the FSLIC
should be offset against the equity securities. Issuance of the equity securities
to the FSLIC may be separately reported as an increase in equity only if it can
be demonstrated that the equity security is economically separable from the
note receivable from the FSLIC. Economic separability may be demonstrated
only if all of the following conditions are met:
a.
The regulator acquires equity securities for cash at the same pershare price as other shareholders, and the securities are identical in
all substantive respects (except for voting rights) to those issued to
other shareholders.
b.
The portion of stock acquired by the regulator is less than 20
percent of the outstanding stock.
c.
The dividend requirements on the stock held by the regulator are
the same as those on the stock held by others.
d.
The dividend terms of the equity securities do not match and offset
the principal and interest terms of the note receivable.
e.
Repayment of principal and interest on the note is due independently of dividend or redemption payments.
f.
The interest rate stated in the note receivable from the regulator is
a market rate.
g.
The stock cannot be put back in the institution by the regulator
(however, callable stock is acceptable).
17.14 If all or a portion of the note receivable from the FSLIC is offset
against the equity from the securities issued to the FSLIC, then subsequent
dividend payments to the FSLIC on the equity securities should be netted
against cash receipts from the FSLIC for interest payments on the note, and
the net amount should be recorded as regulatory assistance, as appropriate.
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17.15 On July 5, 1989, the SEC staff issued Staff Accounting Bulletin No.
82, Certain Transfers of Nonperforming Assets; Disclosures of the Impact of
Assistance from Federal Regulatory Agencies, which discusses accounting for
transfers of nonperforming assets by financial institutions and disclosure of
the impact of financial assistance from regulators. Staff Accounting Bulletin
No. 82 states the SEC staff's belief that users of financial statements must be
able to assess the impact of credit and other risks on a company following a
regulatory-assisted acquisition, transfer, or other reorganization on a basis
comparable to that disclosed by other institutions, that is, as if the assistance
did not exist. In that regard, the SEC staff believes that the amount of
regulatory assistance should be separately disclosed and should be separately
identified in the statistical information furnished pursuant to SEC Exchange
Act Industry Guide No. 3, Statistical Disclosure by Bank Holding Companies,
to the extent that it affects such information. Further, the nature, extent, and
impact of such assistance should be fully disclosed in management's discussion
and analysis.

Branch Acquisitions and Sales
17.16 In recent years, savings institutions have engaged in the practice of
acquiring or selling branch office locations. Typically, such transactions
involve the assumption of deposit liabilities by the acquiring institution in
exchange for the receipt of a lesser amount of cash, or other assets, such as
loans. The selling institution generally recognizes a gain on such a transaction,
as measured by the excess of deposit liabilities assumed by the purchaser over
the recorded value of assets conveyed to fund the purchase.
17.17 The acquiring institution should record and amortize specifically
identifiable assets arising from the transaction in accordance with APB
Opinion No. 16 and FASB Interpretation No. 9. FASB Statement No. 72
provides guidance on how to amortize unidentifiable intangible assets (goodwill) recorded in the purchase.

Conversion and Merger-Conversion Transactions
17.18 The conversion of a mutual or cooperative enterprise to stock
ownership generally does not constitute a change in equity interests that
would preclude pooling-of-interests accounting for two years. In accordance
with paragraphs 21 through 24 of FASB Technical Bulletin No. 85-5, an
exception to the change-in-equity-interests condition is allowed for mutual or
cooperative enterprises that convert to stock ownership because the conversion
represents a change in the form of organization rather than a change in equity
interests from one group of equity owners to another. In some cases, shares of
the former mutual or cooperative enterprise may be acquired by the other
prospective combining enterprise in the conversion of the mutual or cooperative enterprise to stock ownership prior to effecting the combination. In that
situation, those shares would be subject to the 10 percent test under the
independence condition and the 90 percent test under the common-stock-forcommon-stock condition in determining whether pooling-of-interests accounting should be applied to the subsequent business combination.
17.19 In certain merger-conversion transactions in the thrift industry, a
mutual thrift is converted to stock ownership, shares of the new stock thrift
are exchanged for shares of the issuing enterprise in the combination, and
those shares of the issuing enterprise are offered first to depositors in the
former mutual thrift and then to the public. The pooling criteria are applied to
the merger between the new stock thrift and the issuing enterprise. Assuming
all other pooling conditions are met, such a merger conversion does not violate
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the pooling conditions. In other merger-conversion transactions, as well as
those transactions previously discussed, the issuing enterprise in the combination may purchase shares of its common stock issued in the combination that
are not purchased by depositors in the former mutual thrift rather than offer
those shares to the public. The purchase by the issuing enterprise of shares
issued to effect the combination does not violate the pooling conditions in this
situation, provided that the depositors of the former mutual thrift are given
the opportunity to acquire all of the shares issued to effect the combination,
and that the issuing enterprise purchases only those shares not purchased by
the depositors. However, pooling-of-interests accounting is not appropriate if
limitations or restrictions are placed on the depositors' rights to acquire the
shares issued to effect the combination. In addition, pooling-of-interests
accounting is not appropriate if regulators have required either enterprise to
enter into the combination, or if regulators provided financial assistance to
facilitate the combination. The auditor should be aware that the OTS is
currently in the process of revising regulations pertaining to this area.

Auditing Objectives and Procedures
Audit Objectives
17.20 The primary objectives in auditing a business combination are as
follows:
•
The transaction is appropriately accounted for as a pooling or a
purchase.
•
The value assigned to the assets and liabilities of the acquired
institution in a purchase accounting transaction represents the fair
value.
•
Any goodwill arising from a purchase transaction is amortized over
an appropriate period of time.
•
Any federal assistance received to facilitate the purchase is appropriately accounted for.

Internal Control Structure
17.21 Policies and Procedures. Typical internal control structure policies and procedures relating to business combinations include the following:
•
Accounting entries made to record the transaction initially and
those required in subsequent years are reviewed by supervisory
personnel to ensure accuracy.
•
Subsequent to acquisition, the assumptions used in assigning values
to assets and liabilities are reviewed by management for continuing
validity.

Substantive Procedures
17.22 The nature, timing, and extent of substantive procedures should be
determined based on the auditor's understanding of the internal control
structure of business combinations and the assessment of control risk in this
area. Usually the auditor assesses control risk at the maximum and takes a
substantive approach to the examination of business combinations in the year
of acquisition.
17.23 The auditor should be satisfied with the supporting documentation
underlying the fair values assigned to an acquired savings institution's assets
and liabilities. Virtually all of a savings institution's significant asset and
liability classifications can be supported by independent third-party apprais-
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ais, for example, office premises and equipment, other real estate, the loan
portfolio, fair value of certificates of deposit, and core deposit values. SAS No.
11, Using the Work of a Specialist, provides guidance on the auditor's considerations in using the work of specialists, such as appraisers. The auditor should
consider the need for asking the institution's management to engage appraisers to determine the propriety of any significant assigned carrying values that
are unsupported by independent appraisals.
17.24 The assumptions used in an independent appraisal should be
reasonable, and particular attention should be focused on assumptions concerning the assessment of credit risk, loan prepayment factors, and the
interest rate assigned in relation to current market conditions. With respect to
publicly held savings institutions, the auditor should be familiar with the
accounting and reporting considerations detailed in SEC Staff Accounting
Bulletin No. 61, Loan Losses, regarding the allowance for loan losses in a
transaction accounted for as a purchase.
17.25 In certain instances, regulators may agree to provide financial
assistance to the institution in order to facilitate a purchase transaction. FASB
Statement No. 72 states that if the receipt of the assistance is probable and
reasonably estimable at the date of acquisition, that portion of the cost of the
acquired institution should be assigned to the amount of such financial
assistance to be received. If the financial assistance is to compensate for
interest-rate margins, the assistance is to be considered as additional interest
on the interest-bearing assets acquired in determining their fair value. There
should be a reduction in recorded goodwill for any assistance subsequently
received that had not been considered because such assistance was not probable or the amount was not reasonably estimable at the date of acquisition.
17.26 Subsequent to an acquisition, the auditor should periodically review
the continuing validity of the assumptions used in assigning values to assets
and liabilities. The auditor should consider an institution's ability to recover
the value of unidentifiable and identifiable intangible assets recorded in the
acquisition. Additionally, if an institution sells or liquidates a large segment or
separable group of the operating assets of an acquired institution, including a
branch location, the remaining amount of the unidentifiable intangible asset,
or goodwill, attributable to such segment or branch should be accounted for in
accordance with the provisions of FASB Statement No. 72.
17.27 In auditing a branch purchase, the auditor should be satisfied with
the documentation supporting the fair values assigned to the deposit liabilities
assumed and the assets acquired.
17.28 As part of its standard branch purchase or sale application process,
the OTS requires the auditors for both the purchasing and selling institutions
to opine on the reasonableness of such assigned carrying values.
17.29 Subsequent to a branch acquisition, the auditor should review the
continuing validity of the assumptions underlying the carrying values
assigned to specifically identifiable assets. Similarly, the auditor should periodically review the institution's continuing ability to realize the values
ascribed to unidentifiable intangible assets recorded in the branch acquisition.
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Chapter 18

Independent Auditor's Reports
18.01 The guidance in SAS No. 58, Reports on Audited Financial Statements, applies to audit reports on the financial statements of savings institutions. Such reports may contain an unqualified opinion, an unqualified opinion
with explanatory language, a qualified opinion, an adverse opinion, or a
disclaimer of opinion. The facts and circumstances of each particular audit
will govern the appropriate form of report. Report examples appearing in this
chapter illustrate the form of certain auditor's reports issued by the independent auditor in reporting on the financial statements of a savings institution.

Unqualified Opinion
18.02 The independent auditor's standard report states that the financial
statements present fairly, in all material respects, an entity's financial position, results of operations, and cash flows in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. This conclusion may be expressed only when
the independent auditor has formed such an opinion on the basis of an audit
performed in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. An
illustration of the independent auditor's standard report is shown at exhibit
18.30.

Unqualified Opinion With Emphasis of a Matter
Paragraph
18.03 In some circumstances, the auditor may wish to emphasize a
matter regarding the financial statements, but nevertheless intends to express
an unqualified opinion. Such explanatory information should be presented in a
separate paragraph of the auditor's report. Such an additional paragraph may
precede or follow the opinion paragraph in the auditor's report. Phrases such
as "with the foregoing explanation" should not be used in the opinion paragraph in situations of this type. An illustration of an unqualified opinion with
an emphasis of a matter is shown at exhibit 18.31.

Unqualified Opinion With Explanatory Paragraph
18.04 SAS No. 58 describes circumstances that may require the auditor to
add an explanatory paragraph following the opinion paragraph of the standard report. Those circumstances include, among others, the existence of
substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern (see
paragraphs 18.15 through 18.29) and the existence of material uncertainties
that affect the financial statements (see paragraphs 18.11 through 18.14).

Qualified Opinion
18.05 SAS No. 58 states that certain circumstances may require a
qualified opinion. A qualified opinion states that except for the effects of the
matter to which the qualification relates, the financial statements present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position, results of operations, and
cash flows in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Such
an opinion is expressed when—
a.
There is a lack of sufficient competent evidential matter or there are
restrictions on the scope of the audit that have led the independent
auditor to conclude that an unqualified opinion cannot be expressed
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b.

and the independent auditor has concluded not to disclaim an
opinion.
The independent auditor believes, on the basis of the audit, that the
financial statements contain a departure from generally accepted
accounting principles, the effect of which is material, and has
concluded not to express an adverse opinion.

(See paragraphs 38 through 72 of SAS No. 58.)

Adverse Opinion
18.06 An adverse opinion states that the financial statements do not
present fairly the financial position or the results of operations or cash flows in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Such an opinion is
expressed when, in the auditor's judgment, the financial statements taken as a
whole are not presented fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. When the auditor expresses an adverse opinion, he should
disclose in a separate explanatory paragraph(s) preceding the opinion paragraph of his or her report (a) all the substantive reasons for his or her adverse
opinion, and (b) the principal effects of the subject matter of the adverse
opinion on financial position, results of operations, and cash flows, if practicable. If the effects are not reasonably determinable, the report should so state.
When an adverse opinion is expressed, the opinion paragraph should include a
direct reference to a separate paragraph that discloses the basis for the
adverse opinion.

Disclaimer of Opinion
18.07 A disclaimer of opinion states that the auditor does not express an
opinion on the financial statements. It is appropriate when the auditor has not
performed an audit sufficient in scope to enable the auditor to form an opinion
on the financial statements. A disclaimer of opinion should not be expressed
because the auditor believes, on the basis of his or her audit, that there are
material departures from generally accepted accounting principles. When
disclaiming an opinion because of a scope limitation, the auditor should
indicate in a separate paragraph(s) the reasons why his or her audit did not
comply with generally accepted auditing standards. He or she should state
that the scope of his or her audit was not sufficient to warrant the expression
of an opinion. The auditor should not identify the procedures that were
performed nor include the paragraph describing the characteristics of an audit
(that is, the scope paragraph of the auditor's standard report); to do so may
tend to overshadow the disclaimer. In addition, he or she should also disclose
any other reservations he or she has regarding fair presentation in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.

Different Reports on Comparative Financial
Statements Presented
18.08 Since the auditor's report on comparative financial statements
applies to the individual financial statements presented, an auditor may
express a qualified or adverse opinion, disclaim an opinion, or include an
explanatory paragraph with respect to one or more financial statements for
one or more periods, while issuing a different report on the other financial
statements presented. SAS No. 58 provides examples of reports on the comparative financial statements with different reports on one or more financial
statements presented.
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18.09 If, during the current audit, the auditor concludes that a substantial doubt about the institution's ability to continue as a going concern has
arisen and that the uncertainty should be communicated through an explanatory paragraph, the explanatory paragraph should follow the opinion paragraph and should indicate that the uncertainty arose in the current year. If
the auditor decides to disclaim an opinion because of such an uncertainty, the
disclaimer should be preceded by a paragraph(s) describing the uncertainty
and followed by the auditor's unqualified opinion on the prior year financial
statements.

Special Reports
18.10 If a savings institution is required to follow reporting requirements
of a regulatory agency to report under a cash receipts and disbursements basis
of accounting, or to report on financial statements prepared using a comprehensive basis of accounting other than generally accepted accounting principles, the auditor should follow the guidance in SAS No. 62, Special Reports.
SAS No. 62 also provides reporting guidance when reporting on specified
elements, accounts, or items of a financial statement; compliance with aspects
of contractual agreements or regulatory requirements related to audited
financial statements; financial presentations to comply with contractual
agreements or regulatory provisions; and financial information presented in
prescribed forms. Guidance may also be found in SAS No. 35, Special
Reports—Applying Agreed-Upon Procedures to Specified Elements, Accounts,
or Items of a Financial Statement.

Uncertainties
18.11 SAS No. 58 states that an auditor may be required to include an
explanatory paragraph (following the opinion paragraph) in his or her report
when the financial statements are affected by uncertainties concerning future
events, the outcome of which is not susceptible of reasonable estimation at the
date of the auditor's report. The auditor's decision to add an explanatory
paragraph to the auditor's report because of the existence of an uncertainty
that affects the financial statements is one that requires a high degree of
professional judgment. Examples of such uncertainties include lawsuits
against the entity, tax claims by tax authorities when precedents are not clear,
and actions by governmental regulatory agencies.
18.12 Because its resolution is prospective, management generally cannot
estimate the effect of the uncertainty on the entity's financial statements.
Uncertainties should not be confused with future events that generally are
susceptible of reasonable estimation by management in preparing financial
statements. Generally, matters whose outcome depends on the actions of
management and relate to typical business operations, such as the collectibility of loans, are customarily susceptible of reasonable estimation and,
therefore, are estimates inherent in the accounting process, not uncertainties.
Management's inability to estimate in these situations should raise concerns
about the appropriateness of accounting principles used by management and
about scope limitations. In those situations, the auditor should carefully
consider the appropriateness of accounting principles used by management as
well as the existence of scope limitations. If the auditor believes that financial
statements are materially misstated as the result of the use of inappropriate
accounting principles, the auditor should express a qualified or adverse opinion. A scope limitation should result in a qualified opinion or a disclaimer of
opinion.
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18.13 If the auditor concludes that he or she should include an explanatory paragraph(s) (following the opinion paragraph) in the report because of
the existence of a material uncertainty that affects the financial statements,
he or she should describe the matter giving rise to the uncertainty in the
explanatory paragraph and indicate that its outcome cannot presently be
determined. The separate paragraph(s) may be shortened by referring to
disclosures made in a note to the financial statements. However, no reference
to the uncertainty should be made in the introductory, scope, or opinion
paragraphs of the auditor's report.
18.14 Exhibit 18.32 illustrates an auditor's report with an explanatory
paragraph because of the existence of a material uncertainty as a result of
possible regulatory sanctions. Prior to considering whether an explanatory
paragraph should be added to the auditor's report because of the existence of a
material uncertainty relating to possible regulatory sanctions, the auditor
should have concluded that substantial doubt about the institution's ability to
continue as a going concern does not exist (see paragraphs 18.15 through
18.19). The use of an explanatory paragraph because of the existence of a
material uncertainty is not a substitute for situations in which the auditor's
uncertainty involves substantial doubt about the ability of the institution to
continue as a going concern.

Going-Concern Considerations
18.15 SAS No. 59, The Auditor's Consideration of an Entity's Ability to
Continue as a Going Concern, requires auditors to evaluate as part of every
audit whether there is substantial doubt about the ability of the entity being
audited to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time, not to
exceed one year beyond the date of the financial statements being audited.
The auditor's evaluation of a savings institution's ability to continue as a
going concern may be one of the most complex and important portions of the
audit. This section describes the unique issues that an auditor may encounter
in evaluating a savings institution's ability to continue as a going concern.
18.16 Savings institutions operate in a highly regulated environment. As
a result, laws and regulations can have a significant effect on their operations.
The enactment of FIRREA in August 1989 dramatically changed the regulatory environment in the thrift industry and imposed new regulatory capital
requirements that are far more stringent than previous requirements. Chapter
1 includes a discussion of FIRREA's capital requirements.
18.17 SAS No. 59 provides guidance to the auditor for meeting his or her
responsibility to evaluate whether there is substantial doubt about an entity's
ability to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time. That
evaluation is accomplished through the following steps:
a.
Consider whether the results of procedures performed in planning,
gathering evidential matter relative to the various audit objectives,
and completing the audit identify conditions and events that, when
considered in the aggregate, indicate there could be substantial
doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern for a
reasonable period of time.
b.
If the considerations above lead the auditor to believe that substantial doubt exists about the entity's ability to continue as a going
concern for a reasonable period of time, he or she should obtain
information about management's plans that are intended to mitigate the adverse effects of the conditions or events that gave rise to
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the doubt, and assess the likelihood that such plans can be effectively implemented.
c.
After evaluating management's plans, the auditor concludes
whether he or she has substantial doubt about the entity's ability to
continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time.
18.18 SAS No. 59 states that it is not necessary to design audit procedures solely to identify conditions and events that, when considered in the
aggregate, indicate there could be substantial doubt about the ability of an
entity to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time. The
results of auditing procedures designed and performed to achieve other audit
objectives should be sufficient for that purpose. The following are examples of
procedures normally performed in audits of savings institutions that may
identify such conditions and events:
•
Analytical procedures
•
Review of subsequent events
•
Review of compliance with the terms of debt and loan agreements
•
Reading of minutes of meetings of stockholders, board of directors,
and important committees of the board
•
Inquiry of an entity's legal counsel about litigation, claims, and
assessments
•
Confirmation with related and third parties of the details of
arrangements to provide or maintain financial support
•
Review of reports of significant examinations and related communications between examiners and the institution
•
Review of compliance with regulatory capital requirements
18.19 In performing audit procedures such as those presented in paragraph 18.18 above, the auditor may identify information about certain conditions or events that, when considered in the aggregate, indicate there could be
substantial doubt about the institution's ability to continue as a going concern
for a reasonable period of time. The significance of such conditions and events
will depend on the circumstances, and some may have significance only when
viewed in conjunction with others. The following are examples of such conditions and events that may be encountered in audits of savings institutions:
•
Recurring operating losses
•
Indications of strained liquidity
•
Negative equity on a GAAP basis
•
Concerns expressed by regulatory authorities about alleged unsafe
and unsound practices
•
Indications of strained relationships between management and regulatory authorities
•
Noncompliance with regulatory capital requirements

Regulatory-Capital Requirements
18.20 One of the most significant considerations in the auditor's evaluation of a savings institution's ability to continue as a going concern is whether
the savings institution complies with regulatory capital requirements. In view
of the serious nature of the ramifications of noncompliance with regulatory
capital requirements, such noncompliance is a condition that, when encountered, demands a careful consideration of management's plans for dealing with
the adverse effects of the condition.
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18.21 As described more fully in chapter 1, FIRREA established three
separate capital standards that savings institutions must meet. The legislation
specifies that these standards must be no less stringent than those that apply
to national commercial banks. The independent auditor should be familiar
with the regulations that implement FIRREA's capital requirements. Those
capital requirements include—
a.
Tangible Capital. An institution's tangible capital excludes goodwill
and other intangible assets, except qualifying purchased mortgage
servicing rights.
b.
Core Capital. Core capital (leverage) generally includes tangible
capital plus qualifying "supervisory" goodwill and other qualifying
intangibles.
c.
Risk-Based Capital. Risk-based capital is measured on the basis of
risk-weighted assets, as defined in regulations.
Auditors should be familiar with the actual regulations. Savings institutions
that do not meet all of these capital requirements are required to file with the
OTS a capital plan that outlines their plans for attaining the required level of
regulatory capital. A capital plan generally must include quarterly interim
capital benchmarks and may include other significant requirements.
18.22 When a savings institution fails to comply with regulatory-capital
requirements, the auditor should consider the nature and the amount of the
capital deficiency. A deficiency in one category of regulatory capital may be
more serious than a deficiency in another. For example, regulatory authorities
may take control of an institution if its regulatory tangible capital falls below
a certain level. Furthermore, curing deficiencies in certain categories of
regulatory capital may be more within the control of the management of the
institution than is curing deficiencies in other categories. For example, management of an institution may be able to cure a deficiency in risk-based
capital by restructuring the institution's assets. On the other hand, curing a
deficiency in tangible capital or core capital generally requires an increase in
retained earnings or a capital infusion, or a reduction in size.
18.23 The auditor should also consider management's plans for achieving
and maintaining regulatory-capital compliance. In doing so, the auditor
should ascertain whether a capital plan has been filed with and accepted by
the OTS. If the plan has been formally accepted by the OTS, the auditor
should identify those elements of the plan that are particularly significant to
overcoming the adverse effects of the failure to meet the capital requirements,
and should plan and perform auditing procedures to obtain evidential matter
about them. For example, the auditor should consider the adequacy of support
regarding the ability to obtain additional financing or the planned disposal of
assets. When prospective financial information is particularly significant to
management's plans, the auditor should request management to provide that
information and should consider the adequacy of support for significant
assumptions underlying that information. In evaluating whether there is
substantial doubt about the institution's ability to continue as a going concern,
the auditor should identify those elements of the plan and conditions placed on
the institution by the OTS that are most susceptible to compliance failure and
consider the probability of failure to comply with those elements.
18.24 If the OTS has rejected the institution's capital plan, the auditor
should consider the reasons for OTS's rejection and the effect of that rejection
on his or her decision about whether substantial doubt about the institution's
ability to continue as a going concern remains. If the OTS has not notified the
institution of its acceptance of the capital plan, the auditor should review
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related communication between the OTS and the institution and make inquiries of both management and OTS officials to determine the current status of
the plan. If the institution has not filed a capital plan with the OTS, the
auditor should make inquiries of management officials about their capital
plans and their plans for filing.
18.25 SAS No. 59 states that if, after considering management's plans,
the auditor concludes there is substantial doubt about the institution's ability
to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time, the auditor
should consider the possible effects on the financial statements and the
adequacy of the related disclosure. 49 Some of the information that might be
disclosed includes—
•
Pertinent conditions and events giving rise to the assessment of
substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going
concern for a reasonable period of time.
•
The possible effects of such conditions and events.
•
Management's evaluation of the significance of those conditions and
events and any mitigating factors.
•
Possible regulatory sanctions, including discontinuance of operations.
•
Management's plans (including information about the institution's
capital plan and relevant prospective financial information).50
•
Information about the recoverability or classification of recorded
asset amounts or the amounts or classification of liabilities.
18.26 When, primarily because of the auditor's consideration of management's plans, he or she concludes that substantial doubt about the entity's
ability to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time is
alleviated, he or she should consider the need for disclosure in the financial
statements of the principal conditions and events that initially caused him or
her to believe there was substantial doubt. Disclosure should include the
possible effects of such conditions and events, and any mitigating factors,
including management's plans.
18.27 If after considering a savings institution's failure to meet regulatory-capital requirements and its ability to achieve and maintain regulatorycapital compliance, the auditor concludes that substantial doubt about the
institution's ability to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of
time remains, the auditor's report should include an explanatory paragraph
(following the opinion paragraph) to reflect that conclusion. The auditor's
decision about whether modification of the standard report is appropriate may
depend on—
•
The institution's existing regulatory-capital position.
•
The likelihood that the institution's regulatory-capital position will
improve or deteriorate within the next twelve months.
•
Whether the plan has been accepted by the OTS.
49
Auditors of publicly held savings institutions should consider SEC FRR No. 16, Rescission
of Interpretation Relating to Certification of Financial Statements, which states,
. . filings
containing accountant's reports that are qualified as a result of questions about the entity's
continued existence must contain appropriate and prominent disclosure of the registrant's financial difficulties and viable plans to overcome these difficulties."
50
It is not intended that such prospective financial information constitute prospective
financial statements meeting the minimum presentation guidelines set forth in the Statement on
Standards for Accountants' Services on Prospective Financial Information, Financial Forecasts
and Projections, nor that the inclusion of such information require any consideration beyond that
normally required by generally accepted auditing standards.
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•

The auditor's assessment of the institution's ability to achieve its
capital plan, if any.
The decision about the appropriate form of audit report to issue in particular
circumstances is often a complex judgment that requires considerable professional experience. The auditor may have to communicate with the regulators
to assist with his or her assessment. (Refer to chapter 1 for a discussion of
required communications with the regulators.)
18.28 Exhibit 18.33 illustrates a report that includes such an explanatory
paragraph.
18.29 SAS No. 59 states that the inclusion of an explanatory paragraph
(following the opinion paragraph) in the auditor's report as described above
serves adequately to inform users of the financial statements of the auditor's
substantial doubt. Nonetheless, SAS No. 59 does not preclude the auditor from
declining to express an opinion in cases involving uncertainties. If the auditor
disclaims an opinion, the uncertainties and their possible effects should be
disclosed in an appropriate manner and the auditor's report should state all of
the substantive reasons for the disclaimer of opinion. SAS No. 58 states that a
disclaimer of opinion should not be expressed because the auditor believes, on
the basis of his or her audit, that there are material departures from generally
accepted accounting principles. Exhibit 18.34 illustrates a disclaimer of opinion as the result of uncertainties relating to an auditor's substantial doubt
about a savings institution's ability to continue as a going concern for a
reasonable period of time.
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Exhibit

18.30

Unqualified Opinion
Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Directors
XYZ Savings and Loan Association
We have audited the accompanying statements of financial condition of XYZ
Savings and Loan Association as of December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, and the
related statements of income, changes in stockholders' equity, and cash flows
for the years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Association's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of XYZ Savings and Loan Association
as of December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, and the results of its operations and its
cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
[Signature]
I Date]
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Exhibit

18.31

Unqualified Opinion With Emphasis of a Matter
Paragraph
(Note: The circumstances described in the third paragraph of this example report represent assumptions made for purposes of illustration only.
They are not intended to provide criteria or other guidelines to be used
by independent auditors in deciding whether an emphasis paragraph
should be added to their reports.)
Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Directors
XYZ Savings and Loan Association
We have audited the accompanying statements of financial condition of XYZ
Savings and Loan Association as of December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, and the
related statements of income, changes in stockholders' equity, and cash flows
for the years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Association's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
As discussed in Note XX to the financial statements, the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) was signed
into law on August 9, 1989. Among other provisions, FIRREA imposes, as of
December 7, 1989, capital requirements on savings institutions, including the
Association, and mandates that capital requirements for savings institutions
be no less stringent than capital requirements for national banks. At December 31, 19X2, the Association did not meet the risk-based capital requirement
established by the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS). The Association has
filed, and the OTS has accepted a capital plan for attaining the required level
of regulatory risk-based capital by December 31, 19X4.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of XYZ Savings and Loan Association
as of December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, and the results of its operations and its
cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
[Signature ]
[Date]
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18.32

Unqualified Opinion With Explanatory Paragraph
Because of the Existence of a Material Uncertainty
(Note: The circumstances described in the fourth paragraph of this
example report represent assumptions made for purposes of illustration
only. They are not intended to provide criteria or other guidelines to be
used by independent auditors in deciding whether an explanatory paragraph should be added to their reports.)
Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Directors
XYZ Savings and Loan Association
We have audited the accompanying statements of financial condition of XYZ
Savings and Loan Association as of December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, and the
related statements of income, changes in stockholders' equity, and cash flows
for the years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Association's management. Our responsibility is to report on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of XYZ Savings and Loan Association
as of December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, and the results of its operations and its
cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
(continued)
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As discussed in Note XX to the financial statements, the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) was signed
into law on August 9, 1989. Among other provisions, FIRREA imposes, as of
December 7, 1989, capital requirements on savings associations, including the
Association, and mandates that capital requirements for savings institutions
be no less stringent than capital requirements for national banks. At December 31, 19X2, the Association did not meet the regulatory core capital and
risk-based capital requirements established by the Office of Thrift Supervision
(OTS). The Association has filed, and OTS has accepted, a capital plan for
attaining the required levels of regulatory core and risk-based capital by
December 31, 19X4. Failure to meet the interim capital requirement and to
achieve compliance with the minimum capital requirements established by
the OTS by December 31, 1994, exposes the Association to possible regulatory
sanctions which may include, among other things, mandated disposition of
certain assets. The financial statement impact, if any, of regulatory sanctions
that may result from the failure of the Association to comply with the capital
plan and with the minimum regulatory capital requirements by December 31,
1994 cannot presently be determined. Accordingly, no adjustments that may
result from the ultimate resolution of this uncertainty have been made in the
accompanying financial statements.
[Signature ]
[Date ]
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18.33

Unqualified Opinion With Explanatory Paragraph
Added Because of the Existence of Substantial Doubt
About the Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going
Concern
(Note: The circumstances described in the fourth paragraph of this
example report represent assumptions made for purposes of illustration
only. They are not intended to provide criteria or other guidelines to be
used by independent auditors in deciding whether an explanatory paragraph should be added to their reports.)
Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Directors
XYZ Savings and Loan Association
We have audited the accompanying statements of financial condition of XYZ
Savings and Loan Association as of December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, and the
related statements of income, changes in stockholders' equity, and cash flows
for the years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Association's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of XYZ Savings and Loan Association
as of December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, and the results of its operations and its
cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
The accompanying financial statements have been prepared assuming that
XYZ Savings and Loan Association will continue as a going concern. As
discussed in Note XX to the financial statements, the Financial Institutions
Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) was signed into
law on August 9, 1989. Among other provisions, FIRREA imposes, as of
December 7, 1989, capital requirements on savings institutions, including the
Association, and mandates that capital requirements for savings institutions
be no less stringent than capital requirements for national banks. At December 31, 19X2, the Association did not meet the minimum regulatory tangible
capital, core capital, and risk-based capital requirements established by the
Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS). The Association also has suffered recurring
losses from operations. The Association has filed a capital plan with the OTS
outlining its plans for attaining the required levels of regulatory capital by
December 31, 1994. To date, the Association has not received notification
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from the OTS regarding acceptance or rejection of its capital plan. Failure to
meet the capital requirements and interim capital targets included in the
Association's capital plan would expose the Association to regulatory sanctions
that may include restrictions on operations and growth, mandatory asset
dispositions, and seizure. These matters raise substantial doubt about the
ability of XYZ Savings and Loan Association to continue as a going concern.
The ability of the Association to continue as a going concern is dependent on
many factors, one of which is regulatory action, including ultimate acceptance
of its capital plan. Management's plans in regard to these matters are
described in Note XX. The financial statements do not include any adjustments that might result from the outcome of this uncertainty.
[Signature ]
[Date ]
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18.34

Disclaimer of Opinion Because of the Existence of
Substantial Doubt About the Entity's Ability to
Continue as a Going Concern
(Note: The circumstances described in the third paragraph of this example report represent assumptions made for purposes of illustration only.
They are not intended to provide criteria or other guidelines to be used
by independent auditors in deciding whether to disclaim an opinion on
financial statements.)
Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Directors
XYZ Savings and Loan Association
We have audited the accompanying statements of financial condition of XYZ
Savings and Loan Association as of December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, and the
related statements of income, changes in stockholders' equity, and cash flows
for the years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Association's management. Our responsibility is to report on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis
for our report.
The accompanying financial statements have been prepared assuming that
XYZ Savings and Loan Association will continue as a going concern. As
discussed in Note XX to the financial statements, the Financial Institutions
Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) was signed into
law on August 9, 1989. Among other provisions, FIRREA imposes, as of
December 7, 1989, capital requirements on savings institutions, including the
Association, and mandates that capital requirements for savings institutions
be no less stringent than capital requirements for national banks. At December 31, 19X2, the Association did not meet the minimum regulatory tangible
capital, core capital, and risk-based capital requirements established by the
Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS). The Association also has suffered recurring
losses from operations. The Association has filed a capital plan with the OTS
outlining its plans for attaining the required levels of regulatory capital by
December 31, 1994. To date, the Association has not received notification
from the OTS regarding acceptance or rejection of its capital plan. Failure to
meet the capital requirements and interim capital targets included in the
Association's capital plan would expose the Association to regulatory sanctions
that may include restrictions on operations and growth, mandatory asset
dispositions, and seizure. These matters raise substantial doubt about the
ability of XYZ Savings and Loan Association to continue as a going concern.
The ability of the Association to continue as a going concern is dependent on
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many factors, one of which is regulatory action, including ultimate acceptance
of its capital plan. Management's plans in regard to these matters are
described in Note XX. The financial statements do not include any adjustments that might result from the outcome of this uncertainty.
Because of the significance of the uncertainty discussed above, we are unable
to express, and we do not express, an opinion on the financial statements for
the year ended December 31, 19X2.
In our opinion, the 19X1 financial statements referred to above present fairly,
in all material respects, the financial position of XYZ Savings and Loan
Association as of December 31, 19X1, and the results of its operations and its
cash flows for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
[Signature ]
[Date ]
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Chapter 19

Illustrative Consolidated Financial
Statements
19.01 This chapter contains an illustrative set of consolidated financial
statements for a savings institution. The illustrative financial statements do
not include all of the amounts and transactions that might be found in
practice; they are for illustrative purposes only. The financial statements
presented herein are for a stock association, although they are not substantially different from those of a mutual association. The principal differences
are (a) the inclusion of a stockholders' equity section in the statement of
financial condition; (b) a statement of changes in stockholders' equity, which
replaces the statement of changes in retained earnings presented by a mutual
association; and (c) earnings-per-share data presented on the face of the
income statement.
19.02 The illustrative notes to the financial statements indicate the
subject matter generally required to be disclosed, but they should be
expanded, reduced, or modified to suit individual circumstances. Preparers of
financial statements for savings institutions should be familiar with the rules
and regulations of the OTS and the FDIC, including those that relate to the
form and content of financial statements. At present, the OTS requires
presentation of separate summary financial statements for each service corporation and joint venture of an institution, or its subsidiaries, meeting certain
criteria. Summary financial statements may also be included with the financial statements as supplemental or other financial information.

Statement of Cash Flows
19.03 The illustrative consolidated financial statements include a statement of cash flows in accordance with FASB Statement No. 95, Statement of
Cash Flows. The statement of cash flows classifies cash receipts and disbursements into three broad categories: operating cash flows, investing cash flows,
and financing cash flows. FASB Statement No. 95 provides broad guidelines
for making these classifications. Cash flows are generally required to be
presented on a gross basis, although certain cash flows may be presented on a
net basis.

Operating Cash Flows
19.04 FASB Statement No. 95 sets forth two methods of reporting cash
flows from operating activities—the direct method and the indirect method.
The use of the direct method is encouraged but not required. Under the direct
method, the statement of cash flows reports the net cash flow from operating
activities by showing the major classes of gross cash receipts (such as interest
received and banking service charges collected) and gross cash disbursements
(such as interest paid, operating expenses paid, and income taxes paid). If the
direct method is used, FASB Statement No. 95 requires the presentation of a
separate schedule to reconcile net income to the net cash flow from operating
activities.
19.05 In contrast, a statement of cash flows prepared using the indirect
method reports net cash flow from operating activities by adjusting net
income for transactions reflected in net income that do not result in operating
cash flows. A similar reconciliation approach was widely used in practice in
presenting the statement of changes in financial position. If the indirect
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method is used, FASB Statement No. 95 requires separate disclosure of
interest paid (other than interest capitalized) and income taxes paid.
19.06 FASB Statement No. 102, Statement of Cash Flows—Exemption of
Certain Enterprises and Classification of Cash Flows from Certain Securities
Acquired for Resale, amended FASB Statement No. 95 by providing, among
other things, that cash receipts and cash payments resulting from purchases
and sales of securities are to be classified as operating cash flows if the
securities are carried at market value in a trading account. Similarly, cash
receipts and cash payments that result from loans originated or purchased
specifically for resale are also to be classified as operating cash flows if such
loans are carried at market value or at the lower of cost or market value. In
applying FASB Statement No. 102 for the direct method, gross cash receipts
and cash payments from these sources should be reported separately in the
operating cash flows section of the statement. If the indirect method is used,
only the net increases or decreases in these loans and securities should be
reported in reconciling net income to the net cash flow from operating
activities.

Investing and Financing Cash Flows
19.07 Cash flows from investing and financing activities must generally
be reported on the basis of gross cash receipts and gross cash disbursements.
However, FASB Statement No. 95 permits the net basis of reporting for the
following:
•
Cash and cash equivalents (which are discussed later).
•
Items for which turnover is quick, amounts are large, and maturity
is short. These items are limited to those with an original maturity
when purchased of three months or less, such as—
— Investment securities not included in cash equivalents.
— Loans (including demand loans and credit-card loans).
— Certificates of deposit.
— Borrowings.
•
Items for which the institution is substantively holding, receiving,
or disbursing cash on behalf of its customers, such as—
— Demand deposits.
— NOW and SuperNOW accounts.
— Savings deposits.
— Money-market-deposit accounts.
— Mortgage escrow funds.
— Collections and remittances on loans serviced for others.
19.08 A summary of the typical investing and financing cash flows for a
savings institution follows.
Investing Activities
Cash Outflows
Cash Inflows
Net loan principal payments
Loan sale proceeds
Investment security sale and
investmentmaturity proceeds
Real estate sale proceeds
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Net deposits withdrawn from the
financial institutions
Financing Activities
Cash Inflows
Net increase in mortgage escrow
deposits
Certificates of deposit issued
Net increase in other deposit
accounts
FHLBB advances and other
borrowing proceeds
Net increase in short-term borrowings
(original maturity of three months
or less)
Proceeds from the sale of common
stock or other equity instruments

Investment in real estate held for
development
Net deposits placed with other
institutions
Cash Outflows
Net decrease in mortgage escrow
deposits
Certificates of deposit matured
Net decrease in other deposit
accounts
Repayment of FHLBB advances and
other borrowings
Net decrease in short-term
borrowings (original maturity of
three months or less)
Reacquisition of equity instruments
(for example, purchase of treasury
stock)
Dividends and other cash
distributions to stockholders

19.09 FASB Statement No. 104, Statement of Cash Flows—Net Reporting of Certain Cash Receipts and Cash Payments and Classification of Cash
Flows from Hedging Transactions, amended FASB Statement No. 95 to permit
financial institutions to report net cash receipts and cash payments for (a)
deposits placed with other financial institutions and withdrawals of those
deposits, (b) time deposits (certificates of deposit) accepted and repayments
of those deposits, and (c) loans originated and principal collections on such
loans. FASB Statement No. 104 also provides that cash flows from a forward
contract, futures contract, options contract, or swap contract that is accounted
for as a hedge be classified in a manner that is consistent with the classification of the cash flows from the item being hedged. Cash flows from nonhedge
instruments should be classified based on the nature of the instrument.

Noncash Investing and Financing Activities
19.10 Investing and financing activities that are partially or fully noncash transactions must be reported in a related disclosure either (a) in
narrative form in the notes to the financial statements or (b) in a schedule.
Examples of noncash investing and financing activities for a savings institution include—
•

Originating a mortgage loan to finance the sale of foreclosed real
estate or real estate held for development.

•

Acquiring a real estate property through, or in lieu of, foreclosure of
the related loan.

•

Converting mortgage loans into mortgage-backed securities (commonly referred to as "securitizing" loans).
Selling or purchasing branch offices when the buyer assumes deposit
liabilities in exchange for loans and other assets received from the
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•
•
•

seller, in which case only the cash paid, net of cash acquired or
received, should be reported as a cash outflow or inflow.
Converting debt to equity.
Acquiring assets under capital leases.
Acquiring another institution using the purchase method of accounting, in which case only the cash paid in the acquisition, net of cash
acquired, should be reported as a cash outflow from an investing
activity, and information concerning the fair value of assets
acquired and liabilities assumed should be presented in the supplemental disclosure of noncash activities.

Definition of "Cash and Cash Equivalents"
19.11 The statement of cash flows displays the net change during the
period in cash and cash equivalents. The beginning and ending amounts of
cash and cash equivalents in the statement of cash flows should agree with the
amount shown for similarly titled line items or subtotals in the balance sheet.
Cash is defined to include currency on hand, demand deposits with financial
institutions, and other deposit accounts with similar characteristics (that is,
the ability to deposit additional funds at any time and withdraw funds at any
time without prior notice or penalty). Cash equivalents are defined in FASB
Statement No. 95 to include instruments that are both—
a.
Short-term instruments near enough to maturity such that there is
an insignificant risk of changes in market value due to changing
interest rates. Short-term generally means an original maturity of
three months or less. Original maturity is measured from acquisition
date to maturity date. For example, a three-year Treasury note
purchased three months before maturity would be a cash equivalent,
whereas the same note purchased one year before maturity would
not be a cash equivalent.
b.
Highly liquid instruments readily convertible to known amounts of
cash.
19.12 Only instruments that meet both of the above criteria and are used
as part of an institution's cash-management activities should be included in
cash equivalents. For example, Treasury bills purchased for an investment
account would be part of the institution's investing activities (not cashmanagement activities) and would therefore be excluded from cash
equivalents. Common examples of cash equivalents include ninety-day Treasury bills and notes, commercial paper, certificates of deposit, money-market
funds, and federal funds sold.
19.13 Because of the flexibility in classification, FASB Statement No. 95
requires disclosure of the policy used to classify items as cash equivalents. This
disclosure is generally included in the accounting policy footnote. A change in
this policy is defined as a change in accounting principle that requires a
restatement of prior years' financial statements presented for comparative
purposes.

Holding Companies
19.14 Illustrative consolidated financial statements for a savings institution holding company have not been included. However, most of the disclosures illustrated for the stock association herein are also appropriate for
holding companies. Disclosure requirements for stock associations are set forth
in OTS Regulation section 563c, whereas savings institution holding companies follow the requirements of SEC Regulation S-X. Section 563c generally
conforms to the requirements of Regulation S-X.
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19.15

ABC Federal Savings and Loan Association
and Subsidiary
Consolidated Statements of Financial Condition
December 31, 19X3 and 19X2
Assets

19X3
Cash and cash equivalents
$ XXX,XXX
Securities purchased under agreements to
XXX,XXX
resell (Note 3)
Trading account securities, at market value
XXX,XXX
(Note 5)
Investment securities (estimated market
value of $XXX,XXX in 19X3 and
$XXX,XXX in 19X2) (Notes 4, 13, and
20)
XXX,XXX
Mortgage-backed and related securities
(estimated market value of $XXX,XXX
in 19X3 and $XXX,XXX in 19X2)
XXX,XXX
(Notes 6, 13, 20, and 21)
Loans held for sale, net of unrealized loss of
$XX,XXX in 19X3 and $XX,XXX in
XXX,XXX
19X2 (Note 18)
X,XXX,XXX
Loans receivable, net (Notes 7 and 13)
XX,XXX
Accrued interest receivable (Note 9)
Foreclosed real estate, net of allowance for
losses of $X,XXX in 19X3 and $X,XXX
XX,XXX
in 19X2 (Note 10)
XX,XXX
Real estate held for investment (Note 10)
XX,XXX
Premises and equipment (Notes 11 and 13)
Excess of cost over fair value of net assets
acquired (Note 2)
XX,XXX
Cost of loan-servicing rights acquired
XX,XXX
(Notes 2 and 8)
XX,XXX
Excess servicing fees receivable (Note 8)
XX,XXX
Other assets (Note 14)
$X,XXX,XXX

$

19X2
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$X,XXX,XXX

(continued)
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Liabilities and Stockholders' Equity
Deposits (Note 12)
Borrowed funds (Note 13)
Advances from borrowers for taxes and
insurance
Federal income taxes (Note 15):
Current
Deferred
Accrued expenses and other liabilities

19X3
$X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

19X2
$X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

(X,XXX)
XXX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
XXX,XXX

Commitments and contingencies (Notes 19
and 20)
Stockholders' equity (Note 16):
Common stock, $X.XX par value,
XX,XXX,XXX shares authorized;
XX,XXX,XXX issued and
outstanding
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings, substantially
restricted (Note 15)
Net unrealized depreciation on certain
marketable equity securities (Note
4)
Total stockholders' equity

$X,XXX,XXX
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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19.16
A B C Federal Savings and Loan Association
and Subsidiary
Consolidated Statements of Income
Years Ended December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1
19X3
19X2
Interest income:
Loans receivable (Note 7):
First mortgage loans
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
Consumer and other loans
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
Investment securities
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
Mortgage-backed and related
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
securities
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
Other interest-earning assets
Total interest income
Interest expense:
Deposits (Note 12)
Borrowed funds (Notes 13
and 20)
Less interest capitalized
Total interest expense
Net interest income
Provision for loan losses (Note 7)
Net interest income after
provision for loan losses
Noninterest income:
Gain on sales of interestearning assets, net (Note 17)
Unrealized gains (losses) on
trading account securities,
net
Loan origination and
commitment fees (Note 7)
Loan servicing fees (Note 8)
Income (loss) from real estate
operations (Note 10)
Other (Notes 18 and 20)
Total noninterest income

19X1

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

x,xxx

x,xxx

x,xxx

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

(X,XXX)
XX,XXX

(X,XXX)
XX,XXX

XX.XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

x,xxx

(continued)
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Noninterest expense (Note 7):
General and administrative:
Compensation and benefits
(Note 14)
Occupancy and equipment
(Notes 11 and 19)
SAIF deposit insurance
premium
Loss on foreclosed real estate
Other (Note 18)
Amortization of excess of cost
over fair value of net assets
acquired (Note 2)
Total noninterest income/
expense
Income before income
taxes and cumulative

19X2

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

x,xxx

x,xxx

x,xxx

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

effect of change in

accounting principle
Income tax expense
(Notes 7 and 15)
Income before cumulative
effect of change in
accounting principle
Cumulative effect at January 1,
19X3, of change in accounting
for income taxes (Note 15)
Net income (Note 7)
Earnings per share
(Notes 7 and 15):
Income before cumulative
effect of change in
accounting principle
Cumulative effect of change in
accounting principle
Net income (Note 7)

(X,XXX)
$ XX,XXX $

$

X.XX $

—

—

XX,XXX $ XX,XXX

X XX $

X XX

X.XX $

X XX

(X.XX)

$

x.xx $

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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19X1

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

$xx,xxx

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.

Balances at December 31, 19X0
$xx,xxx
Net income
Issuance of XX,XXX,XXX shares of
common stock
XX,XXX
Change in net unrealized depreciation
on certain marketable equity
securities (Note 4)
Balances at December 31, 19X1
XX,XXX
Net income
Change in net unrealized depreciation
on certain marketable equity
securities (Note 4)
Balances at December 31, 19X2
XX,XXX
Net income
Issuance of X,XXX,XXX shares of X%
stock dividend
XX,XXX
Change in net unrealized depreciation
on certain marketable equity
securities (Note 4)
Balances at December 31, 19X3
$XX,XXX

Additional
Common Stock Paid-in Capital Retained Earnings

XXX
$XXX,XXX

XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX
(X,XXX)

XXX
$(X,XXX)

XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX

$XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

Total

XXX
(X,XXX)

$(X,XXX)

Net Unrealized Depreciation
on Certain Marketable
Equity Securities

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Stockholders' Equity
Years Ended December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1

ABC Federal Savings and Loan Association
and Subsidiary
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19.18

ABC Federal Savings and Loan Association
and Subsidiary
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
Years Ended December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1
19X2
19X3
Cash flows from operating
activities:
XX,XXX $
XX,XXX $
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile
net income to net cash
provided by operating
activities:
Amortization of:
Excess of cost over fair
value of net assets
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
acquired
Cost of loan-servicing
x,xxx
x,xxx
rights
Deferred loan
(X,XXX)
(X,XXX)
origination fees
Purchases of trading
(XX,XXX)
account securities
(XX,XXX)
Sales of trading account
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
securities
Premiums and discounts
on loans and mortgagebacked and related
X.XXX
x,xxx
securities
Provision for loan losses
and losses on real
estate
x,xxx
x,xxx
Net gain on sales of:
Loans
Mortgage-backed and
related securities
Investment securities
Depreciation and
amortization of premises
and equipment
Increase in:
Deferred income taxes
Prepaid expenses and
other assets
Accrued expenses and
other liabilities
Total adjustments
Net cash provided by
operating activities
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19X1
XX,XXX

XX,XXX
X,XXX
(X,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
XX,XXX

X,XXX

x,xxx

(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)
(X,XXX)

(XX,XXX)
(X,XXX)

(XX,XXX)
(X,XXX)

x,xxx

X,XXX

x,xxx

x,xxx

X,XXX

X,XXX

(X,XXX)

(X,XXX)

(X,XXX)

x,xxx

x,xxx

x,xxx

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
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19X3
19X2
19X1
Cash flows for investing
activities:
Loan originations and
principal payment on
loans and mortgagebacked and related
securities
(X,XXX,XXX) (X,XXX,XXX) (X,XXX,XXX)
Purchases of loans
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
Proceeds from sales of
loans
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
Net increase in consumer
loans with original
maturities less than
three months
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
Purchases of investment
securities
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
Proceeds from maturities
of investment
securities
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
Proceeds from sales of
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
investment securities
Purchases of mortgagebacked and related
securities
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
Proceeds from sales of
mortgage-backed and
related securities
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
Investment in foreclosed
real estate and real
estate held for
investment
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
Proceeds from sale of
foreclosed real estate
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
Net cash used in
investing activities (X,XXX,XXX) (X,XXX,XXX) (X,XXX,XXX)
(continued)
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19X3

19X2

19X1

Cash flows from financing
activities:
Net increase in demand
deposits, NOW
accounts, passbook
savings accounts, and
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
certificates of deposit
Net increase (decrease) for
borrowings with original
maturities less than three
months:
Securities sold under
agreements to
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
repurchase
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
FHLB advances
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
Other
Net increase in mortgage
x,xxx
x,xxx
x,xxx
escrow funds
Net increase from issuance
—
X,XXX,XXX
of common stock
Net cash provided by
X,XXX,XXX X,XXX,XXX X,XXX,XXX
financing activities
Net increase in cash
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
and cash equivalents
Cash and cash
equivalents at
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
beginning of year
Cash and cash
equivalents at end of
$ XXX,XXX $ XXX,XXX $ XXX,XXX
year
Supplemental Disclosures
Cash paid for:
Interest on deposits,
advances, and other
borrowings
Income taxes
Transfers from loans to real
estate acquired through
$
foreclosure

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX $

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX $

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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ABC Federal Savings and Loan Association and Subsidiary

(1)

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

(a) Principles of Consolidation
The accompanying consolidated financial statements include
the accounts of ABC Federal Savings and Loan Association (the
Association) and ABC Investors, its wholly owned subsidiary,
which invests in real estate. All significant intercompany transactions and balances are eliminated in consolidation.

(b ) Cash Equivalents
Cash equivalents of $XX,XXX and $XX,XXX at December 31,
19X3 and 19X2, respectively, consist of federal funds sold,
certificates of deposit, and funds due from banks. For purposes
of the statements of cash flows, the Association considers all
highly liquid debt instruments with original maturities when
purchased of three months or less to be cash equivalents.

(c) Trading Account Securities
Trading account securities, consisting of certain government
bonds and mortgage-backed securities, are carried at market
value. Realized and unrealized gain and losses on trading
account securities are recognized in the statement of operations
as they occur.

(d) Investment Securities
Bonds, notes, and debentures are carried at cost, adjusted for
premiums and discounts that are recognized in interest income
using the interest method over the period to maturity. Management intends to hold such investments to maturity.
Equity securities that are nonmarketable or that have
mandatory sinking funds are carried at cost. All other equity
securities are carried at the lower of cost or estimated market
value in the aggregate. Net unrealized losses are recognized
through a valuation allowance that is shown as a reduction in
the carrying value of the related securities and as a corresponding reduction in stockholders' equity.
Gains and losses on the sale of investment securities are determined using the specific-identification method.

(e) Loans Held for Sale
Mortgage loans originated and intended for sale in the secondary market are carried at the lower of cost or estimated
market value in the aggregate. Net unrealized losses are recognized in a valuation allowance by charges to income.

( f ) Mortgage-Backed Securities
Investment and mortgage-backed and related securities are
stated at cost, adjusted for amortization of premiums and
accretion of fees and discounts using a method that approximates level yield. The Association has adequate liquidity and
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capital, and it is generally management's intention to hold such
assets to maturity. Should any be sold, gains and losses will be
recognized based on the specific identification method. All sales
are made without recourse.
At December 31, 19X3, the Association had no outstanding
commitments to sell loans or securities. The market value of its
$X.X billion mortgage-backed securities portfolio approximates
book value. Unrealized gains in the portfolio totaled $XX million at year-end; unrealized losses were $XX million.

(g) Loans Receivable
Loans receivable are stated at unpaid principal balances, less
the allowance for loan losses, and net deferred loan-origination
fees and discounts.
Discounts on first mortgage loans are amortized to income using
the interest method over the remaining period to contractual
maturity, adjusted for anticipated prepayments. Discounts on
consumer loans are recognized over the lives of the loans using
methods that approximate the interest method.
The allowance for loan losses is increased by charges to income
and decreased by charge-offs (net of recoveries). Management's
periodic evaluation of the adequacy of the allowance is based on
the Association's past loan loss experience, known and inherent
risks in the portfolio, adverse situations that may affect the
borrower's ability to repay, the estimated value of any underlying collateral, and current economic conditions.
Uncollectible interest on loans that are contractually past due is
charged off, or an allowance is established based on management's periodic evaluation. The allowance is established by a
charge to interest income equal to all interest previously
accrued, and income is subsequently recognized only to the
extent that cash payments are received until, in management's
judgment, the borrower's ability to make periodic interest and
principal payments is back to normal, in which case the loan is
returned to accrual status.

(h) Loan-Origination Fees, Commitment Fees, and Related
Costs
Prior to January 1, 19X3, loan fees received were recognized as
current income to the extent that they represented a reimbursement of loan underwriting costs, which were recognized as
expense when incurred. Fees deferred prior to 19X3 on fixedrate loans are being amortized to income over the estimated
loan life to produce a level interest yield. Fees deferred prior to
19X3 on adjustable-rate loans are being amortized to income
over the period of time required to adjust the contractual
interest rate to a yield approximating a market rate at origination date.
Loans fees received on or after January 1, 19X3, are accounted
for in accordance with FASB Statement No. 91, Accounting for
Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated with Originating or
Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct Costs of Leases. Loan fees
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and certain direct loan origination costs are deferred, and the
net fee or cost is recognized as an adjustment to interest income
using the interest method over the contractual life of the loans,
adjusted for estimated prepayments based on the Association's
historical prepayment experience. Commitment fees and costs
relating to commitments the likelihood of exercise of which is
remote are recognized over the commitment period on a
straight-line basis. If the commitment is subsequently exercised
during the commitment period, the remaining unamortized
commitment fee at the time of exercise is recognized over the
life of the loan as an adjustment of yield.
(i) Real Estate Held for Investment and Foreclosed Real
Estate
Real estate properties acquired through, or in lieu of, loan
foreclosure are initially recorded at fair value at the date of
foreclosure. Real estate properties held for investment are carried at the lower of cost, including cost of improvements and
amenities incurred subsequent to acquisition, or net realizable
value. Costs relating to development and improvement of property are capitalized, whereas costs relating to the holding of
property are expensed. The portion of interest costs relating to
the development of real estate is capitalized.
Valuations are periodically performed by management, and an
allowance for losses is established by a charge to operations if
the carrying value of a property exceeds its estimated net
realizable value.
(j) Excess of Cost Over Fair Value of Net Assets Acquired
The excess of cost over fair value of net assets acquired in thrift
acquisitions initiated after September 30, 1982 (the effective
date of FASB Statement No. 72, Accounting for Certain Acquisitions of Banking or Thrift Institutions), is amortized to
expense by the accelerated method over the estimated remaining lives of the long-term, interest-bearing assets acquired. The
excess of cost over fair value of net assets acquired in thrift
acquisitions initiated prior to September 30, 1982, is amortized
using the straight-line method over XX years.
(k) Income Taxes
In December 1987, the Financial Accounting Standards Board
issued FASB Statement No. 96, Accounting for Income Taxes.
FASB Statement No. 96 requires a change from the deferred
method to the asset-and-liability method of accounting for
income taxes. Under the asset and liability method, deferred
income taxes are recognized for the tax consequences of "temporary differences" by applying enacted statutory tax rates applicable to future years to differences between the financial
statement carrying amounts and the tax bases of existing assets
and liabilities. Under FASB Statement No. 96, the effect on
deferred taxes of a change in tax rates is recognized in income in
the period that includes the enactment date. The Association
elected to adopt FASB Statement No. 96 in 19X3, and has
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reported the cumulative effect of the change in the method of
accounting for income taxes as of January 1, 19X3, in the 19X3
consolidated statement of income.
Under the deferred method applied in 19X2 and prior years,
deferred income taxes are recognized for income and expense
items that are reported in different years for financial reporting
purposes and income-tax purposes using the tax rate applicable
to the year of the calculation. Under the deferred method,
deferred taxes are not adjusted for subsequent changes in tax
rates.
Investment tax credits are accounted for as a reduction of
income tax expense in the year taxes payable are reduced.
(l) Premises and Equipment
Land is carried at cost. Building; leasehold improvements; and
furniture, fixtures, and equipment are carried at cost, less
accumulated depreciation and amortization. Buildings and furniture, fixtures, and equipment are depreciated using the
straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the
assets. The cost of leasehold improvements is being amortized
using the straight-line method over the terms of the related
leases.
(m) Loan-Servicing Rights
The cost of loan-servicing rights acquired is amortized in proportion to, and over the period of, estimated net servicing
revenues. When participating interests in loans sold have an
average contractual interest rate, adjusted for normal servicing
fees, that differs from the agreed yield to the purchaser, gains or
losses are recognized equal to the present value of such differential over the estimated remaining life of such loans. The resulting "excess servicing fees receivable" is amortized over the
estimated life using a method approximating the level-yield
method.
The cost of loan-servicing rights purchased, the excess servicing
fees receivable, and the amortization thereon is periodically
evaluated in relation to estimated future net servicing revenues.
The Association evaluates the carrying value of the servicing
portfolio by estimating the future net servicing income of the
portfolio based on management's best estimate of remaining
loan lives.
(n) Provision for Loan-Servicing Costs
The Association charges income for expected costs that are
incurred as a result of the Association's responsibility as servicer of Federal Housing Administration (FHA) insured and
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) guaranteed loans for
other investors. The charge to income is determined based on a
number of variables, including the amount of delinquent loans
serviced for other investors, length of delinquency, and amounts
previously advanced on behalf of the borrower that the Association does not expect to recover from either the FHA or VA.
(o) Financial Instruments
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Interest-Rate Exchange Agreements
Interest-rate exchange agreements (swaps) designated as hedges
against future fluctuations in the interest rates of specifically
identified assets or liabilities are not marked to market. Gains
or losses on the sales of swaps entered into as hedges are
deferred and transferred into interest income or expense over
the maturity period of the swap. Net interest income (expense)
resulting from the differential between exchanging floating and
fixed-rate interest payments is recorded on a current basis.
Financial Futures
Interest-rate futures contracts are entered into by the Association as hedges against exposure to interest-rate risk and are not
for speculation purposes. Changes in the market value of interest-rate futures contracts are deferred and amortized into interest income or expense over the maturity period of the hedged
assets or liabilities.
Financial Options
Option premiums received for writing puts and calls are
recorded as a liability representing the market value of the
option. The liability is subsequently marked to market at each
balance-sheet date.

(p) Statement of Cash Flows
In November 1987, the Financial Accounting Standards Board
issued FASB Statement No. 95, Statement of Cash Flows, which
is effective for annual financial statements for fiscal years
ending after July 15, 1988. FASB Statement No. 95 requires
that a statement of cash flows be presented in place of a
statement of changes in financial position. The consolidated
statements of changes in financial position for the years ended
December 31, 19X2 and 19X1, have been replaced with statements of cash flows.

(q) Earnings Per Share
Earnings per share have been computed on the basis of the
weighted average number of shares of common stock outstanding. The weighted average number of shares outstanding were
XX,XXX,XXX, XX,XXX,XXX, and XX,XXX,XXX in 19X3,
19X2, and 19X1, respectively.
Purchase Accounting
Information concerning the aggregate amounts resulting from the
application of the purchase method of accounting is summarized as
follows:
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Amortization Credited (Charged)
to Operations for the
Year Ended December 31
19X3
19X2
19X1

Balance at
December 31, 19X3
Excess of cost over
fair value of net
assets acquired,
amortized under:
Straight-line
method
FASB Statement
Ño. 72
Total

(3)

$XXX,XXX

$(XX,XXX)

$(XX,XXX)

$(XX,XXX)

XXX,XXX
$XXX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
$(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)
$(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)
$(XX,XXX)

Securities Purchased Under Agreements to Resell
Securities purchased under agreements to resell at December 31 are
summarized as follows:
Mortgage-backed securities with an estimated market
value of $XXX,XXX in 19X3 and $XXX,XXX in
19X2
U.S. government securities with an estimated market
value of $XXX,XXX in 19X3 and $XXX,XXX in
19X2

(4)

19X3

19X2

$XXX,XXX

$XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

$XXX,XXX

$XXX,XXX

The Association enters into purchases of securities under agreements
to resell. The amounts advanced under these agreements represent
short-term loans and are reflected as a receivable in the statement of
financial condition. The securities underlying the agreements are
book-entry securities. During the period, the securities were delivered by appropriate entry into the Association's account maintained
at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (or MBS Clearing Corporation for GNMA securities) or into a third-party custodian's
account designated by the Association under a written custodial
agreement that explicitly recognizes the Association's interest in the
securities. At December 31, 19X3, these agreements matured within
ninety days. The agreements relating to mortgage-backed securities
were agreements to resell substantially identical securities. At
December 31, 19X3, no material amount of agreements to resell
securities purchased was outstanding with any individual dealer.
Securities purchased under agreements to resell averaged
$XXX,XXX and $XXX,XXX during 19X3 and 19X2, and the
maximum amounts outstanding at any month-end during 19X3 and
19X2 were $XXX,XXX and $XXX,XXX, respectively.
Investment Securities
The carrying values and estimated market values of investment
securities at December 31 are summarized as follows:
19X2

19X3

Bonds, notes, and debentures at
amortized cost:
Domestic corporate
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Carrying
Value

Estimated
Market
Value

Carrying
Value

Estimated
Market
Value

$XXX,XXX

$XXX,XXX

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx
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Foreign corporate and governmental (payable in U.S. funds)
U.S. government and federal
agencies
Equity securities:
Preferred stocks:
Cost
Allowance for net unrealized
depreciation
Stock in Federal Home Loan
Bank, at cost

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

(X,XXX)
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$xxx,xxx

XX,XXX

(X,XXX)

(X,XXX)

XX,XXX

xx,xxx
$xxx,xxx

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
$XXX,XXX

The amortized cost and estimated market values of investments in
debt securities are as follows as of December 31, 19X3:

U.S. Treasury securities and obligations of
U.S. government corporations and agencies
Obligations of states and political subdivisions
Debt securities issued by foreign governments
Corporate securities
Mortgage-backed securities
Other debt securities
Totals

Amortized
Cost

Gross
Unrealized
Gains

Gross
Unrealized
Losses

Estimated
Market
Value

$XX,XXX

$xxx

$(XXX)

$XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XXX

(XXX)

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$XX,XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

(XXX)
(XXX)
(XXX)
(XXX)
$(XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$XX,XXX

$xxx

The amortized cost and estimated market value of debt securities at
December 31, 19X3, by contractual maturity, are shown below.
Expected maturities will differ from contractual maturities because
borrowers may have the right to call or prepay obligations with or
without call or prepayment penalties.
Amortized
Cost
Due in one year or less
Due after one year through five years
Due after five years through ten years
Due after ten years
Mortgage-backed securities

(5)

$

Estimated
Market
Value

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

x,xxx
xxx
$xx,xxx

x,xxx
xxx
$xx,xxx

Proceeds from sales of investments in debt securities during 19X3
were $XXX,XXX. Gross gains of $XX,XXX and gross losses of
$XX,XXX were realized on those sales.
Trading Account Securities
Market Value at December
31:
19X3
19X2

U.S. government bonds
FHLMC Certificates

$xx,xxx

$xx,xxx

XX,xxx

XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

$XX,XXX
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(6)

Mortgage-Backed and Related Securities
The carrying values and estimated market values of mortgagebacked and related securities are summarized as follows:
December 31, 19X3

GNMA certificates
FHLMC certificates
Collateralized mortgage
obligations
REMIC
Interest-only securities
Principal-only
certificates

Carrying
Value

Principal
Balance

Unamortized
Premiums

Unearned
Discounts

$XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$xx,xxx

$(XX,XXX) $XXX,XXX
(XX,XXX) XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)

—

XX,XXX

$xxx,xxx

—

$xx,xxx

$(XX,XXX)

Estimated
Market
Value

$xxx,xxx
xxx,xxx

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

xxx,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
$XXX,XXX

$xxx,xxx

XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

December 31, 19X2

GNMA
FHLMC
Collateralized mortgage
obligations
REMIC
Interest-only securities
Principal-only
certificates

(7)

Principal
Balance

Unamortized
Premiums

Unearned
Discounts

$xxx,xxx

$(XX,XXX)
—

$xxx,xxx

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

—
—
—

XX,XXX
$XXX,XXX

$ XX,XXX

Carrying
Value

Estimated
Market
Value

$xxx,xxx $xxx,xxx

(XX,XXX)

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
—

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

$ (XX,XXX)

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

xxx,xxx

XX,XXX

Loans Receivable
Loans receivable at December 31 are summarized as follows:

First mortgage loans (principally conventional):
Principal balances:
Secured by one-to-four-family residences
Secured by other properties
Construction loans
Other

Less:
Undisbursed portion of construction loans
Unearned discounts
Net deferred loan-origination fees
Total first mortgage loans
Consumer and other loans:
Principal balances:
Automobile
Manufactured home
Home equity and second mortgage
Commercial
Other

Less:
Unearned discounts
Dealer reserves
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19X3

19X2

$X,XXX, XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$X,XXX, XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)
(XXX,XXX)

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
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XXX,XXX

Total consumer and other loans

XXX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
$X,XXX,XXX $X,XXX,XXX

Less allowance for loan losses

Commencing January 1, 19X3, the Association adopted FASB Statement No. 91, Accounting for Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated with Originating or Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct Costs of
Leases, on a prospective basis. In 19X3, the application of FASB
Statement No. 91 had the effect of increasing interest income on
loans by $XXX,XXX, while reducing loan origination and commitment fee income by $XXX,XXX, noninterest expense by
$XXX,XXX, income tax expense by $XX,XXX, net income by
$XX,XXX, and earnings per share by $X.XX.
Activity in the allowance for loan losses is summarized as follows for
the years ended December 31:
19X2

19X3

19X1

$XX,XXX $XX,XXX $XX,XXX
X,XXX
X,XXX
X,XXX
(X,XXX) (X,XXX) (X,XXX)
$XX,XXX $XX,XXX $XX,XXX

Balance at beginning of year
Provision charged to income
Charge-offs and recoveries, net
Balance at end of year

Nonaccrual and renegotiated loans for which interest has been
reduced totaled approximately $XX,XXX, $XX,XXX, and
$XX,XXX at December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1, respectively.
Interest income that would have been recorded under the original
terms of such loans and the interest income actually recognized for
the years ended December 31 are summarized below:
19X3

19X1

$XX,XXX $XX,XXX $XX,XXX
(X,XXX) (X,XXX) (X,XXX)
$xx,xxx $xx,xxx $xx,xxx

Interest income that would have been recorded
Interest income recognized
Interest income foregone

(8)

19X2

The Association is not committed to lend additional funds to debtors
whose loans have been modified.
Loan Servicing
Mortgage loans serviced for others are not included in the accompanying consolidated statements of financial condition. The unpaid
principal balances of these loans at December 31 are summarized as
follows:

Mortgage loans underlying passthrough
securities:
FNMA
FHLMC
Mortgage loan portfolios serviced for:
FNMA
Other investors

19X3

19X2

19X1

$x,xxx,xxx
X,xxx,xxx
X,xxx,xxx

$x,xxx,xxx
x,xxx,xxx
x,xxx,xxx

$x,xxx,xxx
x,xxx,xxx
X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
$X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
$X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
$X,XXX,XXX
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Custodial escrow balances maintained in connection with the foregoing loan servicing were approximately $X,XXX,XXX and
$X,XXX,XXX at December 31, 19X3 and 19X2, respectively.
Following is an analysis of the changes in loan-servicing rights
acquired (purchased) and excess servicing fees receivable (retained)
asset balances for the years 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1:
Purchased

Retained

Balance, January 1, 19X1
Additions
Amortization
Valuation adjustments due to changes in prepayment assumptions

$XX,XXX
X,XXX
(X,XXX)

Balance, December 31, 19X1
Additions
Amortization
Valuation adjustments due to changes in prepayment assumptions

XX,XXX

Balance, December 31, 19X2
Additions
Amortization
Valuation adjustments due to changes in prepayment assumptions

XX,XXX

X,XXX
(X,XXX)
(XXX)

—

XX,XXX

x,xxx

x,xxx

(X,XXX)

(X,XXX)
(XXX)

—

XX,XXX
X,XXX
(X,XXX)
(XXX)

x,xxx

(X,XXX)
—

$xx,xxx

$xx,xxx

Balance, December 31, 19X3

(9)

$xx,xxx

Accrued Interest Receivable
Accrued interest receivable at December 31 is summarized as follows:

Investment securities
Mortgage-backed securities
Loans receivable
Other

19X3

19X2

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
X,XXX

$XX,XXX

$xx,xxx

(10) Real Estate Held for Investment
The Association and its wholly owned subsidiary have direct investments in real estate projects and participate in joint ventures with
third parties engaged primarily in acquiring, developing, and constructing residential housing units and commercial property. Real
estate held for investment at December 31 is summarized as follows:
Investment in real estate partnerships
Investment in ADC arrangements
Less:
Undisbursed portion of construction loans
Deferred income
Allowance for losses

19X3

19X2

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
(X,XXX)
$ XX,XXX

(XX,XXX)
(XX,XXX)
(X,XXX)
$

XX,XXX

Income (loss) from real estate operations for the years ended December 31 is as follows:
Equity in income (loss) of partnerships
Other
Provision for losses
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19X3

19X2

19X1

$X,XXX
X,XXX
(X,XXX)

$(X,XXX)
X,XXX
(X,XXX)

$(X,XXX)
X,XXX
(X,XXX)

$X,XXX

$(X,XXX)

$(X,XXX)
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Summaries of assets, liabilities, and partners' equity for the partnerships at December 31, 19X3 and 19X2, and operations for the years
ended December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1, are as follows:
19X3

19X2

$
X,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

$XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX
XX,XXX

Assets:
Cash
Land, buildings, and construction in progress
Other assets

Liabilities and partners' equity:
Mortgage loans payable
Other liabilities

Partners' equity:
ABC Federal Savings and Loan Association
Other

Operations of partnerships:
Real estate sales
Other income
Cost of sales
Selling and other expenses
Net earnings (loss)

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

$xxx,xxx

$XXX,XXX

19X3

19X2

19X1

$xx,xxx
x,xxx

$xx,xxx
x,xxx

$xx,xxx
x,xxx

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

$ (X,XXX)

$ (X,XXX)

x,xxx
$ x,xxx

x,xxx

x,xxx

Activity in the allowance for losses for real estate foreclosed and
held for investment for the years ended December 31 is as follows:
Foreclosed
Real
Estate

Real Estate
Held for
Investment

Balance at December 31, 19X0
Provision charged to income
Charge-offs, net of recoveries

$X,XXX

$X,XXX

Balance at December 31, 19X1
Provisions charged to income
Charge-offs, net of recoveries

x,xxx
x,xxx

Balance at December 31, 19X2
Provisions charged to income
Charge-offs, net of recoveries

x,xxx
x,xxx

Balance at December 31, 19X3

$X,XXX

x,xxx

x,xxx

(XXX)

(XXX)

x,xxx
x,xxx

(XXX)

(XXX)

x,xxx
x,xxx

(XXX)

(XXX)
$X,XXX

Total

$x,xxx
x,xxx
(XXX)

x,xxx
x,xxx
(XXX)

x,xxx
x,xxx
(XXX)

$x,xxx

(11) Premises and Equipment
Premises and equipment at December 31 are summarized as follows:
Cost:
Land
Buildings
Leasehold improvements
Furniture, fixtures, and equipment
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization

19X3

19X2

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$xx,xxx

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

$xx,xxx

$xx,xxx

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
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(12) Deposits
Deposits at December 31 are summarized as follows:
Weighted
Average
Rate
at

Demand and NOW
accounts, including noninterest-bearing deposits
of $XXX,XXX in 19X3
and $XXX,XXX in
19X2
x.xx%
Money market
XXX
Passbook savings
XXX

Certificates of deposit:
X% to X%
X% to X%
X% to X%
X% to X%

Amount

$

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

x.xx%

19X2

19X3

31, 19X3

x.x%

XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

XX
XXX

x,xxx,xxx

Percent

Amount

Percent

x.x%

XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

XX
XXX

XXX

X,XXX,XXX

XXX

X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

X,XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

X,XXX,XXX

XXX

X,XXX,XXX

XXX

$

100.0% $ X,XXX,XXX

$ X,XXX,XXX

100.0%

The aggregate amount of short-term jumbo certificates of deposit
with a minimum denomination of $100,000 was approximately
$XX,XXX,XXX and $XX,XXX,XXX at December 31, 19X3 and
19X2.
At December 31, 19X3, scheduled maturities of certificates of
deposit are as follows:
Year Ending December 31

X% to X%
X% to X%
X% to X%
X% to X%

X%
X%
X%
X%

to X%
to X%
to X%
to X%

19X4

19X5

19X6

19X7

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
X, XXX, XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

$X, XXX, XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

19X8

Thereafter

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX

Interest expense on deposits for the years ended December 31 is
summarized as follows:
Money market
Passsbook savings
NOW
Certificates of deposit
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19X3

19X2

19X1

$XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx
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(13) Borrowed Funds
Borrowed funds at December 31 are summarized as follows:
Borrowing under fixed-coupon dollar reverse
repurchase agreements
Advances from the Federal Home Loan Bank
Other borrowed funds

19X3

19X2

$xxx,xxx
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
$XXX,XXX

$xxx,xxx
XXX,XXX
XX,XXX
$xxx,xxx

Information concerning borrowings under fixed-coupon dollar
reverse repurchase agreements is summarized as follows:
19X3

19X2

$xxx,xxx
x.xx%
XXX,XXX

Average balance during the year
Average interest rate during the year
Maximum month-end balance during the year
Mortgage-backed securities underlying the
agreements at year-end:
Carrying value
Estimated market value

$xxx,xxx
x.xx%
XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
Mortgage-backed securities sold under dollar reverse repurchase
agreements were delivered to the broker-dealers who arranged the
transactions. The broker-dealers may have sold, loaned, or otherwise
disposed of such securities to other parties in the normal course of
their operation, and have agreed to resell to the Association substantially identical securities at the maturities of the agreements. The
agreements at December 31, 19X3, mature within three months.
Pursuant to collateral agreements with the Federal Home Loan
Bank (FHLB), advances are secured by all stock in the FHLB and
qualifying first mortgage loans. Advances at December 31, 19X3,
have calendar-year maturity dates as follows: 19X6, $XXX,XXX;
and 19X9, $XXX,XXX.
Other borrowed funds were collateralized principally by mortgagebacked securities and office premises with an approximate total
carrying value of $XXX,XXX at December 31, 19X3. These borrowings include $XXX,XXX payable within six months and
$XXX,XXX payable at various dates through December 19X9.
Interest expense on borrowed funds for the years ended December
31 is summarized as follows:
Fixed-coupon dollar reverse repurchase
and other repurchase agreements
Advances from the FHLB
Other

19X3

19X2

19X1

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$xx,xxx
XX,xxx
XX,XXX

$xx,xxx
XX,xxx
XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

$xx,xxx

(14) Pension Plan
The Association has a qualified, noncontributory defined-benefit
retirement plan covering substantially all of its employees. The
benefits are based on each employee's years of service up to a
maximum of XX years, and the average of the highest five
consecutive annual salaries of the ten years prior to retirement.
The benefits are reduced by a specified percentage of the employee's
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social security benefit. An employee becomes fully vested upon
completion of XX years of qualifying service. It is the policy of the
Association to fund the maximum amount that can be deducted for
federal income-tax purposes.
The following table sets forth the plan's funded status and amounts
recognized in the Association's consolidated statements of financial
condition at December 31:
Actuarial present value of benefit obligations:
Accumulated benefit obligation:
Vested
Nonvested

19X3

19X2

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

$X,XXX,XXX
X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

X,XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

(XXX,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

(XXX,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)

$XXX,XXX

$XXX,XXX

Effect of projected future compensation
Projected benefit obligation for service rendered
to date
Plan assets at fair value; primarily listed stocks,
cash, and short-term investments
Plan assets in excess of projected benefit
obligation
Unrecognized net gain from past experience
different from that assumed and effects of
changes in assumptions
Prior service cost not yet recognized in periodic
pension cost
Unrecognized net transition asset (from
adoption of FASB Statement No. 87) being
amortized over XX year
Prepaid pension cost (included in other
assets)

The components of net pension expense for the years ended December 31 are as follows:
19X3
Service cost-benefits earned
during the period
$XXX,XXX
Interest cost on projected benefit
obligation
XXX,XXX
Actual return on plan assets
(XXX,XXX)
Net amortization and deferral
XX,XXX
$XXX,XXX
Net pension expense
Assumptions used to develop the net periodic
pension cost were:
Discount rate
X%
Expected long-term rate of
return on assets
X%
Rate of increase in
compensation levels
X%

19X2

19X1

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)
XX,XXX
$XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)
XX,XXX
$XXX,XXX

X%
X%
X%

(15) Income Taxes
The Association and Subsidiary file consolidated federal income-tax
returns on a calendar-year basis. If certain conditions are met in
determining taxable income, the Association is allowed a special
bad-debt deduction based on a percentage of taxable income (presently 8 percent) or on specified experience formulas. The Association
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used the percentage-of-taxable-income method in 19X2 and 19X1,
and anticipates using the same method in 19X3.
Income tax expense for the years ended December 31 is summarized
as follows:
Federal:
Current
Deferred

State and local:
Current
Deferred

19X3

19X2

19X1

$X,XXX
X,XXX
$X,XXX

$x,xxx
x,xxx
$x,xxx

$x,xxx
x,xxx
$x,xxx

19X3

19X2

19X1

x,xxx
x,xxx
$x,xxx

x,xxx
x,xxx

X,XXX

x,xxx
x,xxx
x,xxx

As discussed in Note 1, the Association adopted FASB Statement
No. 96 as of January 1, 19X3. The cumulative effect of this change
in accounting for income taxes as of January 1, 19X3, increased net
income by $X,XXX and is reported separately in the consolidated
statement of income for the year ended December 31, 19X3. The
effects of applying FASB Statement No. 96 on income before cumulative effect of change in accounting principle and on net income
and earnings per share for the year ended December 31, 19X3, were
decreases of $X,XXX, $X,XXX, and $X,XXX, respectively. Prior
years' financial statements have not been restated to apply the
provisions of FASB Statement No. 96.
Total income-tax expense differed from the amounts computed by
applying the U.S. federal income tax rates of 34 percent in 19X3
and 40 percent in 19X2 and 19X1 to income before income taxes
and cumulative effect of change in accounting for income taxes as a
result of the following:
19X3
Expected income tax expense at
federal tax rate
$XXX,XXX
Tax bad-debt deduction based on a
percentage of taxable income
(XXX,XXX)
Effect of purchase accounting adjustments:
Nontaxable amortization:
Discounts on loans receivable
and mortgage-backed
(X,XXX)
securites
Premiums on deposits and
(X,XXX)
borrowings
Excess of cost over fair value of
XX,XXX
net assets acquired
Cost of loan-servicing rights
x,xxx
acquired
Difference between financial
statement gain and tax basis
(XX,XXX)
loss on sales of assets
State and local taxes based on
income, net of federal
x,xxx
income tax benefit
x,xxx
Other
Total income tax expense

19X2

19X1

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

(XXX,XXX)

(XXX,XXX)

(X,XXX)

(X,XXX)

(X,XXX)

(X,XXX)

XX,xxx

XX,XXX

x,xxx

x,xxx

(XX,XXX)

(XX,XXX)

x,xxx
X,XXX

$$ x,xxx
x,xxx

$

x,xxx
x,xxx
x,xxx
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Temporary differences between the financial statement carrying
amounts and tax bases of assets and liabilities that gave rise to
significant portions of the deferred tax liability at December 31,
19X3, relate to the following:
19X3
Loans receivable and mortgage-backed and related
securities, principally due to purchase accounting
discount
Cost of loan-servicing rights
Other, net

$(X,XXX)
X,XXX
X,XXX

$x,xxx
For 19X2 and 19X1, deferred tax expense results from timing
differences in the recognition of income and expense for tax and
financial reporting purposes. The sources and tax effects of these
temporary and timing differences are as follows:
19X2
Loan fees deferred for financial reporting purposes
FHLB stock dividends
Interest capitalized on real estate projects
Effect of purchase accounting adjustments, principally
discounts on loans receivable and mortgage-backed and
related securities
Other, net

19X1

$X,XXX
X,XXX
(XXX)

$X,XXX
X,XXX
(XXX)

—
X,XXX

—
X,XXX

$x,xxx

$x,xxx

Retained earnings at December 31, 19X3 and 19X2, include approximately $X,XXX,XXX and $X,XXX,XXX, respectively, for which
no deferred federal income tax liability has been recognized. These
amounts represent an allocation of income to bad-debt deductions
for tax purposes only. Reduction of amounts so allocated for purposes other than tax bad-debt losses or adjustments arising from
carryback of net operating losses would create income for tax purposes only, which would be subject to the then-current corporate
income-tax rate. The unrecorded deferred income-tax liability on the
above amounts was approximately $XXX,XXX and $XXX,XXX at
December 31, 19X3 and 19X2, respectively.
(16) Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act
(FIRREA) of 1989
FIRREA was signed into law on August 9, 1989; regulations for
savings institutions' minimum-capital requirements went into effect
on December 7, 1989. In addition to the capital requirements,
FIRREA includes provisions for changes in the federal regulatory
structure for institutions, including a new deposit insurance system,
increased deposit insurance premiums, and restricted investment
activities with respect to non-investment-grade corporate debt and
certain other investments. FIRREA also increases the required ratio
of housing-related assets needed to qualify as a savings institution.
Certain features of the new capital regulations and their administration have not been made final. However, the regulations require
institutions to have minimum regulatory tangible capital equal to
1.5 percent of total assets, 4 to 5 percent leverage capital ratio, and,
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for December 31, 1989, a 6.4 percent risk-based capital ratio. The
ability to include qualifying supervisory goodwill for purposes of the
leverage-capital-ratio requirement will be phased out by January 1,
1995. Additionally, the risk-based capital-ratio requirement will be
increased to 7.25 percent on December 31, 1990, and to 8 percent on
December 31, 1992.
The Institution, at December 31, 1989, meets the regulatory-tangible-capital and core-capital requirements but fails the risk-based
capital requirement of 6.4 percent of total risk-adjusted assets, as
defined by FIRREA. At December 31, 1989, the institution's
unaudited regulatory tangible capital was $
, or
percent of total assets; core capital was $_
or
percent of total assets; and risk-based capital was
or
percent of total risk-adjusted assets,
as defined by FIRREA. Failure to meet this capital requirement
exposes the institution to regulatory sanctions, including limitation
on asset growth. The institution has a capital plan that has been
accepted by the Office of Thrift Supervision. The plan outlines the
institution's steps for attaining the required levels of regulatory
capital.
Management believes, at this time, that the institution will meet all
the provisions of the capital plan and that it will meet all the
regulatory-capital requirements by December 31, 1994 (or earlier if
stated in the capital plan). The capital plan includes the following
steps to meet the regulatory requirements. (This discussion would
include, among other things, reducing the size of the institution by
converting noncash assets and reducing liabilities, issuing additional
equity securities at prices less than book value, or implementing
other forms of financial restructuring.)
The following is a reconciliation of GAAP capital to regulatory
capital:
GAAP
Capital
GAAP capital, before adjustments

Total
Capital

$XXX,XXX

Audit adjustments:
Provision for loan losses
Income-tax expense
Other
GAAP capital, as adjusted

Unaudited—Regulatory
Tangible
Core
Capital
Capital

(X,XXX)
X,XXX
(XXX)

$xxx,xxx

Nonallowable capital:
Perpetual preferred stock, cumulative
Nonallowable Assets:
Goodwill—total
Goodwill—excess
Purchased-servicing assets
Equity investments
Additional capital items:
Subordinate debentures—limited
General valuation allowances—limited

$xxx,xxx

$xxx,xxx

(X,XXX)

(X,XXX)

(X,XXX)
(X,XXX)
(XXX)

(XXX)

$xxx,xxx

(X,XXX)
(X,XXX)
(XXX)
(X,XXX)
XXX
XXX
(continued)
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Regulatory capital—computed
Minimum-capital requirement
Regulatory capital—excess (deficiency)

XXX,XXX XXX,XXX XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX) (XXX,XXX) (XXX,XXX)
$XX,XXX
$XX,XXX
$XX,XXX

(17) Gains on Sales of Interest Earning Assets, Net
Gains are summarized as follows for the years ended December 31:
Realized gain on sales of:
Mortgage-backed securities
Investment securities
First mortgage loans

19X3

19X2

19X1

$xx,xxx
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$XX,XXX

$xx,xxx
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$xx,xxx

$xx,xxx
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$xx,xxx

(18) Other Noninterest Income and Expense
Other noninterest income and expense amounts are summarized as
follows for the years ended December 31:
Other noninterest income:
Banking service charges and fees
Loan late charges
Other

Other noninterest expense:
Advertising and promotion
Data processing
Professional fees
Printing, postage, stationery, and supplies
Telephone
Unrealized loss on valuation of loans held for sale
Other

19X3

19X2

19X1

$xx,xxx
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$XX,XXX

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$XX,XXX

$xx,xxx
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$xx,xxx

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$xx,xxx

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$xx,xxx

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
$xx,xxx

(19) Commitments and Contingencies
In the ordinary course of business, the Association and Subsidiary
have various outstanding commitments and contingent liabilities
that are not reflected in the accompanying consolidated financial
statements. In addition, the Association and Subsidiary are defendants in certain claims and legal actions arising in the ordinary
course of business. In the opinion of management, after consultation
with legal counsel, the ultimate disposition of these matters is not
expected to have a material adverse effect on the consolidated
financial position of the Association and Subsidiary. The principal
commitments of the Association and Subsidiary are as follows:
Lease Commitments
At December 31, 19X3, the Association and Subsidiary were obligated under noncancelable operating leases for office space. Certain
leases contain escalation clauses providing for increased rentals
based primarily on increases in real estate taxes or in the average
consumer price index. Net rent expenses under operating leases,
included in occupancy and equipment expense, were approximately
$XX,XXX, $XX,XXX, and $XX,XXX, for the years ended December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1, respectively.
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The projected minimum rental payments under the terms of the
leases at December 31, 19X3, net of projected sublease rentals, are
as follows:
Years Ending
December 31

Amount

19X4
19X5
19X6
19X7
19X8
19X9 and thereafter

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$xx,xxx
Loan Commitments
At December 31, 19X3, the Association and Subsidiary had outstanding firm commitments to originate or purchase loans as follows:

First-mortgage loans
Consumer and other loans

FixedRate

VariableRate

Total

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

$XX,XXX

Fees received in connection with these commitments have not been
recognized in income.
(20) Financial Instruments
(a) Interest-Rate Exchange Agreements
During 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1, the Association entered into
agreements to assume fixed-rate interest payments in exchange
for variable market-indexed interest payments (interest-rate
swaps). The notional principal amounts of interest-rate swaps
outstanding were $XXX million, $XXX million, and $XXX
million at December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1, respectively.
The original terms to maturity ranged from X years to X years
with a weighted-average original term of XX months. The
weighted-average fixed-payment rates were X.X percent, X.X
percent, and X.X percent at December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and
19X1, respectively. Variable-interest payments received are
based on various market indexes including X-month and Xmonth LIBOR, X-day commercial paper, and the X-month
Eurodollar futures contract. At December 31, 19X3, the
weighted- average rate of variable market-indexed interest payment obligations to the Association was X.XX%. The effect of
these agreements was to lengthen short-term variable-rate liabilities into longer term fixed-rate liabilities. The net costs of
these agreements were $XX million, $XX million, and $XX
million for the years ended December 31, 19X3, 19X2, and
19X1, respectively, which were charged to income.
(b) Financial Futures
The Association uses financial futures contracts to hedge interest-rate exposure generally on certain mortgage-backed securities held in the portfolio as well as secondary mortgage market
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operations. The following data indicate the position and results
of hedging:
19X3

19X2

Short futures positions at the end of the
year held in:
Treasury note contracts
Treasury bond contracts

$XX,XXX
XX,XXX

$xx,xxx
xx,xxx

Total short position

$XX,XXX

$xx,xxx

Net unrealized loss paid on maintenance of margin deposits relating to
open positions

$XX,XXX

$xx,xxx

Net unamortized contract gains (losses)
on closed positions

$XX,XXX

$xx,xxx $xx,xxx

19X1

$xx,xxx
XX,XXX
$XX,XXX

$xx,xxx

The cost of U.S. Treasury bills pledged as collateral for initial
margin on open futures contracts was $XXX,XXX at December
31, 19X3.
(c) Financial Options
The Association writes call options (obligations to sell a fixed
quantity of securities at the holder's request at a stated price
within a specified term) and put options (obligations to
purchase a fixed quantity of securities at the holder's request at
a stated price within a specified term). The Association generally owns, or has entered into, commitments to purchase the
underlying securities for all call options written.
At December 31, 19X3, the Association had options extending
through February 19X4, which could require the Association to
purchase $XX million and sell $X million of mortgage-backed
certificates.
(21) Noncash-Investing Activities
During the years ended 19X3, 19X2, and 19X1, the Association
securitized $X,XXX,XXX, $X,XXX,XXX, and $X,XXX,XXX,
respectively, of mortgage loans by exchanging such loans for
FHLMC participation certificates.
(22) Selected Quarterly Financial Data (Unaudited)
Selected quarterly financial data are presented below by quarter for
the years ended December 31, 19X3 and 19X2.

Total interest income
Total interest expense
Net interest income
Provision for loan losses
Net interest income after
provision for loan losses
Total noninterest income
Total noninterest expense
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December 31,
19X3

September 30,
19X3

June 30,
19X3

$ XXX,xxx
(XXX,XXX)

$ XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

(Xx,xxx)

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

$ XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)

March 31,
19X3
$ XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)
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Income before income taxes
and cumulative effect of
change in accounting principle
Income-tax expense
Cumulative effect of change in
accounting principle

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

$ XX,XXX

Earnings per share

$

XXX

$

XXX

$

X.XX

Low bid

Total interest income
Total interest expense

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

$

XX,XXX

$ XX,XXX

$ XX,XXX

X.XX

$

X.XX

$

X.XX

$

XXX

$

XXX

$

X.XX

$

XXX

$

XXX

$

X.XX

December 31,
19X2

September 30,
19X2

June 30,
19X2

March 31,
19X2

$ XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)

$ XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)

$ XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)

$ XXX,XXX
(XXX,XXX)

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
XX,XXX
(XX,XXX)

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

Net interest income
Provision for loan losses
Net interest income after
provision for loan losses
Total noninterest income
Total noninterest expense
Income before income taxes
and cumulative effect of
change in accounting principle
Income tax expense
Net income

$

XX,XXX

$

XX,XXX

$

XX,XXX

Earnings per share

$

X.XX

$

X.XX

$

X.XX

XXX

$

X.XX

$

Market range:
High bid
Low bid

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)
(X,XXX)

Net income

Market range:
High bid

XX,XXX
(X,XXX)

$

$

XXX

$ XX,XXX

$

XXX

XXX

$

$

X.XX

XXX

$

$

X.XX
X.XX

(23) Financial Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk
The Association is a party to financial instruments with off-balancesheet risk in the normal course of business to meet the financing
needs of its customers and to reduce its own exposure to fluctuations
in interest rates. These financial instruments include commitments
to extend credit, options written, standby letters of credit and
financial guarantees, interest-rate caps and floors written, interestrate swaps, and forward and futures contracts. Those instruments
involve, to varying degrees, elements of credit and interest-rate risk
in excess of the amount recognized in the statement of financial
position. The contract or notional amounts of those instruments
reflect the extent of the Association's involvement in particular
classes of financial instruments.
The Association's exposure to credit loss in the event of nonperformance by the other party to the financial instrument for commitments to extend credit, standby letters of credit, and financial
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guarantees written is represented by the contractual notional
amount of those instruments. The Association uses the same credit
policies in making commitments and conditional obligations as it
does for on-balance-sheet instruments. For interest-rate caps, floors,
and swap transactions; forward and futures contracts; and options
written, the contract or notional amounts do not represent exposure
to credit loss. The Association controls the credit risk of its interestrate swap agreements and forward and futures contracts through
credit approvals, limits, and monitoring procedures.
Unless noted otherwise, the Association does not require collateral or
other security to support financial instruments with credit risk.
Contract or
Notional Amount
(in millions)
Financial instruments the contract amounts of which represent credit
risk:
Commitments to extend credit
Standby letters of credit and financial guarantees written
Financial instruments the notional or contract amounts of which
exceed the amount of credit risk:
Forward and futures contracts
Interest-rate swap agreements
Options written and interest-rate caps and floors written

$X,XXX
XXX

XXX
XX,XXX
XX

Commitments to extend credit are agreements to lend to a customer
as long as there is no violation of any condition established in the
contract. Commitments generally have fixed expiration dates or
other termination clauses and may require payment of a fee. Since
many of the commitments are expected to expire without being
drawn upon, the total commitment amounts do not necessarily
represent future cash requirements. The Association evaluates each
customer's creditworthiness on a case-by-case basis. The amount of
collateral obtained, if it is deemed necessary by the Association upon
extension of credit, is based on management's credit evaluation of
the counterparty. Collateral held varies but may include accounts
receivable; inventory, property, plant, and equipment; and incomeproducing commercial properties.
Standby letters of credit and financial guarantees written are conditional commitments issued by the Association to guarantee the
performance of a customer to a third party. Those guarantees are
primarily issued to support public and private borrowing arrangements, including commercial paper, bond financing, and similar
transactions. Except for short-term guarantees of $XXX million,
most guarantees extend for more than five years and expire in
decreasing amounts through 20XX. The credit risk involved in
issuing letters of credit is essentially the same as that involved in
extending loan facilities to customers. The Association holds marketable securities as collateral supporting those commitments for which
collateral is deemed necessary. The extent of collateral held for those
commitments at December 31, 19X3, varies from X percent to XX
percent; the average amount collateralized is XX percent.
Forward and futures contracts are contracts for delayed delivery of
securities or money-market instruments in which the seller agrees to
make delivery at a specified future date of a specified instrument,
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at a specified price or yield. Risks arise from the possible inability of
counterparties to meet the terms of their contracts and from movements in securities values and interest rates.
The Association enters into a variety of interest-rate contracts—
including interest-rate caps and floors written, interest-rate options
written, and interest-rate swap agreements—in its trading activities
and in managing its interest-rate exposure. Interest-rate caps and
floors written by the Association enable customers to transfer,
modify, or reduce their interest-rate risk. Interest-rate options are
contracts that allow the holder of the option to purchase or sell a
financial instrument from the seller or "writer" of the option at a
specified price and within a specified period of time. As a writer of
options, the Association receives a premium at the outset and then
bears the risk of an unfavorable change in the price of the financial
instrument underlying the option.
Interest-rate swap transactions generally involve the exchange of
fixed and floating-rate interest-payment obligations without the
exchange of the underlying principal amounts. Though swaps are
also used as part of asset and liability management, most of the
interest-rate swap activity arises when the Association acts as an
intermediary in arranging interest-rate swap transactions for customers. The Association typically becomes a principal in the
exchange of interest payments between the parties and, therefore, is
exposed to loss should one of the parties default. The Association
minimizes this risk by performing normal credit reviews on its swap
customers, and minimizes its exposure to the interest-rate risk
inherent in intermediated swaps by entering into offsetting swap
positions that essentially counterbalance each other.
Entering into interest-rate swap agreements involves not only the
risk of dealing with counterparties and their ability to meet the
terms of the contracts but also the interest-rate risk associated with
unmatched positions. Notional principal amounts often are used to
express the volume of these transactions, but the amounts potentially subject to credit risk are much smaller.
(24) Significant Group Concentrations of Credit Risk
Most of the Association's business activity is with customers located
within the state. As of December 31, 19X3, the Association's receivables from, and guarantees of, obligations of companies in the
semiconductor industry were $XX million. As of December 31,
19X3, the Association also was creditor for $XX million of domestic
loans and other receivables from companies with high debt-to-equity
ratios as a result of buyout transactions. The portfolio is well
diversified, consisting of XX industries. Generally, the loans are
secured by assets or stock. The loans are expected to be repaid from
cash flow or proceeds from the sale of selected assets of the borrowers. Credit losses arising from lending transactions with highly
leveraged entities compare favorably with the Association's credit
loss experience on its loan portfolio as a whole. The Association's
policy for requiring collateral is [state policy, along with information about the entity's access to that collateral or other security and
a description of collateral].
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Appendix A

ADC Arrangements*†
The AICPA accounting standards executive committee (AcSEC) has
prepared the following guidance on accounting for real estate acquisition,
development, or construction (ADC) arrangements of financial institutions.
This guidance is intended to clarify and expand upon the two Notices to
Practitioners issued in November 1983 and November 1984 on this subject;
accordingly, it supersedes those notices. Because practice and guidance on this
matter have been the subject of debate and evolution over time, the guidance
contained in this notice should be applied to ADC arrangements entered into
after its issuance.
1. Financial institutions may enter into ADC arrangements in which they
have virtually the same risks and potential rewards as those of owners or joint
venturers. AcSEC believes that, in some instances, accounting for such
arrangements as loans would not be appropriate and thus is providing this
guidance in determining the proper accounting.
Scope
2. This notice applies only to those ADC arrangements in which the
lender participates in expected residual profit, as further described below.
Expected Residual Profit
3. Expected residual profit is the amount of profit, whether called interest
or another name, such as equity kicker, above a reasonable amount of interest
and fees expected to be earned by the lender.
4. The extent of such profit participation and its forms may vary. An
example of a simple form might be one in which the contractual interest and
fees, if any, on a condominium project are considered to be at fair market
rates; the expected sales prices are sufficient to cover at least principal,
interest, and fees; and the lender shares in an agreed proportion, for example,
20 percent, 50 percent, or 90 percent, of any profit on sale of the units.
5. A slightly different form of arrangement may produce approximately
the same result. For example, the interest rate and/or fees may be set at a
level higher than in the preceding example, and the lender may receive a
smaller percentage of any profit on sale of the units. Thus, a greater portion of
the expected sales price is required to cover the contractual interest and/or
fees, leaving a smaller amount to be allocated between the lender and the
borrower. The lender's share of expected residual profit in such an arrangement may be approximately the same as in the preceding example. A different
arrangement may cause the same result if the interest rate and/or fees are set
at a sufficiently high level and the lender does not share in any proportion of
profit on sale of the units. Another variation is one in which the lender shares
in gross rents or net cash flow from a commercial project, for example, an
office building or an apartment complex.
6. The profit participation agreement may or may not be part of the
mortgage loan agreement. Consequently, the auditor should be aware of the
possibility that such agreements may exist and should design audit procedures
accordingly. Those procedures could include inquiries to, and requests for
written representation from, both the lender and the borrower.
* Reprinted from the CPA Letter, Special Supplement, February 10, 1986.

†This appendix also appeared as exhibit I in AICPA Practice Bulletin 1, Purpose and Scope

of AcSEC Practice Bulletins and Procedures for Their Issuance [November 1987].
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7. The accounting guidance in paragraphs 16 and 17 is based on a
consideration of the following characteristics of ADC arrangements. A particular ADC arrangement may have one or more of these characteristics.
Characteristics of ADC Arrangements Implying Investments in Real
Estate or Joint Ventures
8. As stated in the "Scope" section, this notice applies to an ADC
arrangement in which the lender participates in expected residual profit. In
addition to the lender's participation in expected residual profit, the following
characteristics suggest that the risks and rewards of an ADC arrangement are
similar to those associated with an investment in real estate or joint venture:
a.
The financial institution agrees to provide all or substantially all
necessary funds to acquire, develop, or construct the property. The
borrower has title to but little or no equity in the underlying
property.
b.
The financial institution funds the commitment or origination fees
or both by including them in the amount of the loan.
c.
The financial institution funds all or substantially all interest and
fees during the term of the loan by adding them to the loan balance.
d.
The financial institution's only security is the ADC project. The
financial institution has no recourse to other assets of the borrower,
and the borrower does not guarantee the debt.
e.
In order for the financial institution to recover the investment in the
project, the property must be sold to independent third parties, the
borrower must obtain refinancing from another source, or the property must be placed in service and generate sufficient net cash flow
to service debt principal and interest.
f.
The arrangement is structured so that foreclosure during the project's development as a result of delinquency is unlikely because the
borrower is not required to make any payments until the project is
complete, and, therefore, the loan normally cannot become delinquent.
Characteristics of ADC Arrangements Implying Loans
9. Even though the lender participates in expected residual profit, the
following characteristics suggest that the risks and rewards of an ADC
arrangement are similar to those associated with a loan:
a.
The lender participates in less than a majority of the expected
residual profit.
b.
The borrower has an equity investment, substantial to the project,
not funded by the lender. The investment may be in the form of
cash payments by the borrower or contribution by the borrower of
land (without considering value expected to be added by future
development or construction) or other assets. The value attributed
to the land or other assets should be net of encumbrances. There
may be little value to assets with substantial prior liens that make
foreclosure to collect less likely. Recently acquired property generally should be valued at no higher than cost.
c.
The lender has 1) recourse to substantial tangible, saleable assets of
the borrower, with a determinable sales value, other than the ADC
project that are not pledged as collateral under other loans; or 2) the
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borrower has provided an irrevocable letter of credit from a
creditworthy, independent third party to the lender for a substantial amount of the loan over the entire term of the loan.
A take-out commitment for the full amount of the financial institution's loans has been obtained from a creditworthy, independent
third party. Take-out commitments often are conditional. If so, the
conditions should be reasonable and their attainment probable.
Noncancelable sales contracts or lease commitments from
creditworthy, independent third parties are currently in effect that
will provide sufficient net cash flow on completion of the project to
service normal loan amortization, that is, principal and interest.
Any associated conditions should be probable of attainment.

Personal Guarantees
10. Some ADC arrangements include personal guarantees of the borrower
and/or a third party. AcSEC believes that the existence of a personal guarantee alone rarely provides a sufficient basis for concluding that an ADC
arrangement should be accounted for as a loan. In instances where the
substance of the guarantee and the ability of the guarantor to perform can be
reliably measured, and the guarantee covers a substantial amount of the loan,
concluding that an ADC arrangement supported by a personal guarantee
should be accounted for as a loan may be justified.
11. The substance of a personal guarantee depends on a) the ability of the
guarantor to perform under the guarantee, b) the practicality of enforcing the
guarantee in the applicable jurisdiction, and c) a demonstrated intent to
enforce the guarantee.
12. Examples of personal guarantees that have the ability to perform
would include those supported by liquid assets placed in escrow, pledged
marketable securities, or irrevocable letters of credit from a creditworthy,
independent third party[ies] in amounts sufficient to provide necessary equity
support for an ADC arrangement to be considered a loan. In the absence of
such support for the guarantee, the financial statements and other information
of the guarantor may be considered to determine the guarantor's ability to
perform. Due to the high-risk nature of many ADC arrangements, AcSEC
believes financial statements that are current, complete, and include appropriate disclosures and that are reviewed or audited by independent CPAs are the
most helpful in this determination.
13. Particular emphasis should be placed on the following factors when
considering the financial statements of the guarantor:
a.
Liquidity as well as net worth of the guarantor—There should be
evidence of sufficient liquidity to perform under the guarantee.
There may be little substance to a personal guarantee if the guarantor's net worth consists primarily of assets pledged to secure other
debt.
b.
Guarantees provided by the guarantor to other projects—If the
financial statements do not disclose and quantify such information,
inquiries should be made as to other guarantees. Also, it may be
appropriate to obtain written representation from the guarantor
regarding other contingent liabilities.
14. The enforceability of the guarantee in the applicable jurisdiction
should also be determined. Even if the guarantee is legally enforceable,
business reasons that might preclude the financial institution from pursuing
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the guarantee should be assessed. Those business reasons could include the
length of time required to enforce a personal guarantee, whether it is normal
business practice in that jurisdiction to enforce guarantees on similar transactions, and whether the lender must choose between pursuing the guarantee or
the project's assets, but cannot pursue both. The auditor should consider
obtaining written representation from management regarding its intent to
enforce personal guarantees.
Sweat Equity
15. Some ADC arrangements recognize value, not funded by the lender,
for the builder's efforts after inception of the arrangement, sometimes referred
to as sweat equity. AcSEC believes that sweat equity is not at risk by the
borrower at the inception of an ADC project. Consequently, AcSEC believes
sweat equity should not be considered a substantial equity investment on the
part of the borrower in determining whether the ADC arrangement should be
treated as a loan.
Accounting Guidance
16. In the interest of more uniformity in accounting for ADC arrangements, AcSEC believes the following guidance is appropriate:
a.
If the lender is expected to receive over 50 percent of the expected
residual profit, as previously defined, from the project, the lender
should account for income or loss from the arrangement as a real
estate investment as specified by Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) no. 67, Accounting for Costs and Initial
Rental Operations of Real Estate Projects,1 and SFAS no. 66,
Accounting for Sales of Real Estate.2
b.
If the lender is expected to receive 50 percent or less of the expected
residual profit, the entire arrangement should be accounted for
either as a loan or a real estate joint venture, depending on the
circumstances. At least one of the characteristics identified in paragraph 9, b through e, or a qualifying personal guarantee should be
present for the arrangement to be accounted for as a loan. Otherwise, real estate joint venture accounting would be appropriate.
1. In the case of a loan, interest and fees may be appropriately
recognized as income subject to recoverability. Statement of
Position (SOP) no. 75-2, Accounting Practices of Real Estate
Investment Trusts,3 and the AICPA audit and accounting guide
entitled, Savings and Loan Associations,4 provide guidance that
may be relevant in those industries in assessing the recoverability of such loan amounts and accrued interest.
2. In the case of a real estate joint venture, the provisions of SOP
no 78-9, Accounting for Investments in Real Estate Ventures,5
and SFAS no. 34, Capitalization of Interest Cost,6 as amended
1
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) no. 67, Accounting for Costs and
Initial
Rental Operations of Real Estate Projects (Stamford: FASB, 1982).
2
SFAS no. 66, Accounting for Sales of Real Estate (Stamford: FASB, 1982).
3
Statement of Position (SOP) no. 75-2, Accounting Practices of Real Estate Investment
Trusts
(New York: AICPA, 1975).
4
Committee on Savings and Loan Associations, Savings and Loan Associations (New York:

AICPA,
1979).
5
1978).
6

SOP no. 78-9, Accounting for Investments in Real Estate Ventures (New York: AICPA,

SFAS no. 34, Capitalization of Interest Cost (Stamford: FASB, 1979).
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by SFAS no. 58, Capitalization of Interest Cost in Financial
Statements That Include Investments Accounted for by the
Equity Method,7 provide guidance for such accounting. In particular, paragraph 34 of SOP no. 78-9 provides guidance on the
circumstances under which interest income should not be recognized.
17. ADC arrangements accounted for as investments in real estate or
joint ventures should be combined and reported in the balance sheet separately from those ADC arrangements accounted for as loans.

Other Considerations
18. Transactions have occurred in which the lender's share of the
expected residual profit in a project is sold to the borrower or a third party for
cash or other consideration. If the expected residual profit in an ADC arrangement accounted for as a loan is sold, AcSEC believes the proceeds from the sale
should be recognized prospectively as additional interest over the remaining
term of the loan. The expected residual profit is considered additional compensation to the lender, and the sale results in a quantification of the profit. When
an ADC arrangement is accounted for as an investment in real estate or joint
venture and the expected residual profit is sold, gain recognition, if any, is
appropriate only if the criteria of SFAS no. 66 are met after giving consideration to the entire ADC arrangement including the continuing relationship
between the financial institution and the project.
19. If the financial institution was the seller of the property at the
initiation of the project, gain recognition, if any, should be determined by
reference to SFAS no. 66.
20. The factors that were evaluated in determining the accounting
treatment at inception subsequently change for some ADC arrangements, for
example, as a result of a renegotiation of the terms. Consequently, the
accounting treatment for an ADC arrangement should be periodically reassessed. An ADC arrangement originally classified as an investment or joint
venture could subsequently be treated as a loan if the risk to the lender
diminishes significantly, and the lender will not be receiving over 50 percent of
the expected residual profit in the project. The lender must demonstrate a
change in the facts relied upon when initially making the accounting decision,
not just the absence of, or reduced participation in, the expected residual
profit. For instance, risk may be reduced if a valid take-out commitment from
another lender who has the capability to perform under the commitment is
obtained and all conditions affecting the take-out have been met, thus assuring the primary lender recovery of its funds. If the lender on the other hand
assumes further risks and/or rewards in an ADC arrangement by, for example,
releasing collateral supporting a guarantee and/or increasing its percentage of
profit participation to over 50 percent, the lender's position may change to
that of an investor in real estate. Neither an improvement in the economic
prospects for the project or successful, on-going development of the project nor
a deterioration in the economic prospects for the project justifies a change in
classification of an ADC arrangement. A change in classification is expected to
occur infrequently and should be supported by appropriate documentation.
The change in factors in an ADC arrangement should be evaluated based on
the guidance in this notice and accounted for prospectively.
7
SFAS no. 58, Capitalization of Interest Cost in Financial Statements That Include Investments Accounted for by the Equity Method (Stamford: FASB, 1982).
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21. If an ADC arrangement accounted for as a real estate joint venture
continues into a permanent phase with the project generating a positive cash
flow and paying debt service currently, income should be recognized in
accordance with SOP no. 78-9.
22. Regardless of the accounting treatment for an ADC arrangement,
management has a continuing responsibility to review the collectibility of
uncollected principal, accrued interest, and fees and provide for appropriate
allowances. The auditor should determine whether the allowances provided by
management are adequate. In connection with this determination, the auditor
should review relevant evidential matter including feasibility studies, appraisals, forecasts, non-cancelable sales contracts or lease commitments and information concerning the track record of the developer. In addition, ADC
arrangements may involve related parties and the auditor should be aware of
such a possibility and design procedures accordingly. Progress information
may be less than desirable for the auditor's purpose and may require supplemental procedures. Additional procedures might include on-site inspection of
projects or the independent use of experts such as property appraisers or
construction consultants to assist in the assessment of the collateral value.
23. Many participations in loans or whole loans are bought and sold by
other financial institutions. The accounting treatment for a purchase that
involves ADC arrangements should be based on a review of the transaction at
the time of purchase in accordance with the guidance in this notice. In
applying this guidance, a participant would look to its individual percentage
of expected residual profit; for example, a participant who will not share in
any of the expected residual profit is not subject to this notice. However, the
responsibility to review collectibility and provide allowances applies equally to
purchased ADC arrangements. Any reciprocal transactions between institutions, including multi-party transactions, should be viewed in their entirety
and accounted for in accordance with their combined effects.
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Examples of Accounting for Dollar
Agreements
Fixed Coupon
Accounting by Seller-Borrower
Facts
A financial institution owns an 8 percent GNMA pass-through certificate, pool
no. 12345, purchased at 100 (face amount) during November 1977. It agrees
to sell this certificate (face amount of $987,436) on January 15, 1980, at its
market value (80) and concurrently agrees to repurchase on May 13, 1980, an
8 percent GNMA pass-through certificate (face amount of $987,436) at a price
of 8027/32. The seller and buyer agree that "good delivery" of the 8 percent
GNMAs on the repurchase date will occur if the principal amount is within 2.5
percent (plus or minus) of the $987,436. For the sake of simplicity, this
example assumes no pay-down of principal.
January 15, 1980
Cash
Interest income on investment in GNMA
($987,436 x 8% x 14/360)
Funds borrowed ($987,436 x 80)

$793,021
$

3,072
789,949

To record amounts received under dollar agreement and interest earned from
January 1, 1980, to January 15, 1980.
Summary of Monthly Journal Entries Recorded During
the 120-Day Agreement Period
Interest expense on funds borrowed
($987,436 x 8% x 12/ 360)
Interest income on investment in GNMA

$ 26,332
$ 26,332

To record normal interest income/expense on 8% GNMA sold under dollar
agreement.
Interest expense on funds borrowed
[$987,436 x (80 27 / 32 - 80)]
$ 8,331
Accrued interest payable
$ 8,331
To record differential in price as additional interest expense.
May 13, 1980
Assumption A
Assume return of an 8 percent GNMA pass-through certificate, pool no.
23451, with a current face amount of $1,004,878 (within the 2.5 percent range
for "good delivery"), which is greater than the original principal amount.
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Investment in 8% GNMA, pool no. 23451 (new),
$987,436+
[($1,004,878 - $987,436) x
80 27 / 32 ]
$1,001,537
Accrued interest receivable
12
($1,004,878 x 8% x
/360)
2,680
Investment in 8% GNMA, pool no. 12345
(old)
$987,436
Cash (increment in certificate basis)
[($14,101) math
16,781
To record additional principal of 8% GNMA, pool no. 23451, and interest
earned from May 1, 1980, to May 13, 1980.
Funds borrowed
Accrued interest payable
Cash

$ 789,949
8,331
$798,280

To record repayment of funds borrowed.
Assumption B
Assume return of an 8 percent GNMA pass-through certificate, pool no.
23452, with a current face amount of $972,625 (within the 2.5 percent range
for "good delivery"), which is less than the original principal amount.
Investment in 8% GNMA, pool no. 23452 (new)
$972,625
Accrued interest receivable
($972,625 x 8% x
12/360)
2,594
Loss on sale of investment in GNMA,
8% pool no. 12345 [$14,811 - 80)]
2,962
Funds borrowed
14,811
Accrued interest payable
[14,811 X (80 27 / 32 - 80)]
124
Interest income on GNMA investment
($14,811 x 8% x 120/360)
396
Investment in 8% GNMA, pool no. 12345 (old)
$987,436
Interest expense on funds borrowed
($124 + $396)
520
Cash
5,556
To record purchase of 8% GNMA, pool no. 23452, sale of 8% GNMA, pool no.
12345, and reduction of funds borrowed on January 15, 1980.
Note: The reduction in basis ($987,436 - $972,625 = $14,811) between the
old certificate and the new certificate is used to determine the amount of loss
recognition and to adjust the following accounts: funds borrowed, accrued
interest, and interest income as established on January 15, 1980, and during
the 120-day period ended May 13, 1980.
Funds borrowed ($789,949 - $14,811)
$775,138
Accrued interest payable ($8,331 - $124)
8,207
Cash
$783,345
To record repayment of funds borrowed.
Summary of Cost of Borrowed Funds
Assumption A
Interest on 8% GNMA, pool no. 12345
Difference
between sale and repurchase price
(80 27 / 32 - 80)
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Total cost of funds

$ 34,663

Borrowed funds

$789,949

Cost of Funds ($34,663)
Borrowed Funds ($789,949)

= .044 x 3 = 13.2% annualized

Assumption B
Interest on 8% GNMA, pool no. 12345
Difference between sale and repurchase price
(80 27 / 32 - 80)
Interest expense adjustment due to reduction
in basis

$ 26,332
8,331
(520)

Total cost of funds

$ 34,143

Initial borrowed funds
Less partial sale of 8% GNMA, pool no. 12345

$789,949
14,811

Actual borrowed funds

$775,138

Cost of Funds ($34,143)
Borrowed Funds ($775,138)

- .044 x 3 - 13.2% annualized

Yield Maintenance
Accounting by Seller-Borrower
Facts
A financial institution owns a 9.5 percent GNMA pass-through certificate,
pool no. 34621, purchased at 97 during August 1979. It agrees to sell this
certificate (face amount of $992,925) on January 15, 1980, at its market value
(86 22 / 32 ) and concurrently agrees to repurchase a 9.5 percent GNMA passthrough certificate (face amount of $992,925) on May 13, 1980, at 88 to yield
11.34 percent. The seller and buyer agree that "good delivery" of the GNMAs
on the repurchase date will occur if the principal amount is within 2.5 percent
(plus or minus) of the $992,925. They further agree that if the FHA or VA
mortgage rate changes during the four-month period, the buyer may deliver on
the repurchase date a GNMA pass-through certificate bearing the new current
interest rate at a price to produce the above yield of 11.34 percent; however,
such price shall not exceed par (yield maintenance agreement with a par cap).
For the sake of simplicity, this example assumes no pay-down of principal.

January 15, 1980
$864,410
Cash
Loss on sale of investment in 9.5% GNMA, pool
no. 34621
102,395
Unearned discount
29,788
Investment in 9.5% GNMA, pool no. 34621
$992,925
Interest income on investment in GNMA
14
($992,925 x 9.5% x / 360 )
3,668
To record sale of 9.5% GNMA, pool no. 34621, in connection with yield
maintenance agreement and interest earned from January 1, 1980, to
January 15, 1980.
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Note:
Face amount
Cost (97)

$992,925
963,137

Unearned discount

$ 29,788

Market January 15, 1980 ($992,925 x 86 22 / 32 )

$860,742

Loss ($963,137 - $860,742)

$102,395

May 13, 1980
Assumption A
Assume the FHA or VA mortgage rate did not change during the four-month
period of the agreement and a 9.5 percent GNMA pass-through certificate,
pool no. 18960, with a current face amount of $989,650 (within the 2.5 percent
range for "good delivery") is delivered to the seller-borrower.
Investment in 9.5% GNMA, pool no. 18960
($989,650 x 88)
$ 870,892
Accrued interest receivable
($989,650 x 9.5% x 12/360)
3,133
Cash
$874,025
To record purchase of 9.5% GNMA, pool no. 18960, and accrued interest from
May 1, 1980, to May 13, 1980.
Assumption B
Assume the FHA or VA mortgage rate did change during the four-month
period of the agreement and delivery is made with an 11 percent (current
GNMA interest rate) GNMA pass-through certificate, pool no. 48650, with a
current face amount of $998,875 (within the 2.5 percent range for "good
delivery") priced at 97 12 / 32 to provide the agreed yield of 11.34 percent.
Investment in 11% GNMA, pool no. 48650
($998,875 x 97 12 / 32 )
$972,655
Accrued interest receivable
($998,875 x 11% x12/ 3 6 0 )
3,662
Cash
$976,317
To record purchase of 11% GNMA, pool no. 48650, and accrued interest from
May 1, 1980, to May 13, 1980.

Rollover or Extension
Facts
A financial institution entered a four-month fixed coupon agreement from
January 15, 1980, to May 13, 1980. On May 13, 1980, the institution
repurchased an 8 percent GNMA pass-through certificate, pool no. 23451,
with a face amount of $1,004,878 and a book basis of $1,001,537. The
institution accounted for the transaction as a financing and recorded journal
entries in the manner previously described in this Appendix. Also on May 13,
1980, the institution agrees to sell certificate no. 23451 at its market value
(81) and agrees to repurchase an 8 percent GNMA pass-through certificate
(current face amount of $1,004,878) three months later (ninety days) on
August 10, 1980.
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May

13,1980

Assumption A—Financing Transaction
Assume a fixed coupon agreement from May 13, 1980, to August 10, 1980.
Cash
$816,631
Accrued interest receivable
($1,004,878 x 8% x 12/360)
$ 2,680
Funds borrowed ($1,004,878 x 81)
813,951
To record amounts received under fixed coupon agreement, 8% GNMA, pool
no. 23451, from May 13, 1980, to August 10, 1980, and interest received for
the period May 1, 1980, to May 13, 1980.
Assumption B—Sell-Buy
Assume a yield maintenance agreement from May 13, 1980, to August 10,
1980.
Cash
Loss on sale of investment in 8% GNMA, pool
no. 23451 [$1,001,537 - ($1,004,878 x 81)]
Investment in 8% GNMA, pool no. 23451
Accrued interest receivable

$816,631
187,586
$1,001,537
2,680

To record sale of 8% GNMA, pool no. 23451, in connection with yield
maintenance agreement from May 13, 1980, to August 10,1980, and interest
received for the period May 1, 1980, to May 13, 1980.
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Appendix C

Reporting Under the Bank Secrecy Act
OTS Bulletin PA-7a-3, as revised, requires that, in conjunction with the annual
audit of an insured institution's financial statements, the independent auditor
should study and test the institution's procedures and compliance with the
OTS's Regulatory Handbook, section 400, "Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)," and
issue a special purpose report as described in paragraphs 60 and 61 of SAS No.

30, Reporting on Internal Accounting Control.
The BSA, passed by Congress in 1970, requires that financial institutions file
certain currency and monetary instrument reports and maintain certain
records for possible use in criminal, tax, and regulatory proceedings. The BSA
was further strengthened by the provisions of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1986, which also included the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986. Failure
to comply with the BSA can result in criminal or civil penalties. The fundamental purpose of the BSA is to provide a paper trail of the activities and
other elements of white collar and organized crime. These activities generate
large amounts of currency, often in small bills. During the course of these
activities, the cash may be exchanged for larger denominations or converted to
other monetary instruments for ease of use. The BSA delegated to the Secretary of the Treasury authority for issuing regulations, which in turn delegated
to the financial regulators the responsibility for determining compliance with
the act by institutions under their jurisdiction.
OTS regulation 563.17-7, entitled "Procedures for Monitoring Bank Secrecy
Act Compliance," requires insured institutions to establish and maintain
procedures reasonably designed to assure and monitor compliance with the
recordkeeping and reporting requirements of the BSA and the related Treasury regulations. The independent auditor's study and test and special-purpose report noted above should cover the compliance program required under
OTS regulation 563.17-7.
The auditor should be familiar with the following documents related to the
BSA.
•
31 USC 5311, "Financial Recordkeeping and Currency and Foreign
Transactions Reporting Act"
•
Revised OTS Bulletin PA-7a-3, "Audit Requirements Relating to
the Currency and Foreign Transaction Reporting Act"
•
OTS Regulatory Handbook, section 400, "Compliance Laws and
Regulations—Bank Secrecy Act"
•
OTS Regulation 12 CFR 563.177, "Procedures for Monitoring Bank
Secrecy Act Compliance"
•
31 CFR 103, "Treasury Department Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act Regulations"
Listed below are examples of audit procedures that should be considered to
meet the requirements of OTS Bulletin PA-7a-3. The nature and extent of the
audit procedures performed by independent auditors will depend upon such
factors as the extent of reportable transactions and the client's internal control
structure. Therefore, the audit procedures presented below are only intended
to serve as a guide in developing a tailored audit program.
1.
Obtain an understanding of the requirements of the Financial
Recordkeeping and Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting
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2.

3.

4.

Act by reading pertinent information. At a minimum, this would
include:
•
Sections 5313, 5316, 5318, and 5325 of the BSA and related
Treasury regulations (31 CFR 103), including any revisions or
modifications
•
OTS Bulletin PA-71-3, as revised
•
OTS Regulatory Handbook, section 400, "Compliance Laws and
Regulations—Bank Secrecy Act"
• OTS Regulation 563.17-7
•
Forms 4789 and 4790 and instructions thereon
Obtain a copy of the institution's compliance program (to be used
for monitoring compliance with the BSA as required by Regulation
563.17.7) and review the minutes of meetings of the board of
directors to ascertain that such compliance program was approved
by the board of directors.
Review the compliance program and ensure that, at a minimum, the
program—
a. Provides for a system of internal control to assure ongoing
compliance.
b. Provides for independent testing for compliance to be conducted
by institution personnel or an outside party.
c. Designates an individual responsible for coordinating and monitoring day-to-day compliance.
d. Provides training for appropriate personnel.
Interview the individual designated to coordinate and monitor dayto-day compliance with the BSA in order to obtain an understanding
of the procedures performed to meet the control objectives of the
BSA.
Determine whether the institution has established training programs for employees handling currency transactions and select a
representative sample of applicable employees to ascertain that
they have received such training. Review the training materials
which should include discussions regarding the requirements of the
BSA and related regulations, instructions on how to complete the
appropriate forms, and procedures for verification of exemptions.
Determine whether the institution's operating procedures and compliance guidelines include the following features discussed in OTS
Regulatory Handbook, section 400, "Compliance Laws and Regulations—Bank Secrecy Act."
a. Require centralized control and review of compliance with the
BSA
b. Encourage the reporting of large deposits consisting of numerous and/or out-of-area items of less than $10,000
c. Encourage the reporting of any unusual or suspicious purchases
of cashier's checks, official checks, money orders, etc., by
noncustomers
d. Verify the identity of noncustomers purchasing such items from
identity cards with pictures
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Review the institution's operating procedures and controls for compliance with the BSA and related regulations. These include procedures for verification and recording identity information of
purchasers of cashier's checks, traveler's checks, money orders, and
bank checks in amounts exceeding the current regulatory requirement for recording such information, procedures for preparation and
filing of Forms 4789 and 4790, and maintenance of an exemption
list. Perform the following procedures:
a. Test the institution's controls for determining that (1) identity
information of purchasers of cashier's checks, traveler's checks,
money orders, and bank checks in amounts exceeding the current regulatory requirement for recording such information is
being properly verified and recorded in log, and (2) reportable
transactions are being properly identified and reported in accordance with established guidelines. Generally this would entail
selecting a representative sample of tellers' work (i.e., proof
sheets and detail records) and ascertaining that (1) purchasers
meeting the above criteria were identified and that the proper
identification was noted in a log, and (2) the reportable transactions were filed or, if not, that the customer is included on the
exemption list.
b.

c.

d.

Ascertain that the institution has a policy to retain the log of
identity information for purchasers of cashier's checks, traveler's checks, money orders, and bank checks in amounts exceeding the current regulatory requirement for recording such
information for at least five years, and that this policy is being
adhered to.
Obtain the file of reports (Forms 4789 and 4790) and—
1.
Select a representative sample and determine that
the reports were—
•
Completed as per the related instructions.
•
Submitted to the appropriate authority on a
timely basis.
2.
Ascertain that the institution has a policy to retain
such reports for a period of at least five years, and
that this policy is being adhered to.
Review the procedures for determining whether a customer
should be included on the list of exempt customers. In addition,
obtain and select a representative sample of exempt customers
to determine that—
•
All required information has been obtained.
•
The exemption was properly approved and documented in accordance with the regulations.
A review of the exemption procedures should ascertain that—
•
A written statement, signed by the customer, is on
hand for each customer on the exemption list.
•
Each written statement includes certain identifying
information about the customer and describes why
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the exemption is sought and what transactions and
amounts are covered by the exemption.
•
The institution has independently evaluated each
customer's account to determine the proper exemption amounts.
•
The institution has a written policy for retention of
each customer exemption statement for as long as
the exemption remains in effect and for a period of
five years following removal from the exemption
list.
6.
Determine whether the institution's policies and procedures are
reviewed and tested on a regular basis by internal auditors or by
other management personnel not directly involved in this area or
operations.
7.
Prepare the auditor's special report.
8.
Evaluate the effects, if any, that the results of the procedures above
may have on the overall financial statements of the institution. If
the audit team determines that the institution's procedures and
controls are inadequate to assure compliance with the reporting
requirements of the BSA, evaluate the potential impact of noncompliance with the requirements on the financial statements.
The following is an illustration of an auditor's special-purpose report that
meets the reporting requirements of the BSA.
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Special Purpose Report—Agreed-Upon Procedures in
Accordance With the Bank Secrecy Act
Independent Auditor's Report
The Board of Directors
XYZ Savings and Loan Association
At your request, we have performed the procedures described below with
respect to the internal accounting control and administrative control procedures of XYZ Savings, a Federal Savings and Loan Association (the "Association") for transactions subject to the reporting and recordkeeping provisions of
the Financial Recordkeeping and Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting Act (the "Act"). Our procedures, which included tests of compliance with
such internal accounting control and administrative control procedures during
the year ended September 30, 19XX, were performed solely to assist you in
determining compliance with section 400 of the Office of Thrift Supervision's
(OTS) Regulatory Handbook, "Compliance Laws and Regulations—Bank
Secrecy Act."
The procedures we performed and the results of these procedures are summarized as follows:
1.
We read the documents listed below to obtain an understanding of
the requirements of the Act and related regulations.
•
Sections 5313, 5316, 5318, and 5325 of the Act and related
Treasury regulations (including any revisions or modifications)
•
OTS Bulletin PA-71-3, as revised

•
2.

3.

Section 400 of the OTS Regulatory Handbook

•
OTS Regulation 563.17-7
•
Forms 4789 and 4790 and instructions thereon
We obtained a copy of the Association's compliance program used
by the Association to monitor compliance with the Act. We read
pertinent minutes of meetings of the Board of Directors to determine that such compliance program was approved by the Association's Board of Directors.
We read excerpts of the Association's compliance program to determine that, at a minimum, the program—
a. Provides for a system of internal control related to ongoing
compliance with the Act.
b. Provides for independent testing for compliance with the Act to
be conducted by Association personnel or an outside party.
c. Designates an individual responsible for coordinating and monitoring day-to-day compliance with the Act.
d. Provides for training of appropriate personnel.
We read excerpts of the Association's operating procedures and
compliance guidelines to determine that they included the following
features discussed in section 400 of the OTS Regulatory Handbook,
"Compliance Laws and Regulations—Bank Secrecy Act":
a. Centralized control and review of compliance with the Act
b. Encouragement to report large deposits consisting of numerous
and/or out-of-area items of less than $10,000
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c.

Encouragement to report any unusual or suspicious purchase of
cashier's checks, official checks, money orders, etc. by noncustomers

d.

4.

5.

Verification of the identity of noncustomers purchasing such
items through the use of identity cards with pictures
We interviewed the individuals designated by the Association to
coordinate and monitor day-to-day compliance with the Act in order
to obtain an understanding of the procedures they perform to meet
the control objectives required by the Act.
We interviewed the individuals designated by the Association to
coordinate and monitor day-to-day compliance with the Act to
determine that there are established training programs for employees handling currency transactions and to determine that employees
received such training. In addition, we reviewed the content of the
Association's training materials to determine that it included discussions regarding the requirements of the Act and related regulations,
instructions on how to complete the appropriate forms, and procedures for verification of exemptions.

6.

We interviewed the individuals designated by the Association to
coordinate and monitor day-to-day compliance with the Act to
determine that the Association's policies and procedures were
reviewed and tested by internal auditors or by other management
personnel not directly involved in this area of operations.
Items 7, 8, and 9 below summarize the procedures we performed to review
the provisions of the paragraphs above and the related results:
7.
We read the Association's operating procedures and compliance
guidelines to determine that they included procedures for the proper
verification and recording in a log of identity information for each
purchaser of a bank check or draft, cashier's check, money order, or
traveler's check for $3,000 or more in currency issued or sold by the
Association. We performed the following procedures:
a. We selected
issuances and/or sales of bank checks or
drafts, cashier's checks, money orders, or traveler's checks for
$3,000 or more in currency (or the appropriate amount under
current regulatory requirements). We reviewed the transactions
to ascertain whether they were properly identified and logged.
For the transactions selected, we reviewed the related log to
determine whether it contained the specific identification information required by the Act. We also made inquiries of the
individuals designated by the Association to coordinate and
monitor day-to-day compliance with the Act as to whether the
Association has a policy to retain such log for at least five years
and whether there are adequate procedures to ensure that this
policy is adhered to.
No exceptions were noted.

8.

We read the Association's operating procedures and compliance
guidelines to determine that they included procedures for the preparation and filing of Forms 4789 and 4790 and we performed the
following procedures:
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a.

We selected
deposit and withdrawal transactions. We
reviewed the transactions to ascertain whether reportable transactions, if any, were properly identified and the appropriate
reports were filed or, if not, that the customer is included on the
exemption list.
b. We selected
Forms 4789. We reviewed the reports to
determine whether they were completed as per the related
instructions and submitted to the appropriate authority on a
timely basis. We also made inquiries of the individuals designated by the Association to coordinate and monitor day-to-day
compliance with the Act as to whether the Association has a
policy to retain such reports for a period of at least five years
and whether there are adequate procedures to ensure that this
policy is adhered to.
c. We selected
Forms 4790. We reviewed the reports to
determine whether they were completed as per the related
instructions and submitted to the appropriate authority on a
timely basis. We also made inquiries of the individuals designated by the Association to coordinate and monitor day-to-day
compliance with the Act as to whether the Association has a
policy to retain such reports for a period of at least five years
and whether there are adequate procedures to ensure that this
policy is adhered to.
No exceptions were noted.
9.
We read the Association's operating procedures and compliance
guidelines to determine whether they included procedures for the
maintenance of a customer exemption list including a written policy
for retention of each customer exemption statement for as long as
the exemption remains in effect and for a period of five years
following removal from the exemption list. We selected
customers included on the exemption list, and we noted that for each
customer selected—
a. A written statement, signed by the customer, is on hand.
b. The written statement includes certain identifying information
about the customer and describes why the exemption is sought
and what transaction and amounts are covered by the exemption.
c. The Association has independently evaluated the customer's
account to determine the proper exemption amounts.
No exceptions were noted.
Because the above procedures do not constitute a study and evaluation of the
Association's system of internal accounting control, we do not express an
opinion on the system taken as a whole. Had we performed additional procedures, or had we made a study and evaluation of the system of internal
accounting control, other matters might have come to our attention that would
have been reported to you. This report relates only to the procedures specified
above and does not extend to any financial statements of the Association.
This report is intended for the use of the Association's management and the
Office of Thrift Supervision and should not be used for any other purposes.
Signature]
Date]
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Savings Institutions Industry
Developments—1990
Industry and Economic Developments
.01 After several years of deregulation, the savings institutions industry
has entered a new stage of reregulation. The passage of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) in August
1989 resulted in significantly increased capital requirements for savings
associations and restrictions on the permissible activities of savings institutions, while also providing partial funding for the resolution of insolvent
institutions through the newly created Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC).
FIRREA also changed the manner in which the industry is regulated. The
Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) is now the primary regulator for savings
associations. As the entity responsible for the oversight of the Savings Association Insurance Fund (SAIF) and the Bank Insurance Fund (BIF), the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) now acts as the secondary regulator for
all federally insured institutions.
.02 Significant financial concerns continue to plague the savings institutions industry, including inadequate capital, poor asset quality, and liquidity
problems. The need for industry-wide consolidation and resolution of troubled
institutions will continue. The OTS has placed and is expected to place
hundreds of institutions into conservatorship or receivership with the RTC.
.03 The enforcement powers of the federal banking agencies, including
OTS, were increased under FIRREA and have been a primary focus of the
OTS and the FDIC during 1990. Personnel resources have been greatly added
at the regional levels of the OTS and FDIC and other government agencies to
address enforcement issues. Congressional scrutiny remains intense as the cost
of the resolution of failed or failing savings associations increases. In addition,
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has created two task forces
devoted to financial institutions.
.04 Pressure upon management to return institutions to profitability and
to comply with the increasing capital requirements has intensified, leading to
a reconsideration of how savings and loans are strategically managed. This
situation is complicated by a worsening economic environment and a widening
real estate downturn. Discussions of a pending recession continue as the nation
wrestles with an historically high deficit. In their audits of institutions'
financial statements, auditors must be alert to red flags that indicate the
possibility of noncompliance with, or violation of, rules and regulations of the
OTS and the FDIC; inadequacies with respect to the timing and amount of
loan loss provisions and writeoffs; unacceptable accounting practices; and
increased risk of material misstatements, errors or irregularities, and insider
abuse. Red flags that may be raised include the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Noncompliance with regulatory capital requirements
Adverse regulatory reports or required regulatory actions
Noncompliance with regulatory requirements regarding loans-toone-borrower limits and the divestiture of impermissible activities or
investments
High rates of growth or significant asset "downsizing"
Significant turnover in the investment portfolio
Poor loan and credit risk management documentation
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significant concentrations, or increases in the concentrations, of
nonperforming loans, real estate owned, or both
Loans with unusual, questionable, or inadequate collateral
Loans outside an institution's traditional lending area
Loans that are routinely extended or modified, or that pay interest
from loans in-process
Increasing or high levels of delinquencies or charge-offs
Significant sales or purchases of mortgage-servicing rights
Loss of the right to service loans for any of the secondary mortgagemarket agencies
Significant lending or investment activity inconsistent with management's stated objectives and strategies
Significantly mismatched maturities of assets and liabilities
Investment in high-yield or exotic investment securities
Declining net-interest spread earned on investment portfolios
Significant gains on sales resulting from the disposition of securities
or loans held for investment
Significant off-balance-sheet transactions
Significant dependence on brokered deposits
High interest rates paid on deposits in relation to rates paid by
competitors
Default on debt, interest payments, or both
Loans to real estate ventures that could be deemed equity investments (acquisition, development, or construction [ADC] loans)
Valuation of transactions in which institutional equity is considered
exchanged
Significant investment in non-investment grade securities (junk
bonds)
Low levels of allowances for loan losses relative to total loans or
nonperforming loans compared to industry averages
Declines in the value of investments that may be other than temporary
Significant hedging activity
Significant gains on complex or multiple-step transactions involving
real estate
Overreliance on historical data in determining the adequacy of
allowances for loan losses in a rapidly changing economic environment
Highly complex parent-subsidiary relationships
Questionable accounting practices
Highly complex tax strategies
Significant deferred-tax assets
Significant dividend distributions
Management remuneration significantly higher than the industry
average or inconsistent with an institution's performance
High levels of administrative expenses in relation to industry averages
Liquidity problems
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Illegal acts

When red flags such as these are noted, auditors may find it necessary to
apply additional procedures to obtain further understanding of the nature of,
and circumstances relevant to, the matter.

Regulatory and Legislative Developments
.05 Numerous regulations and policies recently have been proposed or
issued to effect the mandates of FIRREA. These regulations include the
establishment of three capital requirements and the pending imposition of a
higher core-capital requirement, capital-plan requirements, growth restrictions, limitations on the types of investments and loans into which savings
associations may enter, and the required divestiture of certain investments.
Loss Allowances
.06 As noted earlier, with the passage of FIRREA, the FDIC has become
the secondary regulator for the thrift industry. In that capacity, the FDIC has
planned to visit or examine all thrifts by December 31, 1990. Many of the
examinations that had taken place by late 1990 highlighted the possible
differences that exist between loss-allowance methodologies used by the FDIC
and those used by management and the accounting profession.
.07 The regulators and the AICPA have met to discuss these differences.
The FDIC agrees that institutions must report their financial statements in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Differences in methodology may arise in applying GAAP, especially in the area of
loss evaluation. (See Accounting Developments—Consensus Decisions of the
FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force.)
Capital

Requirements

.08 The capital requirements affect tangible capital, core capital, and
risk-based capital. The tangible capital requirement is currently 1.5 percent of
assets. Tangible capital generally is limited to common equity and noncumulative perpetual preferred stock adjusted for the noninclusion of most
intangibles. Purchased mortgage-servicing rights are the only intangible assets
includable in the determination of tangible capital.
.09 The core capital requirement is currently established at 3 percent of
total assets but generally will increase to 4 to 5 percent in the near future.
This increase is consistent with the congressional mandate that capital
requirements be no less stringent than those of the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency (OCC). The OCC recently adopted a core (leverage) requirement
that would allow a 3 percent core-capital requirement only for those institutions with regulatory ratings of one. Institutions with lesser regulatory ratings
of two through five will have minimum-capital requirements of at least 4 to 5
percent, to be determined by the regulator. Core capital includes tangible
capital plus supervisory goodwill (arising from the purchase of a troubled
savings and loan prior to April 12, 1989) and certain other identifiable
intangibles. Supervisory goodwill will be phased out by January 1, 1995.
.10 The overall risk-based capital requirement becomes 7.2 percent of
risk-weighted assets on December 31, 1990, and increases to 8 percent on
December 31, 1992. This requirement includes a Tier I or core-capital requirement of 3.6 percent of risk-weighted assets at December 31, 1990. Tier II
capital includes items not permitted in core capital, such as subordinated debt
and allowances for loan losses. The includability of identified intangibles, such
as purchased mortgage-servicing rights and core deposits, the regulatory
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capital treatment of excess servicing, sales with recourse, and the inclusion of
an interest-rate component, are some of the capital issues that remain under
discussion by the regulatory agencies. The FDIC has proposed limiting the
nature and amount of purchased mortgage-servicing rights included in capital.
.11 Any savings and loan not in compliance with the regulatory capital
standards must submit a capital plan that explains in detail how and when
compliance with the regulatory capital standards is expected to be achieved.
The capital benchmarks within an OTS-approved capital plan become the
interim capital standards against which compliance is monitored. Institutions
not in compliance with the capital requirements are restricted in their ability
to grow and are subject to regulatory action. Beginning on January 1, 1991,
institutions not in compliance with all three capital requirements will be
precluded from any growth, unless an exception is granted to allow growth up
to the amount of net interest credited.
.12 As a result of the complexity of the capital regulations, especially in
areas such as consolidation of subsidiaries, risk-weighing of mortgage-backed
securities, and servicing with recourse, a thorough understanding of the
requirements and of the ramifications of noncompliance with the requirements
is necessary.
Capital Distributions
.13 The OTS issued its final regulation affecting capital distributions in
1990. This regulation classifies savings and loans into three categories according to their degree of compliance with the regulatory capital requirements.
The ability to distribute capital is dependent upon the classification of the
savings and loan and, when permitted, is based upon a percentage of year-todate net income (and, in some instances, surplus capital).
Investment Restrictions
.14 FIRREA restricted the types and amounts of investments that
savings and loans can purchase. All savings institutions are precluded from
investing in non-investment-grade corporate debt securities and equity investments, as defined by the regulators. Additionally, the amount of nonresidential
real estate loans that federally chartered savings and loans can make is
restricted to 400 percent of capital. State-chartered institutions may invest in
amounts in excess of federal limitations, provided that the investment in such
securities and loans does not pose a significant risk (characterized as any risk
of loss) to the SAIF or BIF, and that the institution is in compliance with each
of its fully phased-in capital requirements. State-chartered institutions contemplating such excess investments after December 29, 1990, must obtain
prior approval from the FDIC.
.15 FIRREA also restricted loans-to-one-borrower to 15 percent of
unimpaired capital and surplus, as defined by regulation. Loans fully secured
by readily marketable collateral, including stocks and bonds traded on a
national exchange, commercial paper, negotiable certificates of deposit, and
bankers' acceptances, may equal an additional 10 percent of unimpaired
capital and surplus. Minimum thresholds and certain exemptions exist. A
limited phase-in period for residential construction loans also exists for institutions in compliance with the fully phased-in capital requirements.
Qualified-Thrift-Lender Test
.16 Currently, savings associations must maintain 60 percent of their
assets in housing-related assets in order to comply with the regulatory qualified-thrift-lender test. Beginning July 1, 1991, savings and loans will be
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required to hold 70 percent of their assets in eligible assets, and the types of
eligible assets will be restricted. Consequences of a failure to comply with this
new requirement will be severe. Institutions not in compliance will be subject
to numerous restrictions, including further limits on investment activities,
branching rights, and the ability to procure and maintain Federal Home Loan
Bank advances. Additionally, institutions failing to meet the requirement will
be required to operate as banks and eventually to seek a bank charter.
Appraisals
.17 Regulations promulgated in accordance with FIRREA require
appraisals of real estate for all transactions involving real estate valued in
excess of $50,000, but they permit the use of a licensed appraiser for most real
estate transactions valued at less than $250,000 and for most one-to-fourfamily residential loans of up to $1 million. Transactions that involve real
estate valued at higher amounts or that have greater complexity require a
certified appraiser (one who has more experience and has met more rigorous
criteria than a licensed appraiser has).
Transactions with

Affiliates

.18 By late 1990, the OTS had not yet finalized its transactions-withaffiliates (TWA) regulation. As proposed, the TWA regulation is consistent
with sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act. It would limit
transactions with an affiliate to 10 percent of capital stock and surplus. In the
aggregate, all transactions with all affiliates could not exceed 20 percent of a
savings association's capital stock and surplus. (The capital stock and surplus
classification, as defined by this regulation, does not have the same definition
as capital as defined in the capital regulations, or as unimpaired capital and
unimpaired surplus, as defined in the loans-to-one-borrower regulation.) Until
this regulation is passed, loans to subsidiaries continue to be governed by the
investment-in-service-corporation regulation, which generally limits the loans
to 3 percent of assets.
State-Chartered

Savings Associations

.19 Beginning January 1, 1990, state-chartered savings associations may
no longer engage in an activity that is not allowed for federal savings
associations unless (1) the activity does not pose a significant risk (characterized as any risk of loss) to the insurance fund, and (2) the institution is in
compliance with each of the three fully phased-in capital standards. The same
requirements apply if a state-chartered savings association engages in levels of
activities that are higher than the levels prescribed for federal savings associations. Institutions entering into excess activities after December 29, 1989,
must receive prior written approval from the FDIC.
.20 While state-chartered savings and loans may exceed federal limitations under certain circumstances, thrifts may not, under any circumstance,
invest in new equity investments or non-investment-grade corporate-debt
securities. Equity investments held currently in excess of the federal limits
and all non-investment-grade corporate-debt securities must be divested as
quickly as possible, but no later than July 1, 1994.
Insurance Premiums and Other Assessments
.21 The SAIF premium, established at 20.8 cents per $100 of insured
deposits during 1990, rises to 23 cents on January 1, 1991. (The FDIC
authorized a BIF premium of 19.5 cents per $100 of insured deposits for 1991,
an increase of 7.5 cents over the 1990 BIF premium, which is the maximum
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amount allowed by FIRREA. Legislation has since been passed that would
eliminate the ceiling on BIF and SAIF premiums.)
.22 Additionally, the OTS has issued new assessment guidelines. Assessments of institutions will be made on a graduated basis, increasing with the
asset size of the institution. Institutions considered to be troubled (those
having MACRO ratings of four or five) will be assessed at rates 50 percent
higher. Separate charges will be incurred for examinations of holding companies and affiliates as well as for applications and public reports filed with the
OTS.
Legal Alert Memos
.23 The OTS has issued numerous Legal Alert Memos (No. 17 was issued
October 26, 1990) setting forth disclosure requirements for public savings
associations filing with the OTS on a wide range of topics, including the new
capital requirements, noncompliance with capital requirements, and the
impact of FIRREA on savings associations. Additionally, Legal Alert No. 16
addresses the application of GAAP in securities filings with the OTS and
places emphasis on substance over form in the review of the appropriate
accounting treatment of transactions, even when GAAP is clearly set forth.
Information Sources
.24 OTS regulations and statements of policy are codified in the Code of
Federal Regulations. OTS supervisory policies and guidance are issued in the
form of Thrift Bulletins, Regulatory Bulletins, and Legal Alert Memos
(regarding issues for public registrants) and in guidance provided to examiners
through a multivolume set of handbooks. Generally, all of this information can
be obtained by contacting the Office of Communications of the OTS.
.25 The FDIC provides specific guidance in its Code of Federal Regulations (12 CFR 325 for capital maintenance), in instructions for consolidated
reports of condition and income (which are called Call Reports and are
available through the Federal Financial Institutions Executive Council), and
in letters to financial institutions, advisory opinions, interpretive letters, and
statements of policy. Commercial reference services that contain OTS and
FDIC rules and regulations, statements of policy, bulletins, memos, and OTS
releases are also available.

Audit and Accounting Developments
Proposed Audit and Accounting

Guide

.26 In August 1990, the AICPA exposed for comment a proposed Audit
and Accounting Guide, Audits of Savings Institutions. The creation of the
proposed guide was one of the accounting profession's actions in response to a
February 1989 report issued by the U.S. General Accounting Office regarding
the quality of CPA audits of certain failed savings and loan associations.
.27 The principal objectives of the proposed guide are to heighten auditors' awareness of complex issues encountered in audits of savings institutions'
financial statements and to alert auditors to the need for specific industry
knowledge and skills. Interest-rate risk, liquidity, asset quality, and management controls are among the most important concerns in the thrift industry.
The proposed guide addresses these broad issues as well as specific concerns
such as mortgage-related derivatives and off-balance-sheet financial instruments.
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.28 The proposed guide does not promulgate new accounting or financial
reporting standards; rather it is intended to describe current accounting and
reporting practices. In some cases, accounting literature, including consensus
decisions of the EITF, has been incorporated into the guide without changing
its place in the hierarchy of accounting literature.
Audit

Issues

.29 AICPA Statement of Position (SOP) 90-5, Inquiries of Representatives of Financia1 Institution Regulatory Agencies, amends chapter 2 of the
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide, Savings and Loan Associations, with
respect to communications between independent auditors and examiners. The
SOP states that the independent auditor should—
•
Request that management provide access to all reports of examinations and related correspondence.
•
Review reports of significant examinations and related correspondence between examiners and the financial institution during the
period under audit through the date of the independent auditor's
report.
•
Communicate with the examiners, with the prior approval of the
financial institution, when their examination of the financial institution is in process or a report on an examination has not been
received by the financial institution.
.30 A refusal by management or the examiner to allow the independent
auditor to review communications from, or to communicate with, the examiner
would ordinarily be a limitation on the scope of the audit sufficient to preclude
an unqualified opinion.
.31 The SOP also encourages auditors to attend, as observers, with the
prior approval of the financial institution, the exit conference between the
examiner and the financial institution representatives. Further, if the examiners request permission to attend the meeting between the independent auditor
and the financial institution representatives to review the audit report, and if
management concurs, the SOP encourages the independent auditor to
endeavor to be responsive to that request.
.32 The SOP should apply to audits of financial statements for periods
ending on or after September 30, 1990.
Accounting

Issues

.33 Statement of Cash Flows. Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) Statement No. 104, Statement of Cash Flows—Net Reporting of
Certain Cash Receipts and Cash Payments and Classification of Cash Flows
from Hedging Transactions, which is effective for fiscal years ending after
June 15, 1990, amends FASB Statement No. 95, Statement of Cash Flows, to
permit financial institutions, including savings institutions, to report in a
statement of cash flows certain net cash receipts and cash payments for (a)
deposits placed with other financial institutions and withdrawals of deposits,
(b) time deposits accepted and repayments of deposits, and (c) loans made to
customers and principal collections of loans. The statement also amends FASB
Statement No. 95 to permit cash flows resulting from futures contracts,
forward contracts, option contracts, or swap contracts that are accounted for
as hedges of identifiable transactions or events to be classified in the same
category as the cash flows from the items being hedged, provided that
accounting policy is disclosed.
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.34 FASB Statement No. 105. FASB Statement No. 105, Disclosure of
Information about Financial Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk and
Financial Instruments with Concentrations of Credit Risk, requires disclosure
of information about (1) significant concentrations of credit risk for all
financial instruments, both on- and off-balance-sheet, and (2) financial instruments with off-balance-sheet market risk, credit risk, or both. FASB Statement
No. 105 is effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years ending after
June 15, 1990. In the year of transition, comparative disclosures for prior
years need not be provided; however, for all subsequent fiscal years, the
information required by FASB Statement No. 105 must be provided for each
year for which a balance sheet is presented. Application of FASB Statement
No. 105 is not required in interim financial statements of the year of transition.
.35 FASB Statement No. 105 requires disclosure of significant concentrations of credit risk arising from all financial instruments—both on- and offbalance-sheet—because a judgment about significance can be made only in the
context of the total financial position of the entity. Disclosure of the following
information is required for each significant concentration of credit risk:
•
Information about the (shared) activity, region, or economic characteristic that identifies the concentration
•
The amount of the accounting loss due to credit risk that the entity
would incur if parties to the financial instruments making up the
concentration failed completely to perform according to the terms of
the contracts, and if the collateral or other security, if any, for the
amount due proved to be of no value to the entity
•
The entity's policy of requiring collateral or other security to support financial instruments subject to credit risk, information about
the entity's access to that collateral or other security, and the
nature and a brief description of the collateral or other security that
supports those financial instruments
.36 FASB Statement No. 105 requires disclosure of the following information about the extent, nature, and terms of financial instruments with offbalance-sheet risk (credit and market) by class of financial instrument:
•
The face, contract, or notional principal amount
•
The nature and terms of the instruments, including a discussion of
their credit and market risk, cash requirements, and related
accounting policies
.37 Further, for financial instruments with off-balance-sheet credit risk,
the following should be disclosed by class of financial instrument:
•
The accounting loss that the entity would incur if any party to the
financial instrument failed completely to perform according to the
terms of the contract and the collateral or other security, if any, for
the amount due proved to be of no value to the entity
•
The entity's policy for requiring collateral or other security to
support financial instruments subject to credit risk, information
about the entity's access to that collateral or other security, and the
nature and a brief description of the collateral or other security that
supports those financial instruments
.38 Consensus Decisions of the FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force.
Many consensus decisions of FASB's EITF, especially those dealing with
financial institutions, financial instruments, and real estate transactions, are
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relevant to savings and loans. The following issues should be of particular
interest to auditors of savings and loans.
•
Issue No. 89-4, Accounting for a Purchased Investment in a Collateralized Mortgage Obligation Instrument or in a Mortgage-Backed
Interest-Only Certificate. The issues address (1) whether to account
for purchased collateralized-mortgage-obligation (CMO) instruments as equity or nonequity instruments, (2) how to distinguish
high-risk CMO instruments from other CMO instruments, and (3)
how to account for purchased high-risk CMO instruments. Under
the consensus, CMO instruments that are issued in equity form are
accounted for in the same way as those issued in nonequity form are,
if certain conditions are met. If these conditions are not met, CMO
instruments in equity form are accounted for using the equity
method, in accordance with Accounting Principles Board (APB)
Opinion No. 18, The Equity Method of Accounting for Investments
in Common Stock, or are consolidated in accordance with Accounting Research Board (ARB) Opinion No. 51, Consolidated Financial
Statements, as amended by FASB Statement No. 94, Consolidation
of All Majority-Owned Subsidiaries. Nonequity instruments are considered to have high risk if there is a potential for loss of a
significant portion of the original investment due to changes in
interest rates, prepayment rates, or reinvestment earnings. Premiums and discounts on purchased nonequity CMO instruments that
are not considered to have high risk should be accounted for in
accordance with FASB Statement No. 91, Accounting for
Nonrefundable Fees and Costs Associated With Originating or
Acquiring Loans and Initial Direct Costs of Leases.
The EITF reached a consensus that purchased investments in highrisk, nonequity CMO instruments and interest-only certificates at
amortized cost should be accounted for using a "prospective"
approach to applying the interest method. Under that approach, the
expected effective yield is calculated at the date of purchase based
on the purchase price and anticipated future cash flows. Interest is
recognized in the initial subsequent period based on the expected
effective yield at the date of purchase, and any cash received on the
investment is first applied to accrued interest with any excess
applied to reduce the carrying amount of the investment. At each
reporting date, the effective yield is recalculated based on the
carrying amount (amortized cost) of the investment and the thencurrent estimate of future cash flows. This recalculated yield is then
used to accrue interest income on the carrying amount in the
subsequent accounting period. The estimate of future cash flows
should be made using prepayment assumptions that are consistent
with assumptions used by market participants for similar instruments. If future cash flows are directly affected by changes in
interest rates, current interest rates at or near the balance-sheet
date should be used to estimate those cash flows. The carrying
amount of the investment should not exceed the undiscounted estimated future cash flows—that is, the effective yield cannot be
negative. The consensus also requires disclosure of the carrying
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•

•

•

amount, effective yield, and fair value of investments in high-risk
CMO instruments in annual financial statements.
Issue No. 90-2, Exchange of Interest-Only and Principal-Only Securities for a Mortgage-Backed Security—An investor that owns an
interest-only security (IO) or principal-only (PO) security may
desire to obtain the corresponding PO or IO issued by the same trust
so as to reconstitute the underlying mortgage-backed security. The
EITF reached a consensus that an exchange of an IO and cash or a
PO and cash for the underlying mortgage-backed security of the
same trust should be accounted for at fair value, and that gain or
loss should be recognized. The EITF also reached a consensus that
an exchange of an IO and PO of the same trust for the underlying
mortgage-backed security of that trust is not an exchange for
substantially the same securities, and, therefore, that the exchange
should be accounted for at fair value with recognition of gain or loss.
Issue No. 88-11, Allocation of Recorded Investment When a Loan or
Part of a Loan is Sold—When a portion of a loan is sold, the seller's
right to some or all future cash flows may be subordinate to the
buyer's right to future cash collections, or the seller may otherwise
allocate credit risk disproportionately between the portion sold and
the portion retained (for example, the seller may promise to reimburse the buyer for losses), with or without disproportionate sharing
of other rights or risks inherent in the loan. If servicing is retained,
the stated servicing fee may be equal to, above, or below a normal
servicing fee, or no servicing fee may be stated. The issue is how the
enterprise's recorded investment in a loan should be allocated
between the portion of the loan sold (for purposes of determining the
gain or loss on the sale) and the portion retained (for purposes of
determining the remaining recorded investment).
Modifying a previous consensus on this issue, the EITF reached a
consensus that an enterprise selling the right to receive the interest
payments, the principal payments, or a portion of either or both
relating to a loan should allocate the recorded investment in that
loan between the portion of the loan sold and the portion retained
based on the relative fair values of those portions on the date that
the loan was acquired or adjusted for payment, and on other
activity from the date of acquisition to the date of sale. The EITF
acknowledged that it may not be practicable to determine fair
values as of the date of acquisition. When this is the case, the
allocation should be based on the relative fair value of the portion
sold and the portion retained on the date of sale. The recorded
investment to be allocated for such purposes should exclude consideration of any amounts included in an allowance for loan losses. The
amount of any gain recognized when a portion of a loan is sold
should not exceed the gain that would be recognized if the entire
loan was sold. If excess servicing is retained, a portion of the
recorded investment should be allocated to excess servicing based on
its relative fair value.
Issue No. 85-44, Differences Between Loan Loss Allowances for
GAAP and Regulatory Accounting Practices (RAP)—In this con-
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sensus, the EITF provided guidance concerning differences between
the amount of loan loss allowance computed by a financial statement preparer (that is, an institution) and the amount computed by
a regulator—a subject that has received considerable attention and
discussion during the past year. The EITF reached a consensus that
an institution could record different loan loss allowances under RAP
and GAAP, as the amounts completed by preparers of financial
statements and regulators may differ for a number of reasons. The
EITF noted, however, that auditors should be particularly skeptical
in the case of GAAP-RAP differences and must justify them based
on the particular facts and circumstances.
Issue No. 90-11, Accounting for Exit and Entrance Fees Incurred in
a Conversion from the Savings Association Insurance Fund (SAIF)
to the Banking Insurance Fund (BIF)—In connection with an
acquisition of a savings and loan association, the acquiring enterprise may convert the association to a commercial bank and convert
from the SAIF to the BIF. If this takes place, an exit fee must be
paid to the SAIF and an entrance fee must be paid to the BIF.
Whether these fees should be expensed or capitalized is currently
being discussed by the EITF. A consensus decision has not yet been
reached.

.39 Debt Securities Held As Assets. An exposure draft of a proposed SOP,
Reporting by Financial Institutions of Debt Securities Held as Assets, was
issued for comment in May 1990 to provide guidance on applying GAAP in
reporting debt securities held as assets by financial institutions, including
savings and loan associations. In September 1990, the AICPA Accounting
Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) agreed to issue an SOP recommending expanded disclosures and to study further the recognition and measurement issues.
.40 The "disclosure" SOP, 90-11, Disclosure of Certain Information by
Financial Institutions About Debt Securities Held as Assets, is effective for
financial statements for fiscal years ending after December 15, 1990. SOP
90-11 requires financial institutions to include an explanation of accounting
policies for debt securities held, including the basis for classification into
balance-sheet captions, such as investment or trading, in the notes to the
financial statements. In addition, financial institutions must disclose the
following in the notes to the financial statements for debt securities carried at
either historical cost or the lower of cost or market:
•
For each balance sheet presented, the amortized cost, estimated
market values, gross unrealized gains, and gross unrealized losses on
pertinent categories of securities
•
For the most recent balance sheet, the amortized cost and estimated
market values of debt securities due:
—In one year or less
—After one year through five years
—After five years through ten years
—After ten years
•
For each period for which results of operations are presented, the
proceeds from sales of such debt securities and gross realized gains
and gross realized losses on such sales
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.41 With respect to the recognition and measurement issues, AcSEC sent
a letter to the FASB on October 31, 1990, recommending that the FASB add a
limited-scope project to its agenda on recognition and measurement of debt
securities held as assets by financial institutions. On November 14, 1990, the
FASB agreed to consider accelerating a portion of its financial instruments
project to address this issue. However, the scope of such a project has not yet
been defined.
.42 In addition to the above, the SEC staff indicated, in a December 1989
letter, that it will continue the current practice of reviewing the adequacy of
disclosures made by SEC registrants in this area. The SEC staff believes the
following disclosures are appropriate for SEC registrants:
•
The accounting policy note to the financial statements should
clearly identify the characteristics that must be present for the
institution to carry a security at amortized cost, rather than at
market or lower of cost or market.
•
Market value of the portfolio should be disclosed on the face of the
balance sheet. If the portfolio is underwater, MD&A should assess
the significance of the unrealized loss relative to net worth and
regulatory capital requirements.
•
Proceeds from the sales of securities should be distinguished from
the proceeds of maturities in the statement of cash flows or in a note
thereto.
•
Gross unrealized gains and gross unrealized losses in the portfolio
should be disclosed separately in the MD&A. Disclosure in the notes
to the financial statements is recommended.
•
Gross realized gains and gross realized losses should be separately
disclosed in the MD&A. Disclosure in the notes to the financial
statements is recommended.
•
MD&A should analyze and, to the extent practicable, quantify the
likely effects on current and future earnings and investment yields
and on liquidity and capital resources of: material unrealized losses
in the portfolio; material sales of securities at gains; material shifts
in average maturity. A similar analysis should be provided if a
material portion of fixed rate mortgages maturing beyond one year
carries rates below current market.
•
If sales out of the portfolio were significant, the MD&A should
describe those events unforeseen at earlier balance sheet dates that
caused management to change its investment intent. Restatement
of earlier reports may be necessary if material sales occurred at a
loss and ability and intent to hold at earlier dates cannot be
demonstrated.
•
If a material proportion of the portfolio consists of securities which
are not actively traded in a liquid market, MD&A should disclose
that proportion/describe the nature of the securities and the source
of market value information, and discuss any material risks associated with the investment relative to earnings and liquidity. Similar
disclosure should be furnished if the portfolio includes instruments
the market values of which are highly volatile relative to small
changes in interest rates and this volatility may materially affect
operating results or liquidity.
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Investments held for sale, categorized by types of investments,
should be presented separately from the balance of the investment
portfolio in Table II, "Investment Portfolio," of Industry Guide 3
data. Contractual maturities of investments held for sale need not
be presented.

.43 Definition of Substantially the Same. SOP 90-3, Definition of the
Term Substantially the Same for Holders of Debt Instruments, as Used in
Certain Audit Guides and a Statement of Position, provides guidance on
whether two debt instruments that are exchanged are substantially the same
for the purpose of determining whether a transaction involving a sale and a
purchase or an exchange of debt instruments should be accounted for as a sale
or as a financing. If such securities are substantially the same, the sale and
purchase should be accounted for as a financing. It establishes the following
six criteria, all of which must be met, for two debt instruments to be
considered substantially the same:
1.
The debt instruments must have the same primary obligor, except
for debt instruments guaranteed by a sovereign government, central
bank, government-sponsored enterprise, or agency thereof, in which
case the guarantor and terms of the guarantee must be the same.
2.
The debt instruments must be identical in form and type so as to
give the same risks and rights to the holder.
3.
The debt instruments must bear the identical contractual interest
rate.
4.
The debt instruments must have the same maturity, except for
mortgage-backed pass-through and pay-through securities, for which
the mortgages collateralizing the securities must have similar
remaining weighted average maturities (WAMs) that result in
approximately the same market yield.
5.
Mortgage-backed pass-through and pay-through securities must be
collateralized by a similar pool of mortgages, such as single-family
residential mortgages.
6.
The debt instruments must have the same aggregate unpaid principal amounts, except for mortgage-backed pass-through and paythrough securities, for which the aggregate principal amounts of the
mortgage-backed securities given up and the mortgage-backed
securities reacquired must be within the accepted "good delivery"
standard for the type of mortgage-backed security involved.
SOP 90-3 applies to transactions entered into after March 31, 1990.
.44 Accounting for Foreclosed Assets. In December 1990, AcSEC issued
an exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Foreclosed Assets. Under
the proposed SOP, there is a presumption that foreclosed assets are held for
sale and not for the production of income. As a result, the proposed SOP would
require foreclosed assets to be classified in the balance sheet as assets held for
sale and reported at the lower of cost (including the estimated cost to sell the
asset) or fair value. In addition, except for cash payments for capital additions, improvements, or both, and any related capitalized interest, net cash
payments related to a foreclosed asset should be charged to income for each
reporting period as a loss on holding the asset. Net cash receipts during each
reporting period should reduce the carrying amount of the asset. No depreciation or amortization expense should be recognized.
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.45 The exposure period for the proposed SOP ends in March 1991.
Shortly thereafter, AcSEC expects to issue a final SOP that would apply to
foreclosed assets held by enterprises on or after the date the final SOP is
issued.
.46 In-Substance Foreclosures. AICPA Practice Bulletin No. 7, Criteria
for Determining Whether Collateral for a Loan Has Been In-Substance Foreclosed, issued in April 1990, establishes the following criteria for evaluating
whether collateral for a loan has been in-substance foreclosed:
•
The debtor has little or no equity in the collateral, considering the
current fair value of the collateral.
•
Proceeds for repayment of the loan can be expected to come only
from the operation or sale of the collateral.
•
The debtor has either (a) formally or effectively abandoned control
of the collateral to the creditor, or (b) retained control of the
collateral, but because of the current financial condition of the
debtor, or the economic prospects for the debtor, the collateral, or
both in the foreseeable future, it is doubtful that the debtor will be
able to rebuild equity in the collateral or otherwise repay the loan in
the foreseeable future.
.47 The practice bulletin also addresses the reporting by creditors for
collateral for a loan that is in-substance foreclosed. If the criteria are met,
paragraph 34 of FASB Statement No. 15, Accounting by Debtors and Creditors for Troubled Debt Restructurings should be followed. That is, the loan
should be reclassified to the category or categories of the collateral, and the
recorded investment in the loan should be reduced to the fair value of the
collateral, which establishes a new cost basis in the same manner as a legal
foreclosure. The excess of the recorded investment in the receivable over the
fair value of the collateral should be recognized as a loan loss in the current
period to the extent that it is not offset against a previously established
allowance.
.48 Recision of Practice Bulletin No. 3. In June 1990, AcSEC withdrew
Practice Bulletin No. 3, Prepayments into the Secondary Reserve of the
FSLIC and Contingencies Related to Other Obligations of the FSLIC. Practice
Bulletin No. 3 stated, among other things, that assets involving FSLIC
obligations or guarantees should be evaluated for the likelihood of loss in
accordance with FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies. In
addition, it concluded that loss of these assets was at least "reasonably
possible."
.49 FIRREA dissolved the FSLIC and formed the FSLIC Resolution
Fund. The Resolution Fund's purpose is to service the cost of the FSLIC
obligations outstanding and manage the assets and liabilities that were transferred from the FSLIC. FIRREA provides that financing for the Resolution
Fund will come from transferred FSLIC assets, additional borrowings by the
Financing Corporation created by CEBA, old receivership proceeds, and a
portion of savings institutions' deposit premiums. FIRREA also states that
Treasury funds will be used to cover any shortfall; however, such Treasury
funds must be appropriated annually by Congress. Funds were appropriated
for fiscal year 1990; however, annual funding appropriations are required to
maintain this funding.
.50 Assets involving obligations of the FSLIC assumed by the Resolution
Fund should continue to be evaluated for the likelihood of loss in accordance
with FASB Statement No. 5. The institutions should reassess periodically the
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likelihood of a loss in light of the specific facts and circumstances at the time
of the reassessment. Even though uncertainties regarding such assets continue
to exist, facts and circumstances at this time might reasonably lead to the
conclusion that the likelihood of loss is remote.
.51 ADC Arrangements and Similar Arrangements that are Classified as
Real Estate Investments or Joint Ventures. A proposed Practice Bulletin,
ADC Arrangements and Similar Arrangements that are Classified as Real
Estate Investments or Joint Ventures, is being developed to provide implementation guidance on accounting for ADC arrangements and similar
arrangements classified as investments in real estate or real estate joint
ventures under the February 10, 1986, "Notice to Practitioners on ADC
Arrangements." In particular, the proposed practice bulletin is expected to
address the following issues:
•
Lenders' reporting their proportionate shares of income or losses on
ADC projects
•
The relationship between a lender's proportionate share of income or
losses and its "expected residual profit," as described in the ADC
Notice
•
Including depreciation in determining the income or loss to be
recognized
•
Reporting by lenders of interest receipts
•
Circumstances in which unrealized appreciation of the property can
be considered in determining income or loss to be recognized by the
lender
.52 Financial Reporting of Interest Income on Troubled or Past Due
Loans by Financial Institutions. A proposed Issues Paper, Financial Reporting
of Interest Income on Troubled or Past Due Loans by Financial Institutions, is
being developed by an AcSEC task force regarding the financial reporting of
interest income on troubled or past due loans by financial institutions. Among
the questions the task force is addressing are the following:
•
When should lenders cease accruing interest on troubled loans?
•
How should lenders account for accrued but uncollected interest?
•
What disclosures are appropriate for cash payments received on
nonaccrual loans?
.53 The status of the project is expected to be discussed by AcSEC's
Planning Subcommittee in December 1990.

.54 Copies of AICPA authoritative guidance may be obtained by calling
the AICPA Order Department at (800) 334-6961 (USA) or (800) 248-0445
(NY). Copies of FASB authoritative guidance may be obtained directly from
the FASB by calling the FASB Order Department at (203) 847-0700, ext. 10.
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Audit Risk Alert—1990 *
Introduction
.01 This alert is intended to help auditors in finalizing their planning for
1990 year-end audits. Successful audits are a result of a number of factors,
including acceptance of clients with integrity, adequate partner involvement
in planning and performing audits, an appropriate level of professional skepticism, and the allocation of sufficient audit resources to high-risk areas.
Addressing these factors in each audit engagement requires substantial professional judgment based, in part, on a knowledge of professional standards and
current developments in business and government.
.02 It is important to make sure that written audit programs are ade-

quately tailored to reflect each client's circumstances, including areas of
greater audit risk. This alert identifies areas that, based on current information and trends, may be relevant to many 1990 year-end audits. Although it
does not provide a complete list of risk factors to be considered, and the items
discussed do not affect risk in every audit, this alert can be used as a planning
tool for considering matters that may be especially significant for 1990 audits.

Economic Developments
The Current Economic Downturn
.03 Dramatic events in the Persian Gulf and around the world have
raised many questions and concerns for American companies. Rising oil prices,
lower consumer demand, and reduced availability of capital are just some of
the factors affecting companies in all industries. Auditors should take these
economic factors into consideration and be aware of the ways in which clients
have been affected by them as well as of the potential, if any, of a goingconcern problem.
Business Failures on the Rise
.04 The current illiquidity in the junk-bond market, coupled with the
continuing tightening of credit by lenders throughout the country, have made
it substantially more difficult for prospective borrowers to obtain financing,
particularly for highly leveraged companies. A recent article in the Wall Street
Journal called attention to increases in bankruptcy filings, particularly in the
real estate, apparel, retailing, and construction industries, due in large part to
the weakening cash flow of many businesses as well as the more cautious credit
environment. Some industries are becoming very risky undertakings. For
example, in 1990, the number of restaurant closings exceeded the number of
openings; increased competition has made it nearly impossible to raise menu
prices, while costs have continued to increase, especially those for energy,
insurance, and wages.
.05 The effects of the economic slowdown will vary across geographic
regions and industries, and among companies even within the same industry.
Therefore, auditors need to focus specifically on the environment of each client
and address each client's particular issues accordingly. Nevertheless, many
companies will be unable to pass on increased costs (particularly increased oil
prices and medical expenses) due, in part, to increasing competition and
softening demand for their products. This could make it difficult for companies to report favorable operating results for the year. With this in mind,
* This Audit Risk Alert was published in the December 1990 issue of the AICPA's CPA

Letter.
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auditors should be even more sensitive this year to ongoing issues that affect
operating results, such as the collectibility of receivables and the potential
obsolescence and realizability of inventories.
.06 Highly leveraged companies are particularly vulnerable to a downturn in business activity and the other factors discussed above. Auditors
should consider these circumstances when evaluating the ability of highly
leveraged clients to continue as going concerns.
Economic Considerations Rotating to Debt
.07 Adverse developments in the economy in general, or in a particular
financial institution, may cause an institution to refuse to renew loans, to
exercise demand clauses (such as the due-on-demand clause), or to decline to
waive covenant violations. In addition, these developments may make it more
difficult for companies to obtain alternate sources of financing than in the
past. In these cases, the auditor should consider the borrower's classification of
the liability, potential going-concern issues, management's plans (such as
those for alternate financing or asset disposition), and the adequacy of disclosures in the borrower's financial statements. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) rules contain specific disclosure requirements in Management's
Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) about liquidity and material uncertainties.

Regulatory and Legislative Developments
Environmental Liabilities
.08 The Environmental Protection Agency is empowered by law (through
the Superfund legislation) to seek recovery from anyone who ever owned or
operated a particular contaminated site, or anyone who ever generated or
transported hazardous materials to a site (these parties are commonly referred
to as potentially responsible parties, or PRPs). Potentially, the liability can
extend to subsequent owners or to the parent company of a PRP.
.09 In connection with audit planning, the auditor should consider making inquiries of management about whether a client (or any of its subsidiaries)
has been designated as a PRP or otherwise has a high risk of exposure to
environmental liabilities. If a client has been designated as a PRP, the auditor
should consider whether any amount should be accrued for cleanup costs and
assess the need for disclosure and, possibly, for the inclusion of an explanatory
fourth paragraph in the audit report citing the uncertainty, if management is
unable to make reasonable estimates of the costs. In addition, for public
entities, disclosure should be made in MD&A of estimates of cleanup costs or
the reasons why the matter will not have a material effect.
.10 Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 5,
Accounting for Contingencies, and Interpretation No. 14, Reasonable Estimation of the Amount of a Loss, provide guidance for the accounting and
disclosure of loss contingencies, including those related to environmental
issues. The FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) reached a consensus in
Issue 90-8, Capitalization of Costs to Treat Environmental Contamination,
that, generally, the costs incurred to treat environmental contamination
should be expensed and may be capitalized only if specific criteria are met.
Notification of Termination of Auditor-Client
Relationship
.11 The SEC staff has observed instances in which CPA firms have not
notified the SEC's Chief Accountant when an auditor-client relationship ends.
Under a rule effective May 1, 1989, member firms of the SEC Practice Section
of the AICPA Division for Firms must notify the SEC directly by letter within
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five business days after the auditor resigns, declines to stand for reelection, or
is dismissed.

New Auditing Pronouncements
Implementing SAS No. 55 on Internal Control
.12 AICPA Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 55, Consideration
of the Internal Control Structure in a Financial Statement Audit, is effective
for audit periods beginning on or after January 1, 1990. Auditors who did not
apply its provisions early are faced with implementation for December 31,
1990, year-end audits.
.13 To help auditors with questions that may arise, the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) issued the Audit Guide, Consideration of the Internal
Control Structure in a Financial Statement Audit. The guide presents two
preliminary audit strategies for assessing control risk and uses three hypothetical companies ranging from a small, owner-managed business to a large public
company to illustrate how the strategies affect the nature, timing, and extent
of procedures. Particularly helpful is a series of exhibits that includes sample
workpapers documenting the hypothetical companies' compliance with SAS
No. 55.
New Financial Institutions Confirmation Form
.14 The AICPA will replace the existing 1966 Standard Bank Confirmation Inquiry. The new form will provide only confirmation of deposit and loan
balances. To confirm other transactions and arrangements, auditors will have
to send a separate letter, signed by the client, to a financial institution official
responsible for the financial institution's relationship with the client or knowledgeable about the transactions or arrangements. Anyone ordering the new
standard form from the AICPA Order Department will receive a copy of a
notice to practitioners, which describes the revisions to the process of confirming information with financial institutions, and illustrative letters for confirming some of these types of transactions or arrangements. The new form should
be used for confirmations mailed on or after March 31, 1991. Practitioners
should neither use the new form before March 31, 1991, nor use the old form
on or after that date.
New SAS on Internal

Auditing

.15 In April 1991, the ASB issued SAS No. 65, The Auditor's Consideration of the Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial Statements, that
provides practitioners with expanded and revised guidance on considering the
work of internal auditors. Many internal audit activities are relevant to an
audit of financial statements because they provide evidence about the design
and effectiveness of internal control structure policies and procedures or
provide direct evidence about misstatements of financial data contained in
financial statements. The SAS is effective for audits of financial statements for
periods ending after December 15, 1991, and includes guidance to assist
auditors in obtaining an understanding of the internal audit function, assessing the competence and objectivity of internal auditors, and determining the
extent to which they may consider work performed by internal auditors. The
SAS supersedes SAS No. 9, The Effect of an Internal Audit Function on the
Scope of the Independent Audit, and incorporates the terminology and concepts of more recent SASs, particularly SAS No. 55.
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Forthcoming Guidance on Circular

A-133

.16 On March 8, 1990, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
issued Circular A-133, Audits of Institutions of Higher Education and Other
Nonprofit Institutions. The purpose of Circular A-133 is to establish audit
requirements and to define federal responsibilities for implementing and
monitoring audit requirements for institutions of higher education and other
nonprofit institutions receiving federal awards. Institutions covered by Circular A-133 generally include colleges and universities (and their affiliated
hospitals) and other not-for-profit organizations, such as voluntary health and
welfare organizations and other civic organizations.
.17 The circular applies to nonprofit institutions that receive $100,000 or
more in federal awards. (Circular A-133's definition of financial awards is
broader than the term financial assistance used in SAS No. 63, Compliance
Auditing Applicable to Governmental Entities and Other Recipients of Governmental Financial Assistance.) Nonprofit institutions that receive at least
$25,000 but less than $100,000 in federal financial assistance have the option
of applying either the requirements of Circular A-133 or separate program
audit requirements. For institutions receiving less than $25,000, records must
be kept and made available for review, if requested, but the provisions of the
circular do not apply.
.18 In the first quarter of 1991, the AICPA's Auditing Standards Division
plans to expose a statement of position, prepared by a subcommittee of the
AICPA Not-for-Profit Organizations Committee, that will provide guidance
about compliance-auditing requirements in Circular A-133. Circular A-133 is
effective for audits of fiscal years beginning on or after January 1, 1990. Since
the circular permits biennial audits, some institutions may not be required to
follow its requirements until the audit of their financial statements for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1992.

Audit Reporting and Communication Issues
Reporting on Uncertainties
.19 Some auditors have issued an unqualified report with an additional
paragraph about the existence of an uncertainty in situations when a qualified
or adverse opinion should have been issued.
.20 SAS No. 58, Reports on Audited Financial Statements, requires an
auditor to add an explanatory paragraph (after the opinion paragraph) to the
standard report when a matter is expected to be resolved at some future date,
at which time sufficient evidence about its outcome is likely to be available.
Examples of such uncertainties include lawsuits against the entity and tax
claims by tax authorities when precedents are not clear. Because its resolution
is prospective, sometimes management cannot estimate the effect of the
uncertainty on the entity's financial statements. However, those uncertainties
have, in some cases, been confused with other situations in which management
asserts that it is unable to estimate certain financial statement elements,
accounts, or items.
.21 Generally, matters whose outcomes depend on the actions of management and relate to typical business operations are susceptible to reasonable
estimation and, therefore, are estimates inherent in the accounting process,
not uncertainties. Management's inability to estimate in these situations
should raise concerns about the possible use of inappropriate accounting
principles or scope limitations. If the auditor believes that financial statements are materially misstated because of the use of inappropriate accounting
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principles, a qualified or adverse opinion is required due to the GAAP
departure. A scope limitation should result in a qualified opinion or a disclaimer of opinion.
Going-Concern

Matters

.22 When an auditor concludes that there is substantial doubt about an
entity's ability to continue as a going concern, SAS No. 59, The Auditor's
Consideration of an Entity's Ability to Continue as a Going Concern, requires
the auditor to include an explanatory paragraph (following the opinion paragraph) in the report to reflect that conclusion. Auditors have issued reports in
which it is unclear whether they are expressing a conclusion that there is
substantial doubt about an entity's ability to continue as a going concern.
.23 For situations in which the auditor expresses such a conclusion, the
ASB recently amended SAS No. 59 to require the use of the phrase "substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern" (or similar
wording that includes the terms substantial doubt and going concern) in the
required explanatory paragraph.
Required Communications to Audit Committees and Others
Having Oversight Responsibility
.24 Instances have been noted in which auditors have overlooked the
communication requirements of SAS No. 61, Communication With Audit
Committees. This statement requires auditors to ensure that certain matters
are communicated to audit committees or other groups with responsibility for
oversight of the financial reporting process. SAS No. 61 applies to—
•

Entities that have an audit committee or a formally designated
group having oversight responsibility for financial reporting (for
example, a finance or budget committee).

•

All SEC engagements as defined in footnote 1 of the statement.

.25 In considering the communications required by SAS No. 61, the
auditor should also not overlook the communications required by the following:
•

SAS No. 53, The Auditor's Responsibility
Errors and Irregularities.

to Detect and Report

•

SAS No. 54, Illegal Acts by Clients (see discussion below).

•

SAS No. 60, Communications of Internal Control Structure Related
Matters Noted in an Audit.

Illegal Acts
.26 SAS No. 54 provides guidance for communications with clients of
possible illegal acts. The auditor has a responsibility to detect and report
misstatements resulting from illegal acts having a direct and material effect
on financial statement line-item amounts. Auditors may also become aware of
other illegal acts that have, or are likely to have, occurred and that may not
have a direct and material effect on financial statement amounts.
.27 Auditors should assure themselves that all illegal acts that have come
to their attention, unless clearly inconsequential, have been communicated to
the audit committee or its equivalent (the board of trustees or an ownermanager) in accordance with SAS No. 54.
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Recurring Audit Problems
Questionable Accounting Practices
.28 Managements of companies—public or private—might feel pressure
to report favorable results—for example, to maintain a trend of growth in
earnings, support or improve the price of the company's stock, obtain or
maintain essential financing, or comply with debt covenants. This pressure is
most likely to affect public companies, but auditors should not underestimate
the pressures on nonpublic companies to "stretch" earnings or report a
favorable financial condition—particularly in light of the current credit
crunch. In most cases, the actions taken are well-intentioned and believed to
be appropriate by the company. However, in certain cases, the result is an
inappropriate accounting practice.
.29 The downturn in the economy may have an effect on the way a client
conducts its business and carries out its revenue recognition policies. Auditors
should be alert to facts and circumstances relating to revenue recognition
policies that may not be appropriate, such as—
•
Changes in standard sales contracts permitting, for example, continuation of cancellation privileges.
•
Situations in which the seller has significant continuing involvement
or the buyer has not made a sufficient financial commitment to
demonstrate an intent or ability to pay.
•
Certain sales with a "bill and hold" agreement.
.30 Revenue should not be recorded until it is realized or clearly realizable, the earnings process is complete, and its collection is reasonably assured.
.31 The following are some other accounting practices that distort operating results or financial position:
•
Improperly deferring typical period costs and expenses (for example,
personnel, training, and moving costs) or costs for which a specific
quantifiable future benefit has not been determined.
•
Adjusting reserves without adequate support.
•
Nonaccrual of losses (for example, environmental liabilities) or inadequate disclosure in accordance with FASB Statement No. 5,
Accounting for Contingencies.
•
Inadequate recognition of uninsured losses (for example, increased
deductibles for workers' compensation or medical care).
•
Using improper LIFO accounting practices, including inappropriate
pools and intercompany transactions.
.32 Competent and sufficient audit evidence continues to be the foundation for the auditor's opinion. Insufficient professional skepticism, illustrated
by "auditing by conversation," or failing to obtain solid evidence to back up
management's representations, can lead to audit problems. In the final analysis, auditors need to step back and ask one of auditing's most fundamental
questions: Does it make sense?
.33 Problems also can occur due to errors in recording relatively straightforward transactions, particularly in those situations where cost-reduction and
restructuring programs have reduced the number and quality of accounting
personnel. The importance of principal audit procedures (for example, sales
and inventory cut-off tests, searches for unrecorded liabilities, and follow-up
on errors noted during tests) cannot be overemphasized. These types of
procedures are fundamental and critical to the audit process.
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.34 Although clients may impose fee pressures or tight deadlines on
auditors, these pressures do not change the professional responsibility to
understand and audit the facts and situations carefully and to make professional, knowledgeable decisions.
Communications Between Predecessor and Successor Auditors
.35 SAS No. 7, Communications Between Predecessor and Successor
Auditors, establishes requirements for communications between predecessor
and successor auditors when a change of auditors has taken place or is in
process. It has been observed that the guidance provided by SAS No. 7 is
sometimes not followed. It is essential that both predecessor and successor
auditors are aware of, and adhere to, the requirements of SAS No. 7. For
example, the predecessor auditor should respond promptly and fully to the
successor's reasonable inquiries unless he or she indicates that the response is
limited.
Part of Audit Performed by Other Independent

Auditors

.36 In accordance with SAS No. 1 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1,
AU section 543), in no circumstances should an auditor state or imply that an
audit report making reference to another auditor is inferior in professional
standing to a report without such a reference. When a principal auditor
decides not to make reference to the work of another auditor, the extent of
additional procedures to be performed by the principal auditor may be
affected by the other auditor's quality-control policies and procedures (see
auditing interpretation "Part of Audit Performed by Other Auditors: Auditing
Interpretations of AU Section 543" [AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1,
AU section 9543.18]).
Attorney's Responses
.37 A letter of audit inquiry to the client's lawyer is the auditor's primary
means of corroborating information furnished by management concerning
litigation, claims, and assessments. Auditors should carefully read all letters
from attorneys and ensure that all matters discussed are understood. Ambiguous and incomplete responses should be appropriately resolved with client
management and attorneys, and conclusions should be properly documented.
An auditing interpretation of SAS No. 12, Inquiry of a Client's Lawyer
Concerning Litigation, Claims, and Assessments, presented in the AICPA's
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU section 9337.18, discusses what constitutes
an acceptable reply. Additional inquiries may be needed if replies are not
dated sufficiently close to the date of the audit report.

Pitfalls for Auditors
.38 Each year-end seems to abound with pitfalls for auditors. The following reminders are intended to alert auditors to some of these pitfalls.
•
Watch out for large, unusual, one-time transactions, especially at or
near year-end, that may be designed to ease short-term profit and
cash flow pressures. Scrutinize each transaction to ensure validity of
business purpose, timing of revenue or profit recognition, and adequacy of disclosure.
•
In performing analytical procedures (for example, analyzing
accounts, changes from period to period, and differences from expectations), maintain an attitude of objectivity and professional skepticism. Do not assume that the accounts or client explanations are
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•

•

right. Rather, question, challenge, and compare new information
with what is already known about the client and of business in
general.
Make sure that receivables that are supported by real estate as
collateral reflect the softening of the market. Increases in the
allowance for uncollectibles may be needed. Recognize that assets
acquired through foreclosure may be overvalued and difficult to sell.
Pay special attention to the collectibility of significant receivables
from debtors that have recently gone through a leveraged buyout
(LBO). A company is not the same entity that it was before an LBO.

Accounting Developments
Financial Instruments Disclosure
.39 In March 1990, the FASB issued Statement No. 105, Disclosure of
Information About Financial Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk and
Financial Instruments with Concentrations of Credit Risk, effective for fiscal
years ending after June 1, 1990. It applies to all entities, including small
businesses (due to its requirement to disclose significant concentrations of
credit risk arising from all financial instruments, including trade accounts
receivable).
.40 The statement applies to all financial instruments with off-balancesheet risk of accounting loss and all financial instruments with concentrations
of credit risk, with some exceptions that are detailed in paragraphs 14 and 15
of the statement. It requires all entities with financial instruments that have
off-balance-sheet risk to disclose the face, contract, or underlying principal
involved; the nature and terms of the financial instrument; the accounting loss
that could occur; and the entity's policy regarding collateral or other security
and a description of the collateral.
Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions
.41 The FASB issued Statement No. 106, Employers' Accounting for
Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions, in December 1990. The statement significantly changes the prevalent current practice of accounting for
postretirement benefits on the "pay as you go" (cash) basis by requiring
accrual, during the years that employees render services, of the expected cost
of providing those benefits to employees and their beneficiaries and covered
dependents. This statement is effective for calendar-year 1993 financial statements. An additional two-year delay is provided for plans of non-U.S. companies and certain small employers.
.42 In the SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) No. 74, Disclosure of the
Impact That Recently Issued Accounting Standards Will Have on the Financial Statements of the Registrant When Adopted in a Future Period, the SEC
staff expressed its belief that disclosure of impending accounting changes is
necessary to inform readers about expected effects on financial information to
be reported in the future and should be made in accordance with existing
MD&A requirements. The SEC staff provided supplemental guidance regarding SAB No. 74 in the November 1990 EITF minutes.
Reporting When in Bankruptcy
.43 Statement of Position (SOP) 90-7, Financial Reporting by Entities in
Reorganization Under the Bankruptcy Code, provides guidance for entities
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that have filed petitions with the Bankruptcy Court and expect to reorganize
as going concerns under Chapter 11.
.44 The SOP recommends that all such entities report the same way while
reorganizing under Chapter 11, with the objective of reflecting their financial
evolution. To do that, their financial statements should distinguish transactions and events that are directly associated with the reorganization from the
operations of the ongoing business as it evolves.
.45 The SOP generally becomes effective for financial statements of
enterprises that have filed petitions under the Bankruptcy Code after December 31, 1990.

Audit Risk Alerts
.46 The Auditing Standards Division is issuing Audit Risk Alerts to
advise auditors of current economic, industry, regulatory, and professional
developments that they should be aware of as they perform year-end audits.
The following industries are covered:
•
Airlines (022071)
•
Agribusiness (022073)
•
Banking (022063)
•
Casinos (022070)
•
Construction contractors (022066)
•
Credit unions (022061)
•
Employee benefit plans (expected to be available in March 1991)
(022055)
e
Federal government contractors (022068)
•
Finance companies (022060)
•
Investment companies (022059)
•
Life and health insurance companies (022058)
•
Nonprofit organizations, including colleges and universities and
voluntary health and welfare organizations (expected to be available
in March 1991) (022074)
•
Oil and gas producers (022069)
•
Property and liability insurance companies (022072)
•
Providers of health care services (022067)
•
Savings institutions (022076)
•
Securities (022062)
•
State and local governmental units (expected to be available in June
1991) (022056)
.47 Copies of these industry updates may be purchased from the AICPA
Order Department. They are also included in this service.
Call toll free: (800) 334-6961 (USA)
(800) 248-0445 (NY)

AICPA Services
Technical Hotline
.48 The AICPA Technical Information Service answers inquiries about
specific audit or accounting problems.
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Call toll free: (800) 223-4158 (USA)
(800) 522-5430 (NY)

Ethics Division
.49 The AICPA's Ethics Division answers inquiries about the application
of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct. Auditors may call at any of the
following numbers:
(212) 575-6217
(212) 575-6299
(212) 575-6736
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